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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

IMPACTS OF SHOCK & VIBRATION CONSIDERATIONS .37
ON WEAPON SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT ,"

(Keynote Speech delivered to 47th Shock & Vibration Symposium,
October 19-21, 1976; Albuquerque, N.M.) °

' It is a pleasure for me to be here on the 30th Anni- The challenge that we face and the tasks that are ours
versary of the founding of your Symposium, dedicated to should be:
the exchange of information on Shock & Vibration research
and test results. I am particularly pleased to have the 0 To transform shock and vibration effort into a well-
opportunity to share with you, for this 47th session, some planned activity; and, 'O
of my thoughts on the Impacts of Shock and Vibration - Z
Considerations on Weapon System Development. 0 To incorporate shock and vibration integrity as an .; "

integral part of a weapon system capability.
Having been trained formally as an aeroelastician and

structural dynamicist, I have enjoyed for several years direct Let me expound on this further by examining the
association with shock and vibration work in the earlier most important factors in evaluating weapon systems.
days of my career. The personal involvement of those years These, I would call my three "A's," namely:
and my later jobs in weapon system development made mei

" keenly aware of the fact that: 0 Ability - to perform a given mission. This is the
basis of the system requirement. Its payload and range, its

0 Shock and vibration integrity is every bit as impor. penetrativity against defense and its delivery accuracy, etc.
tant to a silo-based ICBM as its warhead yield or its guidance '" -.

accuracy, so that the vital prelaunch survivability of the 0 Availability - to execute the mission at desired " "'
ICBM can be preserved, time. This is much more than a date for initial operation

capability; it considers whether a system has too high an
* Shock and vibration integrity is every bit as impor- out-of-commission rate due to needed repairs, retrofits, or

- tant to a penetration bomber as its weapon load or its other reasons.
*. unrefueled range, o that the MTBR (mean time between
. repair) can be lengthened and the O&M (operation and 0 Affordability - to own the system for carrying out

a maintenance) costs can be minimized, its mission at desired time. This is becoming an increasingly
important consideration because of the many demands ".

0 Shock and vibration integrity is every bit as impor- made on the Nation's resources from other-than-defense pro-
tant to a ,'hmarine on patrol at sea as its navigation fix or grams e.g., HEW, HUD, etc. and because of other weapon
its securu tong-range command, control and communica- needs within the overall defense budget.

- tion system; so that the submarine can withstand the depth
charge shocks and can reduce the emission of the tell-tale The impacts of shock and vibration considerations on

% acoustic signals generated by vibration onboard. the first two "A's" are apparent. On the third "A," the
impact is not that direct. It could cost extensively to retro- .

In many instances, unfortunately, the shock and vibra- fit fixes after a system was deployed when shock and
tion effort has been treated as a peripheral activity. Too vibration deficiencies were discovered after the fact. It
often, it is tolerated as a necessary evil simply because there would cost unnecessarily if shock and vibration specifications
is a specification requirement. Other times, the effort is imposed undue performance penalty or RDT&E expenditure.
mounted on an ad hoe basis, because the weapon system In certain instances, shock and vibration cost is the program
finds itself in "trouble." cost. An example in point is the MINUTEMAN Silo Up-

grade, which, by the time the program is completed, will lk,.

Not infrequently in a major program, the Shock and have cost the Air Force up to one billion dollars. Thus, the
vibration work has been inflicted with over-effort and under- impact on Affordability is indeed very significant.
management. The former gave rise to accusations of
esoteric "hobby-shopping"; the latter resulted in inadequate The shock and vibration integrity affects a weapon sys-
attention and support from the top management. Either ten not only in its R&D phase but also in the ensuing pro-
case would short-change the weapon system effectiveness or curement and maintenance cycles. Inappropriate or inade-
would incur unwarranted costs. quate considerations could impose unnecessary costs. The ,

e.,*. %,%
%- % %
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common of such cost raisers are: unrealistic specifications, flight profiles. By scaling these data according to size, ',e
lack of design tradeoffs to include shock and vibration con- weight and structural differences, the lower group of curves
sideration, uncertainty in performance verifiability, and ill- in Figure 2 was obtained. This more accurately represents
conceived test programs, the environment that the E-O equipment would experience,

including the attenuation by structural and other damping
Of the four items mentioned, an unrealistic specifica- effects. The revised specification for a qualification test

tion is probably the worse offender. Figure I is a photo- was then established, shown as the middle curve in Figure 2
graph of an E-O Guided Munition in the PAVESTORM Ill and the equipment was "qualified" accordingly. In the
program, designed to be carried on a standard wing rack by subsequent twenty-three flight tests there were no equip- -. -. -.

an airplane such as an F-4. A vibration qualification test ment failures.
criteria was first established according to MIL-STD-810B
for hard-mount equipment pod, shown as the top curve in That was indeed a story with a happy ending. More
Figure 2. Upon test, the equipment failed to qualify, often than not, however, conservative criteria are not
Rather than to redesign and repackage the equipment, the challenged and a redesign would be made to meet such con-
designer consulted the shock and vibration engineer and servative criteria, resulting in unnecessary cost and weight
wisely decided to look into some vibration environment penalty. To avoid undue conservativeness in specifications,
measured during flight tests of similar vehicles in similar one must be able to predict the environment with high

confidence and eliminate the need to hedge the design by
a large margin. Better prediction techniques are not limited
to better analysis or simulation capability. Rational extra-
polation from limited testing to predict the design integrity O
is a fruitful area for research.

Another approach in avoiding undue conservativeness
is to treat the shock and vibration consideration from a -.- '
probabilistic point of view. To insist on a "worst case" '.,.

environment with near-zero probability of occurrence is ,_ :
unwarranted and unrealistic.

A third approach for avoiding undue conservativeness
is to conduct early simplified tests of design concepts to
place bounds on the shock and vibration problem. Such
simplified but well-thought-out tests would be invaluable in ,'" .

. the concept screening process for the system design. These
tests would also provide tradeoff data for configuration
testability. A readily "testable" configuration enhances
design confidence and reduces the pressure to overspecify

Figure 1 - E-O Guided Munition - PAVESTORM III for a larger design margin.

As common as the over-conservative specification in
ORIGINAL SPEC. raising system cost is the lack of design tradeoffs to include

(TESTINPUT) shock and vibration considerations. Every design is a com- ,

promise of many factors in its tradeoff study. Such a study
can hardly be comprehensive because the degree of rele-
vance and significance may not be well understood during

° - .01 / REVISED the early design stage. However, costly mistakes have been
SPEC. made by neglecting the details of shock and vibration con-

" i// .(RESPONSE) siderations.

A Figure 3 shows a cut-off view of the Launch Equip
-J .001 f ment Room (LER) of a MINUTEMAN ICBM silo. Various
cc equipment racks, surrounding the missile, are mounted on -
I-- I- '~', the LER floor. To protect the equipment from the postu- ..wj 4 lated ground shock threat, the LER floor is isolated with a

/ \\ design goal not to exceed 10 g's on the equipment. A pro- -
c .0001 . -

-
F T T totype isolator was designed, depicted by the left hand~~~FLIGHT TEST OF SIMILAR VEHICLE &t"''-.-

MISSION PROFILE SCALED FOR SIZE sketch in Figure 4, assuming that high frequency motion
(. & STRUCTURAL DIFFERENCES was of little importance. This prototype isolator was S

I I fabricated and tested with the resulting transmissibility %
shown as the dotted curve in Figure 5. Alter the isolator100 1,000 10,000
was committed to production, a Value Engineering change

FREQUENCY (14z) was made to save production cost by replacing the massive
cast retaining plugs with lighter and lower-cost forged tang

Figure 2 - Vibration Qualification Criteria attachment, depicted by the right hand sketch in Figure 4.

%S
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Figure 4 - LER Shock Isolator

ended up in a situation far less than satisfactory. Return-
ing to the three "A's" mentioned earlier, unsatisfactory
shock and vibration designs are such that: - 0

0 Ability - incapable of withstanding the shock and
vibration environment.

Figure 3 - MINITEMAN Silo * Availability - causing a delay of system IOC or

im posing system shut-downs for retrofits. . ,-

Since this change did not involve any impacting parts, the 0 Affordability - incurring unnecessary RDT&E costs
new design did not undergo any further examination by the and subsequent engineering change costs. '

shock and vibration expert until its qualification test, show-
ing a transmissibility as indicated by the solid curve in Perhaps I can cite an example to iflustrate some of the
Figure 5, which exceeds the design goal. Costly redesign relevant points. Figure 6 shows a photograph of the Safe-
and tooling followed. Hindsight indicated that the light guard PAR (Perimeter Acquisition Radar) building in Grand
attachment excited the "surge mode" of the spring at its Forks, N. D., the top of the radar face reaching five stories ,
upper attachment point because the "mass damper" of the high. Housed in the building are the various equipment for •
heavy cast plug was removed. If the shock and vibration the radar operation. Some of the equipment racks are
staff had followed up the design change and, if a conceptual shown lining up to the right in Figure 7. The floor of the
test had been conducted, millions of dollars would have building is isolated from ground motion by a number of
been saved by the well-intended Value Engineering change, massive isolators hung from the ceiling shown at the left in

Figure 7. Not all equipment in the building are in neatly
While this instance illustrates insufficient shock and packed racks. In fact, some are heavy and comparatively

vibration effort, many other instances can be cited to show large in size. Figure 8 shows a typical example - a 6000
Ithat the important shok and vibration considerations are lb. gas turbine ten feet long, four feet wide, and 3-1/2 feet

simply neglected in a design tradeoff. Most of you must high. The room that houses this equipment and others is
have some such experiences in one manner or the other and called the TSE (Tactical Support Equipment) room. The _ -_
have had to come up afterwards with a "fix" for shock and TSE room design proves to be an educational story. 6

vibration integrity incurring some otherwise unnecessary
cost.

Several constraints and guidelines were imposed on the
To me, the shock and vibration expert should contrib- ISE room design during the early 1960s. First, standard

ute to and participate in the design tradeoffs as a manda- commercial equipment was to be used and was to be pro- .-
tory part of good engineering practice. He should examine cured by open bid according to performance specification.
the specification levels, keeping them within reasonable Secondly, the hardness level was to be achieved by floor
bounds; he should help the design in developing concepts isolation only. And the program schedule was such that the S
with inherent shock and vibration integrity, he should esti- brick and mortar work was literally cast in concrete before
mate verification test costs and compare them with the the TSE to be housed in the building and protected by the
costs of other parametric design considerations, isolated floor were completely specified. The practice of

open bid by performance specification further compounded
All designs are truly crcative art, with no rigid rule or the difficulty because the configuration of the winning bid -. ' ', -

exact formula to follow. Some designs are good. Some, may not match the assumed weight, size and fragility. This -, "
q due to a set of constraints or unforeseen circumstances, indeed happened. Isolators had to be redesigned and
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replaced at considerable expense to cost and schedule. The process of weapon system development can be ,'"%,
"". ~There were even "comical" incidences such as the builder separated in four phases, depicted by the middle row of ; .
• -putting in some piping conduits in the space reserved for the block diagram in Figure 9. In the first phase, concepts .-
"." ground shock rattle space. These conduita, of course, had are created to fulfill the mission requirement. After -. "
"" to be rerouted. screening of these concepts, one or more promising candi-,.. .

" ~~dates are developed in details in the Advanced Development .""..
i More details of this TSE story probably wiln be Phas. Tradeoff studies are made iteratively to examine the

covered by the paper entitled "Experience on Shock Isola. merits and the disadvantages. Performance of each concept
tion of Equipment in the Safeguard System" by Michael is analyzed or simulated by scaled tests. In the next phase,.'...'

0 ll~oyd and Charles Huang which appears in the Isolation and Validation, full scale tests in realistic, or as realistic as os- :,':-.:" '-
€ Damping Section of this volume. The moral of the story, sible, environment are conducted to validate the perform-•"
".'i however, can be generalized. The shock and vibration ance, the cost, and other uncertainties in the system deign. ".'''
." effort in a weapon system development should be not only Only after this Validation that the weapon system is com---.-,

, adequate but also timely. mitted to Full Scale Engineering Development. In the latter
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The DASA (Now Defense Nuclear Agency) TREE Hand- a DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND
. book was born during the SAFEGUARD design, testing, and ENGINEERING

parts-screening phases. Contribution to knowledge of 0 DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD
Transient Radiation Effects on Electronics was mutual 0 VULNERABILITY TASK FORCE
between SAFEGUARD and DNA in those days, when the 0 (JOINT) PROJECT OFFICERS'GROUPS e

terms "according to good practice" and "according to the ( SPARTAN AND SPRINT NUCLEAR
TREE Handbook" became synonymous. VULNRABILIT AND EFCTS• ~ ~VULNERABILITY AND EFFECTS P

Component hardware and circuits were designed in WORKING GROUPS
terms of makeup and operating conditions according to 0 SAFEGUARD SYSTEM OFFICE (SAFSO)
usage that would contribute to hardness as far as such ways VULNERABILITY WORKING GROUPS "" "'
were known as time went on. 0 STRUCTURES -. -

0 BLAST AND SHOCK -.
While testing of pieces of equipment from lower to 0 ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE (EMP)

higher complexity proceeded, the results of hardware * TREE
responses were fed back to adjust component and subsys-

S.tern usage to continually changing system performance Figure 3 - Responsible Reviewing Groups
* requirements. That is the nuclear program and to an

extent, the system and its usage were changed by what we ,'
learned.

shaded elements represent effects that do not apply to the
Assessments of subsystem hardness were reported corresponding components. There is a total of 70 effects

. periodically or as they were completed, and served to on components shown that did require determination.
evaluate and correct test plans at agency and command
levels, assuring consistency with program objectives in Hardness Factor was defined as the ratio of the thres-
scope and priorities. The overall plans for testing were hold level of susceptibility to the required hardness level. "
summarized in nuclear portions of the SAFEGUARD Sys- An equivalent way of saying this is that the Hardness Fac-
tern Master Plan. tor is the ratio of the environment level that a component

just fails to withstand to that which must be withstood for ' -
I have been speaking of testing and test programs as if success of the mission.

all one had to do to determine hardness were to expose a
component to a test such as an atmospheric nuclear detona- The confidence levels seldom could be expressed any .
tion. I plan to correct this over-simplification before going more closely than "high," "moderate," or "low." In some
very much further. instances, when it was necessary to calculate probabilities

of failure rather than simply hardness factors, a numerical
Reviewing groups were chartered by management and level of confidence was produced. The reason for calculat-

the Department of Defense to furnish guidance in the ing such probabilities was that there were times when it ,,
nuclear efforts. These are shown in Figure 3. The project appeared that the requirements were not going to be met,
officers groups were jointly represented by the Department so we made haste to find out what the chances of survival
of Defense and the Energy Research and Development were under those circumstances. It always made the picture "'
Administration Laboratoties responsible for warheads such look better, because the probabilities of not completing the
as the Sandia Laboratories in Albuquerque and Livermore, missions successfully always turned out to be very low.
the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and the Los Alamos But eventually all of the hardness factors turned out to be
Scientific Laboratory. on the safe side even in the worst cases, and the probability-

considerations became unnecessary, though still informative. . %
Contractors and other agencies involved in the develop- They became what we might have had to gamble with, but '."...

ment of the system, such as the Corps of Engineers even then not at a very great risk.
(Huntsville Division), the SAFEGUARD Communication
Agency (Fort Huachuca) and the Army Munitions Com- When you combine Air Blast, Building Rotation, and .
mand (Picatinny Arsenal), also prepared hardness test plans the mechanical effects of X-rays as parts of Shock and
for the nuclear effects to meet our overall guidance under Vibration, the subject of this Symposium constitutes the
our Master Plan, and included effects on intra-site and inter- broadest of the environmental considerations to our SAFE- .-
site equipment. Picatinny Arsenal had the task of adapting GUARD System. This would be true whether the weapons "

* the missile and guidance communication systems to the war- were nuclear or not. The remainder of the effects are more -
head firing apparatus, and the arming, timing, safety or less peculiarly nuclear.
assurance, and destruction mechanisms.

"Electromagnetic Pulse," (EMP) includes several elec-
Figure 4 contains a summary of our final Nuclear tromagnetic effects having somewhat different causes, but

Hardness Assessment Report. Details of work are contained having in common the results that all of them can induce
in it. It is a blank copy of the matrix of subsystems and potentially damaging currents in electrical signal cables
components as rows, together with nuclear weapons effects leading to electronic devices. To oversimplify the descrip-
or imposed environments, as columns. It is used with the tions and save time: Transverse EMP is like strong radio
numbers of all the blanks to list hardness factors and levels waves being propagated from a burst. Radial EMP is
of confidence to which they had been determined. The similar, but like electrons streaming. IEMP, nowadays more

'. .- % - '.
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INVITED PAPER

NUCLEAR HARDENING IN A MISSILE DEFENSE SYSTEM

NOAH J. HURST
Ballistic Missile Defense Systems Command

Huntsville, Alabama

The Missile Defense System referred to in the title is Closer burst spacings allow more simultaneous inter-
the SAFEGUARD Ballistic Missile Defense System. It was cepts of incoming warheads-either by more attacks on each "
an innovative system and continually created the state of warhead or by covering more warheads.
the ARM art from its beginning up until the time of SALT I.
It evoked much nuclear hardness effort and hardness testing Understanding the environments which would have to ,

, along the way. be provided for as capabilities to be built into the various
parts of the system was the first recurring step in the

" There may be a good many of you who have had to design of hardening procedures. This was part of a learning
* build systems to withstand nuclear weapons at some stand- process and feedback loops that you will see reiterated in

off distance and who have had experiences similar to those the outline of the hardening process (Figure 2).
that we have had in the development of the SAFEGUARD

4 System. When I say "withstand nuclear weapons," I imply Piece-parts were selected for known hardness in
our definition of hardness, which states that the effects inherent properties and against effects of known import-
from friendly or enemy weapons will cause no unacceptable ance. Later on, screening by actual sampled or total indi-
degradation of system performance or objectives; i.e., the vidual testing or sometimes control of manufacturing
system may fail but already have met its objective before processes, had to be undertaken for some parts.
failing. Or, if the objective is just deterrence, we have less %

* to worry about.
t SURVIVAL OF SYSTEM

Before any consideration of nuclear effects on the sys- -CLOSER BURST SPACINGS AND
tem began, the missile system that was to teach us the sub- SHORTER STAND-OFF WITHOUT
ject of nuclear hardening was being developed with a history SRTRID
roughly like that shown in Table 1. -TC E

0 MULTIPLE INTERCEPTS"- .:"

This picture leads on into the SENTINEL and SAFE- * MULTIPLE ITREPTS
GUARD phases and toward eventual deployment. MR0--.

The necessity to pay attention to the ability to survive Figure 1 - Importance of Hardness
in nuclear environments was first recognized in NIKE-ZEUS
in the period from 1957 to 1963, But the first actual
nuclear hardness requirement placed was on NIKE-X radars r-P'ENVIRONMENTAL CRITERIA
in 1963. Hardening requirements were given full emphasis KNOWN HARDNESS
throughout the entire missile system since 1968. - m IN PIECEPARTS

t s IN CONFIGURATIONS
It was realized that, in addition to the survival of the TESTING .

system-other advantages are to be gained by being able to INCREASING COMPLEXITY
operate closer to bursts of our own weapons-that is, under L--FEEDBACK

" what are called "fratricidal" conditions (Figure 1). SYSTEM PERFORMANCE PROJECTIONS,,

I SUBSYSTEM USAGE ADJUSTMENTS '..
(-FEEDBACK _

LESSONS LEARNED
Table 1 - Development of the Nike Missile System 1 PROGRAM

95N ESYSTEM OR COMPONENT
1955 . NIKE - 11 USAGE OR CONFIGURATION , " -U-.

1956 ....... NIKE - B - FEEDBACK
FEB 1957 ........ NIKE - ZEUs .-. ,

JAN 1963 ........ NIKE - X Figure 2 - Hardening Procedures
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iteration. Helpful considerations are included earlier, the
tRADITIONAL ENVIRONMENTALR VIBRATION benefit of which is self-evident.
HOLE - SPECIFICATIONS ANALYSIS TESTS

In summary, I would like to leave with you these
thoughts. Affordability is increasingly a primary concern -

CONCEPTUAL ADVANCED FULL SCALE for every weapon system development and shock and vibra- -
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT VALIDATION DEVELOPMENT tion inputs should be included in the early tradeoffs to "

lower the overall costs. The shock and vibration commu-
PROVIDE nity can better contribute to the efforts by assuming addi-

IMPLICATIONS TESTABILITY ADDITIONAL tional roles in timely manner in all phases of the systemTRADE-OFFS ROLE development, and by pursuing advance research in analysis
and in testing so that design integrity can be preserved O
without resorting to overly conservative specifications and/orFigure 9 - Shock & Vibration Efforts in Weapon expensive test programs.

System Development Process

Again, I appreciate the opportunity to address the
47th Symposium for the specialists in this complex and . "'phase major funding is allocated, hardwares are prototyped vitally important shock and vibration field. You come here

for further testing, and the weapon system design is not only to learn about the latest research results in the
developed to a degree of maturity demonstratably ready for advancing state-of-the-art; but also, perhaps more important,
production. for personal contact with your peers so that the "hard to .

come by" experience can be exchanged, cooperation of
Traditionally, the shock and vibration consideration common endeavor can be arranged, and innovative concepts .

plays its role according to the two blocks on the top row and approaches can be explored. For indeed, the synergetic . -

in Figure 9. Environmental specifications are requested total of individual efforts will benefit more, not only to the
during the Advanced Development Phase. Analysis of the shock and vibration community but also to the Nation at
design and tests are conducted later for the shock and large.
vibration integrity as defined by the specifications. The
procedure is generally one way; either from the designer to From the titles listed in your program, I am sure that
the shock and vibration expert or vice versa. Seldom does you will have three most interesting and fruitful days ahead.
the shock and vibration expert get involved before the I wish you all the success in meeting the objective of this .

Advanced Development Phase. Symposium.

To realize fully the benefit of shock and vibration 0
efforts, additional tasks should be added as shown in the
lower row in Figure 9. Here the process is a two way
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*frequently included in what is called System-Generated or of our ability to calculate the effect accurately also con.

SGEMP, results from ejection of electrons from the tributed toward the only general method of ascertaining
materials of cavities subjected to very sudden radiation, hardness, a method that was to be the principal resource ,

_ SAFEGUARD can claim (or lament) the first recognition in our assessment of the entire system. This was the use of
of the existence of IEMP, which came about as the mathematical analyses to predict the outcome of exposure
explanation of some extraordinarily high magnetic fields to inadequate simulations, where demonstration of the

. and currents encountered in SPARTAN missile experiments accuracy of the calculations proved the validity of predic-
during underground nuclear testing. tions for real environments. It was the answer and will - -

continue to be. Improvements are always to be sought, and "
. Calculations corroborated the observations before very the indirection of the method may make it remain a little

long, but for more than a year there was much skepticism too vague for some people to feel safe with, but it has done
and disbelief of whether the right hypotheses were being a good job for us.
drawn and the phenomena were real. They are real enough O
to be calculated regularly nowadays in satellites at radiation We achieved an instance of a triumph during the pur-

-. intensities several orders of magnitude lower than those that suit of improvement in capability of calculating cable cur-
, were dangerous to the SAFEGUARD components. rents induced by Internal EMP. It was the first time that

Maxwell's equations were solved in a computer program in
This is probably a good place to point out differences three dimensions with self-consistency and for a field in the

in method between just "testing" and the means of arriving presence of a plasma. This was accomplished at a particu-
at hardness evaluations. The difference-at least since our larly sensational time for our contractor's researchers who O
country's agreement not to detonate any more nuclear test did it, in that a forecast of its possibility 14 years in the 7-T

" weapons in the atmosphere-arises from the fact that there future appeared in a scientific magazine about that time. r-".,
almost never is a nuclear test environment available to '

" simulate the real thing. If the intensity can be attained, the Some of the simulation facilities not yet mentioned
' pulse duration is too long, for an imaginary instance; or that were used were:
. how do you get the right distribution of energies of rays or %

particles; or the rise time and the balance between thermal 1. Neutron and gamma radiation facilities such as
-I and shock are wrong, and on and on. laboratory reactors, linear electron accelerators, and flash

X-ray machines (actually generating gamma rays).
I can think of one simulation facility that was big b. b

o enough and accurate enough to test our missiles against 2. The Nevada Test Site was used for underground
- one nuclear effect almost completely. The ARES Facility nuclear test events simulating all effects. These had the
" of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory at Kirtland Air Force advantages of possibilities of convincing realism in many

Base, New Mexico, gave conclusive results on the hardness environmental effects at one time. They were our only
of SPRINT and SPARTAN against EMP. Its confirmation good producer of X-rays and of pulses correct for IEMP. 0

NUCLEAR ENVIRON4MENTS ASIO EFFECTS ___ ______ 0
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Figure 4 - Matrix of Nuclear Weapons Effects on Systems or Components . .
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They had some important disadvantages, too, such as they incident shock pressures for the sled tests. The test results
were expensive, they required multiple simultaneous experi- showed that the unexpectedly high predicted pressure
mental set-ups for "bracketing" inaccuracies in exposure, enhancements are hardly detectable in real transit and will
and the "button could be pushed" only once, unlike with not be stressing in normal operation.
laboratory simulators.

This last series of developments came as the last words
3. High explosives and laboratory shock and vibration for SAFEGUARD and the future for offspring systems. It

-- S test equipment which I can leave to the imagination of this shows the increasing possibility of emphasis on calculating %i

one audience. This audience contributed to our programs, capability with not so much expensive testing. The SAFE-
and their imagination was used to advantage, too. GUARD effort had a great deal of actual test experience to" '" ~~contribute.'-'-'.

* 4. Laboratory current injection sources for inducing or
simulating the introduction of currents into electronics by We used the multiburst computer simulation code
all types of EMP and IEMP. "IDEA" (not an acronym) to predict the overpressure fields

for four bursts in a row. We also used the Air Force multi- .j,,.

,*.. The following is an example of tests that were per- burst simulation, LAMB (Low Altitude MultiBurst) to pre-. '
formed for us under DNA's auspices. The rocket sled track dict overpressure, density, particle velocity, and dynamic '. ,' -

at Holloman Air Force Base was used to simulate the flight pressure fields. Radiation and thermal multiburst calcua- ,

".'. of a missile through the shock waves from four detonations tions included are based on an advanced version of the ATR 0'*-.

of high explosive. The first detonation was broadside to ("Air Transport of Radiation") code.
F the missile in open air, and the other three were in shock

tubes to guide the shock at different angles with the mis- IDEA is programmed on the CDC 7700 Computer of
siles' own shock waves and direction of motion. the BMD Advanced Technology Center and uses the Color

Graphics interactive capability obtainable at the ATC
The missile nose cone was instrumented with pressure Advanced Computer facility. It is interactive, so that para-

transducers to measure the total pressure incident on the metric studies can be performed rapidly. It has proved to
surface, equal to the combined effects of the cone's own be of great value as a development tool for Air Force Wea-
shock wave with that coming from the outside burst. pons Laboratory improvements to LAMB in that problems .-

with theory have been readily apparent in the visual dis-
The explosions were timed so that the missile passed plays.

through the external shock waves at the right places. These
tests were conducted to determine whether an enhancement A sequence of computer generated overpressure fields
of surface pressure occurred when the shock waves from the is shown for four 0.5 KT bursts detonated in the sequence:
missile and from an external burst were superimposed. It Two at time = 0, one at 0.1 seconds, and one at 0.2
was shown by calculations that this was possible at some seconds. Figures 6-12 show the overpressure field at various
angles to the blast. times after the bursts. Figure 13 shows the air density 0.6

seconds after the bursts. The air density and the over-
The broadside shock was generated by the overhead pressure fields are depicted in color and each color repre-

aerial burst and it arrived as the missile passed directly sents a band of overpressure or air density. There are 15
underneath, color combinations possible on the ATC color graphics. '

This simulation is state-of-the-art and is constantly being
It can be seen in Figure 5 how the results of the sled upgraded with improvements in LAMB by the Air Force

tests were used to remove some uncertainties arising from Weapons Laboratory. It has played a primary role in the
different methods and assumptions in calculating predicted development of multiburst models and will continue to do so.
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Figure 5 - Typical Shock-on-Shock Pressure Prediction for Sled
Test Experiment ]
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My summary could be a statement of the main lesson that early choices adding a few hundred dollars per vehicle-
that we learned, and it could be in the form of an appeal to can cost hundreds of times as much if you wait and have
save money in future systems by being less hesitant than we to make them retrofits.
were to make design changes early whenever it is known
that hardness can be improved by them. Knowledge of good practice was improved greatly by

our system building, testing, and research.
It would be hard to forget that there is a financial

tendency to want to make a system work or fly first, The lessons that we learned were many and often
regardless of whether it can survive weapons effects, and expensive, and will bring beneficial savings in the future.
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PANEL SESSION

DYNAMICS EFFECTS ON RELIABILITY

Moderator: Robert N. Hancock, Vought Systems Division

Panelists: Michael A. Condouris, US. Army Electronics Command
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey .

Clark Beck, Boeing Aerospace Company
Seattle, Washington

Allen Curtis, Hughes Aircraft Company

Culver City, California
Joe Popolo, Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Bethpage, New York
Howard Schafer, Naval Weapons Center

China Lake, California "
Jon C. Calkins, Pacific Missile Test Center

Point Mugu, California "

Mr. Hancock, Chairman (Vought Systems Division): went into contractors proving that they had done what they ,.,-''',

%! I work with dynamics. For the last year, I have chaired an actually did, that is, in the form of proof tests, documenta-
IES project on reliability testing, working with the Joint tion, inspection and redundant exercises. Col. Swett indi-
Logistics Commander's Electronics Reliability Workshop. cated that we should look at this 30% figure as a possible
Beginning next to me, the panelists and their speaking maximum for application to improve reliability during
topics are: Michael Condouris from the U.S. Army Elec- RDT&E. The IES working group has estimated the facility
tronics Command; his topic will be "Helicopter Life Cycle costs for combined random testing, including all production
Environments." Seated next to him is Clark Beck from burn-in, at around $300,000,000 and we are presently look- • ...-
Boeing Aerospace, who will speak on "B-1 Avionics Relia- ing at ways to reduce this figure.
bility Qualification." Next to him is Allen Curtis from
Hughes Aircraft, who will speak on "Feedback from Field There are several aspects of the reliability problem _
Environments." Joe Popolo will speak on "Combined throughout the procurement cycle. I would like to look --

Environment Testing." Howard Schafer, on "New Specifi- briefly at Col. Swett's idea, which is still sound, and go -.-

" cation Impacts." Jon Calkins, from the Pacific Missile Test through one of these procurement cycles with you so that
Center will speak on "Studies of the Sparrow Missile Relia- you can perhaps put it in better context and try to avoid .'-.-.-

bility Under Dynamic Loading." making a heated point of argument about a "demo" test
when actually we are talking about a production screening

I will start with a brief summary of some of the recent test. I want to aim this discussion toward dynamics and
activities of the Tri-Services in reliability developments. At the principal thought toward reducing some of the redun-
the 45th Shock and Vibration Symposium in Dayton, the dant test costs. Col. Swett said that the reliability stand-
Shock and Vibration community was introduced to some ard, MIL-STD-781, and the environmental testing standard,

• new ideas in the reliability game within the government by MIL-STD-810, were actually in two separate worlds within
Col. Ben Swett, who was followed by Jack Phort. I was the Air Force Systems Command, and that holds true for
quite impressed by some of the ideas Col. Swett proposed. the Army, Navy, and practically all aircraft companies. The .
At that time a key idea was to cut operational and missile side of the house is a slightly different situation, I

* maintenance (O&M) costs by improving reliability. That think it grew up principally under NASA. If you look at -
required moving some of the O&M costs up to the front some of the separation points in Figure 1, military specifi-
end, the RDT&E phase of procurement. A significant cations, Air Force regulations, organizational structure, the -

change in this thinking has taken place in just the past few type of product that is produced, viewpoints, attitudes, and %
months. It has been decided within the DOD that the terminology, I underlined the term "attitudes" because I ".-
O&M savings cannot be sold to Congress for two reasons: think that is a key element in why we run tests, whether it
First, it is doubtful that O&M reductions will actually is to meet the letter of a specification or actually invoke .-
occur; we are not going to close down a certain number of some reliability attainment, the thought was that we are
bases and lay off maintenance personnel, nor will we cease spending too much on assessments and ignoring actual
ordering spares. The second reason is you cannot use pro- attainment. Within the DOD, there was some thought .
posed money downstream to add to procurement costs given as to what might be done to improve the situation
now. The current thought is we have so much money for (Figure 2). One of the principal thoughts was to combine . *4,.

procurement, that's it, let's hold on to the minimum dollar, the testing insofar as possible. Cancel some of those tests %

So the present thinking is based on a 1972 survey of in MIL-STD 810; that is don't repeat sequentially what you e. o
industry which showed that 30% of the procurement dollar have done in combination. Get away from the sequential

oniv % % % % % .. .
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PR.L MIL-STD-781C + 800 pps Comments Mailed 10115
RELIABILITY 'TRV AND INVIRONmENTAL TESTING" 1810)

ARE TWO SEPARATE WORLDS WITHIN AFSC. Navy Coordination Nov 22-23
Fr THEY ARE SEPARATED BY Ti Service Coordination Nov 30 -Dec

MIL SPECS AND STANDAROS Industry Coordination Dec3-6
AIR FORCE REG LATIONS Minutes Distribution Dec 17
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
PRODUCT YPE Print Jan 1
VIEWPOINTS ATTITUDES & TERMINOLOGY

MIL-STD-785 - Revise FY77
" RELIABILITY (781 IS ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING 8 101 IS:

WELL ORGANIZED LEFT TO SPO'S AND AFCMD MIL-STD-721 - Draft Spg. 77
SIDELINE TO EQUIP DEV MAINLINE Of EQUIP DEV
STATISTICS SPEC COMPLIANCE MIL-STD-185 (EC) - Rel Dev Test To Industry - Nov I
UNREALISTIC TEST CONDITIONS UNREALISTIC TEST PROCEDURES '0
POOR PREDICTOR OF TRUE MTBF NO PREDICTOR OF TRUE MTBF MIL-STD-756 - Awaiting
OPTIMISTIC BY0 1 INO RELIABILITY DATA OUTPUTM Funds
: " M~MI L- STD-781d - Draft Under Contract I ssue 79 '-.

Figure 1 - (From Swett, 43rd S & V Symposium) "TDr n tc s
MIL-STD-810C - Rumblings at Aberdeen - ?

EQUIPMENT LEVEL DT&E PROGRAM (PROPOSED) .7
Figure 3 - Status of Standards Revisions, 10/76

TEST CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES
meet the final print date of January 1. The best estimate

COMBINE PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY, AND ENVIRONMENTAL is it would need one more iteration past this one.

QUALIFICATION TESTS INSOFAR AS PRACTICAL They plan to revise MIL-STD-785 in FY 77 which
o SELECT STRESS TYPES AND LEVELS started October 1 and this is the controlling document for '

aircraft electronics reliability. They expect to revise MIL-o DESIGN PROCEDURES TO MAXIMIZE DATA STD-721, which is a definition document, in the spring of

CANCEL TESTS SUBSUMED BY COMB INATION 1977. ML-STD-1635 is an Electronics Command standard
"- SUSMDBCMIAfor reliability development testing as opposed to reliability
'. EMPLOY COMBINED-STRESS TESTING FOR: demonstration testing and it is expected to be issued to . .

industry for comment about November 1. MIL-STD-756 is
o PARTS RATING awaiting funding. MIL-STD-781D, which is a total rewrite
o--0 EVAWUATION TEST )) PROTOTYPE and a replacement for MIL-STD-781C, is under writing "..

contract; they expect to issue their first draft in 1979. 1
o QUALIFICATION TEST ) just noted that there was a plan to combine MIL-STD-810

o SCREENING ("BURN-IN") I and MIL-STD-781 but I don't have any official word on
I PRODUCTION the plans for revision or combination of those two stand-

o PRODUCTION SAMPLING I ards.

Figure 2 - (From Swett, 43rd S & V Symposium) It might be a good idea to keep these questions in mind,, ',

some of these stem from the DOD activity (Figure 4). We
put three of these in the preliminary program. Howtest idea and use actual combined mission profile environ- elaborate do we have to be on the 100% production screen- -ments. Let us try to fly the "beast" in the laboratory. He .'.'-ing tests? Do we need random vibration or do we need "

was talking at the time doing this on both a prototype base
and a production hardware. There were a number of revi- .r.
sion activities planned by the Tri-Services Reliability Work- factory? When are multi-axis vibration tests justified, that-.

is, at what systems level and what category of tests? When ,- 'ashop Organization (Figure 3). Some of these have pro can we use acoustics tests as a forcing function in lieu of a
gressed to a certain extent and those of you who work with shaker? What can the role of dynamic environments be in 0
reliability testing will be interested in the present status of

these standards. M[L-STD-781 has been circulated in two
draft forms within the Navy and to industry and it was also HOW ELABORATE FOR 100% PRODUCTION SCREENING?
mailed to six professional societies the most of the DOD
organizations that contributed comments on the last draft;
there will also be an 800-page booklet containing those WHERE ARE MULTIAXIS VIBRATION TESTS JUSTIFIED?
comments. It was planned that there would be a Navy .%. -'

* coordination meeting November 22-23, a Tri-Service coordi- WIEN USE ACOUSTIC TESTS IN LIEU OF VIBRATION TESTS?
nation meeting about December 1, an industry coordination

.;o. meeting December 3-6, and the minutes would be distri-
buted about December 17. He wants to send the standard ROLE OF DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS IN COMPUTERAIDED DESIGN?
to the print shop by January 1. Looking at some of the
conflicts between what the present standard says, what WHAT IS THE UNCERTAINTY BAND WITHIN WHICH WE OPERATE? -DOD has voiced in the form of policy, what Navelex and %
the Army would desire, I don't think they are going to Figure 4 - Session Questions
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the computer aided design program? I have a little trouble these requirements, particularly in regard to isolators or
visualizing this myself. In that context we should probably protection against the dynamic environments, and finally
start looking in terms of "what is the uncertainty band they participate in a design review which has a purpose of
within which we operate the dynamic systems?" In many weak point identification for possible correction. When we
cases in the past we have taken the maxi-max condition, get to the test phase, I split these test pieces into develop-
envelope multiplied by factors 2 1/2, because in some ment, "reliability demo," and screening. The principal goal.-
cases we didn't reallv know what we were doing, fill the of development testing is to acquire empirical design data,
airplane full of lead, and then insist that the "black box" then we can identify engineering development, environ- .
be tested within 1/2% accuracy. mental qualification testing, and reliability growth testing. b

The question mark that I put after "test analyze and fix" is
*. I thought we might flip through this equipment cycle the Duane Curve applicable to military electronics circuits. "

which runs down the page with time. I have tried to state The original Duane Curve was based, I think, on test of
a specific or principal goal for each phase (Figure 5). equipment which in all cases generated its own environment
Under the R&D issues, I put some of the big buzz words such as jet engines or APU's. In "reliability demo" tests, "
that have been mentioned within the DOD and other places we are assessing for ourselves the ability of the equipment
the past year. Life cycle costs, which we just said is a to stand up, its ability to meet its guaranteed MTBF, or as
paper tiger, computer aided design, research, and the stated in the parentheses after that, it is in lieu of a relia-
reliability warranty concept, what we are saying is there are bility warranty, it acts as a customer design acceptance test.
not enough hard pieces of evidence yet to say that any The principal function of a screening test would be to
one of these has efficacy over another or whether it is eliminate production line workmanship defects. We have
definitely the way to go in some cases. That is in the R&D "burn-in" production sampling and acceptance that might
category, which is pre-procurement. We have generally be sub-categoried or they might all be the same. Does it
assumed that piece parts and components have been make sense to do mission profile testing for your screening - -
thoroughly and adequately tested before they come to us tests? What does the dynamics man say about that idea? ---*. .
so that we concentrate principally at the equipment design Or, does it make more sense to do some of these tests at -
level in most of our correspondence over the past two the sub-system integration level or even at the systems test -.-. -.
years. I want to flag three things in the design phase. level? I could see, for example, the efficacy of acoustics
Dynamics typically sets up design requirements. They exposure over shaker tests perhaps at the systems level, 0
participate, or should participate, in the design to meet and maybe at the sub-systems level. Finally, field deploy-

ment which has as its purpose field evaluation, data collec-- '. 

tion, predictions, verification, the forming of a data bank "

R&D Issues Life Cycle Costs for the next series of equipments and field failure analysis
Computer Aided Design and correction.

*Combined Environment Reliability TestingC rReliability Warranty Col. Swett defined some problems in this area as being

Mission Profile Testing both administrative and technical and he was speaking from

rest & tvaluation Gap the DOD standpoint, talking about the bad specifications,
good intent but bad tests, etc. In some industrial organiza- -

Realistic Environment Prediction tions segregation of disciplines contributes to the same

problems. For example if disagreements arise between the
Piece Part Testing vibration specialist, and the statistician, who may be in the
Component Testing reliability organization on how certain tests should be per-

*Design Set Design Requirements formed, or their function, or the detailed test plans, they O

Design to meet Requirements may have to go to a vice presidential level to get that
question resolved. That vice president is usually not veryDesign Review- weak pt. dent & correction interested in an argument between a statistician and a vibra-

tguipment rest tion specialist. This is an example of an administrative
Equipment Test problem. I don't have too many suggestions for its possi--"

Develoment - to acquire empirical design information ble resolution, but it is a problem to be recognized and .

Engineering Develcpment dealt with both in the government and industry.
Environmental Qualification .

Reliability Growth - TAAF- required Duane tests ? Mr. Condouris (U.S. Army Electronics Command): . .
Reliability Demo - in lieu of Reliability Warranty iCustomer design About a year ago when we received MIL-STD-810C, and ..

-

acceptancel with our desires as an Army subcommand to have improved
Screening - eliminate production line workmanship defects relationships between demonstrated and field data on

Burn In - mission profile? electronic equipments, we proceeded to review existing
Production Sampling helicopter vibration data (1) (2) (3) (4) with a goal of
Acceptance coming up with improved testing techniques, we also re-

Subsystem Integration Test viewed recently published reports on field failures (5). We
System Test arrived at certain conclusions: (a) In instances where large 4. '.
Field Deployment - Field evaluation, data collection (prediction verification, data bankl differences, on the order of 10-1, between demonstrated. .

Field Failure analysis & correction and field data existed, they became more like 3-1 when
they were normalized. (b) Failures due to vibration were ,'

Figure 5 - Equipment Production Cycle second to those caused by temperature. (c) There is a
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need for a more meaningful demonstration tes' and better the open blocks which show the fatigue spectrum for that
field equipment failure data gathering. The possibility for particular helicopter. If you note the UH-'s in the lower "11
developing a mission profile was also strongly emphasized portion of the graph, one was flown in CONUS, that's the
by many, whatever the desire, there was no doubt to prove upper one, and the bottom one was flown in Southeast

I that MIL-STD-781C requirements for test establishment for Asia. You can see the marked differences in the percentage
MTBF were needed. of time spent in maneuvers for the aircraft flown in

CONUS as against that in Southeast Asia. Also, compare
Mission profiles (6) were looked into for Army helicop- these two graphs with the supposed fatigue spectrum for • "

ters, keeping in mind that we are interested in vibration the particular helicopter. You will note that the maneuvers
data for general types of electronic equipment, that is, have taken a large portion of the time, up to 73% in the o -

those which would be used in many helicopters with varied CONUS, whereas in Southeast Asia for the UH-1H, you
missions and in a different location within each. Very have about 73% as against the 80% in the fatigue spectrum.
shortly after reviewing these documents it became apparent Similarly, if you look at the CH-47 helicopters, the second
that to settle on a mission profile for equipment that might and third from the top, these are cargo-type helicopters.

- be in use in today's helicopter for up to ten years might be One is armed, the lower one was armed in Southeast Asia;
undesirable and it may be even dangerous. Let us look at there we also notice a large difference in percentage of
one report on helicopter flight profiles. time spent in maneuvers for the armed helicopter as against

that which was used in straight cargo service. Also, in the
Figure 6 shows six helicopters which were used both in cargo helicopter, the ascent and descent are larger than the

Southeast Asia and the Continental United States. The fatigue spectrum. The UH-1's were similarly armed in
right side of the graph shows the percentage of time each Southeast Asia. Weaponry on these ships, from the UH.1
helicopter spent on various types of missions. We have in all the way through the CH-47, ranged from small caliber
the first block the ascent, the second is maneuver, third is arms, 20mm cannon, grenade launchers, and others. It is
descent, and the last is steady state. To the left we have evident in this comparison that fatigue spectra for aircraft

which, for example, show 63-83% of steady state utiliza-
tions for these helicopters, in actual use run from about

too 12-60%. Maneuver allocations from 2-29% in the fatigue
CAM6 spectrum are again in actual field conditions from 1-75%.

I am sure that prior to the Southeast Asia Conflict, one
would have predicted that standard electronic equipment -" ."

0lbS4 SEA would be exposed to this array of weaponry and combina-
[] 411 Hr tion of helicopter missions. The lesson learned is that a- -

42% Imission profile of today for a given helicopter could be
13 quite different from that of one in actual combat. ,

rnspozt CS-2 SEA A logical next step would be to review existing helicop-
so- ter vibration data which we did. The OH-6 light observa-

tion helicopter, UH-IC and the H-16 helicopters were
chosen because they represent a good cross-section of the

A,-d CH-47 SEA largest number of helicopters within the Army arsenal. The
207 HUH-1C is a cargo litter type, and the H-16 is a gun ship.

Also, considerable data had been taken on these three air-
craft in a joint effort between the Army and the Air Force.

All-I SEA An example of these data are shown in the next few
UH-C.elcote. hi prtiulr elcote uedth., S 631 408 Hr figures. All three of these helicopters used weaponry.

-9%'9 3. 1 Figure 7 shows the vibration environment over the entire
.. 6 UH-C helicopter. This particular helicopter used the"

82% '51 UH-18 CONJS 7.62mm machine gun, 2.75 inch rocket launchers, and p
7S 19 iI,

I" -% 40mm M-5 grenade launcher. The data are plotted in the
lower portion are the minimum, the average (next line up),

-'-.-._ 81 12% 90 and 99% occurrences, and maximum. All the data in
U11 I3U SEA the following figures will be in this kind of display. In

'0 Hr
57 Figure 7 I am using the entire helicopter with gunfire to

""" "show what the maximum environment would be in a UH- "
.6 6% iC gun ship. There are peaks that exceed the MIL-STD-

810C envelope. However, if we look deeper into the
report and to our data taking, we find that the vibration

." . environments were well within the envelope where the
_ __._.._electronics are normally mounted except for a couple of

FAT°1,L SPLCRIJH Il R .1. 3DAApoints. I would like to call particular attention to the
%. average plots in this graph and those that are to follow,

Figure 6 - Comparison of Operational Data and Fatigue that is, the solid line which was drawn right below the ig
Spectra for Various Helicopters. line. In this particular curve the average is less than 1g.
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A Entr ... o r P.....e..r. Passenger C0npartinnt, with Gunfire" "

,UH Fiur 8~eeoes -it Gunfieicote

, ... ~ ~~~Figure 7 4U-C Helicopter Fgr H3Hlcpe
a-" I ..

wher w- e l opte in .t p s with eng er e Psrp at ethisr

" plot only the 7.62mm weaponry is used. Here again, the . ma.'"average vibration data are essentially below 1g. In Figure b .: ,

m9 we again have the OH-6 with gunfire. In this instance we so..,
are ie nse section and cockpit. Here again, the vibra-
etion level is slightly above ilg except on the lower end

, ~ ~~where we see two data points with average peaks at less ","'

than 4G's. l f bs-.

anges, Figure 10 shows the vibration environment of the gun * ,
ship, the AH-1G "Cobra" helicopter. This particular heli-
copter was armed similar to the UH-1C that is we had the
7.62mm weaponry, the grenade launchers, and the rockets.

" We flew many many missions and we have thousands of -J

feet of tape on this particular helicopter. We had diving e .
maneuvers, "falling leaves," flying backwards, sideways, 901 g .
angles, etc. Figure 10 shows the vibration environment of t s .1
an entire helicopter without gunfire and this particular .0
figure shows the comparison of the spread of data that - ."
occurs when one considers only gun firing versus total \-.-

flight of an aircraft. The bottom line contains minimum B .
points that were picked in this particular run and the upper AM C.50 O £ Ire*lines are the maximum points. The average is below 1/2 g. ! ,5,

.-. Figure 11 shows the vibration environment for the same * .5.s-,,,.....

-.".- helicopter, but this time with gunfire and it is the overalldaat r u h u h h l eio tr ticu e data_"___0 __o___0_____'__"_

• ""taken at the tip of the tail, on top of the engine, up for- F U V- _rz...

• -.. ward near the weaponry, on dashboard equipments, and ot s~o and Cckpt, ith Gnfi.-re..

the rear tail. Here, the maximum to minimum plots have
less spread, however the average in general is higher than Figure 9 - OH-6 Helicopter
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without gunfire but still less then 1/2 g. Without gunfire,
the average is lower, but with the gunfire of the average
increases. Figure 12 shows the vibration environment in

CX PVC. the nose and cockpit sections of the same aircraft between
fuselage stations 0-170 and this is without gunfire. The
average data line is low, less than 0.2g, and from ab~out
200 hz up, it falls very rapidly to below .01g. Figure 13
shows the vibration environment in the nose and cockpit
sections, fuselage stations 0-170, with gunfire. In this plot
the spread between the maximum and the minimum is -.

larger than without gunfire. The average plot is higher but - .

7 E" o I"still lower than 1/2 g.

Figure 14 shows the data taken in the fuselage sections
=7. in the aft electrical compartments, between stations 271

and 390, without gunfire. The data in this plot are shown , .
as an average of less than 0.3g. Figure 15 shows data that
were taken in the same electrical compartment with gunfire ,' ,
and the average plots are again below 0.5G.

We look at this data and say what kind of a test do we

___/_/ ___// want? If we consider failure due to fatigue, then there are
some fairly reliable analytical treatments of complex vibra-
tion data particularly for sinusoidal or narrow band random

o ~ ~ ~. vibration that boil down to simply needing to know only
a I Q, 0the mean average amplitude or frequency. Proceeding with

FRoUENCY - HRrz this assumption, we considered the average vibration values
of these three types of helicopters. We also felt that we

Enir. ..... With..... wanted the simplest and least costly test if at all possible,

Figure 10 - AH-1G Helicopter keeping in mind that a random type vibration could well be
a possibility. We are also desirous of not selecting a vibra-
tion test that repeated the design test evaluation, which is
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- for the most part an aggravated test intended to evaluate a
-: design in a relatively short test time. Based on the above,

" . " AVC. we chose a 50-minute sinusoidal sweep from 5 to 500 Hz "-"-
. CO MAX. and back to 5 Hz at 1.5g maximum. This is for electronic.' .-'-. ,-o+ .equipment in helicopters. We expect adjustments and . ..... ~ ~ 3 refinements after first-equipment tests. We feel that a key ,....,

"" ~point in establishing a good MTBF test is that if we are . -.
getting roughly about a 3-1 relationship between demon-~~strated and field values with the present requirements of .

:." %,2.2 g's at a non-resonant frequency between 20 and 60 Hz, %
• " oz' then it appears that a slight increase in the dynamic "'> .

f/t71 /,' I environment could very well satisfy the need for a better Z,
,.'-" = test. The real proof of this can only be realized by using'.,' _
"-'-. : the above with proper testing techniques and accurate fail- i .A ure data gathering.

weidpteowPeeS tMr. Kidd (Bell Helicopter): Why were all of the filter- -.2.1.,"0.slots filled with data?

iJ9 
°0 ,

Fg 1- - Hcp. Condouris: In this ca-e we swept from 5 up to 5000

.. -. ~~~H using bandwidths of abo ut 20 Hz on the low end and, . ._.. .
--+- moving up to about 100 Hz on the upper end. Wherever

"° /, we saw distinct peaks, we included them. If you look at a .
PSD of this particular data, you would see that they consist
primarily of discret equencies, mainly th e pabove pas.,

1 00 )a o0 frequencies and their harmonics. As you get up to the •
FREOUNL FRT higher end, the sinusoids start spr to 500a Hd t't

Aft El M t.X P - JS- a ad become more complex. It is not pure random. You areforlect
'" " seeing the plots for various windows across the frequency i

Figure 14 - AH-IG Helicopter spectrum.
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Mr. Kidd: Up to about 500 Hz, or at least to 300 Hz, Mr. Condouris: I agree. I would say that one of the
is it mostly discrete frequency? biggest problems we have is trying to get people to get

away from peaks for reliability testing because even in our
Mr. Condouris: That is correct. engineering tests, we don't include some of them. We

would have nuts and bolts leaving the plant after a demon-
Mr. Kidd: A random vibration man looking at this stration test if we went for those peak values that are -

would take that to be broadband data of some kind all the shown. We are looking in a simple fashion, since we are
way across the frequency spectrum. using an average and we hope to equate the average data to

fatigue values, the proof as I see it is testing. We have to
Mr. Condouris: I don't think it is. start somewhere; I would suggest that we start with the :. "-

sinusoid, that would be the first step; that would be the ', 'V
Mr. Kidd: Well, it is not. Sandia drew that conclusion simplest test. Let us get some "black boxes," which we

in a paper that was presented about two years ago that are trying to do, take some that have been in the field
helicopter vibration was primarily random vibration, which already and run this test and come up with some sort of a -
it is not, it is primarily discrete frequency vibration, demonstrated value. This would be with or without

temperature. Temperature would play an important part, a
Mr. Condouris: If you look at the PSD, you see discrete combined environment would have a significant effect on

frequencies across the whole bandwidth, a sort of low level this demonstrated value. .

type of mixed vibration data.

Mr. Beck (Boeing Aerospace Co.): A little background.
Mr. Kidd: The helicopter vibration space is a 17 dimen- Rockwell International builds the B-1 aircraft, Boeing builds

sional continuum. What is the correct way to sample that the offensive avionics for that aircraft. We recently went
space and how many times are we going to have to sample through a study for the Air Force on reliability qualifica- ",-
it before we really come up with a table-pounding position tion testing. First, I want to acquaint you with the num-
on how to describe that space for specification purposes, ber of "boxes" that we are talking about and the group-
particularly in connection with mission spectra with regard ings of these boxes, how much they weigh, how long we
to MIL-STD-781C? I think you are looking at a lot of data, are going to test them, and then will tell you how we
we have looked at a lot of data, you and I have talked a arrived at the vibration test that we recommended to the
little bit but we haven't talked nearly enough. I think we Air Force.
need to come to a good agreement at some point on some -.
dialogue on this mission spectrum. The fatigue people, the There are what we call functional groups and individual -...,
FAA, the military, and industry have been talking about "black boxes," line replaceable units (LRU) (Figure 16). In
mission spectra for fatigue purposes for 20 years. I think it group 1 we take 28 LRU's and play them as a system.
behooves us and others to do the same so that we can get These 28 LRU's are located throughout the aircraft, so
a data bank that we will all agree on, a mission spectrum they are in four areas where the vibration level is different
that we will all agree on, or at least the methodology for a from the design standpoint and these 28 boxes weigh
mission spectrum. Do you agree to that? 830 lbs. Group II of that functional group consists of 6 "

QUANTITY FUNCTIONAL GROUPS INDIVIDUAL LRUS --

LOCATIUN 28 LRUS 7 LRUS
WEIGHT 4 AREAS 3 AREAS " ."

"830 LBS
• "15 TO 61 LBS

6 LRUS .%" " .
" 2 AREAS

142 LBS _

RANDOM VIBRATIO--J
EVIRUNillNTS TEMPERATUR.F- CYCLE'

TEST HOURS GROUPN) 1570 HRS 3500 TO 5000 HRS. \
GROUP (2 1175 HRS *'. " *',

TEST ITEMS 2 OF GROUP 0 7 TO 10 OF EACH LRU
2 OF GROUP(_2)__

TIIV.ITLM GROUP $ 711 RS 500 HRS/LRU ,...%
G ROUP(, 588 FiRS ;--.

"LRU - LINE REPLACEABLE UNIT * BLACK BOX' -:-'"

Figure 16 - B-1 Avionics RQT Concept"" '  -
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LRU's which are in two areas of the airplane and they temperature test of some sort because in our design tests,
weigh 142 lbs. That is a functional group where you play these were the two most common failure modes, tempera-
it together as a system. The other type is individual LRU's, ture first and then vibration. We have to use available test
there are 7 of those, a Doppler Radar, a computer, they facilities. Some of this will be done at Boeing, the systems
are in 3 areas of the aircraft and they weigh anywhere or the functional tests, but some of the others will go out
from 15-61 lbs. each. We suggest that these items be sub- to vendors and if one goes to vendors, we don't want to
jected to random variation and temperature. The Air buy new equipment. We have to have an option of running
Force would like to see Group I go through 1570 hours of sinusoidal vibration test even though we don't like it as
testing, Group II, 1175 hours of testing and the individual well. We want to minimize this environmental test time
LRU's, 3500-5000 hours of testing. The number of test because this program would run about a year and a half ".-
items include two aircraft sets of Group I, two aircraft sets and in order to do that, we will only run a vibration test
of Group 1I, and 7-10 of each of the LRU's. in one axis, we will widen our tolerances, we will run to

vibration and temperature tests only (we will not include O
We have what I call drivers, or some constraints or humidity or other tests), and we will use large vibrators so

ground rules that we have to live with and Figure 17 shows that we can get as many test articles on the table as we
how we handle these. The Air Force wants realistic cor- can at one time. Another constraint is that we want to
relation between tests and operational reliability. Our use these test articles and put them back on a production
reply was that you need to impose the same vibration on airplane. We don't want to buy an extra set of test articles
the test item that it sees in the airplane, and that is essen- for this so we have to anticipate vibration failures and plan .. -

tially random vibration. It should be combined with a to refurbish.

7- o-;;;

URIVER RESULT

0 REALISTIC CORRLLATION BETWEEN TEST o RANDOM VIBRATION TEST BASED ON FLIGHT %
AND OPERATIOUAL RELIABILIY DATA COMBINED WITH TEMPERATURE TEST,

o USE AVAILABLE TEST FACILITIES o OPTION TO RUN SINE VIBRATION TEST
INSTEAD OF RAIIDOM

o MINIMIZE EIVIRONMENTAL TEST TIME o ONE AXIS VIBRATION
WIDER TOLERANCES .

VIBRATIUI1 AID TEMPERATURE ONLY .,...
USE LARGE VIBRATORS

o USE RUT ARTICLES ON PRODUCTION o ANTICIPATE VIBRATIOH FAILURES AND PLAN
AIRCRAFT TO REFURBISH •

* °RQT RELIABILITY QUALIFICATION TEST

Figure 17 - B-1 Avionics RQT* Test Drivers

Let me describe how we arrived at the vibration environ- %
ment. Figure 18 shows a typical mission for the B1 air- O0

craft; on the vertical scale is dynamic pressure, on the
horizontal scale is time. The peak on the right is the
maximum dynamic pressure and the airplane is exposed to - ,
it for about 14% of the time; but from the fatigue stand-

-. point that contributes 90% of the damage, so initially, we u._

plan to use this region to derive our environment levels and
our test times. Looking at some of the environments we ',

are fortunate since we are flying three airplanes and we
have accumulated several thousand measurements from the
airplanes already. Figure 19 shows some early data that
we had taken and I have picked the zone which is the
lowest vibration area of the airplane and this is in the nose.
This is an envelope of the data that were taken at a rela-
tively low dynamic pressure-250 PSF. There is a pod on d "

* O  the airplane, which lets down and which tends to create a -" . .- x
high vibration environment in that area; also opening the 7"

bomb bays will cause high vibration. These are the two
types of data that we have plotted in Figure 19. We used o
six transducers and we measured in three directions. The 0 Po 40 GO 80 %O

dashed lines show the data and the solid line shows the .O. ,I,"- -,
envelope that we chose; the high peaks are due to some Figure 18 - Variation of Dynamic Pressure (Q) During a
environmental control system and as far as we can tell, Typical Mission.
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10-2 . ICD Environment OD
Equipment in Zones A, B and C Derived ROT Environment OR
Equipment in Zones K and Z

0 ~10-2 _

C , " % .10-3

Test Duration-75 hrs ' Minimu

Test Axis-Single10 Ratio
-4 ____________. 10-3

102 10 *Vibration Isolated Equipment in This Zone -. -, -

Frequency Hz 101 102 103

Figure 21 - Recommended RQT Vibration Environments Frequency - Hz

Figure 24 - Comparison of ICD and Data Envelope-Zone K
VIBRATION TIME - 9 IiUTES/RQT OPERATING HOUR

TABLE 1
500 ROT HRS x 1 MISSIN x 12 HRS OF HI 0 FLIGHT 75 M Expected Time Before RQT Vibration Failure - TR*

LRU 8 HOURS MISSION LRU Combined RQT Envelopes

Minimum
Figure Ratio TR (Hours)

7 V11PTLON HR X I0 MIUtES - 9 MIll/RT HR Zone T
500 ROT HRS N=D R Hz N 8 N=2.4

Figure 22 - RQT Test Duration A C11 C16 20 3 1.7 31

to go back and determine what this means from a fatigue B C12 C16 300 24.5 18.3 81000
standpoint, that is what were they designed to in terms of C C13 C16 50 7 4.5 740
level and time? Figure 23 shows the comparison of the
design envelope for zone A, in the forward part of the air- K C14 C16 20 7.6 4.9 1000

plane and this is the envelope that we will test to. The Z C15 C16 50 8 5.2 1220
margin is pretty good, this is the minimum ratio and that is -.-..-

all we really looked at. Figure 24 shows the comparison OD Design Vibration PSD
for the high vibration area. The minimum ratio was picked OR RQT Vibration PSD ,..%
at 20 Hz because a lot of equipment is mounted on vibra- TD Design Vibration Time (1/2 Hour),,.".
tion isolators. We evaluated the fatigue life of these items
using the relationship in Table 1 which comes out of a *TR = TDI OD/OR IB/N
paper by Meeker and Piersol. This relationship relates the B = 9
reliability test time to the design test time, the design test N = Noted (Meeker & Piersol) '

ICD Environment OD
Derived ROT Environment CR level, the reliability test level, and there is a factor for

damping and the S-N curve, that is what the B-N factor is.
We evaluated this formula for values of N = 8 to N = 2.4
and we bracketed that because that is where we think those S

10-2 values lie. Based on the design for zone A, we would

expect these things to last from two hours to 31 hours,
however, we are testing them to 75 hours. Zone K is the .
one where we had the high envelope and we expect that a

C "black box" would last from 5-1000 hours and here again,
... . we are testing for 75 hours. This tells us that our design

t 10
- 3 . / tests show that we cannot get through this reliability test

"Miimu ___/without failures, therefore, we recommended to the Air
Rtio - /- Force that they should be prepared to refurbish these . "

10 "*Vibration Isolated Equipment in This Zone "black boxes" before they put them back on the airplanes. -

5 10 160 1 000 2000
The last item concerns random vibration test tolerances ., :-.--

Frequency Hz (Figure 25). I don't believe MIL-STD-781B or MIL-STD.

Figure 23 - Comparison of ICD and Data Envelope-Zone A 781C have tolerances in them, but knowing how big our
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a WdY REQUIRED - FACILITATE TESTING OF LARGE ODUIDER OF LR'S ON A SINGLE Mr. Kidd: But then only time will tell whether this

FIXTURE, helped it or not.

,%, o RLCOMMENUED TOLLRA.ECES.

FUC.AMr. Beck: That is right and if they make the change,FREQULHCY AD TOLERANCE you will never know whether it was there in the first place
20 TU 300 dZ ±3 B or not.
300 TO 2000 HZ +6 )B,

Mr. Kidd: I think the main thing that bothers me is the
EXCEPT TfiAT DEVIATIONS AS LARGE AS *6/-12 PB SHALL BE way we are using this work "realism"; I can see people tak- "-"-"• ".' ALL04;1) OVER A, WMILATIYE BA4DIW|IDT9 3F 200 HZ•-.: ALLVEAU TE P00ing third, fourth, and fifth derivatives of an original func- ;- -

% OVERALL GRIS LLVLL + 15% tion that you did not know within 100% anyway. It will
add a lot of costs without corresponding returns as far as 1

Figure 25 - Recommended Random Vibration Test can see if we are not very careful about what we say
Tolerances. realism is. Somebody ought to define realism. In your

case, is realism what you did?

fixtures are going to be and how much trouble you can Mr. Beck: We should not expect to get realistic reliabil-
have in trying to equalize a fixture, we will open up the ity results from a 20 to 60 Hz sinusoidal vibration test.
tolerances so we don't spend all of our lives trying to work i l a 6 nb o
on fixtures. Effectively, this gives the tolerances for various Mr. Kidd: Maybe that is as realistic as what you are
frequency bands and if you look at MIL-STD-810, you can going to do.
see that we have doubled the tolerances. gg d

Mr. Beck: No, I don't think so. We know this environ-Mr . H ancock (V ought S stem s D ivision): D o you have m e t e a h b n f t.fm a ur n t n t e ai p a eayidea how much difference opening the tolerance band ment, we had the benefit of measuring it on the airplane.
any in ouch One point is does the environment make any difference at

all? It might not make any difference to the thing. * "

Mr. Beck: No. Mr. Green (General Dynamics, Fort Worth): How do

Mr. Kidd (Bell Helicopter): Your second slide (Fig. 17) you plan to compensate for the isolators on the equipment
in the left hand top corner said something about realistic that was isolated? Do you plan to put random vibration in -inoelftn hato coner saisomea thinabout reathrough the isolators, or block the isolators? How do you
correlation. What do you mean by that? hnl htpolm

handle that problem? ..

Mr. Beck: I used the "Combined Environmental Relia- ". '*
bility Testing" article that was written by Prather and Mr. Beck: There were shock mounted items in that area
Earls (7) as an example where they found that the reliabil- in the two graphs that I chose. Most of these items, I'd say
ity they measured in the field was only about 1/4 of what 80%, are not isolated. If they are isolated, the environ-
they demonstrated in the lab. ments would be presented at the bottom of the isolator.

That is, they were measured at the bottom of the boxes.
Mr. Kidd: You are going to keep books on your fail- Mr. Green: Really it amounts to what you are obligated .% -

ures? When you get through, are you going back and say to do. You can't think that anybody could force or expect *'..,

something about the realism of what you did? Are you you to put the random vibration directly into the equip-
going to try to certify this realism in some way? ment in order to ferret out workmanship problems or any- 0

thing of that nature? Is the shock mount a part of the sys. r
Mr. Beck: No. We are trying to make a test that will tem? r., '. ..

give realistic results; whatever the test shows, we want to ,. .. *

be able to say that the results are realistic. If you went Mr. Beck: Yes, it is a part of the system. ' ""
out in the field and made measurements, you would find
iMTBF numbers that were similar to those that we found Voice: What is the rationale for single axis testing? I. "

*in this test. M .

Mr. Kidd: I am rather skeptical and I think you are pre- Mr. Beck: We went to single axis testing primarilyt another formalism. mean, you have a formal because if you put 10 or 15 items on a fixture, which wesenting anoher nd you a a foral will do in order to cut down test time, we do not want to %
-J procedure and you say this is what I am going to call

realism. When you get out in the field, I am very doubtful be spending time moving the shaker from an upright posi-
that you will be able to know if a delta definition of this tion or switching it 900 on a table.
type will give you some delta improvement in reliability. I
dtye n od yu Voice: This means if you have one type of LRU, you

will put three items on the table with one in each axis? 6
Mr. Beck: No. I think that all that will come out of Mr. Beck: No. It means that we will pick the axis .

this test is if we apply the environments in this way and if which we think will give it the highest vibration response.
we have a failure, then we should expect the same MTBF ,
in the field. If you don't like that number, if it is too low, Voice: How will you determine that? A.
then you should do something to the equipment to make it .

e higher. Mr. Beck: From what we know about the equipment.

1O , ", -." -,"W WWW
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Voice: Inside or outside? Force 66-1 failure data and it turns out that it really was -

not quite 10-1; there were instances where it was as high
Mr. Beek: Inside. We have analyzed them and we have as 20-1 in certain pieces of equipment and others where it

made measurements on them. You get a feel for where was 2-1. But if you average it out over a lot of equipment

the worst response is. in different airplanes, in different commands, if you com-
pare it to demonstrated MTBF, it is about 6-1, and that is

Voice: What was the customer's reaction to this? shown on the left-hand side. If you compare the pre- . .

dicted MTBF versus field MTBF, the ratio is about 7 1/2 to --..- •
Mr. Beck: The Air Force? They did not care, anything I which says that some of us are optimists. But then if 7-'.

to save money, I think, since we are in a money-saving you go carefully into it, it turns out that 6-1 is based on
mode these days. It also depends on to whom you talk in "comparing apples and oranges" and if you get the com- - "
the Air Force. If you talk to the airframe section, where parison reduced to "comparing apples to apples" or
the vibration specialists are, you might get a different "oranges to oranges," then it is only a factor of about 0
answer than if you talk to the avionics people who are try- 2 1/2 to I between what we see in the field and what we
ing to get a "black box" out to do a job. have demonstrated in the laboratory. These are demon-

stration programs run under the MIL-STD-781B type test- .

Dr. Curtis (Hughes Aircraft Co.): We should keep two ing. It is the only kind of equipment which had such a ."' 4.
questions in mind: The first question is if we go to a lot formal demonstration test. A fair part of the problem is
of time and effort to bring a lot of realism into reliability really semantic, it is how you keep score. When you do it
development and reliability demonstration tests, and then in the laboratory, you count operating time, the Air Force O
presumably screening tests of the rest of the product as it 66-1 data are all based on flight time, that is, a large part

comes off the line, can we really solve the problems that of this discrepancy. So now you are left with a factor of
have brought all this to sort of national attention in the 2 1/2 to 1 to worry about. You see that the remaining
last year or two? The second question is how are we going part is divided roughly 50/50 into two other things. One is
to measure what we got for our money or how well we called "Due to Operational Factors," the other is called
did? I am afraid that while Col. Swett did us a real service "Due to Environmental and Other Factors." You could ,

&7 in getting some attention for a change, because I can substitute "miscellaneous" for that or "undefined." The"O.
remember that over a number of years where we have tried operational factors sort of split into two groups: One is

-*" to get money to do things that we thought would improve called the maintenance handling factors, this is the replace- .. ,. -"

things and we did not get a whole lot of attention, now ment rate for the equipment and it is also a function of .'. .

maybe we have more than we can really stand. But if we where it is repaired. The other part is things like the utili-
have this attention and we work hard and then several zation rate, the mission duration, and factors that are con- .
years from now it looks as if everything is just about the cerned with how the equipment is used, half of this remain- ti

same as has been before, then a few people may be dis- ing variation and that is about as close as you can get.
appointed.

The only thing we really pulled out of this that you
Last year in San Diego a colleague of mine, Dick Baker, could point towards environmental factors is this summary

talked to a similar panel session about a study we have had table (Figure 27) which is a comparison of what we have
for the Rome Air Development Center on the operational seen in fighters versus bomber and transport systems.
influences on reliability of avionics. A paper by Dick (This was also taken from the previous reference.) "F3" is
Baker and George Kern, based on this study, is in the a sort of a field MTBF after you have taken account of the ,
September/October Jiournal of the IES (8). 1 would like to definitional factors and operational factors, etc., "D" is the
remind you of a couple of things that we found in that demonstrated MTBF, "PI" is a predicted MTBF, "R" is the
study. This study was brought about because of this required MTBF. That was in the contract. We see again,
"alleged discrepancy" of the factor of 10 between demon- on taking rather broad averages, that the discrepancy
strated reliability and fie!d reliability. Figure 26 which is between field experience and the demonstrated MTBF is %

taken from reference (8), summarizes a year's worth of Air about 2.7 for equipment in fighters as opposed to about

0D S
Removal of the major dtefinitional factors yields the
following composite ratios for equipments associated
with fighter systems and Lomber/transport systems:

iqhter Systc.s Bomber/Transport Systems

.f7 2.7:11D .79 1 . A t

F- 3

4 146 1, . I

JA.. ..... ... . ........ j: ._

Figure 27 - Composite Field MTBF Ratios for Equipments .,
Figure 26 - '.jmposite Impact of Definitional Factors and Associated with Fighter Systems and Bomber/Transport
Operatiot... actors. Systems. 0
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1.3 for equipment in bombers. However, those weren't the which is just from score-keeping, again, it will be very dif-
same pieces of equipment since we did not have enough ficult to sense that we have done anything worthwhile,
data to only look at equipment that was common to both unless we do something to improve the score keeping. The

f_' "kinds of aircraft. You might be tempted to say sure you center column in Figure 29 which comes from the same
can expect that because fighters go to higher Q's, they are Grumman report (9) shows another part of the problem. I

higher performance airplanes, that must all be due to the You look at the vibration failures and it tells us which ones a
ftf.: environment. But if you look carefully, you better not were failures that had not been revealed by the qualifica-

jump to that conclusion because fighters have shorter mis- tion test. Presumably that is a deficiency in the "that"
sions than bombers, the utilization is different, and they test, that by improving it, you could have found those L i
are maintained differently. Certainly, not all of that is due failures versus those that had been actually found but
to the environment, however, it may be an indicator. I somehow were not completely fixed because they still
think what I'm trying to illustrate in Figures 27 and 28 is re-occurred in the field. These are roughly 50 percent and
that with the way in which we precently keep score in the they illustrate a problem that we are going to have if we

- - field, it will be very very difficult for us to sense that we run a reliability demonstration, test or a reliability develop-
have made any improvement in reliability by going to a ment test on one or two systems. Some people will look
great deal of extra effort. We won't be able to do this just at it as being an extended burn-in test and by the time you
by the normal score-keeping methods presently extant in are through with that, those one or two systems are prob-
the Air Force, at least. ably in pretty good shape. But how do you get the factory

to produce pieces of equipment that are equally well-
As regards what percentage of the problem we might screened and burned in serial number after serial number,

hope to work on, Figure 28 shows a pie chart which I block after block, month after month so that we don't
reproduced from a study that was completed by Grumman have this same chart again? We look and see what happens
Aerospace for the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory in the field and say that happened in the reliability develop-

S- (9) in which they tried to ascribe or look at the percentage ment test. Again, it is not obvious that we will solve the
.'..-of failures which were due to environment versus non- problem by increased testing in the laboratory.
• "'-% environmental causes, and roughly 52% of them were

O- ascribed to the environment. This was for equipment on Mr. Hancock (Vought Systems Div.): I have heard it
one or two Navy Aircraft. There is a report by Dave Earls said that there was disagreement with the 14% in that
from the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory in which report. Thinking about it somewhat, I suppose one would
he tried to bound the problem; I think he came up with a be forced to inquire as to the possible failure mode and its
lower bound of 14% of the failures that could be ascribed relevance as to whether they were vibration causes in the
to environmental causes and an upper bound of 60% and failures. Do you have any comment on the 14% accuracy?

- ." this was obtained by looking at the typical failure data
which he gathered in the "66-1" reports. If you look at Mr. Condouris (U.S. Army Electronics Command):
the failures due to environmental effects, what percentage Amplifying what you have said, we have been thinking
of those are due to vibration? We are down to 14%, which about this in the same way. We feel that we did not want
is not a tremendous piece of that pie, but even if we could to jump into anything and get into exotic testing to take
completely eliminate all failures due to vibration by doing care of that 14%. We have talked a lot about differences ,..
a 100% job, somehow, it says that maybe we can solve 14% between demonstrated and field values of like 10-1, 3-1
of the problem or eliminate 14% of the failures. But if you and 2 1/2-1. If my memory is correct, I recall seeing some
remember Figure 26 where we have a factor of 2 1/2, reports where it has been the other way around where we

had better reports in the field MTBF than we had demon-
strated. This is a little turn on what you are talking about,
possibly the data taking and the gathering of data are

' -KPERA"U RE MCISTURE..:.
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::'" "" ~Figure 29 - Relative Field Failure Distribution by Qualifica-"-.-"
Figure 28 -Total Field Failure Distribution tion Test History for Primary Environments.
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different for one equipment. It was not just a small Mr. Hancock (Vought Systems Division): On that same _
percentage, I recall one report in which we had hundreds point, Col. Swett said perhaps there should be no correla-
of hours difference the other way around where the field tion between test results, the way tests had been con-
MTBF was better than the demonstrated MTBF. There is ducted, and field results.
a lot to be looked at in this analysis we just made about
getting down to that small difference that appears at the Voice: Did I understand that Figure 30 showed that
end. I concur with what you have been saying in that 60% of the vibration failures were of items that were found
respect. in the qualification test? In starting to work with relia-

. bility, I find that the reliability people use a term "non-
relevant" and quaiification people use the term "random

Mr. Popolo (Grumman Aerospace Corporation): Allen failure." If you look through many reports, you see these
Curtis made a point about the fact that percentage-wise, it types of things and I think that might account for some of
does not seem as if we have a big problem and maybe we that 60%. We need to ferret these out if we can. •

* will spend a lot of dollars to resolve something that really "
is not as serious as we think it is. But I can tell you as far Mr. Curtis: Another outcome of our study was that -
as Grumman is concerned, the guy who pays my salary is there was a good correlation if the percentage of failures in""" ~complaining quite a bit about all of the problems we are"."''
caing quie t au all h re wetar the demonstration test that were classified as "non-relevant"
hiw o ei n n1 nrlaw hwas small; then the ratio of the field failure rate to the -
someone is incorrectly evaluating the failures in the field; demonstration test failure rate would be small. Another
we have failures and the failure rates are very very high, way of saying that is that the more of those failures you
therefore we must be doing something wrong. Even if you rationalize away, that is not going to make them not
examine the manner in which the field information is happen in the field. *. --

% evaluated, and as Allen Curtis has pointed out, it does not
look as bad as we think it is, it is still there, therefore I Mr. Popolo (Grumman Aerospace Corporation): I am ,' .'
think we should incorporate some sort of change to elimi- going to talk about two subjects. One of them is combined
nate those failures because we cannot keep aircraft up in environment testing and the second one is using random
the air. We have been very fortunate with some of the vibration for screening. We finished it about two or three

* type aircraft that we build, ECM type and multi-mission years ago and I will only present the Grumman recoi-
...-. type, where eventhcugh we may not be able to accommo- mendations. %

date the prime mission, we can still get our aircraft airborne
because of its other multi-mission capability. I feel sorry Starting with the combined environment testing, the "
for some of the other aircraft manufacturers who have a question is where do we have to use it? We all know that . •
single-mission type aircraft where they cannot get them up it is very expensive, a lot of equipment is involved such as ' V
in the air, so we may look a little bit better than most but chambers and exciters, etc. We have searched the literature
the problems are real because the more multi-mission work and we also did some in-house testing; however I will pre-
that you do, the more equipment is involved, therefore sent an out-of-house recommendation and an in-house
more problems result. It is there unless we are being recommendation. A paper by Coren, Cotlier, and Conrow
hornswoggled somewhere. (10) presents the results of combined environment testing.

The authors looked at different areas, combinations of
vibration with high and low temperatures and humidity as -Howard Schafer (Naval Weapons Center): We are dis- evaluated on various type "black boxes," components and

cussing dry statistics here, failure tags that are sent back electronic assemblies such as radar systems containing
by the "white hat" in the Navy, or the field, or the Air switches, relays, etc. The other report is by George
Force technician. Something that has to be kept in mind, Hirschberger from Grumman who is very active in reliabil-

' .1' we find that some systems have better reliability out in the i ) s 4 so n h en
field than they had in the plant. I spent about a third ofa it 11) is an Peng ineerng h ng p oal w c s a w-.mytm"vrea uigti ls a rig ofre u Navy, it is an engineering change proposal which is a way '
my time overseas during this last war trying to ferret out of getting some additional funding on a present program. . f

*.'.- the environmental failures and I found, in some cases, we -.

were getting better reliabilities on avionics and weapons
* systems in the field than had been predicted. It was caused 12.%. (0oIA er. iO

"dyke pliers." They were finding that they were having so
much trouble keeping the systems up, that on an aircraft Co Ao. V ,7,ro,' , 0 L,W EMO eP et

,* "".. carrier on Yankee Station, the men would go in with "dyke I o ,res F- o0 a . I.O Q ,
pliers" and cut the system out so no failures came back. -Gs4, tt A ,A.,T O3 e c ,,."r'
In the depots they are saying we have a good MTBF on A.wAL oaf
this particular "black box" and when the people ask why, A.,,,, ,o, , o , - - >.

"We cut that system completely out." The second po;.t I
want to bring up is it is easy to sit back and take dry sta- , eCLA O.AI o.,A 0.0-, -O. ... -C.. 0
tistics when we are dry here and say we only have 2-1, but -s .... . 77. 7.1" .4, -,,.'
I had something thrown at me at Da Nang in the Marble P, cwe,,ui 0..o. 00. o. ..4

- -0.g1 -74.4
Mountain Days by some pretty good Marines that were
trying to keep their aircraft up. They said they have two DAfA aLso auI.,5ixto o A commOO _Ci"'
check-out sets on Sparrow. "Our Sparrows will check out eSAS ,,o ,C., ,NL) - S., A ,,
good on one and bad on the other. You are a guy from
China Lake, tell me which one do I believe?" Figure 30 - Failures Due to Combined Environments 0
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In this case the work was done on one of our A6A effectiveness of random vibration. This was started around
derivatives which was an EA-6A, an electronic counter- 1970-71, after we spent considerable time on our LEM pro- -

measures type aircraft. The purpose of this program was gram for NASA; we used random vibration to do all types
basically to eliminate that small percentage of field failures of acceptance screening as well as qualification testing.
that was keeping our aircraft on the ground. We went There was not very much of an argument about whether .
through a very extensive step-stress program to try and we used sine or random vibration, the world at that time
determine "what's going on." That unit was supposedly was talking random vibration and all of the space programs

--." reliability demonstration tested; it was acceptance tested; it still use random vibration. Our management would have . . "

had gone through qualification tests, but it still did not rather stayed with the sinusoidal testing but they were
work in the aircraft. We started to look at these areas forced to random testing by NASA. Based on those very
maybe there is a problem in combined environments. Per- successful results, and based on our failures in the field on
haps we should not have performed vibration tests alone or all of our electronic equipment, we said let's try something
temperature tests alone; perhaps we should have combined else, let us go to random vibration, but how do you sell it? 0

" them and then try to determine the fragility level for the How do you go to your program manager and say I want • ''

equipment. It is really a shame because it is after the fact, you to spend this money to do this type of testing? We
7.. all of these things should have been resolved beforehand, did get some funding and we ran a test program and I have

the results of that test program. ,

Figure 30 is taken from reference (10). 1 imagine most
of you are familiar with the term "synergistic." What was We had excessive workmanship failures and I am only
interesting in this particular paper is that on this one com- talking about screening for acceptance. The subject does
bined environment of vibration and low temperature, they not deal with reliability demonstration or "burn-in." After
first evaluated the various type failures for various types of going through all of the vibration tests, sinusoidal testing of
equipment, as well as components, and in turn they came MIL-STD-781 for acceptance, and even going through the
up with a series of a percentage of failures for a combined sinusoidal "qual" testing of specifications such as MIL-E-
environment condition. Then they did a temperature test 5272 and MIL-T-5422, we wound up with a high percent-
alone and you can see that it is a fairly sizeable change, age of failures. By the way, MIL-STD-810 was not a
and then they ran a vibration test alone. They actually governing specification on the A-6 and its derivatives
came up with what they call a negative synergistic effect; because it is basically a 1959 vintage aircraft which has
by including the combined environments, they actually gone through five iterations. Every time a new iteration
found fewer failures than were actually found when they would come up, the government or the program people
tested the units separately. They basically ratioed not just made us work to the initial contract specification. At the ,-.

the effects from the actual data by itself, but they also present time the EF-111 is the only aircraft where MIL- '-

equalized the common occurrences as well as the common STD-810 is invoked and it is our ECM type aircraft that we '.

time bases. All that resulted was the percentage of nega- are building for the Air Force. We tried to put together
tive synergistic effects reduced. We at Grumman ran a various types of specimens, and it numbered approximately .
similar type of test program during that step-stress work 100 different type specimens, in which we would primarily -

that we did on the EA-6A and we found that after spend- look at failures associated with items such as solder joints, ..-. '
ing all the large numbers of dollars to put these combined chafed leads and the like, strictly workmanship failures;
environment facilities together that we were eventually those were the failures that caused many problems. We
running out of money. We tried to do some short- also found out that as far as temperature testing was con- - -

circuiting by not doing combined environments and the cerned, the acceptance, the reliability demonstration, and - - .
results of our work indicated that there really was not any the qualification testing did work to extremely high as well
advantage, we got just as many failures whether we com- as extremely low temperatures, -65* to 160 F (-54 to
bined our environments or whether we ran them separately. 71C). We were accelerating the failure modes during the
This made our program managers very happy because now lab testing in the original qualification program at these
they could save some money. In conclusion, using extremes but we still had failures; so that is why we felt
reference (10), the negative synergistic effect created by that maybe our problem was that we did not have the right .-

combinations of environments caused a reduction in the vibration screening. Figure 31 shows the laboratory and
overall stress and we did not see any advantage to it at all. field test results on an Ad converter. We had gone through
Where should we use combined environment testing? Our various units in the laboratory at the manufacturer's plant.
conclusions and our recommendations to the industry are, Within the first 100 hours, there were a considerable num- - . -

if there is nothing to be gained during the development of ber of failures that were picked up and repairs were made, -'-°-

a piece of equipment, and if you really want to determine but once the equipment got into the field we did not -- -
the worst effect, then do not use combined environments really solve the problem they reappeared, and in some cases ,- ,"
for your acceptance, development, and qualification tests; at a greater rate, in other cases, not at all. We did a good - "
but, use it during reliability demonstration because that is screening job, but there were no failures over 700 hours so - ,
the real animal, that is the one we are trying to simulate, we thought that we must be doing something wrong. 0
and if there is a negative synergistic effect, then that is the
way we should rate our equipment. That is also the way We went further, we posed an advanced development -

the reliability and MTBF should be evaluated, program and it was bought off. The purpose was to -.

determine the vibration environment. Would it be sinu- %

The next subject I have is the work that was done by soidal, both a fixed frequency and swept, or random? --.

our reliability people, again in conjunction with our Which would be the most effective way to get the work-
dynamics people and our test people, to determine the manship failures out? We incorporated five difference
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the merits gained during the space program that convinced
Figure 31 - A-D Converter Test and Field Results management to at least try it to see where we were going

to go.

generic type failures that we are most familiar with and
"" they were improper component mountings, poor solder These are our results (Figure 33). We plotted the %

techniques, printed circuit wiring flaws, improper stripped efficiency percentage which is basically that we know what -
and routed wires, and inadequate tightening of structural our failures were, we know the number of failures that we " "
components and mounting hardware. We put in known could possibly have in each particular piece of equipment,
failures, now the idea is how do you find them? We ran and how many of these come out within the particular S
the original acceptance or screening test which comes from type of vibration input over a period of time. Most of the ' "

MIL-STD-781, where we chose a non-resonent frequency work was done in excess of an hour but, for discussion .. '.

* between 20 and 60 Hz and that testing is generally done purposes, I cut it off at an hour. The standard original
between 1-1/2 to 2 g. We knew that did not work, so we acceptance test input at the fixed frequency did not give us

anything at all, we learned absolutely nothing from thewent to a higher level. We chose 50 Hz for our fixed fre- a,, i . e n u p i t ; r e . ...-

quency at an input of -5 g. Our swept frequency range did the 1 1/2 g sine sweep and the solid line is just a
was 5-500 Hz and it was chosen primarily because our s
equipment was only qualified for 500 Hz. The third soldered joint and the dash line is the component mount-
approaching. During the sine sweep at 1 1/2 g, we started to get - -
deveopdonaonewoftourpacceprgramts.04ectru th failures and it is obvious what happened. We still wanted
d e v e lo p e d o n o n e o f o u r s p a c e p r o g r a m s , .0 4 g 2 / H z w it h t u i u o d l v b a i n t s s t e o i h w o l '
the necessary 3 db per octave rolloff which comes out to to run sinusoidal vibration tests to see how high we would
be a 6.0 g RMS overall value (Figure 32). We had a diffi- have to go to get the same results. The next series of tests *.

cult time trying to convince some people to go that route was to compare the fixed frequency input at 5 g at 50 Hzcuse wie ereing 500 Hz.vine Wo e ele to haouse and again there were no failures. Then, we started lookingbecause we were exceeding 500 Hz. We were able to use at swept sinusoidal vibration. We started to excite the
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Figure 33 - Comparison of Efficiency of Typical Acceptance Test Levels in Producing Failures.
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other modes that are present in the design, in this case for an extended period of time, you are not going to have
using 5 g at the fixed frequency, and some failures started any problems. Maybe we knew that answer before we

- to appear around 25% (Figure 34). And here is a 5 g sine started but we had to convince somebody.
sweep relative to the solder joints and it is similar to the
previous curve; Figure 34 also shows the effect of the 6 g Even with a 10 g sine sweep which, as far as I was con-
RMS random vibration on the component mounting and cerned, was the wrong way to go because we knew tiat the -
the solder joints. Within 10-15 minutes of test time, we unit is only qualified to 10 g and we have exposed it to 9
started to get something around 80% of the failures and by hours of testing which is the standard "MIL-Spec:' require-
extending the test time, we did not really find that many ment, half hour resonant dwell and one hour cycling
more. We thought that was very enlightening also hope- periods; we knew we would damage that unit and even-
fully it was a way of convincing people that if we went to though we got some nice screening results, we would prob-
random vibration, we would try to reduce our cost by ably damage some other parts of the major components
cutting down the test time rather than go for hours and which we are not trying to evaluate at this time. That was 0
hours at fixed frequencies. They still were not convinced, supposed to have been done during the qualification test, -

they wanted us to go further, they wanted us to stay with we were concerned with workmanship.
sinusoidal testing because all of the equipment was qualified
to that and it does not cost any more money. So we went From the results of the test there is no question in our
further and Figure 35 shows the same 6 g RMS results. minds that we should be definitely going to random vibra-
Comparing those to the failures from a 10 g sine sweep and tion, but we have had considerable contractual difficulties
from a 12 g fixed frequency at 50 Hz, I think it is quite in trying to force our vendors to go to the random vibra-
intuitive to all of us, considering a non-resonant frequency tion acceptance test eventhough it has been proven
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- extremely successful. We have units we could not get in an Obviously you get that positive synergism in one case, and
* airplane, if they turned the key they would fail. After go- a negative synergism in the other. That seems to infer that

ing through all of the acceptance and qualification testing, you should have combined temperature and vibration in
and by subjecting that same unit to a 10 minute random qualification and that you should have separate temperature
vibration screening test at the level that I pointed out tests because there are failures that can occur in tempera-
before, the workmanship failures appeared immediately. ture that would not occur when the environments com-
We did that first at Grumman and from there we con- bined.

" vinced the "powers-that-be" that it should really be done at
the vendor. We had the same problem that most of you Mr. Popolo: I disagree because the purpose of qualifica-
people have had in that they do not have random vibration tion testing is to test for a very short period of time at an
systems; in some cases, they had to buy them, in other accelerated level. If you are going to aggrevate that situa-
cases they had to go out to some of the other test facilities tion by entering another discipline, I think you are being
and pay to have the work done. When it finally got down unfair to the system. We recommend that the reliability S
to the wire where we were not able to sell aircraft, we can- demonstration test is the only place where you should be
not get rid of them they won't fly over the fence, we had able to use combined environments. Those are real num-
to do something so we came up with this idea. I do not bers, they should be real numbers. That first report was by -
think it is revolutionary and I do not know if the different another East Coast aerospace company, Grumman's work
type of work that was done to get us where we are now did not support the negative synergistic effect. We found *.-.'.-

has ever been shown in this manner. The othrr most it didn't make any difference, we still produced the same '.'°J.

interesting and I think the most cost conscious feature, number of failures.
which makes all of the managers happy, is that if you can
get those failures out in a very short period of time, you Mr. Calkins (Pacific Missile Test Center): I would like to
will save a lot of money. review two studies that we did at PMTC on reliability test-

ing. One was a comparison of random vibration using
Mr. Silver (Westinghouse): It seems you had a negative mechanical shakers versus acoustic testing for the simula-

and positive synergism involved; your negative synergism tion of captive carry vibration as a technique for reliability
was in the temperature test area and your positive testing. The second part is the review of a study that we
synergism was in the vibration test area. It seems as if the did on reliability accelerated testing on the Sparrow Missile.
temperature failures that occurred when you were not
vibrating must be of the nature of non-making contacts The Sparrow Missile is basically 144 in. (3.7m) long, 8
which were eliminated when vibration was applied. I think in. (0.2m) diameter, and weighs approximately 500 lbs.
there can be very little doubt that there is more total (227 kg) (Figure 36). On the far right corner we have the
stress when you have stretched components due to tempera- configuration that was used on both the F-4 and the F-14
ture and additive stress due to the dynamic input, for captive carry of this missile. It is semi-submerged and

WING? 2

' ~~HOOKS ,..<".
,L. CROSS-SECTION VIEW OF AFT -STARROARO

MISSILE LOCATION ON F-4J AIRCRAFT
WiNG 3 , WING 1 INOTE MISSILE IS CARRIED ON ITS SIDEI

,.- WING 4 WING I _....,,
WNG 2
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Figure 36 - Instrumented Sparrow Missile
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the supporting hooks are 45' to the wing plane. We We also (Aid another comparison using the spectral %
* instrumented this missile in three different areas: the information from the captive flight test (Figure 39). The ..

gimbal which is up forward in the nose cone with a tri- solid line is actually the captive flight data, the next line,
axial accelerometer, the mid-section with the tri-axial the dash and the dot, is the vibration test, the third line is
accelerometer, and right behind the wings with a hub the acoustic test. We realize they are all very close so we
accelerometer. We then took this missile and measured the once again quantise the information by the partitioning out
environment on the F-4 aircraft, we covered the flight of all the PSDs into fifty 40 Hz increments then compare -.

envelope from approximately Mach 0.8 to 2.0 and the Q it to the simulation of the flight test information to get an
".. envelope from approximately 600-1800 PSF (2.9 X 104 - rms error, once again tor each one of these techniques. .

8.7 X 104 Pa).(Figure 37). We then took this data from The vibration technique showed about 5.7 db error versus
the flight test, reduced it into rms levels and also PSD 4.6 db error for the total spectrum for acoustic testing.

* form, brought the flight test missile back into the labora- The next phase of the program was to use the simulation
tory, and did a series of experiments using random vibra- and evaluate the exaggeration factor for random testing -O
tion on a shaker, acoustic excitation, and combined (Figure 40). This is a good technique if you are used to
acoustic and vibration excitation to see what was the most using accelerated testing to reduce costs by reducing test .

accurate technique to simulate the measured captive flight time. We started with the center relationship presented by -" -
levels. On the right side are the measured spatial distribu- Allen Curtis in SVM 8 (12). Knowing that the PSD level is
tions which are the rms levels for each of the orthogonal proportional to g2 , we came up with the second relation- " '-
axes from captive flight (Figure 38). The same information ship which is between acceleration at a g level and the .- --

is presented for the laboratory tests. We quantified this MTBF. Knowing this relationship, we proceeded to modify -O
information, talking about the top one first, into rms error; the vibroacoustic facility adding an RF chamber and test
the laboratory simulation on the longitudinal or axial vibra- sets so that we could accurately measure the time of
tion, showed an rms error of approximately 7 db. The missile failure in the laboratory (Figure 41). We also set up
next two setups were a transverse shaker with a connecting a functional simulation which was a method to test the P
rod and a collar with the missile supported by Bungee cord. missile in a dormant environment, that is, we set up one in
This technique performed almost as well as the bottom a separate area away from the vibration or the acoustic test-
technique, which was acoustic excitation with an aug- ing to measure the failure rate of the missile at 0 g (Figure
mented shaker in a lower frequency spectrum below 100 42). We proceeded to test the missile at 0 g level, 1 g,
Hz. 2 g, 3 g, and 4 g. This is the information we obtained in ,
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~Figure 37 - " Envelope versus Mach Number or Sparrow Missile.
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Figure 41 - Combined Environment Test Facility for Sparrow Missile.
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Figure 42 - Missile Functional Simulation

groupings. Table 2 shows that at 0 g we ended up with TABLE 2
MTBF at 322 hours, I g, 91 hours, 2 g, 64 hours, 3 g, 10 Times-To-Failures for Different Vibration Levels
hours, and at 4 g, about 4 hours. We plotted this data and
we used the least squares fit to obtain a function describing Times-To-Failure in Hours at Various Test Levels
the relationship between acceleration and the MTBF T T
(Figure 43). You can remove the exponent, reapply it to 0 g Ig 2g 3g 4g
the original equation and we end up with an acceleration '-].;,

factor of 4.2 on MTBF testing for the Sparrow Missile 86.0 2.0 0.5 44.5 0.5
% (Figure 44). 122.0 13.0 5.5 5(0 0.5 0.5 1.5

341.5 45.0 14.0 77.0 15.0 0.5 2.5
There is one more area to consider and that is types of 394.5 165.5 20.2 89.0 27.5 1.0 4.5

failures due to accelerated testing. Basically we started out 669.5 233.5 21.0 106.5 1.0 5.0
with five different groupings of data from 0-4 g vibration 38.5 135.5 1.0 5.5
test levels. If you look at Table 3, you will notice that 40.0 135.5* 1.0 7.0*
what we expected was that mostly the 0 g level entirely, 1.5 10.0
we had mechanical wear out. As you progressed across the 1.5 26.0
chart, we went from capacitive to solid-state elements to a -,-,-

predominant distribution of vacuum tube failures. It is a average average average average average
little disconcerting because we then looked at the fleet = 322.70 = 91.80 = 64.74 = 10.88 = 4.375
distribution of failures which is shown in Figure 45, and
when you overlay that on the distribution of failures from AOV F Value = 13.05; 1% Critical F Value = 3.83
our testing, you realize that it is not a good distribution
below 1 g or above 3 g. So we settled that on accelerated *Testing terminated without failure.

Figure 43 -Tlime to t'ailure versus Acceieration J
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Figure 44 - Accelerated Testing Relationship for Sparrow Missile.

testing for the Sparrow Missile we should probably limit (Figure 46) which is what we think is the missing link •
our acceleration levels from 1-3 g rms if we want to dupli- between MIL-STD-210, or science, and MJL-STD-810 which
cate the failure types that were predominant in fleet. We is testing, to put all of our documentation on somewhat
came to the conclusion that vibroacoustic excitation pro. the same footing.
vides the best simulation of captive flight vibration levels in -
terms of spectral and spatial distribution and vibration Any program has initiation, we have to put out proposals r
levels strongly influence both the mean time to failure and and we have to get them back; the vendor or contractor,
the types of failure. We also came up with more questions whether it is government or industry, has to tell the .0
and these are some of the ones that we have not answered procurer what he will do and how. Somehow we get down ,.
yet. What do you do about frequencies above 2500 Hz? to a validation phase and then full-scale development. We '
Should the temperature effects be included? What about usually get in at full-scale development or at the back end
free flight vibration? of the validation phase; somebody will bring a basketfull of .. -.-.. .

something to our laboratory and say "test it." We will '.',.*.
Howard Schafer (Naval Weapons Center): One thing we usually ask how should we test it, and they say you are the .V'

learned when China Lake was started, try to determine tester, you tell us how, what is the best way to test. That %

some of the problems facing the tester and the criteria is about three years too late! If we, as environmental
type, which was brought out in a meeting at the Naval types, get in at the program initiation, we can then tell the
Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, MD, where my division project manager what has to be done and what it will cost; ...
head brought together all nine Director of Navy Laboratory now we have a chance to get funds for those new vibration
laboratories environmentalists. We could not understand systems that we have discussed obliquely today, where if
what was happening on the first day of the conference, we wait until full-scale development, we do not have a
there was no communication. It boiled down to the fact chance of getting any new instrumentation unless we dis-
that we as environmentalists do an extremely good job of locate either time on the program or the money scale on 0
talking to ourselves, however, we do not really have a good the program. In essence, if you keep this type of thing in .
idea of where we fit in the overall procurement cycle, mind, figure out where you fit into it, you will do yourself -
where our funds really come from, when we should jump and the program quite a favor. . '
into the procurement cycle and the like so Crill Maples cut
that meeting somewhat short and went into what a pro. The next thing I found that we had to do was to define ",
curement cycle really is. I brought a very simplified pro- what reliability means both in the overall context of the
curement cycle, this is Figure 1 from MIL-STD.1670 program and also in our working context. It is pretty hard •
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TABLE 3
Effect of Vibration Test Level and Component Type on Sparrow Missile Failures

". ~~Test""" "
( ' Vibration Time To Failure in Hours by Component Type Terminated

! Test Level Without n
Mechanical Electro- Passive Solid State Vacuum Without

' (grns)* Failure
Wearout Mechanical Elements Elements Tubes (Hours)

86.0 122.0
341.5

.2' 0 394.5 --
669.5 0

45.0 2.0 233.5
1 :13.0

165.5 V.

44.5 14.0 0.5 5.5 193.5
2 135.5 40.0 20.2
2 50.0 21.0

135.5 77.0

%

3: 0.5 0.5 15.0 27.5 +: .?. .

4.5 10.0 0.5 7.0
5.0 0.5

1.0
1.0%;

1.0
4 1.0

1.5
1.5 %

1.5
2.5
5.5

26.5

*Average of Vertical and Lateral Measurements on Hub Assembly ,

for you and I to determine what it means in the overall to be done in the request for proposal area, if we do not
context, so I got a little help from the Defense Management do it there, we are years too late. (2) An integrated test

" Journal. Col. Swett passed this out as a sample at the April plan which sets up logical progressive sequence of testing at
1976 meeting of the Institute of Environmental Sciences increasing levels of assembly and environmental complexity
and I want to read a small excerpt from Robert N. Parker, in accordance with the mission profile. That would be
Principal Deputy Director for Defense Research and done somewhere in that validation phase and possibly in
Engineering (13). "The basic concept is to combine full-scale development. (3) Operational test and evaluation
performance, reliability, and environmental testing insofar by the government to give the product its first exposure to
as practical in the same test chamber and to program in the the real mission environment. Once we have gotten there,
chamber to simulate the real field environment rather than it is too late for the designer. It is the old adage, if we
the artificial profiles defined by the general specification." don't do the first two first, we never have enough time or
That is what top management has to say. Those are real money to do it right, we always have money to redesign.
good motherhood statements and all of us probably kind of Now we get down to the middle management's look. The
agree with them but how do you put them to work? We Naval Air Systems Command was jumped very hard when
go down one more layer of management and, quoting from they found that you could take some of our good aircraft ,
Mr. Willoughby's article in the same Journal (14): "A on an aircraft carrier on a non-combat type cruise, come 0
crucial factor in testing is the environment, only if the back and you would have to off-load about 2/3 of the air-
factory test conditions duplicate or exceed the field craft out of the squadron by crane. With this being the
environment will the testing be truely effective in insuring forcing function, they decided to take a look at some of
that specified performance or reliability requirements will the "buzz words" in middle management that will lead us
be met after deployment." There are three major factors to getting reliability or thinking through what is really our
which play strong roles in insuring the adequacy of testing: philosophy of testing and reliability together? This is
(1) An accurate mission environmental profile and that has called the "Navair New Look." What is the working tier
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philosophy? In other words how do we get a handle on exactly agreeing with each other. I think we have seen
this so we can know why we are doing something instead three or four different, if not conflicting, approaches and
of doing something by rote? findings here and we closed out with Howard's restatement

of some of the initial problems that we are all trying to
The rest of the presentation breaks down to some ques- attack and the ones that are going to be facing us over the

tions that I would like to ask you, and it is up to you to next several years. There will be many changes. I do not %
give the answers, I need the answer. Do we communicate quite frankly see the total revision of MIL-STD-785 con-
with project personnel and administration or do we just cepts within the foreseeable specifications future. A num-
talk to ourselves? How many of you really made an effort ber of contracts are in existence now and are essentially
to learn what the language or the work patterns of the picking up the concepts that are extant in MIL-STD-781C.-
administrator, the project engineer, and those other than as mostly constrained by money. I think this is going to
testers and environmental types really mean? How can we be an active working area for at least another five years. It
interpret our parochial language into language that these will be in a constant state of flux. O
people will understand so that we are really communicat-
ing? Have we learned where and how to fit into the pro- Mr. Silver (Westinghouse): In our meeting on Monday
curement cycle or do we sit back and when the rice drops afternoon, we talked about data banking of environmental
into our "rice bowl," we eat. When our "rice bowl" is criteria. In our business we feel that we are getting inade-
empty, we are out on the streets and it is too late to go quate definition of our environments to respond to our .,. ',

back and ask where we fit into the procurement cycle, proposals and also to do the continuing work, I consider
Some place we have to take time out while our "rice bowl" this to be the largest stumbling block to making progress in
is still full and ask where do we fit in the procurement the area. We cannot test to reliability, to realism, if we do _. .

" -cycle. How can we really do something for the administra- not know what realism is. I have addressed this question
tor and project personnel? Have we really defined our to a number of people and I have wondered how might be

philosophy of the environment? Have we ever stopped to the best way to handle it. I would like to propose that we
think of the type of tests we do for qualification, for start some sort of a funded study task through the Joint
engineering development, and for reliability demonstration? Logistics Chiefs or h6wever we could start this. But the
You can name them as well as 1. What are we really process is available and I think that the means are at our
expecting to get out of those tests? Are we testing some- disposal to do this task; it would be a tremendous task

7-' thing because somebody has dropped some rice in our with legal and technical difficulties throughout. But I do
*. - "rice bowl" or are we testing something to make that a not think we will make very much progress in improved .'-.'-"

better unit for that sailor in the field or that airman? reliability without doing realistic testing and without ,
Know why each test is done and what useful information realistic definitions.

". 'a will be gained. We take MIL-STD-810 or MIL-E-5272 and "*
we rotely take procedures such and such and do something Mr. Schafer: That is very intuitive. About 1959-1960
with it. When I wrote the environmental criteria for the when I started trying to get something in the thermal area, O
second stage Saturn in our engineering development labora- I found that something was wrong. As you have very well
tories at North American Aviation, I had people ask me indicated with your questions, something is wrong! The
"you want me to pass this or fail this" in the dynamics only thing I have been able to put my finger on over the
area? In other words, if you are a good boy and you do last decade is that if we want to talk about reliability,
not get on my nerves, I will screen it and it will go. If you structures, warheads, or aircraft, there is a desk some place
need punishment, I can fail anything you bring to the in the Army, Navy or Air Force that we can go to that has \"'

laboratory. How many times has this been our attitude? that as their function. You cannot find the word "environ- ,
Do we really know how our actions will save the project ment" any place in the DOD structure. Therefore, the
and the company both time and money? Why did they first thing that we as a group, the IES as a society, and I . .
hire me in the first place? If I am a project engineer, what would hope with the backing of some of the other parent .
does the environmentalist really have to offer me in a way societies, should do is to bring this to the attention of the -'-,

of assuring that a piece of equipment is going to do what Army, Navy and the Air Force that we must have an ".
the Department of Defense is buying it for? The next "Environmental Desk." We have pushed for this sort of
thing I have to ask myself is am I spending too much time thing inside the Department of the Navy for some time, but %

on arguing amongst my peers? How can I better use it is a situation of prophet having no honor in his own
methods 514, 519, 501, in MIL-STD-810, or whatever country to some extent. One of the things being thought -

document we are talking about? Should I have so many about by Col. Swett and some in the Navy is can we some-
db per octave roll off or something else like this? Is the how bring to the realization of the reliability desks that the
test we are using even applicable, even something that has environment is but a subset of reliability and have them
anything to do with the particular piece of equipment that open this up for discussion where 6.2 or 6.3 funds could be
we are testing? It comes down to a question Crill Maples provided for such things? But the first thing we have to do
asks, "how many times have we gone out and measured is have some point of contact somewhere. In regard to 0
something with the micrometer and come back to the data banking, we find that it is pretty difficult to do
laboratory or wherever and laid it out with a yardstick, and because data banks by definition are turned over to sta-
then when it is all said and done we cut it off with a tisticians and librarians in general. We find that the sta- -..

broad axe?" tisticians and librarians again do not converse in environ-

mental terms nor in engineering terms. They have
Mr. Hancock (Vought Systems Division): We opened difficulties finding engineers that will give their time to

with a general overview; we got into some of the detail, not interpret for them in their language what categories should
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be put down. Sandia's data bank is one of the best and it area. It has been very helpful that we have been able to
is open for general usage. To put together another data design equipment to just meet a specific requirement even-
bank, I have seen both industry and governmental agencies though someone says I am from the government, I am buy-
fall flat on their face because of the people that are hired ing a piece of equipment, and I want to be able to use that
to run the data bank. Secondarily, what is the thrust of 20 years from now in some new iteration of the aircraft.
the information that is necessary. The Fleet Missile System That won't happen. There will be so many changes in the

.* Analysis and Evaluation Group (FMSAEG) has a tremend- state of the art that equipment, other than an aircraft com- ..

ous data bank in the Navy at Seal Beach, but the informa- munications system, which would be standardized from air-
tion comes from the people in the field who do not under- craft to aircraft, or a seat, which is always in the same spot,
stand the format, the content, or the context of what the it is not in the tail end of the airplane it is in the cockpit. - - .-* "
engineer wants. The engineer does not understand why the I think if we go that way, we can sell the realism. But if '..- .
field man does not understand that and there is a complete we are going to fall back to standardization, we will just "'-
lack of communication. If we push for data banks, we lose everything we are trying to gain. -
have to get our philosophical house in order and once we
have defined what the problem is in our own terms be able Mr. Heber (Heber Engineering): I have to support Dave
to articulate it; then I think we should be able to push for- Kidd in some of his statements. When we run tests, we -
ward. cannot use the word "realism." The very fact that we go

into the laboratory means that we are avoiding realism; we
Mr. Kidd (Bell Helicopter): I would like to add to that. cannot run a test that lasts for the duration of the life of

You quoted Willoughby as saying that the test ought to the average "black box," so we have to come up with
duplicate or exceed the environment. I guess it is this exaggeration factors and these are by nature unrealistic. In ,r V.
environment thing again, when he uses those words that addition, most of our dynamic tests are run on fixtures
way; I wonder if they have any meaning at all? I have a which have effectively infinite impedance and this is not -.- '
little device in a "black box." It is on one of 400 of the realistic. Even with these constraints, what is their purpose
same type aircraft. It will go through life and go out the in order to get repeatability from one test lab to another?
other end of the system in 20 years. Are we really going If you go to more sophisticated tests, so-called realistic tests
to press this issue of realism? If we are, then we will have which include combined environments, it is a very seductive
to describe this thing accurately, look at the 35 dimensions idea; but even in a simple test, such as a single axis vibra- 0
of this space, tell ourselves how we will sample it, how we tion test, you have to rely on things that you cannot -
will condense the information, how it relates to this little specify, such as the fixture designer, the fellow who main-

* point inside that "black box" on one of 400 ships. It is a tains the equipment, and the fellow who instruments the .ON.-
lot of effort. Or we can take the other tack and we can test article. It is difficult enough to get good reliable
get together and say that realism is hopeless, we will go for repeatable tests under these conditions of single axis testing
standardism. We will agree at this convention that we will alone. When you go to multiple axis testing, or combined
do it this way and then we will tell everyone don't argue environments, you have to realize the real fact that when
with us, do it this way. I think that will be cost effective you do this, you will reduce your possibility of repeating
because you won't spend endless hours in debate and dis- the tests from one test set up to another, much less from " '

cussion. It will be cheap and easy because everyone can one laboratory to another. If you feel that combined or
learn to "do it by the book." We have to clear up whether "more realistic" environments are going to give you best
we do one or the other. results, you have to take into account the fact that the cor- . .,

trol of the test is bound to deteriorate and you will have " " "
Mr. Popolo (Grumman Aerospace): I do not think you to come up with a balance or a trade off between those

really meant what you said. I think realism is definitely two facts.

the name of the game. I think standardization is baloney.
I think we have been living under standardization for 25 Mr. Hancock (Vought Systems Division): If we take a
years. I think at Grumman we have been building equip- look at the individual test phases that I tried to list earlier,
ment not for standardization as the old "MIL-specs" have each of those test phases has an optimum; we have to
recommended, but we have realized that our equipment is optimize on something, cost, the total environment includ-
so sophisticated that if it is flown in an F-14 for example, ing the possible use of the "white hat," long-term storage,

*it probably will never fly in a KC-135, an A-7, or an F-4 and a few other things. If we look from the piece part all 0
because it is designed specifically for the F-14 just as the the way up to the systems level, that has a value. One of
ECM equipment is designed specifically for the A-6 and an the confusing points is that these tests have not been
EA-6A. That permits us to design a piece of equipment to clearly stated in terms of purpose. We must state the pur- "
a specific environment not a standardization. We zone our pose of the test before we start it; we should do the best

"e. aircraft and we design the unit to fit in a particular area in job we can to exercise the potential failure modes at all
the airplane. The only way we can relocate it is by possi- steps along the way. It is difficult for me to buy off on
bly considering that if we put it in a compartment whose standardization as opposed to the tailored environments 5
environment is more severe than the environment that the that have been discussed recently by this environmental
original equipment was designed for is by entertaining some study group for the Joint Logistics Commanders. - "
sort of attenuation method, whether it be damping or isola-
tion. If you really look at equipment packaged in aircraft, Mr. Schafer (Naval Weapons Center): In amplification of . '-. ,
it does not have that much latitude. Our engines take up Bob's remark, one of the concepts we have been playing
50% of the airplane, therefore all of our equipment bays with for a while is this word "standardization." It is a big
are in the forward area, which we know is a less benign word in Washington, it has been big for quite a while, you
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will find standardization groups in all areas of life although other. If we say that we will standardize in our environ- ."
it again turns out to be "spec" writers who are not techni- mental criteria determination work on hypothetically the .
cal people. Is there some way we can take that word and skin of the aircraft or the skin of the missile, and from oC--
twist it to our own meaning and our own use? If we can there with whatever fudge factors are necessary come up
standardize on something technological, then maybe we can with the power spectral densities on into the piece part,
get an understanding of testing in the context that Bob just now we have true engineering standardization and this can
brought up, that is what we are using tests for. One of the be sold. We sold it on the concept, but it was not carried
ways that we have decided to use standardization in the through on major missile programs or other smaller pro-

4. missile industry is we will standardize on the response of grams.
the overall missile at the skin line and from there we will

*' diverge our criteria as we go to the piece part or to a
component inside of the missile. Under the old standardi- Mr. Kidd (Bell Helicopter): I agree a whole lot with
zation context, we used method X X X from some stand- MIL-STD-1670 it is standardization but there is flexibility
ard and put the piece part, the component, and the whole in it because you have a loop all during that development -.
missile through that same g2 /Hz type format, and shake time. Then, the gentleman who presented the B-1 data
them all the same. However, under this concept of all of I do not think what you are doing is realistic but it is a
them being standard, you find out that you are giving much useful formalism that seems to get us somewhere and I will

. too much energy to one area and maybe not enough to the buy it.
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SHOCK ANALYSIS

SCALING OF STRONG SHOCK HUGONIOTS d

W. E. Baker

Southwest Research Institute '
San Antonio, Texas

Within the last two decades, many careful dynamic experiments have been %
* conducted to measure the properties of solid and liquid materials sub-

jected to strong shock waves. Under the extreme pressures of these
tests, all materials behave like compressible fluids. The properties "
of these strongly-shocked materials are usually termed "shock Hugoniots,"
and are given in the alternate forms of shock velocity as a function of
particle velocity, shock pressure as a function of particle velocity, or '.:-
shock pressure as a function of density increase. Despite a wealth of ,-i.'
data in the literature, there seems to have been no systematic attempt %
to apply similitude methods and determine whether some simple scaling ,.i, "
law is valid. This paper presents a scaling law for strong shock
Hugoniot properties of a wide variety of solids and liquids. The law
is developed and compared with literature data. Agreement is shown to .
be excellent for a two-parameter fit of dimensionless groups, and good .

for a one-parameter fit. The author suggests that the law can be used
* to predict Hugoniots for untested materials, or to aid in planning tests

of new materials.

INTRODUCTION Hugoniot [8]. Two of these equations, special-
ized to strong shocks, are

Within the last two decades, many careful
dynamic experiments have been conducted to mea- P = p U u (1) L:

sure the properties of solid and liquid mater-
ials subjected to strong shock waves. Most of

these data were obtained with contact explo- PO 1 u2)
sions using plane-wave-initiated precision - u (2)
charges in contact with the target material [13 N

or with contact explosions used to drive flyer where P is pressure, p is density, po is initial .),

plates into target plates [1,2,3], or by im- density of unshocked material, and U is shock
pacts of flyer plates accelerated by light gas velocity. (In the context used here, strong
guns [4]. The tests require plane and normal shocks imply pressure several orders of magni-

- or nearly normal impacts or shock incidence, tude above yield stresses for solids. In gen-
accurate control of high to very high impact eral, these pressures are of the order of mega-
velocity, and sophisticated instrumentation to bars, i.e., 1011 Pa.) The experimental data 0
obtain simultaneous measurements of shock ve- consist of measured combinations of U and u up
locity and particle velocity induced by the im- to as high a velocity as can be obtained ex-

pacts or explosive shocks. Under the extreme perimentally. Figure 1 shows a typical plot ofL pressure of these tests, all materials behave raw data for Fansteel 77 (90% W, 6% Ni, 4% Cu)
like compressible fluids. Experimentally ob- from Ref. 4. Using data points similar to those
taned shock properties are now available in of Fig. 1, the Hugoniot can be presented, with -
the literature for very many initially solid the aid of Eqs. (I) and (2), as plots of shock
materials [1-61, and some liquids [1,71. pressure vs particle velocity (Fig. 2) or shock

pressure vs compression (Fig. 3). Figure 1 also
The properties of these strongly-shocked indicates an empirical fit to Hugoniot data

materials are usually termed "Hugoniots" or which is widely used. It is

"shock Hugoniots," because the equations of

continuity of mass, momentum, and energy U C + Su (3)'U through discontinuities in fluids on which (1)" this givesthey rely so heavily were first formulated by Combined with Eq. (1). this gives
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* Fig. 1 - Shock velocity vs particle velocity Fig. 2 - Shock pressure vs particle velocity
for Fansteel 77 (Ref. 4) for Fansteel 77 (Ref. 4)

(Cu + Su) (4) -

8 i 1/ McQueen and Marsh (2] apparently first showed S

that a linear relationship fitted the U, u data
very well for many materials. These authors

7 also noted that the parameter C was essentially ,. -:

sound velocity co in the virgin material.
14 McQueen, et al. [5]. have also shown transitions

-6 at certain pressures which cause significant
deviations from a single linear relationship

a0 over the entire range of data. In particular,0
5 iron, titanium, zirconium, and hafnium show such

trniin.Pru n omdmtrasoften
show [5] nonlinear or bilinear relationships

4 -4between U and u. But, the vast majority of
solids and liquids tested have Hugoniots which

Ut fit Eq. (3) very well, often to within a frac-

3 - tion of a percent, over the entire range ofmeasurements. 0

2 - The Hugoniot data given in the cited ref-
0 erences are too voluminous to reproduce in de-

. S tail here, but selected parameters from experi-

1 mental fits for materials with a wide variety
of physical characteristics are given in Table
1. Although not noted in the literature, this

0 1 author was struck by the small range of the pa- 0
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 rameter S, and also by the apparent lack of at-

tempts to apply scaling laws for prediction of .7- t
- (pip 0 - I Hugoniots from a mass of data which exhibits

0 marked similarities independent of material
properties. Scaling has been applied to the

Fig. 3 - Shock pressure vs compression for problem of hypervelocity impacts of small pro- .'
" Fansteel 77 (Ref. 4) jectiles into extended targets [9,10,11], but %
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TABLE I

Some Representative Hugoniot Data*

Material Density po, Parameter C, Parameter S
g/cm 3  mm/sec (dimensionless)

1. Uranium 18.90 2.60 1.45
2. Palladium 12.00 4.05 1.50
3. Brass 8.41 3.75 1.45
4. Iron 7.84 3.80 1.62
5. Marble 2.70 4.00 1.32
6. Granite 2.63 2.10 1.63
7. Limestone 2.60 3.50 1.43 -
8. Plexiglass 1.18 2.78 1.30
9. Water 1.00 1.70 1.70

10. Silver 10.49 3.24 1.59
11. Gold 19.24 3.07 1.56
12. Cadmium 8.64 2.44 1.67
13. Cobalt 8.82 4.75 1.33
14. Chromium 7.10 5.22 1.47
15. Copper 8.90 3.96 1.50 "
16. Molybdenum 10.20 5.16 1.24 ".
17. Nickel 8.86 4.65 1.45 f
18. Lead 11.34 2.03 1.52 %
19. Tin 7.28 2.64 1.48 .. '% P%
20. Thorium 11.68 2.13 1.28
21. Titanium 4.51 4.78 1.09
22. 5083 Al 2.66 5.30 1.37
23. PMMA 1.18 2.70 1.54 0
24. Mineral Oil 0.87 2.19 1.52
25. AZ31B Mg 1.78 4.65 1.20
26. Fansteel 77 16.89 3.91 1.36 N

Sources of data: Materials 1-9, Ref. 1; materials 10-21, Ref. 2;
materials 22 & 23, Ref. 6; materials 24 & 25, Ref. 7; and mater-
ial 26, Ref. 4.

not to Hugoniots of materials. This paper pre- but it is superfluous because it is uniquely
sents a scaling law for material Hugoniots, and defined by Po and co through the equation.
compares its predictions with literature data. -'

00 (5)

MODEL ANALYSIS
The 14 parameters, less four basic dimensions,

Model analysis (or similitude analysis) yield 10 dimensionless groups, or pi terms. "
* yields dimensionless groups of physical param- This model law can be expressed in the follow-

eters which must be kept invariant for simili- ing functional form:
. tude or scaling of a physical system or prob-

lem. The techniques are well described in U/c°
texts on similarity methods [9], so the re- 0

sults of the analysis for shock Hugoniots will e~/ 2  C Ut
be given here with no intermediate details. po o c /c c L

ya c o2
The parameters assumed to be important in 0

the current problem are listed in Table 2, to- 2
gether with their four basic dimensions in an P/p c (6)
F, L, T,8 (force, length, time, temperature)

system. These 14 parameters are grouped into This manner of presenting a model law is some-
five basic physical properties of the virgin what optional but it implies that the four
material, the constitutive properties of
s d i r s s uscaled properties on the left hand side of the.,.[. shocked material, three basic physical quanti- .. w$

ties, and four response parameters. An addi- -.____.__

tional basic property, the bulk modulus B of * 2-
the virgin material, could have been included, Note that B has dimensions F/L2 . -
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TABLE 2

Physical Parameters Assumed to Describe Shock Hugoniots

Parameter Symbol Dimensions Description

2 4
Initial density P FT2/L .'' .

Initial sound speed c L/T

Characteristic stress 2Basic properties%

(for solid) F/L2 of virgin material(forsold) y L2/0
2  

.,

Specific heat Cp L/T

Heat of fusion n LIT

Constants in 1 fC L/T Constitutive constants

Eq. (3) S --- for shocked material

Characteristic length L L

Basic physicalTime t T quantities --

Temperature 
I quantities

Shock velocity U L/T

Particle velocity u L/T Response-
2 4 L Rsos

Density FT 
/L  

parameters

Pressure P F/L
2  "

*. equation are dependent variables which are each and this group is nearly invariant regardless e. .. .

- different functions fj of the six dimensionless of material.
parameters on the right. The law does not tell
us what these functions are; the functions must Consider now the terms involving the prop-
be determined by analysis or experiment or both. erties C/co and S of shocked material. McQueen

* Without further restriction or consideration, and Marsh [2], as well as all later investiga-

this model law is too general to be of much use. tors [1,4,5,6,71, demonstrate that the empiri- %

Fortunately, the Hugoniot equations, the empir- cal constant C is usually very near to sound
ical equation (3), and other physical evidence velocity co in the virgin material. Therefore,
can be used to drastically reduce the size of we can with very little error assume that

*. this function space.

Let us consider first the scaled physical c (
properties P/oy and n/c

2 . 
Because we are stud-

"ying strong s hocks, theopressure behind the ;
shngk ustong sho , h pre ur e ban thcer From Table 1 we can see that the range for S is
shock must be much greater than any character- remarkably small, considering the very wide va- "

* ~~istic stress in the initially solid material,ritofmeias etd. WcnrtinSsriety of materials tested. We can retain S as .o.-

i.e., a dimensionless parameter, or can, with some

loss of accuracy, use a mean value and assume
(7) that it is invariant. The mean value for ma-

y terials in Table I is

As long as this inequality is maintained, we = 1.435 (10)

" need not keep P/Oy identical in two scaled ex-

periments (in titanium, for example, we must be'-"Equations (1) through (4) allow us to ob-
* above been shown (see Ref. 12 and Chapter 8 of tamn explicit relations between some of the re-

h maining scaled groups. Dividing Eq. (4) by 0
Ref. 9) to be very nearly proportional to the poc

2 
and using Eq. (9), we find that

square of the sound velocity in most solid ma- 0

terials. Therefore,

P P u u(
- constant (8) 2 B cc(.

c 0000Po 
0

0 1
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Similarly, Eq. (3) gives We are primarily interested in the first of
these two relationships because it can be di-

U u rectly compared to experimental results. But,".. -- : + S - (12) .-.':
c c we already know its functional form. It is

0 0 Eq. (12). Acceptable alternate forms are Eqs.

Another useful expression for presenting Hugo- (11) and (13). 0
niot data in another form can be obtained by
algebraic manipulation of Eqs. (1) through (4) COMPARISON WITH DATA
and (9). It is C

=" The usual methods of presenting Hugoniot
2P 2 + ) (13) data are in plots of U versus u as in Fig. 1,

c [(S-1) - 1] P versus u as in Fig. 2, or P versus p as in
Fig. 3. As noted earlier, once the variation

where of U with u is determined, the other two meth-

ods of presenting Hugoniots follow directly
from the two Hugoniot equations (1) and (2). .. o. -

1 (14) The reduced scaling law in either of these
P three form is given by Eqs. (11), (12), and

(13). Any of these forms relates one dimen-
An alternate form for Eq. (13) is obtained if sionless physical property in the shocked ma-
the parameter terial to another dimensionless physical prop- "

ert, and the dimensionless constitutive proper-
(15) ty S. To compare with experimental data, we

1=0- (15) can present either two-parameter plots such as -. .
U/co versus S and u/co , or can collapse the

". is used, instead of jj. This form is prediction curves into a single one by using an .,'.
average value S for S. Three such curves of

P n scaled parameters for S = 1.0, 1.435, and 1.70 %

2 2 (13a) are given in Figs. 4 through 6, corresponding
p"c (1-Sn) to Eqs. (12), (11), and (13), respectively.•0 .. %c . .%
00" Also plotted on these curves are data points

T i at afrom the literature for a wide range of mater-
The quantity n is analogous to the Lagrangan"
strain ials* (the literature is far too voluminous to

include all data on these plots).

V - V " "
0 o- (16) From the three figures, one can see that

V 0 V 0 scaled pressure plotted versus scaled particle S
velocity is least affected by variation in S,

while scaled pressure plotted versus scaled
used in solid mechanics, where re compression is most sensitive. In all plots,
tl a ls the experimental data cluster about the curves

for S = 1.435, and lie within the limits chosen
the results of the above discussion for S. The points deviating furtherest from.-

Using b es s. the a nde(sc ),nthe mean curve are for titanium. Those further-
and supplementing by Eqs. (11), (12), and (13), eat to the right, representing largest valueswe can reduce the model law in Eq. (6) toes ohergtrpeennglgstvus

of scaled parameters, are for mineral oil.

This is not surprising because both 0o and coU/c° t are small for this material.
c02 = f-S, , -- (6a) .'.

P0 JCONCLUSIONS '" -

This law only applies 
under the restrictions 

of ItS

Eqs.(7) (8)and(9).Thi staes hatIt is apparent from the comparison of•
Eqs. (7), (8), and (9). This states that scaled Hugoniot data for widely different con-
scaled shock velocity (which uniquely deter- densed mater als wi ele ci e epr -:emines scaled pressure and scaled density) and densed materials with the scaled curves repre- ... :
scaled temperature are functions of S, scaled senting Eqs. (11) through (13) that it is in-
sartile temeracit arndscltis or scd deed possible to scale strong shock Hugoniots.
particle velocity, and scaled time. For shock To account for differences between materials in
front properties in Hugoniots, time is imma-
terial, so we can further reduce Eq. (6a) to the dimensionless constitutive property S, two-

parameter plots similar to Figs. 4 through 6
are probably desirable. On these plots, lines

U/co f S,

2 u (6b) *2 Usual units in the literature are pressures inK2/c f2
ec/c o ~ ' co Jmegabars, velocities in mm/psec, and densities

in g/cm
3
. To render P/poc

2 
in these units di-

mensionless, multiply by 100. 0

43 N
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-. of constant S for small increments in S would accurately, predictions from the scaled curves
-. allow easy interpolation of properties for any should help in planning the experiments. '

desired material.
The reduced form of the scaling law is, of

The materials with data points shown in course, restricted to strong shocks whose
Figs. 4 through 6 were deliberately chosen to strength substantially exceeds yield stresses W
give as wide a range in properties as possible, or transition pressures for solids. Stated in
They were not indicative of the vast majority another way, this limits their applicability to %

of the data in the literature. Most materials materials or ranges of pressure for which the -. , .,.,

- have values for S which are much closer to the linear relationship between U and u (Eq. (3)) e."
*.'. mean S - 1.435 than the limits shown in the is valid, and for which Eqs. (6), (7), and (8) " \"V"

figures. Had these data been plotted, dense hold. McQueen, et al. [51, present Hugoniots '
clusters of points would have surrounded the for a number of foamed, composite, or aniso- S
solid curves for S - 1.435. Therefore, predic- tropic materials which do not follow the linear
tions of shock Hugoniots accurate enough for relationship. So, one should apply the law
many engineering purposes can be made using the developed here with care, or realize that it
solid curves or the equivalent scaled equa- may err, when predicting Hugoniots for such ma-
tions. One must know only the initial density terials. A more general scaling law could be
p0 and sound velocity co , or alternatively the easily derived based on a more complex consti-
density and bulk modulus B, to make these pre- tutive equation for shocked materials. It
dictions. Hopefully, this simple procedure would involve more dimensionless parameters and 0
will allow estimation of strong shock proper- would therefore require a more complex presen-
ties of solids and liquids which have not been tation than the two-parameter one used here.
measured without using the expensive and time The author's opinion is that improvements in
consuming methods and special facilities re- prediction accuracy would be marginal for a
quired for such measurements. If such tests more complex law, and he therefore does not . -

are needed to obtain these properties more recommend it. .
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" 'DISCUSSION

Mr. Avrami (Picatinny Arsenal): What do you

mean by a strong shock?

Mr. Baker: A shock that is so strong that the
. pressure is in the megabar region; it is well

above "yields" which would be in the low kilobar

-. region.

" Mr. Avrami: What is the error bar on your data
- points?

Mr. Baker: The test is very repeatable for any '.

-* one material. I did show some data points that
were used to draw those curves. If they are 4'

repeated, you will find that the error bars
are really quite small as long as you stay in

the strong shock region. When you get near
yield strength or near phase transition in a
metal like iron or titanium, then, you don't
get these fits and you'll find larger error
bars. Some of the compendia reported in the .C-.
paper have a great deal of detailed data that --..-

give these error bars as well as the means.

Mr. Avrami: What happened when you tried to
apply your model to the kilobar range?

Mr. Baker: The approximations for strong shocks
will go wrong. The general scaling law that I 4'

4 ." showed earlier would be applicable in the kilobar ....

range because I included parameters that would
be in that range. However, it doesn't help
you very much because there are many parameters
in there that would have to be held constant in

order for you to get a comparison.

Dr. Morrow (Consultant): You have been concerned

with shock waves in materials. How can your :
results be applied to damage?

Mr. Baker: The kind of damage that you are .-r

concerned with would be wave transmission
damage. If one has mechanical impacts, and
remember I mentioned earlier that the way one
gets these data is to slam one plate of material
into another at a high velocity, so there are J

wave transmission effects. The compression wave
reflects from the free hurface as a tension
wave d it causes spall or high velocity
failure of the material. Those are the kind
of damage effects we are talking about, not the
ordinary low velocity mechanical impacts where .

S..we obtain the gross structural response. We ".7.
* .''are concerned about wave transmission or shock .

transmission effects in this regime.
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SHCCK SPECTRA AND RESPONiSES BY POCKET GALCULATOR

Charles T. Miorrow

Consultant
Dallas, Texas

Several programs for computation of Fourier and shock

spectra (with phase as well as magnitude versus frequency

included for one frequency at a time) and single and two-

degree-of-freedom responses are given for a card-program-
mable pocket calculator, along with user instructions and
supporting derivations. Not suited for routine data reduc-

tion, these programs nevertheless provide the engineer -O
with a convenient means for computation of spectra for se- -

lected frequencies and exploration of corresponding test
item responses. As yet, they have not been included in the
HP-65 User Library. These programs, and similar ones devel- .-. .

oped in the future, may be helpful in deciding on the best
methods of specification of shock severity for environmen-

tal test and in providing better design criteria for shock
resistance in multiple-degree-of-freedom mechanical systems.,

INTRODUCTION could yield a Fourier analysis. ______

In 1962, by expressing the response The present treatment is an exten- .
of a simple resonator as a Duhamel inte- sion of O'Hare's methods and an adapta-

gral and comparing the form of the un- tion to.stepwise insertion of data into %

damped resonator response with that of a programmable pocket calculator. Such '
the Fourier transform or spectrum, O'Hara a calculator is too slow for routine 0
showed that the undamped residual shock data reduction or processing, but it

spectrum is equal to the magnitude of the can permit the engineer to sit at his

Fourier transform of the shock velocity desk and make occasional explorations
time history.1 Morrow provided a shorten- of spectra and corresponding shock res-

ed derivation in 1963,2 expressing the ponses. Furthermore, it can be used,
relationship in terms of the Fourier for example with a repeated subroutine,
transform of the acceleration time his- to obtain multiple as well as single- ,-.

tory. O'Hara showed, further, that shock degree-of-freedom responses. %
responses could be computed by digital ,

integration and that the same nethods Shock spectra are indirect des-
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criptions of shock excitations and at 2. .Dame initial, residual and ma>- -"...•

the same time indicators of possible nle-resonator responses (Ap-

responses of a test item. In the for- pendix 2). One card. Step inputs
mer role, they would benefit from a only until further response is neg- "-O

consensus on a limited number of stan- ligible, or alternately until the

dard usages, together with an appreci- residual time interval begins. If

ation for whatever test item response the second option is taken. resid-". ~ual response coefficients can be .--"
- reproducibility uncertainties may be as- ..ae "o coeients can be

sociated with these. In the latter role,
in contrast, they need more variety of ters, This second program is use:" ~~ful primarily in providing a nore ',,"

sapproach. They have suffered from too
much engineering preoccupation with var- extended sample of possible testarc Tehe fr fotpitem single-resonator responses.
iations of simple resonator response and iesg- oar sns. o".
too little recognition that the most
bothersome failure modes often result 3. Damped double resonator (Appendix

I from coupling of mechanical resonators. 3). Two cards. The model for the
computation is shown in Figure 1.

T cca po st e -The second mass is assumed to be-- ~The calculator programs to be dis-., .'~so small that dynamic loading of
cussed here were developed to provide a so s t dnamic by of

means of explorirg potential test item. is negligible. The first card is
responses without the constraint of hay- isneligibl.,Thefirst.ard.i

*:-- ing to go to the laboratory' and depend for parameter insertion. The sec-
on laboratory type instrumentation. The ord card, with step acceleration-

time inputs only, is for first and* availability of such programs for such a
o msecond resonator acceleration res-opurpose may indirectly contribute to uhn i

solution of the data reduction and speci- ponses until negligible or until
fication problems. In addition, they may the residual period begins. After
provide better design criteria for mul- shock excitation termination, re-

tiple-degree-of-freedom systems. Shock sidual responses may be computed by

spectra are not used explicitly in design inputting zero accelerations for

as much as one might expect. It is more successive time increments. Howev-

er, it is more economical of time ,common to design to simpler "equivalent"
'. static loads. and effort when only the second .

resonator residual response or re-

AVAILABLE PROGRAMS sidual envelope is desired, to pro-
ceed to the fourth program cards

without otherwise disturbing theThe programs developed so far are
the following, data in the memory registers. In

the following, any event, if there is any likli-

1. Undamped residual and Fourier spec hood that the fourth program re-

tra (Appendix 1). One .ard. Inputs sults may be of interest later, it
are step and/or ramp approximations is well to record the numbers in

until further excitation is negli- registers 3 to 8 so that they can .e
be restored later at will. The pri-gible. At the conclusion, spectral
mary usefulness of this third pro-phase angle as well as magnitude

become available for display. gram is in further extension of the

50•,A'.
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s m l go.-"l r s o s s taneous response if desired. Usatle[%." sampling of poL,;Able responses of
before or after the fourth card, it P. . ..

test tiems. By permitting computa-.. ~permits, without deterioration of -w-r
tion of responses of even a limit- pecri , withor dte riort
ed range of coupled resonators, it accuracy, larger time increments-', ~~than were necessary with the third .,7-,
permits a major advance in realism
o y l m e c oprogram. When the resonators are
of .. c ing. highly damped, it may be of inter-

est to compute instantaneous second

resonator residual response while

cit is rapidly dying away. But, ex-
.2 cept for the case of highest damp- -.

ing, the envelope, obtained with
in mmuch less effort, is as adequate

_J k2  for judging the severity of residu-
k 12al shock response. The primary use-

a fulness of this fourth program is
a0  again in extending the sampling of
Sire". %iiue1possible test item responses.

Damped Double Resonator

Figure 2 shows residual response

envelopes computed by the third and

"4. Second resonator residual -- envel- fourth programs for a 100 g terminal step
.2 a instantaneous. Five cards. function (equivalent to a 100 g terminal
It is important that the value of peak sawtooth if the ramp is of suffici- V

" t 1 used in connection with the ently long duration compared to the reso-
first card be identical to that nance periods of interest, but simpler

used in the third program, but mathematically). For all cases, the reso-
with the fifth card, the time in- nance frequencies were f =100 Hz and
crelent can be changed without in- f2=110 Hz. The Q values were the same for
troducing error. The first three both resonators, but set successively to
cards are for reprocessing the pa- i0, 20, 40, and 80. With only a 100 g

* rainctcrs and coefficients in the re- step excitation of the first resonator,
'.Jsters. The program wil not work the second resonator peak residual res-
if the two resonators are exactly ponses were about 320 g. 515 ?20 g,
equal in both frequency and damp- and 860 g respectively - surely an in-
ing, so this case must be computed centive for a desi~n c if any of the 0

independently when desired (program resonator parameter sets have a chance of
not given in this paper) or ap- being realistic for any coupled reuona-

proached as a limit. The fourth tors in a test item.
card is for computing the envelope
of the second resonator residual Originally it was hoped that the •
response, using relatively large square of the velocity of the second mass,
time increments -- small only by relative to the first, could be integrat-
oompari[on with the period of the ed as the instantaneous response computa-
envelope. The fifth card is for the tions progressed, so as to yield a number
second resonator residual instan- proportional to the energy dissipated in

I 51-% -A
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-1000 -10001

0 10 20 msec 30 0 10 20 msec 30
(a) Q 10 (b) Q Q2 20• - .' Q'*,

-1000 -1000

0 0 20 msec 30 0 10 20 msec 10

(C) Q1 Q = 40 (d) Q = Q2= 0

Figure 2
Envelopes of Second Resonator Residual ResponsesP

to 100 g Terminal Step Function
f 100 Hz~ f 2 = 110 Hz

£~ .'., %

the second damped spring. This would have of keying, recording on magnetic caras,

supplemented peak response to provide a clipping a corner for erasure protection,

*more adequate combined indication of shock and following the user instructions in*0
* fatigue hazard, but it was clearly beyon'd the appendices. (The programs are not as
* the memory register and program step cap- e vial hog the HP-65 User Li- .

abilities of the HP-65 calculator. Anyone brary.) However, if he encounters any
* who has cumputed and recorded the com- difficulty with very large or very smnal.
6plete instantaneous acceleration respons- parameters or acceleration inputs, or for

* es, and has some interest and patience any other reason wishes to improvise on *

left, could carry out the integration the programs, he should become famiiia'
* with the aid of a simple supplemantary with~ the underlying theory.

"-nrogram.

* APPROACH

Anyone who has a HewlFut Packard-

iii-65 calculator and some blank magnet- Any r ocket calculator now on the

Sic cards can get started by keying in market has extremely limited tire-hintory

the programs given in the appendices, capability if all 6aaa must be stored a

checking the program codes for accuracy prior to computation. It becomes necesu-
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ary to limit preliminary storage to res- It improves data storage only at the ex-

onant system parameters, plan for sequen- pense of extreme penalties in program ca-

tial inputting of excitation acceleration- pacity and is somewhat cumbersome for the -A

time data, and have the calculator respond IIP-65 user.

to each acceleration-time pair by updating

a minimum number of coefficients, as well For exploration of possible test

as by computing whatever response may be item responses in relation to Fourier or

required for that instant. undamped residual shock spectra, ordina-

ikly 9nly a few sets of resonance parame-
Even so, the primary challenge of ters and a few time histories will be of

the present study was to compress the interest at one sitting. This makes the

programs within the program step and memo- programs practical. Interpretation of the

ry capabilities of the HP'-65. Parameter results is aided by the fact that the co-

insertions, parameter processings, and efficient updating routines inherently

coefficient reprocessings for a new type preserve phase as well as ntude infor- r
of computation could be allowed to use mation.

program segments on as many cards as ne- -'-

cessary, but the computations for any set The foundations for the analysis

of acceleration-time inputs had to be were the superposition theorem and the

completed within one card. Subroutines known responses of a simple resonator to 0
helped to compress such programs within unit step and unit-slope ramp excitations.

the step capacity. The strategy for investigation of coeffi-

cient updating was to infer from these
To overcome the memory register responses a plausible mathematical form,

limitation, several procedures were tried with undetermined coefficients, for re-

as follows: sponses to accumulating successive step

or ramp inputs, set t=tki where k is

1. Storage of angles in register 9 be- the current number of data inputs, super-

tween trigonometric computations. pose the incremental response for tzt

and derive the coefficient updating for-
2. Temporary storage and manipulation mulas.

in the four-register (RPN) stack.

".. FOURIER AND UNDAMPED RESIDUAL SPECTRA

% 3. Storage of an integer and a frac-

tion, provided they are of the same The first program, for the computa-

* sign, in the same register, some- tion of Fourier and undamped single-reso- S
times with multipliers or divisors nator residual spectra, with phase as well

to decrease truncation error. as magnitude available to the user, util-

izes both step and ramp approximations to
4. Storage of numbers in the program the excitation, with the slope corrected

after loading from a card, by edit- to zero after each stEU, for variable •

ing the numbers in at locations time increments, at the will of the user.
. marked by pre-assigned labels. This is beneficial for economy of data

Forinputs, espeially with simple test pul-
For the programs to be disclosed, ses. For example, a square wave can be

the last procedure was the least effective, attained by two successive steps of mag-
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nitudes equal to the height of the square + Dklcos 21Tf t + Eksin 2wf t "

wave but opposite in sigr. A terminal
peak sawtooth can be attained by a ramp +AaOk - Aa 0kcos 2 fltkCOS 2I-flt

to the peak value and a negative step to

zero. The generation of phas angle in- + sin 2 7fltksin 2ftt]
formation makes either tXre of spectrum
a complete spectral description of thek

shock, such that a unique excitation possible i "

acceleration-time histo can be recon- is is possible if

structed. k
= Ck 1 +AaOk = AaOk aOk, .

First, let us derive the coeffici- k=O
ent updating formulas for step inputs, D .l k-,

" with k representing the current number of
data inputs. The acceleration response of -(aok - Cos 2"flt k , (6)•
a simple undamped resonator of resonance O(k-1))

frequency f1 to a unit step at time t=and

is()

a, (tO) = 1 - cos 2wf t. (1) E =

Therefore, the response to a stop - aOk-1)) sin 2lfltk(
.'.' of magnitude aOk ) at tk i

oetwhere 
aO(k-1) and aok are respectively

I (tltk-1). A1 - cos 2,f (t-tk) the excitation accelerations at t=tkl-OA10k-l k and t-tk, with the actual shock accelera-

- aO(k-1) tion approximated by successive steps.

-a (k-1)[cos 21f t cos 21ftt k-1 1  Inspection of Equation (1) shows'.

+ sin 2wl tk isin 2wf~t]. (2) the form of Equation (3) is compatible

with an initial step at t=O. Equation (2)

shows that the form is compatible with an
This suggests that the cumulative initial step at any other time. Equations

response to successive acceleration steps (4) through (7) show that if the form of

through t=tk1 may be of form Equation (3). or, more simply, the final

form of Equation (4), holds for any step -
a (t'tk_) Ck_ + Dk lcos 2wf t input, it holds also for all subsequent

+ Ek 1sin 2wflt, () step inputs.

We now derive the updating formulas After each data input, since only

for Ck , Dk and Ek from the tk_ coeffici- 
the residual response or spectrum is de- 5

"- e v Afe sired, it is sufficient for the calcula-u-'.'-" ent values. After the next step at t=t k , ' i ]
|.''."tor to perform the coefficient updating

from Equations 2 and 3, by superposition, otp r he fi n di
operations of Equations (6) and (7),
without computing eich response. The " *

al(t>,tk) = Ck-l' first coefficient, given by Equation (5),
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will be zero at shock termination, and

Fewer data inputs may be sufficient Fk = k-1

if the HP-65 user has the option approxi- (Yk k-O(cOs 21rfltk-l)/lrfI. (14) 0
mating ramp as well as step inputs at any .

time. Let us now derive the coefficient where

updating formulas for successive ramps. . - .- >t(

The response to a unit-slope ramp start- = (aoka0(k-l))/(tktk IJ' (15)

ing at t=O can be obtained, according to

*Laplace transform theory, as the time in- Pressing the appropriate user-de- .-

tegral of the response to a unit step at finable key (labelled STEP) after keying 'e ?I

t=O, as follows: in aOk results in the coefficient updat-

ing operations corresponding to Equations

a(t ) = I - cos 2Wfl t) dt (6) and (7). Pressing another user defin-
able key (labelled RADIP) after keying in

-(/2f1 ) n .(8) the number results in the coefficient up-

dating operations corresponding to Equa-

tions (13) through (15). Both Ck and Dk

Therefore, the response to a ramp are zero at shock termination.

of slope 
1k initiated at t=tk-1 is given

A ramp can be used immediately af-
by

ter a step without requiring any further

a 1t tk-l) -1 t - tk 1  complications in the program. However, to

simplify using a step after a ramp, press-

- (1/2wf 1 )sin 2ltfl(t-tk-l01 ing the STEI-labelled key after keying in

kttkl_(1/2wfl)cos 2nfltk sin 2rflt aOk results not only in operations corre-

sponding to :;quntionu (6) and (7) but
+(1/21f )sin 2wft Cos .rflt]  k 9) also in settinj the subsequent excitation

1 k-i
tozeoan oretinlg the ______ iie

By an argument similar to that used toerancrecesoe
coefficients for this by means of Equa-

previously, it can be shown that the res- tions (13) throug-,h (15). This results in

ponse after the k'th data input is
some delay in completing the 4TEP corn"'-y

- + .cos 2Rf t tations, but the STEP key will be useda (t~lt k- k k only once or twice per shock computation

1,.in 2wf t' (10) if the RAMP key is available.

, Accordingly, so long as only resid-

". provides that the undetermined coeffici- ual response coefficients (as opposed to

'rits are related to those for t>-tk-i by response during the shock, as in some

.' later programs) are desired, a square wave

C1,C k - 1 - ek-uk~1/tk~ i : ak~ (1, can be generated by two successive step 0
functions of opposite sign. Similarly, a

Dk=k. (12) terminal peak sawtooth can be generated

Ek-Ek by a ramp followed by a negative step. A

half sine vave can be approximated by a
-i s in 2mf 1t k-I--/21vf 1, (13) .mall number of successive ramps, clus-

0
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tered mostly near the peak of the curve, ative to a reference time of t-0, the be--

where the slope changes most rapidly ginning of the shock excitation and the

except for the slope discontinuities at beginning of computation. If the shock

, inning and end, and a Lpte input of were delayed a time t0 relative to the

zero acceleration the instant the final start of computation, this would decreaLe

%. ramp reaches zero, to set the subsequent n and n by 2 fito• Phase shifts krela- -

slope to zero and terminate the pulse. tive to a value at some standard frequen-

The high frequency Fourier or residual cy, preferably in midrange, will be ade- . -

spectra for these simple pulses, or even auate for use in describin. the inherent

more complicated pulses, will not be so properties of a shock, if, for example, - -

critically dependent on making a large phase information should ever be incor-

number of data inpute if both step and porated into a specification. Time of "'''

ramp are used judiciously. initiation is unimportant to shock sever-

ity. Such relative phase shifts can -"

Cn completion of data inputs, by readily be obtained by computing on or 9 n

pressing the apipropriate user-definable for the standard frequency and subtract-

key, the calculator can be made to con- ing is from all other phase angles.

u.*-" vert the residual coefficients to polar ,.

form DAI1IPED INITIAL, RESIDUAL AND ViAX1AX

E i jF - A e'i n (16) For the remaining programs, the .

ramp approximation is omitted in or-

and display the unda .,E'd re.:idual der to save on register and program

,hock spectrum magnitudeAnxor tie capacity requirements, and the step

rhosen frequency. Then, pressinC keys approximation is used without need

f. x~y will make the calculator dis:play for slope correction. When response con-

the associated phase angle in degrees. putations are to be carried out during . .

*, Alternately, pressing a different user- the shock, several data inputs per reso- *- _

definable key can ,iake the calculator nance period are necessary, so that the

compute advantage of the ramp is somewhat de-

creased. Eventually, revision of the

(j.n + Jn)/j2 f (F - JEn)/2 f1  programs for more powerful card-program- .

.e(1) mable calculators should permit restor-

c n ing the ramp approximation.

and display tne Fourier magnitude n'

O :hen, pressing keys g x~y will make the The second Trogrnm, for the con-

calculator disph.y the phase angle putation of damped initial, residual and ' .

maximax single-resonator responses, in-

- 90 degrees. (18) volves response computations as well as
coefficient updating.i0

The two user-definable keys are

labelled with abbreviations for Keridu- Max and rin (negative max) acceler-

..al and Iourir re:ectively, ation responses are stored in tv-o regis- ..

ters. At shock termination, when there is

The p ha;se e, , and 9 are rel- a definite ending, these represent posi- -A
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tive and negative initial damped spectra. or

At response termination, after the input- -o 2t t

ting of a sufficient number of accelera- "-t")C".....

tion zeros, these stored values repreent - t 2

positive and negative maximax spectra, une

less the two registers are manually set

to zero at shock termination, in which Equation (24) was the one used in

case they yield damped residual spectra. the program, after each tk input but be-

Alternately, at shock termination, the fore the corresponding aOk input. Equa-

calculator can be made to recall the tion (25) after both inputs would also

:.toced coefficients, which then are have yielded the same responses.

resi("ual coefficients, convert them to

polar form, and multiply the magnitude TWO-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM WITHOUT LOADING

by an exponential to yield a good esti-

Riate of the residual spectrum. The third program provides in5.tgn-

taneous first and second mass responses

in a two-der.-e-of-freedom in which the . .
Inas.uoh as the resonator is now

first reasonator is not dynamically load- '""'.
damped, EqLuatioLi (I ) becomes

ed by the second, or, in other words, the
a (19) second mass is negligible compared to the

first. This represents a worst case in

the natural progression from heavy to
where

= f/l 0/2m (2 , light in the sequence from component to
1te de n unsubassembly to part -- favorable for sta-

is the decay contant due to daml"i"g c tic but unfavorable for some dynamic loads

Swt abecause of the amplifications that can

take place.
% Equati(:tic (5) to (7) bpeome respec-

tivoly
Subroutines suggested by Equations ..

C - aOk, (21) (21) to (24) are adequate for this two-

Dk D degree-of-freedom system if the first
k k-I resonator computed response is taken to

(aOk - aO(kl)e k cos 2nflt, (22) be the excitation input for the second
Ok 0(k-1.) 1

and resonator computation, and the frequency

and decay constant f 2 are interchanged

E with f1 and 1,, respectively, in the ap-. Ek = k-1
t propriate register, before second resona-

-.(aOk aO(k-))eOitk sin 2 fltk. (23) tor computation. This is less demanding
on data storage capacity than computing

-.- These are the coefficient updating second resonator response by Single use

..,quatio.s to permit computation of in- of a complete formula per excitation data S
stan taneous response at each tk 1 or tk input, especially if first resonator res-

by the relation ponse is also desired. One card is used
%.,- Dk le_ iteos Z t with parameter insertions and the other
Pte Ck- - with acceleration-time inputs and corre-

Lkle -l sin 21fit (24) sponding computations. There is double

"'I "57.4.
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number storage in some registers, with ceeds by successive step approximations

one number stored as an integer and the to the excitations of both resonators and

other stored as a fraction. To help keep uses first resonator response as second

the second card program within 100 steps, resonator excitation, a time increment -

storing of maximum and minimum values is that is not small enough compared to the

omitted. smaller resonance period affects not only
the number of response points computed

The storage and program step re- but their accuracy as well, and especial- W

quirements are further eased by restrict- ly for the second resonator. The errors

ing time increments to a constant bt=t1 , in the second resonator response compu-

recognizing that responses will be com- tations are most noticeable at the be-

puted only at the ends of such increments, ginning. A tenth of the smaller period

-and referring each exponential decay back may yield satisfactorily accurate re- ..

* to t=tk-1 rather than to t=O. Instead of sponses after the first such period, but

Equations (22) to (24), an increment closer to a fiftieth may be
necessary if the initial values must also
be accurate. An irregular excitation

k  k _  function may require more data inputs ,-

- (aOk aO(k-i))cos 
2 tf1tk '  (26) than a regular one. -

(t t This third program can be made to

k = Ek-e1kk- yield residual respons-s by inputting

(aOk-aO(k1))sin 2ifItk, (27) successive zeros for acceleration. For ,

example, one can obtain the first and -, .

and seconC resonator residual resperses to
a 100 g terminal step function by storing

the number 100 in registers I and 2 be-
al (tk)=ao(k-I ) fore loading the second card, and input- ,.. ..

S-tk )o ting zero accelerations after loading the
+ 1(k)'l'tk k-i cos 21lfltk second card.

e ~-4( 1 t k-tk-l)sin 2wf ttk - (28)

1tk-1 SECOND RESONATOR RESIDUAL

For second reson: ,tur updating and

response, the equations are identical in However, if only the second resona- ,.%

" form, with a2 (tk) instead of a1(tk), tor residual response or its envelope is

D ) and E k) as coefficients, and of interest, the residual computation is

a 1(k-l) a ak as acceleration inputs, better carried out bu the fourth program,

The exponentials e- 1(tk-tk-) and about to be discussed, after carrying the
t-- third program user operations through

e 2(tk-tk-1) are constant factors, com-Z., shock termination. The fourth program
puted once and stored. Use of either in

"*L the response computation and coefficient merely evaluates a predetermined mathe- •
updating program is by one complete oper- matical formula, so that accuracy of in-

- udi poaiboeoptdividual computations is unaffected by

ation, with only one recall from the reg- tnicmtseister per usagetime increment size. ...
* ~ister per usage. . -

'" ~~lor example, the computation of the --. e,
Inasmuch as the computation 

pro- 0
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first curves of Figure 2 utilized the tion plus any continuing ainfrom the last

following operations and numerical inputs: data input is given by

Load program 3, card 1. .0001 A. 100 B. e)n1E 2 cos &)2t + F2nsf £0tA "I nl
10 C. 110 D. 10 E. 100 STO 1 STO 2. Load = O e (t- osWt~n

program 3, card 2. 0 RTN R/S. R/S. 0 R/S. +F(2

.001 RTN R/S. Load program 4~, card 1. 2rs n 2(tnl In'

.0001 A. etc.

where

The fourth program uses the results

of the third, on the assumption that corn- F' 2n &212= 1 (3 1
putations with the latter have been car-

ried out only to the end of shock excita- and
tion or until further shock inputs may be

considered negligible, or else that the F 2r =F 2ncos W 2 t I - z2nsin A)2 t1. (3A4)

contents of rej;sters 2 to 6 for t=tn
(instant of shock termination) were re- We can now re,,lace t-tn by t in the

corded and have been restored. This fourth final extressione of E~quations (29) to .'

pro-ram converts the contents to a more (32) if we remember from this point on to

suitable form for zero excitation and measure t from t n rather than from zero.

pemmits computation of either the resid-

ual envelope or the instantaneous resid- We must now replace the continuing

1ual response, or both. a, from the last data input, by the

time-shifted Equation (29), as the exci-

From Equation (28). the excitation tation of the second resonator during the

of the econd resonator jby lit first for residual interval, and obtain new upda-
any t>t, may Ue exprt.Lfcd as ting and response formulas for second

resonator responses at both f1 and f.

*I~i(tt F ~inr L, t The first operation iz to subtract a step
_X )L Ecos Wit nsof magnitude a im from the excitation of

ve 1 n'L 1  cowit 1t the second resonator and correct the res-

$F ~sinW (tn+t-t) ponse for this.

e LI n [cs co (-t..
Li% ~ The response of the second resona-

S+ j Sr CO, (t-tn~ (29) tor to a positive step of this magnitude
Ir is

*,vhere
aI - e Ceos ctt). (35)

Eir 1 nO5~1 1 I~ 1 ~inC~t1 Therefere, subtractingr such a step

and f rom, the excitation adds a im to Equation

- ~n~0i~ (1) (33) to yield

E~r= E + ai

!imilarly, any persisting response

of the second resonator to prior excita- E 2ncos4W)2t 1 F 2nsin w 2 t + a Im. (36)

"TT
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and subtracts ain from time-shifted Equa- pendix 3 of the caine previous paper, the

tion (32) to yield the expression response to be added is found to be, in '.

c [rc.- l initial complex formC'"I ~ ~~ ~~ e-F[rO Ft 5. Frn W)2t ] . (37) i

_02t
j t1 r+ (-O' " j% )FIrr:_.-

The next operation is to find by 2

La; lace transform theory the resr.onse of.

the iecond resonator to the transient ex-- e t

orersca by
t iFI r+ 1-I-J ) E1 r _"__

-"1r t -'tops ml t + klSin 4,' t (38) T .-Ci2k- +22Of

fron Equation (29) with the origin shift- X e(-1Jall)t

ed to trtn, and add it to Expression (37).

i rom Appendix 4 of a previous pa- 1 F 1i( r+-O 2+U2);Ir0

per , the Laplace transform for Express- ..- -

ion (38) is obtained, by summing the X e(-2+j2)t
transforms for the individual terms, as

+. 1r se 2  42 )Lir

2 2 2 2
X e 2- 

"2 + %

W 'i1r S~tr .

(-"-"-j4d)(s±A1±jcj) ' e9)t[Gcos kMt+Hsi n W tj -

+e' 2t[I'cos V2t+J'sin kw2 t] (42) '.

-rom the same reference, tne trans-

fer function for the second resonator is-.

2 in final trigonometric form.

2 2 -

(s,2)2 ±2 The first two terms of the initial, 6

exponential. expression have the same

I-A2 4) 2 least common denominator as the last two

-2 (40) terms, which combines with the factor

(s t. "S 2-j')(s_" 2 1j-2 ) outside the bracket to yield the common

*0Q factor

s. at the transform of the response to 
.ato

be added is the product p *

2 2 -2
(A-~~ s~er)____ _________ _____

:.:" (a + )( i'l r 1.S~r) g*":.-

S(s+C_ ) <,_)(2 -A 4(_)2][ (or 2 2

(1'i) (43) ' -

Finally, by application of the i{ea- ....

viside expansion theorem, treated in Ap- It follo;,'s that

60 "
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* ' . . t * . *" - -

'0 9.-

G fa 2 damping and therefore most rapid decay,
it is deferred until the fifth card. Com-

-2 (44) putation of the residual e:vel , which

is less tedious for the user but almost
22~

H=f (cF r-lEl)'((2-A ) 2 +  as informative, possible by the

__ r2),fourth card, with the use of the same

coefficients in conjunction with the

f (_ 22 derivation to follow. Equation (50) is - -
I -= ("l 4converted to

-2 (4)iF rP2 2Elr) (1 -W2 )1, (46)

ad(1/2)(Ge- tIe-"2t)(cos 01it+cos t)

a-nd

. and w'. -."." + (1/2) (Ge- 't-Ie-°(2) (cos Ol1t-coo qt) 
"

1,J=(C)F.r--t2Elr) (CI -O2) -21-4/02 f- (1/2) (he-'It+Je-"02t)C(sin Oilt+sin (.t)

-2) (47) + (1/2) (he-01 t-Je-02t)(sin 0l t - sin 0 2 t)

"  (Ge- 1t+Ie- 2t)cos(w1 -L )t/2 cos(Q,+&a)t/2

N~ow, if ( 1t Ae ti(Ct
(Ge- ltle- 2t)sin(wlW2)t/2 sin(W,+4q)t/2

I I' qt48) a(He-klt+Ge 2t )cos(Jt-( 2 )t/2 sinQO,*i 2)t/2

+ (He- 1-Je -2t)sin(0L1 - 2 )t/2 cos(W,+4)2 )t/2

and
n .'.cos(W t+c)t/2 + Nsin(l 1+4 2 )t/2, (51)

-'" ~(49) --'
2r -. where

the total instantaneous residual response l

of the second reso.-ator is given by !Y-(Ge-2t)ccs(-----)t/2

"(He- 1 t-Je-2t)sin(c&-(,2 )t/2 (52)

e0(l t L.cos uk-ii WLt

+e-_2t lcos W 2 t+jsin~tl (50) and

The manipulations Lrlied b L a- 0 02t cos(- 02 t/2_e y ... . .LL-
_ rtos ( 3) and (37) are readily 2erforiled (G- n(01-02)t/2. (53)

. .. - -9r _ __ (5 3
in the calculator within card 1. The ac-- 12*-.

celeration a is added to E but delet- Thus, finally, the magnitude of t,,e

ed fron the memory and nvt used in any envelope at any time t, measured from

* computation based on Equation (37). shock termination, is

.',RMt [1.12(t) + N 2(t )31 / 2 .  CA4) .Z

After calculator manipulations in

accordance with the next two cards to re-

place the contents of suitable registers 0
with the coefficients G, H, T and J, the -p

instantaneous residual response is corn- Please note that this, being an en-

• putable by Equation (50). However, as velope, is not necessarily continuous

this is rather tedious for the HP-65 with the instantaneous response at shock

user, except for the cases of highest termination
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CONCLUSICN tion. It should be possible to integrateCONCLUSIONm

the square of the relative velocity of

In spite of the program step and the second mass while other computations

memory register limitations of the HP-65 are in progress, so as to obtain conven- 0

card-programmable pocket calculator, it iently a measure of the energy dissipated

, has been possible to devise programs, op- in the second resonator. Further, in part

erable at the users desk, that can pro- by providing for arbitrary phase shifts

. vide improved insight into single and at the interest of the user, it should be

double resonator responses and their re- possible to explore more fully the pro-

lation to spectra. In principle, the pro- blem of two shocks with identical spectral

grams could be adapted to a key-program- magnitude curves but different time his- -"

mable calculator without magnetic card tories and therefore potentially differ- .

storage, but the labor of having to key ent test item response severities. .-

*" in such extensive programs each time a

computation is of interest would greatly Ultimately, anyone who owns a card-

compound the difficulty of using a pocket prograrmmable calculator and wants to use'-

calculator. it for the study of shocks and shock res- ...-. j

ponses should be given that capability.

One stimulus for this work was a It is difficult to predict how other cal-

desire to be able to shift in an arbitra- culators, based on different logic than

" ry way the phase versus frequency charac- that of the HP-65, HP-67 and HP-97, would

' teristic of the Fourier or undamped res- compare in computation of shock spectra

idual shock spectrum and observe the ef- and shock responses, without buying them

feet on response -- especially second and learning how to program them -- an

resonator response. This was not achieved opportunity the prosent author would be

but may be solved later through further happy to leave to others. If any reader,.

programming with a more powerful calcula- who owns a Texas Instruments SR-52 card-

tor. programniable calculator would adapt to it *. ,.

4q the programs of the appendices, perhaps ' ,

More powerful calculators, such as devise some additional shock programs for

the HP-67 or HP-97, based on essentially it so as to utilize its capabilities to

the same logic as that of the HP-65, and the utmost, and publish his results, he

placed on the market during the prepara- would be performing a useful service for

tion of this paper, should make it possi- shock and vibration engineers.

ble to simplify existing programs by elim-
Sinating tricks now necessary to gain ade- •

quate information storage, and to make
the programs more powerful and versatile. ."',"

It should be possible to compute Fourier

or undamped residual spectra for several ",-'-

frequencies for a single set of accelera- S
tion-time inputs. It should be possible .-.* 4 -

* to provide for ramp as well as step exci-

tation approximations more generally, so . ..

as to decrease the number of data inputs
within the duration of the shock excita-

1__lr If I 1 .. ,IF 1P" • ! W V V W W W -W

_ - , , - _ , ,, . . ,

%-"

%4.- ~% %4 % %, 4%%.4%.. 4 4,'. %%



APPEN~DIX 1
Programi and User Instructions for Fourier and Undamped

Single R~esonator Shock j3poctra

~]P-$3 ser Insructions
SResdual -and flourier Sppectra, Lne-Card I~~c

(4 esid Fouie f TNR

INPUT OUTPUT

SEiINSTRUCTIONS OATA/UNITS KEYS DATA/UNITS

1 !Load Card W Z

-~ 5 Repeat steps 3 and 4 for increasing k
F- until ak becomes negligible or perma-

nently zero 1 1 w~*
6 Compute residual magnitude and esid I..ag

-~7 Display angle in degkrees or [ R5<7] es Aingle
8 Compute Fourier magnitude and [ifjouri L-ag

9 Display angle in degrees C xy- ou Angle

El LIZ

___ p.-,

LJLJ

%---- ------ - . - I____ _____.. 4~~~~~ % . -0 p-

%6

A ~ .



____an Uc~'~HP-65 Program Form i of

-wr~owt~ Psit' Par(.m_ TOCLE,,1E0R 'l ) ..erse- after _teu
KEY ICODE COMNSKEY CODE CMET EITR

EN FY jSHOWN COMMENTS_____ ENTRY SHOWN COMMENTS_____

f 31 L. tore 2Tff in 1 233~:L 7 Acjst 6and 7for R, _2if
3 1 01 aychaiein nout __

.4 r 2 Vy 35 07 R L
71 ST 5 33_05R2a

2 r- 51

33L 01_- R 7

1IEE~L 23 finterchanfg1e a, with afTZR F1 t~_ ___

a 'Fa~take di~ferenc,;RCL 1 34P 01
-15 ardetrtfeCL 4 34 04- ____

AD 42 R
' 2 '34 02 0__1 _ __R

2_3 02 __ _ 2
'Vc~3 29 %30 ____ P 0

41 ____71

_-iTx± R 41 12___.C 33 R__ 1-__k

LA:,, T' 21 'store t in 3 and 4, 07 __

12_ ?oiv a i n g+ 35 08 -

S 3P' 03 accordance with __71

"'C 3C4added step -r i 1 33 J
-CL I 1P 01 - - - - - 0.- -- -- R __ -

-- K I 2 ompute re~sid-ual _0 - LABELS Po
0- 1 trnad disp. A

3501 ___ 4 nanitude (pr(s at
71 J_( 41 ,,,:Z todiply

* X - 71 _ -- 2__

S- tancorn and d kcPl1 4 _

*~~~~3 7f07 '-nitude (I ress~x __

220 2 zero 40

LALL3 -S{tore_ t -- in 4 t_ TCL 134 0-
in QC ani 31'

C 13 _ -n2an odify k i_
rT 04 __de rrao -'_ di 1,470
RCL 3P~ 03 17 in accordance wt I?3 I- - -- jFLAGS~T I3 0 -34-01

.35 07

64



APPiLNDIX 2
Program and User Instructions for Damped Initial
Residual and 1,aximax tiingle Resonator Responses .-

~-~1:2 User lns7celons
itamped _Initial, Residual and iLaximax 3nglc-enao leon,.-

- ~~~One Card Dt __ .~

* ~ 'TINSTRUC-i=$. NPUT KEYS OUTPUTe
SEDATA/UNITS ________ DATA/UNITS%

I 1 1odCr

2 lInitialize f PEG

3 Ir-Put f f L L.
* ~4 Input x= -nf/Q IILiI

5 'Input first t1  t t

6 I tfrt a a, display response a _Li~I an

*7Repeat steps 5 and 6 for larger 1, until

shock termination or until response t__

termination a k EDa

8 Display a rm.ax FTIN BF/S a rmax

r) Display arr~ (negative) R7] arnFL-- ------------
1If data viere entered only until shock I-__

termination, display estimate of max :S~ ax Resid
residual- [j

11 Lspa phase angle y

L65 II

L .
* LIIZ~%

LII LI
%7~

%- %-X ~[ LL___-__ ~L%

65L



HP-65 Program Form Card 1 of I

TaiaParapedIiil ivJ 4 ~~.~-
SC,,rOWPG%1 S PRCM T Step Input Approximations only !nit f i i •

KEY CODE COMMENTS KEY CODE COMMENTS REGISTERS
ENTRY SHOWN _ENTRY SHOWN .'.'-__-"I.___

T1l 7 07 bi;playa x 71 R, __-.

RCL8 7407~si slay ar 614--R-__2.
S ___ i.TLR 41 R2_____

RCL 6 3-0'. -Est-i-ateResidual ---- I-TER 41 r O
RCL 34 05 ___- ;TR 41 __

-Z 35 __RCL_73 R3 t"
DEG 41 cx<,y 35 22 .__,-.L .

f 31 ____ ____ 5 506 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

:R.vP 01 STO 7 33 07 R4 ST yp
ROL 2 3 T __0_2_ _ __._ 0"__ _-

RCL 3 34-03 RCL 8 34 08 _-_•__

X 71 __ x >y 24 _R 55 k . .- R

-ci5- T-2- -_.__R* 50 P
f - 32 - STC__ Ct~q ______ o8__ __

LN 07 _R_ 508 R -, .

x 71 _RIMN 24 6_._-___

"_/S 84 LABEL 2_ nput a, and update

A13RL 23 _ Input f, store 2f D 14 egisters 4, 5 and6 RT a x

A 11 l I kL 4 34T1 04 _______

f 31 (x1 07
' 535 0751 _,

Ir 027 __ - 15_ -_

x~?LI ~_ 508 R''
2 02 U 5 07
x _ 71-___
STO 133 Ot ITx 05 00 LABELS____LES
RTN'____ __ 5 09 _ _ ____ A t

,-ABEL 23 Input o' and store X, 1. B ___

B 12 in 2 _STC 3 , .-c
STO 2 33 02 a
RTN 21 5 -. - D s s n
IAi3EL 23 Inputj comute gR4 35 08 -0c" eCO....
C 13 response, store in 7 STO 33 1-
RCL 335 03 if max, store in 8 + - 2 . .. "_

gxy 35 07 if rain and display 6 _ _ _ _ 3
ST0 3 0 4

51 .T:., . .

8RCL 2 31W02 __ __ L E. onute cos and sin 6

X 71 5,-P 07
RCL5[4 01I_

gxy 307 F- --- - '2 0

46C1 5 34 6 FLAGS-----

- 71 -

.-

+. ,6t  "1'* .i G :"CA:", SL': -1"__

- '.Z ..

1"~~~~W~~''- -.--1-i-.' -V ."*

EE_ __ZRCL 6 L o6_ .. • •"• • J , w -I
x 7 1 1+ 1 . . . .

,", ." .' ''='" , '. '" . . . "•". • ,". ".'.".". .' %.-.- "',%'' .% % ""'' '% ""% '',' 6% '

+ 4I- lllh ld i~l lll~'llli'~ l11 l ~ lnlll J "" . .. : - - !-



Program ard 1,ge. Instructj'"if- f'or lixmped boublc ,e-onator Instan-

Ataneous Hespor.-c %thout ;y~ia!mic eadinE of' £i-st [.ass by :Iecornc

iiRr- jU 0rIsri-'n

QobeRsonator Inrtantaneous .- s,se i-wo Cards -- p - - 9

oub Re hc -l Thit~d-ara, obRsSok-; ntiep

STE INSTRUCTIONS DAA/UNITS KEYS DATAIUNITS

1 fLoad Card 1

2 Input t1  t1  ~~

3 Input f~ f ZZ ZI

Inputf

*CInput Q 2 Q2

7Load Card 2 -

£Input t 0, co.1yu1te a 1 0  0 F 72,, 10

P ompute a 2 0  F S _a 2 0

10Iput a 0 0  a 0 0  S

11 Input t,,=t 1 , comipute a11 t 1  RTi FR/ S al1

12 Compute a2  R/1S I j =1*

13JInput a01  a 0 1  :'A _ 1%~ %

thlIepeat steps 11 to 13 for larger k up to t Ok IR TL FP7S7 alk

sh+,l--ck ter-nnation and then pro-ceed -to- ajj

the fourth pro. gram,,, without disturbingFITJj

the nemory registers, or, alternately,

continue repeating the steps for still%

*larg-rer kthroug,,h response termination.

:(:.ote that step, to 10 can be omitted

Jif all accelerations are zero until t-0 _____*j*

67
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H--3-5? Programn Form Card 1 of 2

r: ~ ~eJ onatorxrl itanaoiac- ~e-- pnse-, Tnitini~io .

r'nc. r-"o~ ard ara,,:eter Incuts
KEYMMENTS KEY? CODE COM.ET RE- - . -

ENTRY SHOWN EO4 M~. N' 2Y SHOW~N CM~T EITR

4 nefinut (or L-p nut U.aCd R _~) R R/0 read Q 15 ~xo(- t ) to
10 1(or )i

I7ti 23 ( t -t enter wc;

1 1 and ini Ualize C 42 R

L__ 07
35 T__ _ _ _ _ ~C R~ 4__ _ _ _ _

2 ] ,2+ ( 1_ _

42 24 R5-

R' -24---. - -- 4

ir 12 *.; in7

71- R 7 IN'T 2wgf
4? 02 + ±zcp(

XT: 71 _R~ 1

c,3 + +-~DL

+ K - - L S

I ~~ -- t_ In~'-

f A7

T1,. D

+ 6-1 L---N

24 5_______

___tor _______ 0.---- -

't 2, FLAGS
171___ fiK- --

K- 68
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T -4

HP-65 Program Form Card 201f'2

S-TC oT0,,ppGM P IES5 PRGM rT CLt.1 -AU.QRf

KEY CODE COMMENTS KEY CODE CMET EITR
* ~ENTRY SHOWN,____________ ENTRY SHOWN COMMENTS________ REGISTERS_

~ Add tto 1 3 12 -____-RI~

01 ___ + 61

:,C-,-7 34_O7jUndate9 and 5- R Ra.
~ 3~Ipartialltrin advan-ce i 4

,TG +_ 61 R3_

71 _____

03 r_ _ __. 3508 li ~ iacT -__

33; T~ ___________ L)-- T ut 2~ ind wxia R4!'

71~ 1 "in

7f' 30 Computc and Ct;splay licl, 1 01 R5_- _

___ ----- __- -~_ _ -=- '32
__ 11 INT 83 ___-_____ _

,X 153 07 _ _RCL 1B 401 _ __ _ a

~C 4 3404 N__ 
__ - gy1, ~~ji

* ~ ~ -1 .7 __ _ __ _ T0 1-3 01l _ __ _ _ R 7 IL)-f
___61 ___________ - 5 Comnlete uodatinf ±1-

a :CL-341 ___ - CL2 4 Oo f a nd F-
61 -7.__ A 1 __ R

)4 08 U-"-'- STL
I~27i d~ke an 67. _

061+_61 A cos.sin.
3_ 33 __ _ _ _ _ _ 4 04 _ _ __ _ _ _ UxFt

- -06 - - V, 1, _A~T 20 ___

*----------.8_ -11 ' ,ubroutin e f'or Cos E
XiT ' 4 0- C0Utc aa RkCL 1 "4,I 01 and sino

11 1 01I 4 _

__7 --- - -- - --. _

'12 0 1 07 24AG

P3-02 00~f2L- Unricite. a dinp 12 LurAtn Lor, 2 a
1 Ch, lrK9 I~V_ LG

Ik L -;I A'1''ICHS TA

41 % onltuitn. I * 3



A11-'LLXX 4
Program and User Instructions for Second Rebonatov

Residual Response, Envelope or Irstantaneous 5 2i'O1s

i9P-85 User Instructions
K dardP1Resid Card T 2 o iL>

STE~ tNSRUCTONS NPUT KES OUTPUT
SEINTUTOSDATA/UNITS KES DATA/UNITS

1 I Load Card 1

2 Input t, (identical to t 1 of third t1

program) and compute -
3Load Card 2

7,Load Card 3

6Compute

' .'n)Card 4 RPesid (Inst Card5

LT'PI~sT~cT~'~SINPJUT oU7PUT
STPISRUTOSDAA/U.'iTS KEYS DATA/UNITS

7 Load Card 4or 5 (or compute with both LiIL
in succession) L LJ-

Lior card 4: 
A

*.E ~ITut 0 0 ZIIE I
jiCompute point in envelope 

-0 7]_11 Compute point in envelope "

12 Repeat step 11 for multiples of At as %V % J

long as desired

*.For card 
%

13 Input 0 0 A L
14Compute response - L J a,-0

1 1{nput t' (whch ay be lar,;;er than ti tj

17eeat step 16 for multiples of tf as LZZ7.7a7
lg as desired .y

j..ote:_ stePs , 2 13, 14 can be omittei S

70%.~-
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H-IP35 Prograrn Form i.Xr 1 Of

-4-ccclLL -'o-zciiztor d~iual ~ .zto. -Coint ~ P _

I ~ .'~*~*'~l' .ia± - u1tractioin of aln ~
K Y COOC COD,: %Q.,ErSROSa

________ SH1OWN [NR H'NC. ANSRGSTER

22 13. n. ur. t t, er_-LCIr t.:i5ci L / ~ - -~

A 1 ~and co.x,.u te ' .. ~ . . -

11 2- 0Ad.d t
1'i- -+ 

iCI Jo -- 
_

07 o1ace L. . -__ --

.- 2 12-

- or

+ 7 0- . - -- - r

01 Ke'A07

-- - t- . . .2 z-g.. .

-, II _ _ o; Pc

fc2 - . .

ZY 01-'-

>L Co

5-' 71,21 I -- -, EI

0: C. 1 I' tI

-5 7

070

71

** w w w *..' *. w w w. ..

% 'V% - .~~ .s~.~ V
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H!-?65 Program F-orm CL.rclt 2 of 5

EYCOMMENTS KEY CODE CWET EITR

2, 1

1L _.A -. - - ---- -- R

V_1 ~R4

01 F
--- --- R~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _- 
r 

_ _ _ _ _ _

----21*---. _ R7 I2r

-- d _ LA8ELS

10-K-7 --f-
I 2

~' e~. 3
-- -- --.------.. 4

)- QiFLG

7 71

c , 7 .7., r

0. %. %.



~--5 Progrcam Form a~~o

K CODE -_____1 S KEY ODE COM.MENTS REGISTERS %r

c (ol'..-t LO; cc!ubroutine

F1 - for-

+ :I + 1 02,

-2 -.-Or-

.~~ jI.P~~i C 2'I_ _ _ _ _ _ _

I' PC ~~2 '4 2 '- i 2

_0 --__ rC.rcr c n

VTI 24 +19.

C1 , 1 L1 102 _-

112 rovr j..ubroutinc 4C 41 1!,k):

- .RI[ C j
'p) Bl r1-

~~~~~ -~o or' L. . -

t'c 1? -U r ut n D -- 'j -- -- - - -

22

1- 1 2'! 4~
f _ ___2 6-_ __ C-

0 2 C2 7

FLAGS

*4x,

00
21,a

73
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HP-65 Program Form Cord 4of 5

Title Secon L CzonaZ3, .0 2c id~i-i, %_ t_
SW"C" TOWPIGM PRES t RRGM uccezrnive t

ETY I COD COMMENTS KEY CODE
ENR SHWN ____________ ENTRY SHOWN I COMMENTS REGISTERS

TAL1 3 Stnrp At in 2, 0 in X 71~ _____RiOo

A ,11 1 R_ t=0_ Ror40 o- t eT _

_STC 2 3302 _ __ ___ c -a t -e _

0 00 ___RCL 34 _ _ - R2 to
31~ 3 01 X2 At or-.& .

,T., 24 51_~___ Talke diff ence -
ix,23 Comr~ute ____ D 14 Commrute ___ R3
2 12 2 . )f 02 iterove .4 rom 2
:'C.231 02 Storc Lt- 31 and add to Li, 6___

f~ 32 .1.2 co,)t anu~fd dis~j.a R 4  .

L,.T 83 _____ 77 3 .() _____

STC 33 __ __

+_ + _ _ _ _ 2 02 _ __ - -

1 01 R5_+ 6 __ ______

aCL, c 08copt G __3 - __

2C 3 
-_ _ ----- R6o,_ _ __

3'4 03 - T1: 2h 6
d ____ 71 ___E 2 1.1nute e n nij ___

C 3 Co7 )u Ie 2 C -13__ R7 I..22irf'
1 ~ 3 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ VJ~ 41 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-21~

34 08 Comut e ]ie, ' iL13 1 _- ~ -
C 13 X 71 %R h

CL 4 1 04 2' *R

17

c 7P7Cimt LABELS

__31_ TA., 2 ___,u e

l a-;: -- --?_ '4 --0" - - -~ -_D uor
0 oruo12 and __C1  7 7 E

f 31 ac i to 2 - 7 01 v 7
2 02 712fY_ Conuti--T 

--

021 41 71 i- -350(_ - 41

1 _ - -__ O3 I___Ic 11 323o~ 7 1 - FLC'..

RCL 07 Iomuti c j 0 2~ t 7

3' . .... -,

t 2

74.,



HP-65 Program Form Caro 5 Of 5

rme c,'coflQ 7,cr oa or : r alP ~~ 1~ f f__

KEY CODE COMNSKEY CODE CMET EITR
ENTRY SHOWN COMNSENTRY SHOWN CMET EITR

V ---- la-IL:,- 3C ort

I2
V~~~~~ 2 orCnucrci~ 3

_ - -- ~ K 1 __2

2+ 61 un dI a'

C Le - - tiz*~ 5

7 L. N'1r

_ 1 _ _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ _

_ I LABELS
V

1
.~~~ -- - - -Aort

S~4 '0

-. - 4

(375

IF ~ .ii~~%i-;
-- . . %
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Ilease note that Equation (52) of Reference 5 is incorrect. '

DISCUSSION

Mr. Dyrdahl (Boeing Company): How long does ittake to perform this calculation? ' .

Dr. Morrow: It depends on which program you
use. If you use the first one, which calculates
a spectrum at one frequency at a time, then
it takes maybe up to 5 or so additional seconds 5
for the computation updating each time you put r.
in acceleration time pair. If you are dealing
with 2 degree of freedom systems, it takes .
longer. Suppose we wanted to obtain the - -
spectrum of a terminal peak sawtooth using
the first program; all we have to do is input
a ramp to the peak acceleration at a time equal
to the duration of that sawtooth and then input
a step to zero. This just takes a few seconds
after which we take a look at the residual
spectrum that we have obtained, by pressing an
additional key, or we can press a different

. key and get the Fourier spectrum. By pressing
two additional keys, we can get the phase.
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**f'-' -.STUDIES.OF THE ERRDYNA-CSOF,
PROJECTILE PENETRATING SAND "'.',%

L. E. Malvern, R.L. Sierakowski
Engineering Sciences Department

University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 32611

and ,

J. A. Collins
DLYV/Kir Force Armament Laboratory

Eglin AFB, Florida 32542

A series of systematic experimental studies has been completed
on several 20-mm-diameter terradynamic vehicles with length-to
-diameter ratio of 10 and with different nose shapes (blunt
ended, double blunt ended (step-tier), and biconic]. Center-
of-gravity position was varied by partially hollowing some
projectiles. The sand medium was impacted under two condi-
tions (dry (only moderately compacted), and saturated]. Three
impact velocity regimes were examined. (approximately 210,320,
400 m/s) A special feature of the study has been the unusu-
ally complete visual recording of the first 1.2 meters of the
trajectory by five sequential flash x-rays. This test not
only gave very precise position and attitude information of
the penetrator but also clearly revealed the sand separation
(and possible reattachment). In addition, in some cases a 0
detached "bow wave" was observed ahead of the projectile, which
resembled a weak shock wave ahead of a supersonic aerodynamic
vehicle. This paper presents data for tests at near zero
obliquity for solid projectiles with blunt-ended and step-tier : b

noses, and compares the data with one-dimensional force-lawpenetration models of the Poncelet type. N

INTRODUCTION for generating this experimental data
is occasioned by the number of pene-

.A The study of the mechanics of high trator models requiring this input. .
speed earth penetrators, including pre- '%"
dictions of depth of penetration, A recent review of the State-of-Art %'
cavity formation, stability, and target of Earth Penetration Technology by
interaction has been given in recent Triandafilidis [1] has categorized pre-
years the name terradynamics. While dictive penetration techniques accord- 0
this area of study has been investi- ing to semi-analytical, theoretical,
gated since the early 18th century, and empirical models. The semi-analy-
technological barriers have hindered tical technique, which includes the
experimental programs in assessing earliest penetration models based upon
models advanced for characterizing Newtonian mechanics, such as Poncelet
penetrator performance. The principal [2], requires experimental data for
difficulty encountered has been the un- evaluation of the important penetration• availability of experimental tools for constants. So-called analytical techni-

examining the sequential motion of a ques, which include the Cavity Expan-
vehicle passing through opaque loose sion (3-5] and Differential Force Law
and/or semicohesive media. More Models [61, rely upon knowledge of
elaborate monitoring tools must be constitutive target material properties.
introduced than those used for flow The theoretical models proposed [7-9]
visualization studies of bodies in gas- are based upon continuum mechanicsL ~ eous or liquid media. The necessity formulations describing the penetrator ,-'
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"-Fig. 1 -Flat Ended and Step-Tier Projectiles Used in Test Program"

and target, and rely upon finite serted in the cavity and sectioning pro-
difference and finite element computer cedures. A successful method of moni--.
codes as solution techniques. Finally, toring the penetrator trajectory using
empirical techniques based upon exten- flash X-ray radiography was first noted -[ .'
sive laboratory and field testing have with isolated success using a single 7'''
been introduced with the most exten- unit by Avco [151 and recently expanded- , -
siva work in this area dew .oped at to include three consecutive units by ° -
Sandia Laboratories [10-111. Culp [161.

All of the semianalytical and In the current test program, five -
empirical models require some infor- consecutively spaced X-ray units have
mation on the penetrator and target been used to visually record transient.\-...|
properties. However, information on positions of the penetrator in a hori-
the predicted trajectory path has re- zontal penetration of the test chamber.

:. .-.

mained somewhat scarce. One of the The X-ray system consisted of one 150 KV ,...-
first techniques used for obtaining unit and four 300 KV units. Nonspinning
transient trajectory information was projectiles of stable configuration with• " -

reported by Allen, Mdyfield, and various nose shapes have been tested in
-Morrison [12]. A position-time dry and saturated sand at three veloci-

L:-: recording of the projectile motion in ties of near zero impact obliquity. In...- :...
. dry quartz sand wa~s obtained using a addition to the X-ray units, which were . "-
• photographic-electronic chronograph the most successful data collection tool .-.

-.•-.-. -

"d specifically designed to record the in these tests, strain gages and pres-

,'=sequential breaking of grid wires in sure sensors on the test chamber wallsthe sand. Another position-time and floor, and velocity sensing coils-
record of vehicle position in a granu- for magnetized projectiles have been -j. .

"[l ar medium has been obtained by Hakala used as monitoring devices in conjunc-[13 using microwave techniques. There tion with a magnetic tape recording

has also been a considerable developmen flsh ay radiogratly transcribed by a
in on-board sensors sending back data sixteen-channel oscillographic recording
through trailing wires or by eten- unitem A comparison of the data col-
for air dropped penetrators at moderate lected, for the specimens tested, with

1 speeds, and a few laboratory studies classical one-dimensional penetration
monitoring projectile motions by such models is described.
means as breaking buried wires or c ui y e Xa t v
screens. Other investigators such as b ud v a r d as

. propeiBiele [14] have studied the trajectory p
of a penetrator by post-test examination , .
a maof the cavity shape, using probes in-150 Ky

V _

first techniques used for obtainin unit a four 300 un. ni nn r I I - .W .transient....• ... trajector inforaionwaspojectile of stable configurati with,

reore by Alen %dfed n aiu oesae aebe etdiMorrson[12. Apostio-tim dr an sauraed and t treevelci--~%
recodin of he rojetil moton n tis o nea zeo imactobliuit. I
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TABLE 1

Test Numbers of Experimental Matrix

Projectile
Nose Type Target 210 m/sec 320 m/sec 400 m/sec -?.-

Flat Dry Sand 15 16 17 18 19 20 22 23 24 14 25 26 27
Flat Wet Sand 70 71 72 73 36 37 38 74 76 82 83 84

Step-Tier Dry Sand 52 53 54 55 57 56 58 59 61 62 63 64 65
Step-Tier Wet Sand 42 43 44 45 39 40 41 49 50 51 68 69

TEST PROCEDURE Impact projectile velocities were
controlled by varying powder load in a

Penetration experiments were per- primed 20 mm case. The striking velo-
formed using specially fabricated city was measured by using paper-back .

7 cylindrical projectiles of diameter velocity screens located at fixed posi-
0.02 m and length 0.23 m with two dif- tions near the test chamber entrance.
ferent nose shapes (flat ended and step- A foil make switch was used to trigger
tier) as shown in Fig. 1. For all tests, all X-ray units, with the timing
a 1.20 m long by 0.15 m by 0.40 m open- sequence of the X-rays adjusted accord-
top box was used as the target test ing to the best estimate of time delay
chamber with Eglin sand (dry or fully as given by the Project Engineer. Fig.2
saturated) used as the target medium, shows a general view of the test chamber
For the current tests, the projectiles with X-ray film cassettes mounted along
entered the test chamber in horizontal its wall. Two X-ray heads can be seen •
flight at approximately zero degree behind the box, one small 150 KV unit, .
angle of incidence, and one 300 KV unit. -,

A matrix table summarizing the types For all tests a magnetic system was
of specimens tested as well as the used to furnish supplementary velocity
target conditions is given in Table 1. information. The steel projectiles were
Detailed descriptions of the tests, as magnetized to a strength of about 150
well as tabulated data for these and gauss, as measured at the center of the 5
other tests in the program are given in nose with a Hall-effect gauss-meter. .

[17, 18]. When this magnetized projectile passed

%

N..

S S•

%.* %%

Fig. 2 - Overview of Test Chamber, X-rays, Velocity Screens, and
Associated Equipment
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' " ~Fig. 3 -Sequence of Shots for yTest a dNumber 4026, eFlat Nosed Projectile [ . .."

through a set of round copper-wire coils RESULTS AND DISCUSSION -..
[." at fixed intervals along the path, volt- .-'
" age signals were generated, which were It has been mentioned previously that '...-
"' ~recorded without preamplification on the the most successful tool used for data '-.- '

~magnetic tape recording system and later collection in this series of experiments -.. '-
.; transcribed to the oscillograph. Coil was flash radiography. For the primary .. '%..
~size (diameter 0.15 m) was selected in test program of studying blunt and step- "

an attempt to provide as sharp a res- tier projectiles fired horizontally at

'..4

.ponse as possible without isturbing the impact velocities of 210, 320, and 400
projectile-target medium interaction d m/sec. into dry and saturated sand, four'.

SWith this coil size the maximum voltage or more test replications were made at

iresponses occurred when the projectile each impact speed. The use of multiplenose or tail was about 0e02 to 004 m impact speeds with approximately five

" ~from the coil plane, assuming a hori- X-ray pictures taken for each shot is"-=-,zontal projectile passing through the believed to be one of the most extensive
coil center. Variations in recorded demonstrated uses of flash radiography
velocity caused by path deviations and in terradynamics research. A typical
by variations in location of peak radial sequence of such shots is shown in Fig.3
magnetic field at the coil were nominally for the case of a flat nosed projectile

within about five per cent of the entering dry sand, which corresponds tomeasured velocity. Test Number 26 from Table a.

Other monitoring devices used for Data was redued from the X-ray plotosobtaining information about the tran- by assuming a central flight of the '
sient forces exerted by the sand in vehicle through the test chamber and

nthese tests were pressure transducers measuring the location of the vehicle
loca eter Varatio est chamber nose with respect to fixed letter posi-ogr

" area, and strain gages mounted to the tions on the box side wall (see Fig.3).-" ,o- " 'Stest chamber side walls. The pressure This recorded information was adjusted

' ygages were Bell and lowell Type 4-402- to correct for photographic distortion
m t006 pressure transducers with a range of of the plane of the projectile by seal-0-50 psi, while the strain oages were ing the true vehicle dimensions with o

Baldwin-Lima-lamilton Type A-9-4 respect to the photographically recorded
mounted at varying intervals along the size. The adjusted data was used to re-chamber side walls nominally 0.38 m, evaluate and record both the projectile

hese0.69 m, and 0.99 m, as measured from the nose position and the center of gravity
front of the box. Preliminary analyses position in the plane of the penetrator.
of the pressure and strain gage data This information was then used for cal-e Fig.3).
show reproducibility and consistency in culating the velocity profile of thedetermining the approximate relative vehicle through the box, attitude of the

dposition of the projectille in the projectile, and other trajectory pare-
test chamber. In addition, the ressure meters. a r db te o i

transducer oscillograph trace wa found neo na hct fgv
useful as a monitor of the X-ray firing In addition to providing an accurate-

times because of electrical pick-up. indication of projectile trajectory and
attitude, the X-ray techniques provided
a means of visually examining the separ-
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ation of sand from the projectile and tween x and V if the initial speed was
reattachment along the vehicle body. Vo at xO.
Reattachment was not, however, observed
as a recurring event for the projectile - 1 A 2 A 2
nose shapes and velocity regimes tested. 0 = n[( + V0)/( + V2)] (2)

The X-rays did, however, reveal a If the projectile stops at final posi-
detached bow wave, Fig. 4, particularly tion xf, so that the total penetration
for the hiyher impact speeds in dry is D = xf - xo, then
sand. A bow wave in the present con-
text is defined as a density discontin- D = 1 B2(
uity moving with the projectile and 2B Znl +Vo(
resembling the detached shock wave ahead O
of a supersonic aircraft. These bow and, with s = xf -x,

waves have similarly been observed in
the X-rays taken by Culp (16], which n B 2 f x'(
with color enhancement techniques have s f .
clearly delineated density variations.
These results indicate that any pene- The last form is especially convenient
tration model based on the shear zone for correlating velocity with distances
associated with incompressible plasti- measured back from the stopping point. "
city theory must be applied with -

considerable caution. In the current test program all
observations were made in the region
where V was greater than 61 m/s. In .
that region, as Young [11] has pointed
out and as is confirmed by the present

SHOCK WAVE results, the constant A in the Poncelet
law is negligibl in comparison to the
inertial drag BV term. Putting A=0
in Equation (2) reduces it to

1

o  0 n(VoM ,  
(5)

which is the form of the Poncelet equa-
tion actually used for the data analysis. 0

The constant B is related to the drag

coefficient CD, Defined as in aero-
dynamics, so that -.
Inertial Drag Force = 1A 2CDV  (6)

where Al is the projected area of the

SOIL CAVITY projectile on a plane perpendicular to
the velocity and p is the density of the
medium being penetrated. Thus

B-"" = 4 -A1C D cor CBD = 2mB/pA 1  (7)

Fig. 4 Detached Bow Wave for Test Fig. 5 shows a plot of the position-
Number 14, Flat Nosed Pro- time curve for Shot No. 2G. O
jectile in Dry Sand at 400 m/sec.

The five plotted points are the
experimental data determined from the

For further quantitative examination five X-rays of Fig. 3. The two curves
of the data semi-analytical and empiri- are for a cubic interpolation function -

cal equations were considered as fol- fitted to the data by a linear regres-
lows. The Poncelet force law [2] takes sion method and for a Poncelet equation
the following form, after division by of the form of Equation (5) with xO and
the mass m of the projectile V0 given and B determined by a non-

linear regression(least squares based on
dV' 2 all five points) The two fitted curves

-d=A V 1 essentially coincide during the time of %.observation, although the cubic begins
After a variable change, dV/dt = to diverge unrealistically upon extra-

V dV/dx, Equation (1) can be integrated polation outside the interval of obser-
to give the following relationship be- vation. This is even more noticeable in 0

.

* ' ~ . ~ .% j . b~
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2 - PONCELET

,,.. / CUBIC .0

, EXPERIMENTAL DATA

00
, 9'- ., -,

-25 ' i -II ,I I ._

0 12.5 25.0 37.5 50.0 62.5
TIME (MICROSECOND) (X 102)

Fig. 5 - C. G. Position Versus Time for Test Number 26, Flat Nosed .
Projectile in Dry Sand at 400 m/sec.

Fig. 6, which shows curves of velocity (ix) ( nVi) - %x n V i

versus position. The dashed curve is ,-________ (
obtained by differentiating the cubic of B 2 1 (Exi )x.
Fig. 5, while the solid curve is given x -'1
by Equation (5). The four "experi-
mental data" velocities of Fig. 6 were and then
obtained by finite differencing the 1
of Fig. 5.

where the summations go from i=1 to i=4.
A second type of nonlinear regres- The two different methods gave almost

sion procedure was also applied based the same value of B, and hence of CD by S
on these four finite-difference velo- Equation (7], in most cases. Fig. 7
cities VI , V7, V3 , V4, at positions xl, shows the calculated CD versus initial **.--

x2 , x3 , x without assuming VO known. impact velocity for 20 of the shots.
The second nonlinear regression pro- When the two regression procedures gave
cedure gave significantly different results, the

first procedure based on all five data
points was used to determine the plotted -
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The experimental results were also Equation (10) for use with layered media
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Fig. 6 - Velocity Versus C. G. Position for Test Number 26, o
2Flat Nosed Projectile in Dry Sand at 400 m/sec.

1f/2 95Vovalue of CD. D = 0.117 KSN(W/AI /2(V o - 31.5) (10)

For shots in dry sand (marked with for VO > 61 m/s .,
triangles in Fig. 7) the results show
that CD is almost independent of velocity or by
as observed in these experiments, D 2KSN(W/Al)f-n~l + 2V2 10 4 H (11)

although there is a slight downward 0
trend of CD with increasing velocity, for VO < 61 m/s, %
The shots in wet sand (saturated) show 0 6m
greater scatter in the calculated values where W is projectile weigh
at each velocity and also show a marked sectional area, N is a nose coe-icient, %'
decreasing trend of CD with increasing S is a soil coefficient, and K is an
impact velocity. The downward trend of i l dermied ameer Nindependently determined parameter. .-.
- CD withvelocity was also observed be- Since all impacts in the present study
tween different segments of the tra- had V > 61 m/s, a procedure based on a
jectory for a given test [171. metho3 used by Young (11] to modify

4The experimental results were also Equation (10) for use with layered media
-2 compared with the Sandia empirical for- was used to analyze the experiments.

mulas (10,111. Thus, according to Young Since K,S and N appear only as the pro-

[11] the total depth of penetration D is duct KSN, the procedure followed was to
determine the best value of KSN to fitgiven in terms of the initial impact the experimental velocity versus posi- -velocity V by an equations of the fol- . .V0  tion data.

lowing forms (in SI units):
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"; Fig. 8 - Sandia Penetration Coefficient KSN Versus Impact Velocity for me.(b hFlat Nosed Projectile Tests in Dry and Wet Sand i....

* used for CD in Fig. 7 is shown in Fig. 8. CONCLUDING REMARKS: O

The fitted values of KSN show a marked fnao"-" dependency upon impact velocity in both From the present studies, the fol- ,*1- ..
".* dry sand and wet sand. The greater scat- lowing remarks can be made: (a) Suc- ....

.- ter in the fitted values of KSN than in cessful use of a multiple head radio-,- -'.
'" those of CD indicates that these pene- graphic detection system has been e... .:
. tration events are not well character- demonstrated for granular media, (b) the -- ,
." ized by a single value of KSN for each cavity formation, separation phenomenon, -'

shot. The greater discrepancies with and bow shock wave have been catalogued 0
the Sandia equation can be explained in as a function of initial impact velocity,
part by the assumption of a constant (c) the classical Poncelet equation has
deceleration magnitude in each segment, been shown to provide a better fit to
in contrast with the Poncelet prediction experimental data than the single cubic
which does fit the dry sand experi- interpolation formula or the empirical
mental data very well in these velocity model (d) the Poncelet drag coefficient
ranges. CD has been found to be velocity de-
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*'" pendent, although for dry sand the WL-TR-64-107, November 1967. -.

dependence is very slight in the velo-
city range observed, and (e) the satu- [81 Hageman, L.J. and Walsh, J.M. "HELP--

" ration level of the sand changes signi- A Multi-Material Eulerian Program for
ficantly the functional dependence of Compressible Fluid and Elastic-Plastic
CD o velocity. Flows in Two Space Dimensions and

Time," Systems, Science and Software,
Further experiments and analysis are 3SIR-350, Vol. 1, La Jolla, Califor-

funderway to study the form and meaning nia, 1970.
of the changes of CD with velocity, %
including observations of the low velo- [9] Sedgwick, R.T.,"Theoretical Terminal
city regime as the projectile comes to Ballistic Investigation and Studies
a stop. Different nose shapes, vertical of Impact at Low and Very High Velo-
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HARDENED SYSTEM VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS". . -

Jon D. Collins [ .
J. H. Wiggins Company

Redondo Beach, California' ..-.-

A procedure is demonstrated for the performance of a
survivability analysis of a hardened facility subject
to nuclear attack. The methodology of system failure
computation is summarized and the process required to
define the system and develop the data is discussed.
A fault tree methodology is introduced to be used with
the identification of system failure. Methods of fra-
gility definition are described and a methodology is
discussed for the development of fragility curves and
functions from data. Some weapon induced effects (air
blast overpressure and ground shock) are discussed in
general from the standpoint of formulation and the uncer-
tainties. Examples are given of how to compute nominal
values and the associated uncertainties and correlations
(covariance). The problem of translating the free field
environment to local environment is discussed using two
approaches: linear transfer function; and a reduced
degree-of-freedom system dynamic simulation.

2S

ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM FAILURE point with regard to this discussion is
that a system analysis (in this case, a

The objective of this study is to simulation) has to be as accurate as
determine how the facility and its possible, and must simulate analytically
functions will survive and operate all of the critical interactions before
during and after a nuclear attack. The it can serve as a useful tool. Note
"system" in this analysis is not just that it can perform no better than the
the facility, but also the weapon, the level of understanding gained of the
local environment (geology, etc.), the behavior of each of the elements of the
facility structure and all of the ele- system. A system analysis organizes,- ,
ments of the facility, understanding of the system, but does

not improve on the knowledge of the
The ability to evaluate the system individual behavior of the elements. If 9. ,

properly is dependent upon the accuracy the hardened system is complex and high-
and adequacy of the mathematical simu- ly interactive, the model must be able
lation. Since the simulation must be to represent those characteristics. Too
made up of mathematical descriptions of much simplification too soon can lead to
all of the critical interactive rela- an erroneous model. On the other hand,
tionships (impulse, soil conditions, complexity can be carried too far when .

* -. shock isolation, etc.) which character- the results of the increased complexity
ize the nuclear vulnerability problem, do not have a material effect on the
it is very evident that an accurate sought after answer. Thus caution must JY
simulation is generally impossible, be used in finding the appropriate level
However, with certain compromises in of detail.
the models, it is possible to formulate
a workable simulation, which, using a In 1968, a program (FAST III) was
probabilistic approach to represent the completed which modeled the various
uncertainty, can be used to evaluate elements of the system failure problem.
the system analytically in the absence This program has gone through several
of real system test data. Thus, amajor revisions (1-61, and is now capable of
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analyzing a group of facilities being these weapon effects and consequently,
. attacked by multiple weapons [6]. FAST they must be characterized by probabil-

is basically a simulation of the fail- ity distributions.
ure process. It starts with a speci-
fication of the weapon effects, then The system failure probability re-
modifies the weapon effects to be local sulting from the above sequence of com- _
mechanical effects (acceleration, vel- putations is a complex function of many
ocity, etc.)*, determines the failure weapon effects and can be generally .
probability of each component and fin- expressed as
ally uses a reliability network of the

* components to establish the probability
of system failure. The path of energy Pf_=P(failure x,x 2 ,x ... ) ().
from weapon to component is shown in 21 3'
Figure 1. If there were no uncertainty x,.a t
in weapon effects, the basic operation where XlX2,X3 ... are the
of FAST would be deterministic (other weapon effects.
than the computation of failure from
the reliability network components). Since the weapon effects are uncer- "
This would mean that only a single tain and must be expressed by individual
chain of computations would be necessary or joint probability distributions,
to compute system failure; however, many p(xlX 2,x3 ,...), we must seek the aver-
factors contribute to uncertainty in a or "O

i f ." ';4".l P age or expected value of P _which is ", Zi

*The method is not limited to mechanical P fs= E[P (falure x11x2 .... H
effects and has been used successfully = f f _: P(fail. . .x.x.
to analyze radiation,EMP, thermal and All x2,x2 ,33
debris effects. -

p(x 1 'x 2 'x 3 ""- )dx1dx 2 dx3 -"  (2)

AIR BLAST WAVE _ ____

WEAPONS DETONAT I ON

RELATED TO FREE-
FIELD CHARACTERIS-

.TICS AT THE SITE

---GROUND SHOCK PRO-
DUCED FROM BLAST %

" *. FREE-FIELD
CHARACTERISTICS
ATTENUATED THROUGH ,
STRUCTURE AND ISO-ONmAND"ISO --F.'-.'- I 1:I H ILATION EQUIPMENT "";-

COMPONENT FAILURE
MECHANISM RELATED
TO LOCAL ENVIRON-
MENT

Figure 1. Tracing Weapons Effects to Component Failure
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J,.
If P( ) and p( ) were simple and separ- does not include the added sophistica-
able functions; e.g., ax1x2x3 ..., it tion of confidence intervals due to

model (rather than data) uncertainty,might be possible to integrate the above multiple weapons, cumulative damage, etc. ""'"multiple integral, but it is not. Con- "'
which are part of the various versionssequently a Monte Carlo technique (] of the FAST program. However, it does O

was selected to represent the expecta- of the bas pro cedureowhic i s
tion process. The flow diagram in identify the basic procedure which is
Figure 2 shows the basic logical pro- fundamental to the concept.
cedure to compute Pfs* This diagram

SYNTHESIZE FAIL- SCALE THE CORRELATED
. URE NETWORK EQU- RANDOM NUMBERS ACCORD-

ATIONS FROM IN- ING TO THE WEAPON EF-
*,.". PUT DESCRIPTION FECTS SCALING LAWS TO , ' ' C

OF COMPONENTS OBTAIN FREE FIELD
(PARALLEL, VALUES (U) OF ACCEL-
SERIES, ETC.) ERATION, VEL., DISPL.,

ETC. "6 ..

SPECIFY CONF I- '" '

DENCE LEVEL RE- SET COMPONENT

QUIRED FOR SAT- NO.
ISFACTORY CON- m = m + I . -

VERGENCE START AT m 0 ... - "

SPECFY ]COMPUTE

SPECIFY is SYSTEM FAILURE
RANGE PROBABILITY,

& YIELD

SPECIFY SCALING

LAWS AND WEAPON U - ACCUMULATE
EFFECTS COVAR- RONMENTAL TRANS-
lANCE MATRIX fp

A S T= n + COMPUTE LOCAL COMPUTE SAMPLE
START AT n = 0 LODSADR Ip

- m=T DEVIATION, ..

n >n B CALL UP COM-

COMPUTE A SET 
del

OF INDEPENDENT ? m

NORMAL RANDOM COMPUTE FAILURE
NUMBERSPRB ILT

(; = O, ,(P:OI)COM- PRINT /" ,'.'

[ ~ ~CORRELATE THE ,,' '-

RANDOM NUMBERSi. _ USING THE EIGEN- 'SO

1.,.'. VECTORS OF THE CO- STORE -'"

I """VARIANCE MATRIX
..',.OF THE WEAPON Pfc m

% ,. EFFECTS 
e•-

Figure 2. Flow Diagram of System Failure Analysise M

Figurep 2q. Flo Diga of syte Faiur Analysi
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IDENTIFICATION AND COMPUTATION OF The definitions of symbols as used in
SYSTEM AND SUBSYSTEM FAILURE MODES this application are as follows:

The first step in the evaluation The circle describes
of system failure (or survivability) is a probabilistic de-
the identification of the critical func- scription of the
tions of the subsystem and components. environmental load, *

If a component or subsystem fails and contamination, etc. (.V...
the system can still perform its func- -' ' .

tions, then there is less interest in .
including the component or subsystem in .
the analysis. Each subsystem is evalu-
ated to determine its role in support- The parallelopiped .
ing that function. Redundancy which describes the compu-
improves the reliability must be con- tation of failure
sidered and treated in a proper sense. probability (using a %z/ / fragility curve,

The method which has been chosen matrix, etc.) based
in this study to systematically iden- upon the level of the
tify roles, redundancies, and failure environment. o
modes is the fault tree. In the
sequence of analysis steps, the fault
tree precedes the reliability network
in identifying causation and coupling
which lead to system failure. The A fault event that is
method is indifferent to the causation considered basic and . -
of the component failures and therefore the possible causes .- " -
some failures may not be due to the are not developed
nuclear environment. In this case further, either be-
those non-nuclear modes will be removed cause the data are
from the analysis. available in that

form, the event is 
of

A fault tree is a graphical repre- insufficient conse- -...

sentation of the logic that relates quence, or the neces-
failure to an undesired event. Descrip- sary information is
tions of the method and application can unavailable. .%
be found in a number of texts, one of
the more notable of which is the Hand- 0
book of System Safety by Hammer [7].

By recording combinations of Transfer symbol from

events in a logic diagram, the techni- another fault tree.
que lends itself readily to the use of
probability estimates for elements,
subsystems and systems being considered.

The steps used in applying the y OR GATE describing .
technique to this problem should be: the logical operation - 4..

where any one of the ,h
" define the undesired events, where any one the

inputs will cause the
" acquire complete understanding of output event, i.e.,

the functions of the system and failure of y would
the roles of the components, occur if xI or x2

" construct the fault tree, fail. The equivalent S

" collect quantitative daa Boolean expression is

* identify the failure network, the N
component failure functions, and X x or
their failure inducing environ- 1 y =x +x2
ments, I x2

" prepare input to the system fail- S
ure (FAST) program from the above
steps.

A typical fault tree is shown in
• Figure 3 for a failure mode of a diesel

engine operating in a hardened facility. * "eN.
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J Z_ ' ,WEAR, VIBRATION OR,
USAGE

LOCAL ..L., LOCAL
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ME FNjIA FAJI,'R[ PROBABILITY OF LOSS /
AAOR ARI' 0~ T OF FLEL FLOW DUE TO FAILURE
SFFOCK C ONTAMINATION - PROBABILITY FROME

N FATIGOYUE

OATLL SHOUCK LOCAL

E %VRONMEV I CONTAMINATION

Figure 3. Fault Tree Describing a Cause for Diesel *..

Engine Failure in the PARPP -..

AND GATE (not shown Pf(a) = 1 - [l-Pf(M)l[l-Pf(k)][l-Pf(j)]
lY in Figure 3) describ-

ing the logical [-fg1lP~) 4
operation where all (4)-'."(.Pff'](,""" ~~~of the inputs must---.-..-
ofc t ipru must IDENTIFICATION AND QUANTIFICATION Or..
occur to produce the COMPONENT FRAGILITY
output event. The
equivalent Boolean A primary objective of the fault
expression is: tree analysis is to locate and identify O

I = roles of components in the failure
1,.-.process. Once this is done, it is nec-A essary to develop a characterization ofV-'.~ x1  x or ,.-.,

1.2 the resistance of each component to
levels of the critical weapon-induced .. 4- 2 environments. These environments are

In the example, because of the exclus- frequently dynamic, although there are
ive use of OR Gates, the probability of exceptions such as the accumulation of Sfiluse oftORGate, the prshobiqt n debris which creates a static load or,.
failure takes the form shown in Equation blcaeicrtaldts(3) ~blockage in critical ducts. -•..

- -(3 ) .

The first step in fragility analy-
Pf(a)= I -[l-Pf()] [l-Pf(k)] [l-Pf(j)] sis is the description of the full

range of environments which may
•[l-Pf(i)][l-Pf(g)J[l-Pf(f)] influence the component. For example,

this would mean that the environments S
[l-Pf(e)] (3) must reflect the attenuations and am-

plifications which occur when the shock -
strikes and excites the structure andIf only the nuclear effects are con- the energy is transmitted to the com- • .sidered, the equation reduces to ponent. The discussion of the establish-
ment of these local environments is
included later in the paper.
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The second step in the analysis is many tests to failure. However, the
to model the motion of the component in cost of the components and systems is -
these environments and determine the such that tests to fai.ure are rarely
mode of failure; i.e., yield or fracture made and, if so, only a few times.
due to excessive load. Typical failures Most components are designed to survive
can be: (1) Ashock-isolated platform in a specified environment and, when 0
could exceed the rattle space and bang tested in that environment, survive.
the structure floor or wall. The bang- Therefore, the only real information e
ing would produce high local accelera- available on a component is that its
tions which could cause inertial loads failure probability is either zero or
which would lead to shearing of attach- very low for loads up to the specifica-
ments or electrical connectors. (2) A tion load. Above that level, there is
hard-mounted component could be shaken no information. Figure 5 shows the
so that inertial loads cause stresses problem of the lack of data to develop S
exceeding attachment or operating the probability of failure function.
element strength.

Situations such as the banging are
dependent upon two dynamic measures,
displacement (reachina the limit) and
velocity (the velocity at the instant
the limit is reached). In these situa- 1. O--------------
tior.- failure is a ioint function of
the :zurrence of two effects. P VERIFIED IN ?'NO

TEST D.ATA" '.Fragility has usually been repre- T D

sented by a cumulative probability
distribution function as shown in Fig- W?  L
ure 4. However, when combined effects SPECIFICATION
lead to the failure, a single curve is LEVEL
insufficient. A modeling procedure
suggested in Reference [5] represents
the component fragility by two
"sub-components" in parallel, one sensi- Figure 5. The Data Base for
tive to displacement and the other sen- Most Fragility Curves ..-5%
sitive to velocity. In this way the *- '-
real component will fail only when both
the displacement and the velocity have 0
been exceeded. There have been reserva- The discussion above is not a
tions that this "sub-component" approach criticism of current practice because
may not serve every situation. Conse-quently two-dimensional fragility testing to failure is too expensive. ,--.
funtto-dimrenional fail it oraBut, because tests are made only to
functions are either built in or can be specification, we must live with the
entered 'nto the FAST programs [5,6] to absence of real failure information.
to accomodate other situations. The question is how do we estimate the

curve in the "no data" region of Figure . .
5? %*~

The procedure to develop fragility
curves analytically can be de3cribed by
the flow diagram in Figure 6. The first
step is the identification of an ade-
quate deterministic model of response. 5
Second, criteria must be established

Pf for failure (a maximum displacement,
strain, stress, etc.). Then all compon-
ent characteristics relevant to the
deterministic response model must be
examined for statistical variation. It

LOAD LEVEL is basically these variations plus some
uncertainty in confidence in the model 5

Figure 4. One-Dimensional Fragility and the criteria which produce the un- ..
certainty in failure probability as a -.
function of level of load. . .

Once these inputs have been iden-
The only accurate way to obtain tified, a statistical approach can be ,-..-%--

fragility information is to perform used which will either by random sampling,'

5- W . .%.
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CRITERIA ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION OF

FOR MODEL OF UNCERTAINTIES .

COMPONENT COMPONENT IN COMPONENT

FAILURE RESPONSE PROPERTIES

STATISTICAL

ANALYSIS OF DESCRIPTION OF .,. .

FAILURE UNCERTAINTIES .. ,W

(USING LINEAR IN THE CRITERIA

MODELS OR AND THE MODEL

MONTE CARLO

ANALYSIS) .

FRAGILITY FUNCTION"-

-. '. .%-

Figure 6. Fragility Function (Curve)
Development Procedure

(Monte Carlo) or covariance propagation, Overpressure
produce the desired single or multi-h u r ere
variate fragility function. An example nc e sde n rodesf exrey 
of the Monte Carlo approach is presen- nuclear detonation produces extremely
ted in Reference 18] for buried cylinders hot gases which, in expanding verysted to gfrnd sock ui wa s rapidly, create a very strong blast
found that material properties alone wave moving out radially from the source.
contribute a failure level uncertainty The spherical expansion causes the L.-_
of 15%. shock to weaken as it moves and the peak

overpressure decreases exponentially
DEVELOPMENT OF WEAPONS EFFECTS DATA with time and distance.

In addition to the primary blast -
?.'.. The primary mechanical weapon "°-hefets primair m al epoe awave, a precursor wave can be formed
*effects are air blast (overpressure and under certain conditions. If the in-

"" dynamic pressure), cratering ejecta and tne teral radition from e nuclear"" goundshok (drectindcedairbast tense thermal radiation from a nuclear "''-'
ground shock (direct induced, airblast detonation impinges on a heat absorbing

* induced and surface outrunning). For
reasons of brevity and demonstration of surface, a hot thermal layer is formed S
uncertainty and correlation, this dis- near the surface. Since the thermal
cussion will be limited to overpressure, radiation propagates faster than the

and direct induced air blast, the hot layer is formed
dynamc, presahead of the blast wave. The propaga-tion velocity in this layer is higher

than that of the blast wave in the
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unheated atmosphere. Thus, under cer- where ct, sand y are scaling factors, E
tain combinations of yield, height of i en-

burst and surface conditions, an addi- ir'nmentaslnd Raeo the baen
tional wave, a precursor, may propagate vironment, WO and R are the baseline
ahead of the main shock. A full dis- yield and range, and H is the height of
cussion of the blast wave and precursor burst.
formation is presented in References (91,

D[0 and [1]. Dynamic Pressure 0

The purpose of this discussion is The strong shock moving in still air .\, ''
to identify the elements of the blast has the effect of accelerating the air

wave and to establish the sources of as it passes through i
data from which the time histories can parallel to the ground creates a very
be computed. It is important to note high wind and aerodynamic load on objects
that the shape, period and intensity or structures which extend above thechange with range, and the effect of ground level. Dynamic pressure is com-
the direct blast wave must either be puted by the formula
computed directly or scaled as a func- 1 2 (6)
tion of range, An example is shown q = pV (6)
below in Figure 7 of the time history
from the same weapon yield and height Drag is computed by
of burst, but at different ranges. 1 PV2C A  (7)•D

• 
_ %..

where p is the atmospheric density be-
hind the shock, V is the air velocity

• 600- behind the shock, CD is the drag coeffi-
cient of the structure and A is normally
the projected area normal to the direc-

500 - 1000 FT FROM POINT OF DETONATION tion of the airstream.

. 400 - YIELD - 5 MT The dynamic pressure has a time-
-2000 FT history shape similar to that of the

-"-.. =HOB - 5000 FT%

overpressure, but not as spiked.
. 300 ACTUAL CALCULATIONS

000 FT USING REF 6 The drag on a structure can apply

i 200 an overturning or a shear load. If dy- S

CD namics of the structure can be ignored
5000 FT in consideration of shear, then peak

100 7500 FT dynamic pressure can be used and scaled
directly from the peak overpressure
using the Rankine-Hugoniot equations [11].- 0 51. .50 Since shock strength correlates directly-%

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2. with the air velocity following the
TIME AFTER INITIAL AIRBLAST ARRIVAL - SEC shock, then peak overpressure and peak

dynamic pressure are 100% correlated
from a statistical point of view.

Figure 7. Time Histories of Over- Drag coefficients (high Reynolds
pressure for the Same No.) are summarized for a variety of . ,.
Weapon at Various Ranges configurations in Reference [9]. This %

same document also desribes in suffi-
Optimally, these time histories cient detail the procedures required to

could be incorporated into structure- compute the loads on all faces of a
soil system dynamic analyses to compute structure.
the environment at each component dir-
ectly. The peak local environmental Modeling Air Blast Uncertainty
loads could then be plotted as a func- The authors are quoted in Reference
tion of range and fitted with a scaling [9 a uthat oedinsr e and
law. Currently, the system survivabil- [9] as saying that overpressure and

' ity programs use simple exponential dynamic pressure cam be predicted within
scaling laws of the peaks, such as:a factor of twould of the theoretical trupeak

value would range between one-half and
twice the predicted value. If the log-

(o a-_!(_oo -H H ] arithm of the value of overpressure isE = W R .717 773- used, then the factors of two (or one--°-'.0oW)W half) times the overpressure become
(5)-; 
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symmetrical about the predicted value To establish the covariance between D
(Figure 8). and p, find the expected value of the

products of their logarithms

Cov[in D, in p] = E[InD inp] - E[in D]E[inp]

2=E[(Inp) +E[lnC lnp]
D

+ E[ln D In p] + E[InAIn p]

(12)

"_ _ _ _ _ _ Since p, CD and A are all statistically

-n(P/2) n(P) zn( 2 P) independent and B is a constant, the
expected value of the cross products

Fiue . Dstiuio fvanish. Hence, after manipulation, . ~Figure 8. Distribution of.,..

Predicted Overpressure
Coy [inD, inp] =Var [Inp] -E[lnp]

" in 2 p- inp -E[inCD ] +E[nA])
95/2 Dlnp xEn ]+ nA

(13)
n 1n2 .693 If p, C, D and A are all non-dimensional-

lnp z.95/2 - 1.96 - ized (to factors) such that their mean
95/ values are one, then

As mentioned earlier for high Coy [in D', inp'] = np' (14)
overpressures, peak overpressure and n p
peak dynamic pressure are 100% corre-
lated, which means that one can be a en t fn
expressed as a coefficient of the other, and the covariance matrix for D' and p'is •'.- .

q = Sp- (9)
2 ' Coyrin D',ln p'1 0

However, drag on a structure consists of =l np n 2 J
other factors which are independent of nD, D LCov[InD,np,] np
overpressure, such as drag coefficient

, and cross-sectional area. Thus
(15)

D = q CD A = Sp CD A (10) 3782 .3542
2 

21

.354 2 .354 2
Representative uncertainties in CD

and A can be expressed as 1.2 or 1/1.2
times the predicted value. Using log-
arithms again 2Cin D = Cn p lnA ' +  CD

ln(l. 2CD) -in(CD) (.354) 2 + 2(.093) (

z'p .- 95/2 a"6-
Sin C D The correlation coefficient between

and (11) lnD' and lnp' in this case is

-nC D = lnA= .093 = Coy (InD', in') - .937 (17)D ln D' aln p' .937-(1-

Note in fact that the multiplier 6 may which means that although the two effects
have some uncertainty associated with it are not 100% correlated, they are very. ~~highly correlated. ."",'
too, but this uncertainty will be neg- hglcoratd
lected in this example.

'p 95. ,. .

95 ~'-.
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A convenience of the log-normal The peak values are generally rep-

distribution is that the uncertainties resented by the following equations (9]!
are dimensionless scale factors with
median equal to one. Hence, the covar- rW-1 2/ 3 FR -2
iance matrix in Equation (13) can be peak vel: v=v R[-J LkJ (18)
used directly for any weapon-induced '...O, ')'

environment which is directly propor-
tional to overpressure or drag. The W 5/6 R -3/2
covariance matrix can be a direct input peak displ: d = d (19)
into the system survivability program RL1-TJ.."'
(Figure 2). Z

Direct Induced Ground Shock peak accel: a =a RLYR-1 [if] (20)
The discussion to follow highlights

some of the aspects of the modeling of The values for vR, d and a for a
unetit fgon hc without try-R Runcertainty of ground shock variety of soil conditions and for con- -ing to develop detailed deterministic tained and near surface bursts are given
models. This is because the subject is in Tables 1 and 2. Also included are ,.
far too complex to be covered fairly N f
here and also because not all of the uncertainty factors which are translated
data necessary are available for unclass- into standard deviations (log-normal)
ified discussion. assuming a 95% confidence of these fac-

tors.
The ground shock problem divides -.,'-No covariance (or correlation) data ..J

into three areas: direct crater induced, wab tairblst iduce (suersesmic andwere available from the tabulated infor-. .--
airblast induced (superseismic) and mto ie nRfrne(]o 1]mation given in Reference [9) or (121. .i-
surface outrunning. Discussion of all
three of these phenomena is included in from reevaluation of the data used to
Reference [9]. This discussion will be develop the individual uncertainty
restricted to direct induced shock.

Most of the data obtained from *A very comprehensive set of data is %direct-induced ground shock have come available in Reference 112) which may
from contained nuclear tests. Measure- indicate some differences with these
ments were fairly abundant and the idct oedfeecswt hsmet eefil bnatadteexpressions for varying conditions and
following equations and tables summarize for airblast induced shock.
the results from the data [9].

Table 1. Reference Values for Contained Bursts

HARD ROCK SOFT ROCK ALLUVIUM

VR, fps 200 80 20

UNCERTAINTY FACTOR x2.5 + 2 x 3 .

01 n .47 .35 .56

d fps 200 160 100

UNCERTAINTY FACTOR + 2 3 x 4 -'-"-

Yl"d.35 .56 .71 ";, 31 nd ,". . % ,

aR, g 3500 600 120

UNCERTAINTY FACTOR 2.5 x 5 x 5 .-7.7
01na.47 .82 .82 .N cyl na

9 6 . .I.
%

% .'e . . " I -Lp * %

_ _-% , _,.. ,.'.-.--..-.-, , :.. . -
"_-_ :._ .,..:. ' .-. J.,. .i:. ,., ,,; .A ,. "'"", "' -- ,'"""':? - - "'' ''"""
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Table 2. Reference Values for Near-Surface Bursts

HARD ROCK SOFT ROCK ALLUVIUM

vR, fps 25 10 2.5

UNCERTAINTY FACTOR 2.5 x 2 x 3

"a' .47 .35 .56

dR, in. 4.5 1 .5
UNCERTAINTY FACTOR . 2 × 3 4

a Ind .35 .56 .71

aR. g 140 25 5
UNCERTAINTY FACTOR ,2. 5 5 5

aina .47 .82 .82
-..

estimates. With no further information weapon induced effects and covariances ..
at this time, it can still be assumed for each local condition which would ..
that large peak velocities will be high- scale in some way with range and perhaps
ly correlated with large peak displace- yield. A proposed solution would use
ments, etc. Hence, it is probably true finite element models of the building O
that the correlation coefficients range and the surrounding soil initially and a
from .75 to almost 1.00. system dynamic program such as DYNALIST

II [13] to perform the synthesis and .
CRLI OFEFLEI MNresponse analysis. This approach per-

mits very complex modeling (thousands of .TO LOCAL ENVIRONMENT degrees of freedom) but, by judicious ...

The transfer functions in the flow selection of generalized coordinates and
diagram of Figure 2 are merely scale the inclusion of a full damping matrix,
factors which modify the free-field en- reduces the problem to a workable size

and still takes into account all thevironment levels to the local environ-
ment levels where the critical components problems of phasing and heavy damping.
are located. In the past these scale
factors have been constants which meant
that the scaling of local environment to COMMENT
free-field was linear with environmental Statistical modeling is not a pana-
level. It is possible, particularly in cea to cover all the problems of poor
the case of dynamic response to shock, deterministic models. Good statistical

that this linear scaling may be mnade- models arise from good deterministic21 1quate and a more elaborate analysis may models. Therefore any future system 6 -
be necessary. Development of the scale survivability (failure) analysis should
factors arises directly from the formula- be developed from a well conceived de-
tion of the load equations. Where shock terministic simulation. Then uncertain-
spectra are used, structural dynamic ty can be introduced and the final
analyses are needed to relate the free- objective be achieved.
field load to the local response.

In the dynamic case, where input ACKNOWLEDGMENT
forces are uncertain and complex, and
the dynamic system (structure, soil The work supporting this paper was
medium, shock isolators, etc.) is com- performed at the J.H. Wiggins Company
plex, transfer functions may not offer under Contract DACA 39-75-M-0295 with S
an adequate means of specifying the the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experi-
local environments. In this situation, ment Station, Weapon Effects Laboratory. %
a desirable approach is to model the
entire system and shake it with the
spectrum of inputs and evaluate the
resulting local responses statistically.
This would mean bypassing the transfer L'I,
function entirely and creating a set of
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SHOCK TESTING

LABORATORY SIMULATION OF SEQUENTIAL SETBACK AND AERODYNAMIC DRAG

EXPERIENCED BY ARMY ORDNANCE PROJECTILES -- A DEVICE, THEORY AND DATA

Dr. Irvin Pollin

Harry Diamond Laboratories
Adelphi, Maryland %

Various testers are used at the Harry Diamond Laboratories to provide
simulation of artillery interior ballistic environments (setback, angular . "
acceleration) and exterior ballistic environments (spin, aerodynamic.%

drag). This paper describes the work performed to combine setback and
drag into a single laboratory tester in order to simulate these
environments sequentially, as they would occur in a real launch. A
variety of pulse shapes have been obtained (in this simulator and in
other simulators used for setback only) with peak accelerations of 300 to
100,000 g at impact speeds up to 1500 fps and energies up to 55,000 ft-lb.
The present tests attained maximum setbacks of 5000 g with a pulse "-,
duration of 1.5 ms. A "steady" state drag commenced within 4 ms of the
completion of setback and aerodynamic drag up to 30 g was simulated for
periods up to 20 ms. Good agreement between test and predicted data was
found for both setback and drag. Independent of setback, the simulation
of aerodynamic drag can readily be extended to larger drags, longer time
periods, or specific drag-time profiles. Data are presented on simulator
tests of an Army fuze mechanism, which requires both setback and drag to * r-°.'.

arm.

1. INTRODUCTION 0

In the simulation of sequential setback into the system by incorporating springs into
and aerodynamic drag, the projectile (called a the MEM. By this means, parabolic, trapezoidal,
bird), having equipment on board to be test and other pulse shapes have been obtained.
evaluated, emerges from a launcher (typically .%,. :.-

an air gun) and impacts an aluminum honeycomb The drag simulation is obtained as .
or wooden mitigator located between the bird follows: The bird emerges from the air gun
and a momentum exchange mass (MEM). The equip- and impact occurs within an open-ended catch
ment in the bird is mounted so that the impact tube of circular cross section, figs. la and
simulates the setback pulse (acceleration-time lb. (The bird and MEM are circular cylinders). '...,
trajectory) that occurs in the weapon launcher. The bird forms a close fit with the inner wall
The drag signature is simulated thereafter, as of the catch tube. However, the diameter of"-
is later described. Test data of the bird the MEM is selected to obtain a desired air
displacement as a function of time are obtained leakage into the cavity formed by the bird,

" by a streak photograph, from which setback and tube, and MEM. (The mitigator diameter is -

drag are determined by double differentiation, small enough not to obstruct air flow between S
The conservation equations of mass, momentum, the bird and MEM). The setback pulse is
and energy are solved exactly to obtain the designed so that the bird velocity at the
forces acting on and the motions of the bird, completion of setback is approximately zero,
mitigator, and MEM as functions of time. and the bird momentum is transferred to the

MIN. The MEM motion increases the length of
The setback is comprised of essentially the cavity, causing the cavity pressure to , '.

three parts: rise, steady, and fall. The drop, and gives rise to a pressure differential
rise and steady parts occur during the crushing across the bird. The bird acceleration, or •
of the mitigator, and their characteristic drag simulation, is therefore determined
features are determined primarily by the bird primarily by the relative motion between the
mass and by the shape, dynamic crush strength bird and MEM, the cavity volume, the air
and mass density of the mitigator. The fall is leakage into the cavity, and the bird mass.
controlled primarily by the elasticity of the The MEM mass is much larger than the bird mass
components at maximum mitigator crush; this so that little change in the MEM speed occurs
may include elasticity intentionally introduced during drag simulation. Pressure buildup in
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*Figure la Setback drag simulator
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Figure lb Setback drag simulator (schematic)
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A," 1-
the cavity during setback is minimized by the 155 + 5 fps (table I). In order to avoid any
longitudinal slotted opening to the atmosphere effects on drag by the air flow following the
in the catch tube that extends from the point bird down the air gun, the first contact of '-
where the bird enters the tube to a position the bird with the mitigator occurs when the 5"

near where the bird impacts the mitigator, bird is completely inside the catch tube and .
The drag profile is not significantly changed the gun and catch tube are separated by a
by moderate variations of the initial cavity distance of 6 in. The bird setback is caused
volume and pressure. by the crushing of the mitigator, which is

located just aft of the slotted opening and

2. DESIGN OF THE SIMULATOR which is in physical contact with the MEM.
Both the mitigator and the MEM are at rest

In the present tests, an HDL 2.5-in.-dam. prior to impact. For a nonelastic MEM .
x 8-ft-long air gun was used in combination (consisting only of a mass without springs),
with a 2.5-in.-diam. x 1.5-ft-long catch tube the ratio of MEM to mitigator masses is of the
to provide the sequential simulation of setback order 100, and the ratio of MEM to bird masses
and drag environments (figs. la and lb). The is about 10 for aluminum honeycomb and about 5
air gun is sealed at one end by the bird and for wood mitigators.
by a 0.002-in. mylar diaphragm at the other

end. A vacuum of about 1 torr is drawn in the The aims of the present tests were to ,
space between the seals and, upon release of a evaluate the simulator and to simulate the
restraining pin, the bird is driven the length setback and drag environments experienced by a".
of the gun and into the catch tube by atmo- arming mechanism being developed for use in
spheric air. In each of 30 tests, the 1.17-1b Army ordnance projectiles. To this end, the

bird emerged from the gun at a speed of bird was made of BakeliteT
M
, with a diameter of -

5,-.- .- \.
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TABLE I SUMMARY OF TEST VALUES

USED IN THE SIMULATION OF DRAG
______________ AND SETBACK _,_.-..

Bird MEM Washer Cavity Impact Bird MEM

Shot No. Weight Weight Dameter Leakage Speed Speed Speed Mitigator -
lb. lb. in. Area in _ fps fps fps ___

99 1.17 4.83 2.483 .117 156 -.6 37.9 Wood

100 1.17 4.83 2.483 .117 160 -1.3 38.8 Wood

0 1.17 4.83 2.451 .241 155 .6 36.7 Wood
102 1.17 4.83 2.451 .241 - .8* 36.7* Wood

104 1.17 4.83 2.451 .241 - .8* 36.7* Wood

'105 1.17 4.83 2.451 .241 150 1.5 35.6 Wood

107 1.17 4.83 2.401 .432 157 3.0 37.3 Wood

108 1.17 4.83 2.401 .432 156 3.7 36.9 Wood

-. 1.17 4.83 2.350 .622 156 3.5 36.9 Wood

110 1.17 4.83 2.350 .622 157 3.6 37.1 Wood

11 1.17 4.74 2.000 1.443 153 3.8 36.8 Wood

112 1.17 4.74 2.000 1.443 153 3.2 36.9 Wood

113 1.17 11.16 2.483 .117 155 -3.6 16.6 Aluminum

114 1.17 11.16 2.483 .117 154 -3.0 16.4 Aluminum

116 1.17 11.16 2.401 .432 155 3.8 15.8 Aluminum
117 1.17 11.16 2.401 .432 - 4.2 15.8* Aluminum

118 1.17 11.16 2.401 .432 156 3.6 15.8 Aluminum

119 1.17 11.16 2.451 .241 155 1.1 16.0 Aluminum

120 1.17 11.16 2.451 .241 155 1.1 16.0 Aluminum
.P 121 1.17 4.74 2.00 1.443 155 4.7 37.1 Wood

122 1.17 4.74 2.00 1.443 157 4.1 37.7 Wood

123 1.17 4.83 2.350 .622 155 3.3 36.7 Wood

124 1.17 4.83 2.350 .622 155 3.2 36.7 Wood
125 1.17 4.83 2.401 .432 157 3.3 37.2 Wood"-__-_____,_-__
126 1.17 4.83 2.401 .432 157 3.2 37.2 Wood

2.483 in. at the impact section and length of diam. brass bars with 4 legs at each end (fig.

6 in,(fig. 2). As shown, the bird diameter 4). On placing the MEM in the catch tube, the
aft of the impact section was reduced by 0.06 centerline of each MEM was coincident with the
in. so that a stripe pattern attached to the axis of the tube. O
bird did not make physical contact with the
wall of the gun or catch tube. (A streak In the present tests, for the fixed bird . ,
photo of the stripes gives displacement-time and MEM masses, fixed initial relative motion .-.-

data from which the bird setback and drag are between bird and MEM following setback, and
, obtained by double differentiation). The insignificant variations of cavity pressure and

interior of the bird accommodated two arming volume (with respect to their effect on drag), ,. "
mechanisms (fig. 2). the drag was determined by controlling the air

leakage into the cavity. To accomplish this,

- The aluminum honeycomb mitigators had a an aluminum washer of desired diameter was

static crush strength of 2000 psi; each was a screwed to the impact end of the MEN (fig. 4).
cube with a 1.5-in. edge. A light plastic Each washer weighed about 0.09 lb and the .-.

foam strip was taped around each aluminum mitigator was placed in physical contact with

mitigator to center the mitigator with the the washer. Air leakage was determined by the
axis of the catch tube (fig. 3). The wood size (diameter) of the washer (taking into
mitigators (four marine grade, 3/4 in. fir account the small leakage past the bird into

plywood sections held together with masking the cavity). 0

tape) fitted snugly into the tube and were
2.9 in. long with an equilateral triangular 3. COMPUTER PROGRAMS

cross section having an area of 2.0 in.
2  

Teourceisto7a
4"€ (fig. 3). The computer codes in section 7 are

presented for the computation of setback

The top and bottom photos show the acceleration (code SETBACK for the aluminum

mitigators before and after impact. To attain mitigator only), which is an adaptation of the
approximately zero bird speed following computer code VARYB, case A, of Pollin, (Ref 1) S

setback, the required weights of the MEM's and for the computation of the acceleration
were 4.83 lb for the wood mitigator and 11.16 caused by aerodynamic drag (code DRAG) for both

lb for the aluminum honeycomb mitigator. aluminum and wood mitigators. SETBACK is %.-.

(The MEM weights are different because the based on the conservation equations for conti- We.

elasticity of the two mitigators is nuity, momentum, and energy. No computer code ".% .'.

different). The MEM's consisted of 2-in.- is available for wood mitigators; here, setback "-'-.

1.0

•..
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- designs were based on unpublished HDL experi-
mental data. The termination of the mitigator
crush occurs when Ul-U2 at the time denoted by
T-TC. The elasticity in the mitigator produces
additional setback for a time interval at T>TC.
Empirical data indicate that a linear spring 6
constant formulation yields the proper
additional setback acceleration and the time A
at which setback terminates. The spring .

constants for the aluminum and wood are based *'

on equal displacements at each end of the
4-,. mitigator of Cl-C2=0.01 (aluminum) and ,-

Cl=C2-0.06 in. (wood) at the time T=TC and for / *0
the load acting on the mitigator at that time.
To facilitate the recording of streak photo / .%..
data, the tests were designed so that the bird %*'.

velocity Ul=O at the termination of setback. i " 
,

"." For this condition, the above spring constants . I . -
*"" were used in SETBACK to determine the I"

appropriate MEM mass for both the aluminum and
wood mitigators."

Maximum setback loading is at least 100 i ,\, .

times larger than that for aerodynamic drag, .-iI
and the setback pulse fall occurs in less than
400 ps; see figs. 5 and 6. Thus, the setback --'---"--
and drag parts of the pulse are clearly :--. .,, \ .-.
distinguishable. The termination of setback ,I . . , \.o

* marks the commencement of drag. However,
because of the reduction of the cavity volume, I --
the cavity pressure rises to about 20 psi f ......... .........
during setback 'see section 4). Hence, in the .......
computations, the commencement of drag is
assumed to occur at the time during the pulse
fall where the streak photo data yield Al = Figure 5 Comparison of calculated and
-22 g; this is the bird acceleration caused by experimental setback data for % .
a cavity pressure of 20 psi in the absence of aluminum honeycomb mitigators.
setback. The streak photo data give the value Shots 113, 118-120
of Ul at the comnencement of drag and momentum
corservation yields the corresponding value for - -""
the MEM velocity, U2. The measured length of ,,

the crushed mitigator is used to denote the
distance separating the bird and MEM at the , "
commencement of drag, from which the corre-
sponding volume of air in the cavity is I
determined. ' -- .1

3.1 SETBACK FOR ALUMINUM MITIGATORS

The impact of the bird with the mitigator
(which is attached to and at rest with the MEM
inside the catch tube -- fig. lb) initiates

L• crushing of the mitigator at its interface with
*. the bird. The crush front, which is the

boundary separating the crushed and uncrushed
- mitigator masses proceeds toward the MEM during.,%'-' crushing. '

The dynamic crush force is given by Pollin
(Ref 1).

F = 1.05 FO (1 + 0.5 (Ul-U2)/UO). .. ,*1

Figure 6 Experimental setback data for wood %mitigator.
Shots 108; 110-112.
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The hydrodynamic crush force arising from The actual air leakage can be expected to
acceleration of mitigator mass at the crush have a value of C in the range 0.5'<<. The
front is given by mass rate of flow into or out of the cavity is

given by - .

R = A4 (Ul-U2)
R7=D7*U7*A7.

where the time rate of mitigator crush is 
.______

given by The cavity pressure is the sum of the partial
pressures of the initial air in the cavity and

M4 = PAS (Ul-U2). the air leakage. The code DRAG computes the
above quantities at small time intervals during

The force (F+R) is transmitted to the mass the aerodynamic drag phase.
(MI+M4), so that the setback acceleration

experienced by the bird is 4. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

(1) Al = -(F+R)/(MI+M4). Table I summarizes the tests run for

setba'k and drag for the two types of
The dynamic force F is transmitted to the mitigators and for thw washer diameters of

mass (M2+M5), so that the ME2 acceleration is 2.483, 2.451, 2.401 and 2.350 in. Tests were
also run without any washers, so that the

(2) A2=F/(M2+M5). obstructed area was that of the MEM cross
section. The MEM has a diameter of 2.000 in.

The spring constants of the mitigator, to which must be added the projected area
ZI=Z2, are determined at the time T=TC by the 0.375 in.

2 
of the four legs at each end of the -.-

mitigator displacements CI=C2=0.01 and the MEM. The catch tube and bird diameters
force 1.05 FO acting on both Ml and M2. No measured 2.503 and 2.483 in. which resulted in
elasticity is assumed for T<TC, and setback a leakage area of 0.0783 in.. The area A7 is%

ends when the forces acting on MI, M2, and M3 the sum of the leakage areas about the bird %
are simultaneously zero. Accordingly, for and washer/MEN into the cavity. The table
T>TC to the time at which AI=A2=A3=0, the bird also gives the streak photo values for UO and

and ME. accelerations were computed from the Ul, and the values for U2 computed from
relations momentum conservation. Both Ul and U2 are for

S.the time denoting the termination of setback.
(3) Al = -ZI*Xl/Ml and .

4.1 SETBACK
(4) A2 = Z2*X2/M2. %

The streak camera was run at a compara-
Computed values for the bird and MEN tively slow speed so that both setback and

velocities and displacements were obtained by drag could be recorded on a single photo. The

single and double integrations of the equations photo covered a period of 20 ms, of which only
for Al and A2. about 1.5 ms consisted of setback. The

setback displacement-time data was taken at
3.2 DRAG 200 W. intervals. These time intervals are

large compared with the setback pulse duration,
The drag force is determined entirely by so that the reduced data "smoothes" the actual : t _4

the cavity and the ambient atmospheric pulse shape. Notably, the rise and fall
pressures acting on the bird face. For the times are lengthened and the Almax is
reasons discussed in section 4, it is decreased.
sufficient to assume that the initial volume
for the air in the cavity was 4.92 in.

3 
and Fig. 5 shows the reduced experimental

the initial cavity air pressure was 20 psi for setback data of four typical tests for Al with

all test conditions. Table I shows the initial aluminum honeycomb mitigators. If one allows % %
. 'bird and MIX speeds for each test. The cavity for an uncertainty (shift of the time axis) of %

pressure changes as a result of the air 50 os in determining the beginning of the test
leakage into or out of the cavity and the pulse, the differences between experimental
change of the cavity volume arising from the data are generally within about 10 percent of
relative motion between the bird and MEN. the average value of the Al data for the given
Incompressible air flow is assumed at a time. Fig. 5 also shows the calculated values
temperature of 530 OR and the leakage velocity for Al based on the work of Pollin (Ref 1).
U7 is computed from the relation Recalling that the experimental displacement

data is read at 200 ws intervals, clearly, the
(5) U7 = C 421P0-PI/D7, where calculated and experimental data can be broughtinto good agreement. 7

C = I for Bernoulli (frictionless)
incompressible flow, and Fig. 6 shows typical experimental '

% setback pulses with wood mitigators. The
C mr0.5 for incompressible flow with wood and aluminum mitigators yielded approxi- -

.. .. .,

MRfriction. merely equal peak accelerations, although the,.%

k-.% 104
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wood gives longer pulse durations. Of course, -

having the same value for UO and approximately
zero terminal velocity, the two sets of pulses
have the same "area under the curve" since

TS
UO= f AIdT

0

where T=TS is the time of the setback pulse. "
The pulse time is larger for the wood miti- .. " * .

gator because its curve is less rectangular..
The test-to-test repeatability of Al for the o "'
wood mitigators is about the same as that . •

"  
. ' . •.

noted above for the aluminum. " O

A reliable measure of the test data .
precision (which differs from that for drag) is ,. .

* given by the fluctuation of the data during the ,
free flight bird travel over a distance of

d. approximately 1.5 in. before setback begins. . ,,
9 '. Accordingly, the average random error in .

determining setback velocity and acceleration
was found to be 1 fps and 200 g....

4.2 DRAG '- ."-

" The bird velocity is generally less than ..................

10 fps during the entire drag phase. To 1 2 %... *,.,

- determine the measurement precision, three
streak photos were obtained with the bird at Figure 7 Precision of drag

* rest. (That is, the bird was inserted into the measurements
slotted opening of the catch tube -- which is
in the camera field of view -- and three the compression ratio was 1.56. Assuming no
streak photos were taken with the bird at rest leakage, isentropic or isothermal compression
in the same way as for an actual test for yields cavity air pressures of 27.4 or 22.9
setback or drag). The test data precision is psi. However, up to the termination of setback, " , -.'

" given by the fluctuation of the data for this there is a time interval of about 1.5 ms for
condition. The average random error in leakage to occur, and the corresponding amount
determining velocity and acceleration during of the reduction of the cavity pressure depends

. the drag phase was found to be 0.1 fps and 1 g. on A7. If we assume a cavity volume of 4.92
A few measurements were found to be in error by in.

3 
(so that, in the absence of the miti- .

2 g and one error amounted to 3 g. The gator, LO=l in.), table lla shows the drag
- timewise point-by-point fluctuation of the drag induced AI(T) for incompressible frictionless

acceleration with the bird at rest is shown in flow with cavity pressures at the beginning of
figure 7. Although reduced test data of bird drag of 20 and 30 psi for A7 values of 0.117
displacement were taken at time intervals of and 1.068 in.

2
. There is a small effect of

400 is, calculations for the acceleration were cavity pressure on Al up to about 5 ms for
made at intervals of 800 os, or four times A7=0.117 and negligible effect on Al beyond '. *e

larger than those used for setback. The test 1 ms for A7=1.068 in.
2
. The net time effect is

-.data shown in figure 7 are shown separated at further reduced if we take into account the
400 ps intervals. This results from the fact time required for setback.
that two overlapping sets of data points at

% 800 ws time intervals, separated by 400 ps, The cavity volumes at the beginning of
O were prepared from each photo. drag for the wood and aluminum mitigators were

Onte1.3 and 0.7 times larger than the volume 4.92
On the average, the wood and aluminum in.

3
. If one assumes an initial cavity air -.

* mitigators were each crushed 0.7 in. The pressure of 20 psi, table lIb gives the drag -
variation of crush above or below 0.7 in. was induced Al(T) for incompressible frictionless
within 5 percent. This is consistent with the flow with LO values of 1.3 and 0.7 (corre- -,4
previously noted less than 10 percent variation sponding values of LO for the above vol mes)
of setback acceleration. The initial oird and for A7 equal to 0.117 and 1.068 in.. The

* impact with the mitigator occurred 0.25 in. aft effect of initial cavity volume on Al is
of the slotted opening of the catch tube. approximately the same as that found above for
Starting from the bird position at the edge of initial cavity pressure.
the slotted opening, the volume of air in the .-

cavity was 9.99 and 5.44 in.
3 

for the wood and In the following comparisons between the
aluminum mitigators, respectively. At the predicted and experimental drag acceleration,%

termination of setback, the air volumes were data given in figs. 8-15, the initial cavity

= 6.40 and 3.48 in.
3
. Thus, for both mitigators, air pressure and volume were taken as 20 psi
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";" and 4.92 n• The cacltdvalues (solid setback. However, the expansion of the :" "

'Y: lines) are given for frictional and friction- cavity volume very quickly leads to reduced ;....%

' .less (C-.5 and C-.0) incompressible air flow cavity pressures and the drag force changes,-'""
into the cavity. In every case, the calculated direction. The experimental data (individual

,.qdrag for the frictional flow (denoted by *) is shot numbers are denoted by the prescript
* larger han the comparable frctonless flow letter T) as well as the calculated data

"_(denoted by +), because friction slows the (denoted by the prescript letter C) given in,.-..-

flow into the cavity. In turn, this reduces figures 8 to 15 and tables a and TIb show,

• ::cavity pressures (and thereby increases drags) that a state of "steady" drag occurs within .....

",because of the cavity volume increase about 4 ins. Drag accelerations up to 30 g :Ii ' .. - #

•.,arising from the motion of the MEM relative to were obtained. For equal values of AT, the ''--
""the bird, Similarly, reduced A7 yields wood mitigators yield larger drags than those ""'

larger drags, for aluminum because of the higher elasticity ;-.i

of wood mitigators and the resulting larger

For all values of A7 and for bath wood and relative speeds between the MV4 and bird. .:.:.:.
aluminum mitigators at the termination of the

setback (that is, when the force acting on the If one allows for the previously noted measure- :''

bird due to the mitigator was relaxed to zero), meni precision, the experimental data are in '-''-

the cavity pressure exceeds that of the good agreement with the predicted data for a .% .

ambient atmosphere, and the aerodynamic drag frictional incompressible flow with values of ;._
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'"" the experimental data seem to indicate that the experienced an adequate setback signature and "'""
-J value of C is nearly 1 for the larger A7 and the drag signature is inadequate or does not -O

."reduces in value with decreasing A7. This occur in the proper time sequence with respect
would agree with the higher flow velocities to the setback signature. For arming to occur,

P,'"through a smaller gap and thereby higher shear it is necessary that the simulation of aero-
'.-".stresses associated with the smaller leakage dynamic drag (minimum amplitude of 3 g) be

rates. initiated within about 5 ms following the
termination of setback and that the drag pulse

• 4.3 SAFETY AND ARMING DEVICE TESTS endures for a minimum time. The minimum pulse•
. .time decreases with increasing drag and amounts,

A current Army requirement is that a fuze to 20 msec for a 3 g drag pulse. Moreover, the

,,'." shall not become functional (arm) until fuze must not arm at accelerations below 1 g,-.'.j
~subjected to two distinct, unique environmental regardless of pulse duration. Either an arm """"

frepeuirin the use of the fuze. One or fail-safe condition results for drags in ":%

,' such "double signature" is provided by a between these limits. ",.."
safety and arming mechanism (S&A) that requires

Ssuccessive setback and drag, in that order, As a demonstration of the feasibility of

during which time the mechanism goes through the simulator as a tester, a hollow bird was
.'; three states: safe, to fail-safe, to fully prepared to accommodate two S&A devices, fig..'.-"

"-" armed. The setback device is required to be 2. The total weight of the bird including two",' ."43insensitive to a setback of 2500 g. Excessive of the devices was brought up to the 1.17 lb

',%" setback of around 40,000 g can result in weight of the bird in the tests previously '.-"

structural damage and malfunction. The fail- described. The previously described ME2d's, J .- ,

, safe condition will result when the device has washers, and mitigators were used so that the ."

.. 107 . ."'"7 3"
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setbacks attained are assumed to be the same The predicted setback data for aluminum
as those shown in figs. 5 and 6.* However, mitigators can be put into this same 10

the diameter of the new bird was slightly percent agreement with the test data.
smaller, so that the A7 value associated with

. each washer was slightly larger. Drags up to Finally, tests were performed on several
9 g were obtained. The shapes of the drag units of a safety and arming device to 0
pulses are shown in figs. 8 through 15. demonstrate the feasibility of the simulator
Streak photo data were available for a total as a tester. The results of the simulator
time of 20 ms for each test, including tests were found to be in good agreement with

" setback. The calculated drag pulse duration known design characteristics.
(corresponding to the ME1 speed and the time
required for the washer to exit the catch 6. LIST OF SYMBOLS
tube) for the wood and aluminum mitigators was
21 and 91 ms, respectively. A instantaneous mitigator crush area (as

measured at bird interface), in.
2

Table III summarizes the test results on
the S&A device. In all tests, the setbacks AO maximum mitigator crush area, in.

2

* shown in figures 5 and 6 caused the device to
procede from safe to fail-safe position. A7 cavity leakage area, comprising the sum
Tests (not presented here) showed that the of leakages between catch tube and MEM, -
device would remain in the safe position when and between catch tube and bird, in.

2

the bird impact speed was reduced to 95 fps "
and the mitigator was aluminum. For this At acceleration, ft/s

2

speed, the pulse duration and/or magnitude of

the setback were insufficient to cause the C friction coefficient (=I.0 (friction- ."
device to process to the fail-safe position, less), - 0.5 (with friction)) %

which agrees with the above-noted design
requirement for the mechanism. Except in one Cl mitigator elongation at the bird inter- ,. -.
out of 52 tests, (wood mitigator with A7=.48) face, arising from relaxing the force
the test data of table III indicate that the thereon at T=TC, in.
device performed as expected. Otherwise, with
proper setback the device armed as required C2 mitigator elongation at the MEM inter- .-.-

when the drag was larger than 3 g and remained face, arising from relaxing the force
in the fail-safe position for drags not thereon at T=TC, in.
exceeding 1 g. .' . "

D7 air density (=0.0749 Ibm/ft
3
) r.%,% 

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
F mitigator dynamic crush force, lb

A description is given of the work
performed to combine setback and drag into a FO mitigator static crush pressure, psi .- -.-.
single laboratory tester in order to simulate,
in the proper time frame, the sequential 1-1 bird
setback and aerodynamic drag experienced by
Army ordnance projectiles. In the present 1-2 MEM

tests, maximum setback was about 5000 g and
"steady" state drag commenced within 4 ms of 1=3 mitigator

the completion of setback. Aerodynamic drag
up to 30 g was simulated for 20 ms and up to 1=4 crushed mitigator
17 g for 90 ms.

I=5 remaining uncrushed mitigator
Differences between test-to-test

setback acceleration data for both wood and L distance of bird penetration for which
aluminum mitigators are generally within about mitigator area increases linearly from .
10 percent of the instantaneous average value. 0 to AO, in. S

*In the chronological order of this work, LO length of cavity at termination of

the simulator tests on the S&A device were setback, in.
performed prior to the previously described
measurements, and streak photo data was not L9 initial mitigator length, in.

obtained. However, on the basis of the
precision and repeatability of the data shown MI mass, lbm

in figures 5-15, the setback data can be
assumed to be the same as those shown in figs. M7 mass of air passing into cavity, lbm.. .
5 and 6, and the predicted frictionless drag
data (C=I) should adequately represent test M4 time rate of mitigator crush, Ibm/s
data.

P total air pressure in cavity, psi

P0 ambient atmospheric pressure (-14.7 psi)
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TABLE III- TEST RECORD OF PERFORMANCE OF FUZE DEVICE

Aluminum Mitigator

Number of Tests Cavity Leakage Fail- Drag Range
Area in

2  
Safe Armed

16 .15 0 16 9 to 3
2 .20 0 2 4to2 2
6 .30 5 1 2
1 .39 1 0 1 -

2 .48 2 0 0.9
6 .67 6 0 0.4 -7

Wood Mitigator

Number of Tests Cavity Llakage Fail- Armed Drag Range
Area in Safe . .

4 .30 0 4 7 to 5

8 .48 1* 7 4 to 3
3 .67 1 2 2 -ft°-
4 1.49 4 0 0.3

*Indicates malfunction of fuze device.
P7 parpial pressure in cavity caused by air ,,, .-eaKage into or out or cavity, psi
R (=i4(Ul-U2)) hydrodynamic crush force, lb

S ratio of crush front travel to depth p density of uncrushed mitigator, lbm/in.
3  

"

of bird penetration

T time, s Superscript " "

TC time duration of the mitigator crush, s (') denotes time differentation of the given
variable

UO initial bird velocity, fps ACKNWLEDGENTS

U7 speed of air leakage passing into or

out of cavity, (referred to area A7), The concept of the simulator and much of .

fps its design are the work of Herbert Curchack.
Preliminary tester construction and tests

UI velocity, fps were done by Arthur Ball. Robert Kayser,
Forrest Nelson and Don Mary operated the

V cavity volume, in.
3  

simulator and obtained the test data.
Herbert Curchack and Don Mary reduced the v-I.

Xl=Cl-Y3+Yl>0, honeycomb elongation at bird streak photo data. Finally, I would like to,-
interface, in. thank Kathy Mott for her preparation of the .-. -t,,

typescript.

X2-C2-Y2+Y3>0, honeycomb elongation at MEM
interface, in. REFERENCES - *

YI displacement, in. 1. Pollin, I., "Impact Pulse Shaping",
Harry Diamond Laboratories TR-1710 (June 1975).

Zl(=-AlMl/Cl), honeycomb spring constant at
bird interface, where Al is
the acceleration at T=TC,
lb/in.

Z2(--AlMl/C2), honeycomb spring constant at
MEM interface, where Al is
the acceleration at T=TC,
lb/in.,'>' f.'....'_.

6 depth of bird or MEM penetration, in.

0-" washer diam, in. '..*
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Dyrdahl (Boeing Company): What is the
meaning of the term "set back"?

Mr. Pollin: "Set back" is the ballistic

terminology for the negative acceleration that
a projectile experiences when it is fired.

Voice: You can simulate the peak acceleration
and the drag force but can you simulate the
duration in flight?

Mr. Pollin: The catch tube was an 18 in.
(.5m) long straight tube. The drag ends when
the momentum exchange mass washer leaves the
catch tube and I see no reason why the catch
tube can't be made longer. We did nothing to
try to profile the drag because we wanted to
see whether our theory was correct. It was Z -
the first cut and it worked very well. The
idea for the device came from Mr. Herbert.-
Curchack of the Harry Diamond Laboratories.

Mr. Balsara (U.S. Army Engineer Waterways

Experiment Station): Are you trying to
simulate the acceleration, the steady flight
and the deceleration of the missile?

Mr. Pollin: The set back itself is to simulate ]
what happens inside a gun barrel. If we have "

a gun barrel 2 or 2 ft (.6 or .76m) long, we
know what type of accelerations this projectile,. .
should experience from pressure measurements
made within the gun barrel. Then we can

simulate exactly what happens in that gun
barrel; we mount the components backwards and 5
we get the projectile up the speed slowly. In .:-

our usual setback experiments we have a 100 ft.

(30m) long gun in which we slowly accelerate
the projectile up the speed. The test of the I
simulation begins when the mitigator begins
to crush. We are able to simulate rise times '

on the order of one or two milliseconds. We Z

are simulating the interior ballistic acceler-
ation environment and that is the first set in ,r -

: the set back. The second part is the aero- -
%' dynamic drag. When it leaves the gun barrel, '-

it goes through a change from set back to

aerodynamic drag. We are able to get within
two to four milliseconds. This is what we know
to be the real case. We are actually simulating

the free flight aerodynamic drag. 5

%
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BARREL-TAMPED, EXPLOSIVELY PROPELLED ROTATING PLASTIC PLATES

F. H. Mathews, B. W. Duggin
Sandia Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

A previous paper described the use of barrel-tamped explosive charges
to accelerate aluminum plates to high velocity with slow rotation [1].
These plates were employed to study weapon fuzing under conditions
simulating high-velocity oblique impact into hard-earth targets. In the, -,

present paper, small barrel-tamped explosive systems are modified to
allow the launching of slowly rotating plastic plates with relatively
efficient transfer from chemical to kinetic energy of the plate. This
development was complicated by the tendency of plastic materials to
fragment during acceleration. Several techniques are discussed that

reduce the pressures experienced by the plate during acceleration. A ...
successful design employing a detonation wave normally incident upon .

an expansion gap provides sufficient pressure reduction to project
intact nylon-6 plates of small size. Velocities ranging from 2400 to ,
3800 m/s have been obtained. Parameters affecting the design are
investigated, resulting in an empirical method for calculating terminal
velocity.

Attempts to scale these results to larger systems suitable for full-
scale fuze testing have been unsuccessful because of material failures
in the nylon plates. Departures from scaling suggest the direction for
future work.

INTRODUCTION A previous paper [2] described a tech-
nique in which solid explosive initiated to

Ballistic missile warheads employ impact- produce grazing detonation accelerated a -.. %,.

actuated fuzes that function at contact velocities slowly rotating plate to high velocity. Appro- -.
up to 4500 m/s. Development tests involve priate positioning of the fuze along the flight ,.

"turnaround" impacts where target materials path of the plate allowed the desired relation
are projected against stationary fuze assem- between the velocity vector and the surface of
blies. This reciprocal arrangement produces the plate. This has allowed impact experi-
representative impact stresses while avoiding ments at oblique angles with simulants of both .-
the high cost of flight experiments. Experi- hard- and soft-earth targets.
mental methods suitable for velocities above
1800 m/s present a particular challenge be- Recent experience employing grazing

* cause of the limited velocity or mass capa- detonation to propel nylon plates at velocities
bility of such conventional devices as rocket both above and below the 2350 m/s experiment
sleds and powder guns. previously described [2] has uncovered sev- ".- .

eral problems. First, grazing detonation of '

C-4 explosive caused plate damage at veloci-
This work was supported by the United ties below about 1900 m/s. Second. at veloci- . C,

States Energy Research and Development ties above 2400 m/s, unacceptably large
Administration. explosive quantities were necessary. The
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useful velocity range for nylon plates using where D is the detonation velocity and y is the
grazing detonation of C-4 explosive is presently "effective" gas constant for explosion gases..
severely limited. Accordingly, an experimen-
tal program was undertaken to develop a more Terminal velocity for rearward detona-
acceptable explosive technique. tion can be calculated numerically.[6] from

appropriate explosive properties.

ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS Final velocities are compared in Fig. 2
as a function of loading factor. Highest ye-

Three configurations suitable for explo- locities are expected from forward detonation,
sively accelerating plates are depicted in provided difficulties associated with damage
Fig. 1. Peak compressive stresses at the ex- due to high pressure can be overcome. Sig-
plosive plate interface are lowest for rearward nificantly lower velocities are expected from
detonation, increasing approximately twice for rearward detonation, and even lower velocities
grazing detonation and twice again for normal result from grazing detonation. Side losses *

-" detonation. If side losses are small; i. e. , are important for most practical systems ,
when the explosive is thin in comparison to where low geometrical efficiency [11 tends to ,. -

* lateral dimensions, plate terminal velocities reduce final velocity below the values indi-
can be predicted from one-dimensional theo- cated. Because of axial symmetry, rearward

* ries. Thus, for the grazing configuration [3,4] detonation lends itself to side confinement and
. the terminal velocity V is given by the possibility of improving geometrical effi-

ciency in comparison to grazing detonation. .*...

'12EV 4000"

GRAZING*
~ 2000REARWARD

>NORMAL . . ..where 2 - is an experimentally determined NORMAL

where ~1000
characteristic velocity for the explosive and
C/M, the loading factor, is the ratio between 0
explosive mass C and plate mass M. 0 1 2 3 4 5. -,,

C

EXPLOSIVE
PLATE Fig. 2 - Terminal velocity as a function

of loading factor for geometries
of Fig. 1

REARWARD DETONATION

Two experiments were conducted with
REARWARD GRAZING NORMAL the geometry shown in Fig. 3. Initiation was

* provided by a thin multipoint exploding bridge-
Fig. 1 - Geometries for explosive detonation wire detonation [81 that generated 200 simul- .

taneous initiations over the 100-mm diameter ,j -
of the assembly. Results were disappointing.

Terminal velocity for normal detonation The nylon plate was shattered into many frag-
-51 is given by ments, all moving at a nearly uniform but low

velocity. Even with confinement, rearward
32 C) 1 1 2  detonation resulted in unacceptably low energy S

1+ -1 efficiencies. When rearward detonation is
V D (2)-.

"32C 2 (2)

27 M Properties used to describe Comp C-4
explosive [4, 7] are r2E-= 2750 m/s, D = 8040 %

* m/s, y = 2.7, and density 1D 1. 59 Mg/m 3. " " .
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compared to normal detonation, the lower the explosive mass, about 70 percent of the
pressures at the plate surface extend the time explosive energy is lost to the side.
required for plate acceleration, permitting
larger lateral losses. Our investigation of
rearward detonation was terminated when DETONATOR ELI
faced with these problems. EXPLOSIVE GAP PLATE

BARREL PBX 9407 BOOSTER T
K. -Z:N-,'.Z K.'

PLATE % "

Fig. 4 - Barrel tamped systems
,.EXPLOSIVE dNI AO .:.

Two competing processes must be hal-
Fig. 3 -Explosive configuration for anced to achieve a successful design. The

rearward detonation driving pressure at the interface between ex-
plosion products and flyer can be reduced by
increasing the gap, thus reducing the possi-
bility of plate damage. However, increasing

NORMAL DETONATION side losses tends to reduce plate velocity as
the gap is enlarged. Since the plastic ma- .- .

Normal detonation was investigated in terials are fragmented when no gap is present, -.
numerous small experiments using the con- the smallest usable gap is optimum. .

figuration illustrated in Fig. 4 where e, h and
d are the explosive length, air gap and barrel An approximate means of treating sys-
inside diameter. Detonation is initiated at the tems with side losses is to discount the total
rear surface and moves through the explosive, explosive C to a reduced value, the effective .

" causing a pressure wave carrying the explosive explosion Ce, which is assumed to act as if
" gases to move across an air gap and accelerate one-dimensional flow existed. Then Ce = aC
, both the flyer and guard plates. When the where a is an experimentally determined dis-
" guard is loosely attached to the flyer, it affords count factor. Then, using the effective ex-

protection from damaging edge relief waves. A plosive and combined guard and plate mass M,
slight taper cut across the width of the flyer- the one-dimensional analysis yields the termi-

- guard combination causes a modest-velocity nal velocity of the plate. In this way, charge
gradient (< 5 percent) across the flyer width. geometry (i. e., length and confinement) may - % -

This gradient when imposed upon translational be considered separately from plate velocity, J.

velocity causes the rotation of the plate during mass and explosive properties that are treated .
flight, by Eq. (2). .

Massive steel barrels, which are always This approximation may be extended by *

fragmented, reduce side losses. Since pres- using the discounted explosive mass in an
sures in the explosive gases depend upon the appropriate one-dimensional shock-wave cal-
ratio of initial to instantaneous volume raised culation. The influence of relative gap size -

to approximately the third power, movement of upon driving pressures was computed [6] forthe sidewalls tends to reduce the explosive several "discounted" one-dimensional geome- %

pressure by approximately the ratio of initial tries to yield the results plotted against a non-
to instantaneous radius raised to the sixth dimensional time in Fig. 5 for the case when .,,. -

"- power. During the process of barrel expansion, the terminal velocity of a nylon plate is 3700 .-. ,
a significant portion of the explosive energy is m/s. A purely hydrodynamic model was used "'...,

°° lost to barrel energy and becomes unavailable for nylon [9]. Although side losses from the J ''' %

for plate acceleration. Considering the geome- geometry of Fig. 4 account for approximately -. -
try of Fig. 4; with h/A = 0.18, 1/d =. 9 and 70 percent of the explosive energy, this figure
a barrel weight per unit length that is 4. 4 times is thought to represent appropriate trends.
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GAP 0

15 0.4

0.25 " 0.3 -= 1.5
z d

"- 10 4.0.5/ -,

0.2

5. 1.0/S.1 -1.9

2 3 4 5 6 00 I0 21 2 3 4 5 6

TIME. GA::P

Fig. 5 - Computed pressure time histo- Fig. 6 Discount factor ce as a function
ries at the explosive nylon of relative gap size for fixed

interface as a function of rela- confinement (N /C = 4. 4) and

tive gap size (h/al) two explosive lengths

Terminal velocity was measured during In those cases where fragments were

several small experiments to determine the formed, an average velocity observed in pulse

influence of gap size upon discount factor and X-ray shadowgraphs was taken. These data

whether a specific gap would yield intact indicate that only relatively small gaps may be

nylon-6 flyer plates. The geometry is depicted considered before edge losses lead to a sig-

in Fig. 4 where N is the barrel mass per unit nificantly reduced effective explosive mass. %

length and M is the sum of flyer and guard
mass. The results given in Table 1 and Fig. 6 Based upon previous experience with

were obtained by using the observed velocity in aluminum [1, 2] and these results, we con-

Eq. (2) to calculate an effective explosive mass cluded that a guard ring occupying half the

and then the appropriate discount factor, barrel cross-sectional area was justified. Th-
%- influence of gap upon plate damage is less

% clear. Small nylon plates could be propelled

TABLE 1 intact with gap sizes (h/aL) from 0.6 to 1.6
'.-'NA when a guard ring was used. The damaged .-,',Effect of Gap Size For N 4. 4

Efeto apSz-o 4plate observed in Shot 7 is puzzling but was not

A h h investigated further due to a low discount fac-

Shot No. a V m/s tor obtained with this large gap.

1 (1) 1.5 0 4.6 0.43 0 2670 An X-ray shadowgraph of an intact non- .-.
2 (2,3) 1.5 0.5 8.4 0.23 2.2 2600 rotating nylon-6 plate propelled to a velocity of

3 (2) 1.5 1.0 8.4 0.18 5.6 2300 2880 m/s is shown in Fig. 7. Relative gap '

1.9 0 7.9 0.38 0 3300 size (h/aA) was 0.96 with a= 0.27. The image
4 (4) 1.9 0 12.4 0.35 0 3840 results from a triple exposure taken as the
5 (5) 1.9 0.18 14.4 0.29 0.6 3780 plate had moved approximately 0. 75 m. Refer-

6 (5) 1.9 0.33 14.2 0.21 1.6 3300 ence marks are placed 102 mm apart. Ma-
7 (6) 1. 9 0.65 14.2 0.15 4.3 2750 terial visible behind the plate images is

fragments from the nylon guard ring.

Notes:
(1) Aluminum plate Other plastics besides nylon may be con-

(2) Nylon, no guard ring, front surface spalled sidered. We hoped to find materials more
(3) Sponge-rubber cushion between plate and resistant to fragmenting. In addition to nylon,

explosive Lexan, Kevlar fiber-reinforced epoxy, and
(4) Nylon plate fragmented fiberglass-reinforced epoxy were tried. Fibers

(5) Nylon plate remained intact in the composites were directed to reinforceL', (6) Front surface spalled the thickness and circumferential directions ,
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but did not strengthen the radial direction. All TABLE 2
of these materials fragmented more extensive- Measured Velocity As A Function
ly than did nylon, of Discounted Loading Factor ( ) "

Plate

No. (mm) M (m/s)

1 9.6(2) 4.12 3810

2 13 3.02 3260
3 16 2.52 3030

4 16 2.48 3080
5 16(3) 2.47 3080
6 16(4) 2.46 2980 . =.
7 20 2.02 2730
8 24 1.66 2440

Notes:
h AN

(1) a =0. 29, - 0.60, - =4.4

(2) Plate torn due to bending

(3) Tapered plate, W, = 4200 rad/s, 3 3.26' .-.-

Fig. 7 Pulse X-ray shadowgraph (4) Tapered plate, w = 4400 rad/s, = 4.940

of a nylon plate at a velocity
of 2880 m/s . ,

4000 .
With these results, a series of small

experiments were conducted with Comp C-4
explosive and nylon-6 plates with fixed length 3000 -

(/d - 1.9), fixed confinement (AN/C = 4.4) 2 .- .

and fixed relative gap (h/al = 0. 60) with a 2000
variable plate mass. Results are given in
Table 2 and compared to a prediction from
Eq. (2) using a = 0. 29 in Fig. 8. All nylon-6 1000
plates remained intact over the velocity range
from 2400 to 3810 m/s. Although the thinnest 0[
plate was bent forward, resulting in partial 0 1 2 3 4 5
tear along its diameter, the resulting halves
remained attached. The relatively good agree- LOADING FACTOR-
ment between observed velocity and the dis-
counted one-dimensional prediction establishes Fig. 8 -Observed nylon plate velocity
that this technique may be applied to barrel compared to values calculated ..
confined explosive systems with air gaps. from Eq. (2) with a 0. 29 and

h a 0.60

HOTATION

Rotation was caused by tapering the plate calculated while No. 6, Table 2, yielded
as indicated in Fig. 4 with typical values of (3 60 percent of the calculated value. A rela-
given in Table 2. Observed translation veloci- tively crude estimation of plate rotation is
ties were not affected by taper. This is not acceptable, because once rotation rate is
surprising since the rotational energy of the known from small-scale experiments, appro-
plate was never greater than 0. 1 percent of priate scaling [2] can be used to find the
its translational energy. Rotation velocities value for larger tests. Then when full-scale S
were always less than the value estimated testing is performed upon an impact fuze
from constant kinetic energy as a function of target, the fuze may be positioned along the
radius [1]. However, increasing the taper plate trajectory to permit exactly the desired
did increase rotation, while larger air gaps impact angle. An X ray of a small rotating
decreased rotation. The rotational rate for plastic plate moving at 2880 m/s is given in
No. 5, Table 2, was 76 percent of the value Fig.9 using an identical setup to that of Fig. 7.
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Several possible avenues for further in-
vestigations with nylon 6 exist since rate-
dependent properties, manufacturing stresses N. N
and many details of the material state; i.e.,
moisture content, do not scale or were not A
controlled during this experiment.

'": "CONCLUSION

-:P;;?:fr"n snTechniques have been investigated for
employing explosive to accelerate rotating
nylon-6 plates suitable for impact-fuze testing.

_______"_____________Poor energy efficiency coupled with plate dam-
age restrict the explosive technique to barrel
confined systems employing normally incident
detonation. Air gaps reduce pressures suffi-

Fig. 9 -X-ray shadowgraph of a smallinatptearobiedvrroaignlnpaeciently so that intact plates are obtained over .:•
rotating nylon plate a wide velocity range, provided the plates are

relatively small. The efficiency of energy
transfer between explosive and plate decreases

LARGE SYSTEMS with increasing gap size. A single empirical
measure of performance called the "discount

Development of a nylon flyer-plate sys- factor" was obtained. When this factor is ap-
tem sufficiently large to accommodate fuze pplied with available one-dimensional theories,
testing has been attempted at one velocity, the terminal velocity of the plate can be pre-
This effort is presently unsuccessful, yielding dicted as a function of air spacing, explosive
the result depicted in Fig. 10. This experi- properties, and plate mass. An attempt to
ment is a scaled enlargement (scale factor scale from successful small experiments to
4. 25) of the small system employed for the re- larger systems suitable for impact-fuze testing
suit of Fig. 9 with a barrel inner diameter of has been unsuccessful due to plate breakup.
216 mm. Only the relative confinement was Several departures from scaling related to ma-
not scaled, being reduced from 4. 4 to a value terial strength suggest directions for further J
of 2. 9. The appearance of fragments torn work.
from the plate together with spall failures
across the diameter of the plate indicate that
tensile effects are producing failures not ob- 'ill
served during the small experiments. REFERENCES
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DISCUSS ION

Mr. Avrami (Picatinny Arsenal): What kind of
explosives did you use?

Mr. Mathews: We used hand-packed charges of
composition C-4 explosive exclusively.

Mr. Avrami: Did you try to determine the
energy that was released from the explosive
to impact the plate?

Mr. Mathews: Typically, the approach would be %*
to use a sufficient quantity of explosive to
obtain the desired result. However, the problem
is that one would like to use as thick a plate
as possible at as high a velocity as possible.
The explosive charges required in that frame-
work became larger than we could handle at our
facility. The development of confined systems
increased the efficiency at appropriate
explosive amounts which turned out to be about
400 lbs.
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SHOCK WAVEFORM TESTING

ON AN ELECTRODYNAMIC VIBRATOR -

William E. Frain
Applied Physics Laboratory/The Johns Hopkins University

Laurel, Maryland

* Digital Control systems provide an efficient method for
transient waveform testing on electrodynamic shakers.
These systems can generate a variety of acceleration-
time history pulses including classical shock pulses
and operator supplied waveforms. The type or pulse

- . which can be accurately produced on an electrodynamic
shaker is limited to that which yields, for both initial
conditions and final conditions, zero value for the mag-
nitude of acceleration, velocity, and displacement. In

* addition, force, velocity, and displacement are limited
by the shaker design. To achieve the final end condi-
tions, the classic pulse is conditioned. This paper
studies the effect which the conditioning has on the
ability of the shaker to produce the pulse and also ex-

N amines the impact of conditioning on the Shock Response
Spectrum.

INTRODUCTION including: half-sine, triangular, termi-
nal peak sawtooth, rectangular, double-

Digital Control systems afford an pulse rectangular, and operator supplied
attractive capability for transient wave- analog pulses. -

N form (acceleration versus time) testing
on electrodynamic shakers (see Figs. 1
thru 4). These systems, through the use NOMENCLATURE
of high speed transfer function measure-

*ments and subsequent shaping techniques, go peak acceleration expressed in
are capable of producing high quality units of g's; . .

and reproducible waveforms with minimum
setup time. The process used to generate p = fraction of peak acceleration

*the waveform involves excitation with a of classic pulse to be used in
pulse having a sharp rise followed by an generating peak acceleration of
exponential decay (Ref. 1), response meas- conditioned sine wave;

* urement, and transfer function computa-0
tion. A compensation waveform is then t =time variable;
generated which has a signature, such
that when operated on by the measured =peak acceleration;
transfer function produces the desired
waveform on the shaker. *=velocity;

The Applied Physics Laboratory is X =displacement;

* currently performing transient waveform0
testing using a 15,000 pound force shaker To period of classic pulse;
controlled by a commercially available

e, digital vibration control system. The 71 periodof pre or post half-sine.
software package for transient waveform
control was developed by the digital con-
trol system vendor (Ref. 6). This system
can generate a variety of pulse shapes
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Fig. 3 - Conditioned rectangular Fig. 4 - Conditioned terminal peak by
pulse sawtooth pulse pule hlf

SHAKeR LIMITATIONS velocity and displacement. As an example,
( t) p a0fo ulst),he hina can o- a half-sine pulse has final conditions:

"* duced on an electrodynamic shaker is0
;::limited to that which yields, for both 1) X(t : ro) = 2 X0 L- 0
• .- initial conditions (t-O) and final con-.

ditions (t=fi ), zero value for the magnl- .". tude of acceleration, velocity, and dig- XoT
2

"placement (Ref. 2 and 3). In addition, 2) X (tT
0  
) - 0

."" a particular shaker has limitations of .
S: ~maximum force, velocity, and acceleration. -

For the shaker used at APL, the maximum To achieve the final condition con-
*force is 15,000 pounds while the maximum straints, the transient waveform control

velocity and displacement ratings are software conditions the desired pulse by "- ,*
70 inches/second and 0.5 inches respec- adding pre pulse and post pulse half- ,.•
tively. Clearly, for the unipolar pulses sine pulses of the proper amplitude and',.- %
(X( (t) 0 for all t), the final condi- duration. These conditioning sine pulses . /-
tions cannot bernet with respect to final are referred to as tails. Heuristically, I,' JX
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these tails provide a negative area under pulse. This pulse has maximum displace-
the acceleration-time history which is 2T o
equal to the area of the requisite clas- ment at t = + -. It should be ob-
sical pulse assuring zero final velocity. 3

The peak value of the tail (p5 o) is selec- served that for unsymmetric pulses, only -

table upon input as a fraction of the the final velocity will be zero. Some 0
peak value of the requisite waveform, residual displacement will exist. The
The resulting duration of the condition- residual displacement for the terminal
ing sine pulses is depicted in Fig. 5 as peak sawtooth will be; XR = -XoT2/12.TJ/T 0

the ratio of 1/To versus p for four Flexures on the electrodynamic shaker -

types of classic pulses. The choice of will return the specimen to the equilib--.7
the magnitude of p is usually governed rium position. Table I presents acompi-
by shaker displacement limitations. lation of the maximum velocity and maxi-

mum displacement which have been derived S
For conditioned pulses, the maximum (see Appendix) for each of the available

magnitude of velocity occurs at t = TI classic pulses conditioned by pre pulse
and at t ='Tl + To. These are the two zero and post pulse half-sines. From the equa-
crossings of the conditioned acceleration tions of Table I, it can be seen that for .
pulse. In the case of conditioned sym- a given peak acceleration the maximum
metric pulses, such as the half-sine, velocity is a linear function of the du-- 

-

rectangular, and triangular, the maximum ration of the classic pulse, To, and is
displacement occurs at t=T l +TO/2. For independent of the magnitude of the con- 0
conditioned unsymmetric pulses, the maxi- ditioning pulse, pXo, whereas, the maxi-
mum displacement will occur at the time mum displacement varies with the sum of
coinciding with the centroid (in the time two terms; one involving T2 and the sec-
domain) of the classic pulse. An example ond as a function of both To and p.
of this is the terminal peak sawtooth

N

PULSE TYPE MAX. VEL. IN/SEC. MAX. DISR, INCHES

SINE - 386.4,T0r -- N__ '.- -

ai Tr 7 W Ir4 p
TRIANGULAR

I / +384___, 7S.4-o2 r21 1l , '""i. -46.4.7'. 386.4

RECTANGLE

Ini .__ "..%-.',.
386 4 + LTo 3 o.86.4 

,,2

29 2

SAWTOOTH "- -- -'.

+386.4 T 386.4 & 7+"

TABLE I
Velocity and Displacement Maximax
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. . . . . .. 7 M.

Using the previously stated limita- (increasing p), has a dramatic effect on . .
tions of the shaker, maximum velocity the maximum acceleration capability.
equals 70 inches/second and maximum dis- Consider a half-sine classic pulse (Fig.
placement equals 0.5 inches, these equa- 5) with a period of 0.020 seconds. With . '
tions are expressed parametrically in p p = 5%, a peak acceleration of 1.9g is
for each of the conditioned classic pulses permissible whe:'eas, with p=50%, a peak S
in Figs. 6 through 9. For test labora- acceleration of 12.5g can be achieved.

- tories having the same shaker limitations, Using p to advantage, a test conductor
. these curves can be used directly for the can then significantly increase capabil-

purposes of determining capability for ity by making p large. The value of con-
- performing a test and for the selection ditioning the classic pulse is then two-

of p. Of course, if the requisite test fold: it preserves the requisite end %
program exceeds the shaker displacement conditions for an electrodynamic shaker
limitations, schemes such as armature and by increasing the peak amplitude of O
D.C. biasing (Ref. 4) or armature mech- the conditioning sine waves, the shaker ----

"* anical biasing should be considered. It capability is significantly increased by -
is noteworthy that increasing the magni- decreasing the displacement of the con- .'
tude of the conditioning half-sine pulse ditioned waveform. -

li . ~--p .-

1000

8-

RECTANGULAR (i U
6- TI 4o

TSIN

1....(..--.)

4 -E SAWTOOTH S TRIANGULAR (i 2r"

i~o to-8't%

020 40 60 80 100

* PERCENT TAILS (P x 0O)

Fig. 5 - r versus percent tails \J
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William E. Frain

CONSEQUENCES OF CONDITIONING doubled for 50% and 75% tails. This
strongly implies that the intent of the

Although there is value derived from specification has been seriously jeopar- ,
conditioning the classical pulses with dized by increasing p. Alternatively,
tails, we need toknowhow this condition- at lower frequencies, the SRS for con-
ing will alter the loading effect which ditioned pulses with large p is apprecia- 0
is produced on a specimen which is sub- bly less than the SRS of the classic
jected to this shock. Clearly, the pulses pulse. For high frequencies, the SRS of
shown in Figs. 1 through 4 do not look the conditioned pulses tends toequal the
like their classic counterparts. Also, SRS of the classic pulse for all values
they violate the shape tolerances given of p. A comprehensive discussion of the
in MIL-STD-810B (Ref. 5). To evaluate effects which tailoring the pulse has on
this question, the Shock Response Spec- the shock response spectrum is developed
trum (SRS) was used as a measure of se- in References 2 and 7. There is no one
verity of loading for each of the classic answer to the question of how large a
pulses and the classic pulses which were value of p can be selected. In general,
conditioned by the addition of tails. p should not exceed 10% to preserve a -

These data were generated experimentally reasonable match to the SRS. If shaker .- '-.
using the digital control system in the displacement limits prohibit a test with -.

closed loop mode. For the purpose of p s 10%, armature biasing should be con- .'- '
obtaining information regarding relative sidered in lieu of increasing p. On the
severity of the pulses, the maximax SRS other hand, if the specimen dynamics are
with Q = 10 was selected. Figures 10 well known and fragility is of greater - .
through 13 present these data for the concern in the high frequency range, p
available classic pulses. These data may be increased to generate enhanced %
show a marked change on the SRS as p is shaker capability.
increased. In many cases the SRS is

P75% ^ 9'
30 __"O __

P50%.. .-

0

PA -1

.12 3 4 567. 2 3 4 5 6 7 a6910

Fig. 10 -Maximax shock response spectra for conditioned half-sine pulse B
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Fig. 11 - Iaximax shock response spectra f or Ct

conditioned terminal peak sawtooth pulse

I 1- 4.'-50%

10

Fig. 12 -Maximax shock response spectra for
conditioned triangular pulse
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3CONCLUSIONS rI...:..:

The marriage of digital control sys- responsive to tolerances of pulses con-
tems to electrodynamic shakers afords ditioned by this relatively attractive
test laboratories a reliable and effi- method. This poses a difficulty in dem-
cient means of transient waveform control onstrating conformance to the test spec-O

testing Shaker displacement limitations ification New specifications should be- -m-
restrict testing of significant accelera- generated with consideration given to
tion levels to pulses having periods less tolerances on not only the parameters in ",,'-...
than 0.020 seconds. Users should evalu- the time domain, but on the shock spectra ">. "" -

ate the damage severity of conditioning as well. t-tails when it is required to condition .' " -.

the classic pulse with tails greater than ACKNOWLEDGEMENT at..e
10%. Systems having software with equal
duration tails should be changed so that The author is indebted to the assist- ..-3w=r --'
zero residual displacement of unsymmetric ance provided by James Bittner and Harvey r.'-'..-..
pulses can be achieved. Ward of the Environmental Test Laboratory " -"

-%. %. % %

at APL in the generation of much of the .- ' ",
The tolerances given in present experimental data which appear in this ,*"'. '

specifications, MILx-STD-810B, are not paper. [-".',-

.,,,. .,6%,
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Appendix

DERIVATION OF MAXIMUM VELOCITY AND DISPLACEMENT0
FOR CONDITIONED CLASSIC PULSES

A.1 Conditioned Half-Sine for 0 s t -Ti,

To evaluate the period of the con-
ditioning pulse, 'r1, we equate theXt) JXtd
integral of the classic pulse to
the integral of the pre pulse and Xoo pr
post pulse; (2) X(t) - Cos t

Ro sin xotdt = 2 1 pX0 sin u,1 tdtXt) fXtt

yielding, wl = 2pw0  (3) X(t) = - ~-t-~- sin ?Si- t]
% ~substituting, w = 7/T 2T 2r

yieds ~ l T0 2pfor T1 :5 t S 1 + To
yieds Tj = fxot2d

aThe function is defined as, kt Rtd

X(t) = -pX, sin t (4) k (t) =---COS

for 0 t a T 1  X(t) rxC(t)dt

(1 Xt)=Xesi -Tto 
1  

(5) X(t) _ sin TXr r Tol

for 0 t S tT 1 + To

2p4p

Kt POsin [Pr t - (TI + TO).X~t =-pX 0o Observation of the zero crossings
of 5R(t) and A(t) produces the

for T+T 0 at a 2l+ Ofollowing maxima;

K(t) =0; elsewhere
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-".r T3  
ToT T..,

S(6) max -(11) X(T) o4 64p

) Xmax + Xmax occurs at t = and

ocur at T iJ)J

A.2 Conditioned Triangular Xmax occurs at T =

Evaluating l, (12) 0 0
,: Ti XoT X TE 2  -

2 1 pXo sin 0ltdt T o 2

",r. 2 (13) Xmax 8 3 8+

"x'from which, T1 8P-

fowhcp A.3 Conditioned Rectangular Pulse

The function is defined as, "uTo evaluate T1 , .

%" Xt =-Posin k t T1"'."'-

'(t) -PXs't T To = 2 0 pX0 sin wltdt

-for 0 < t

letting T t T 1  from which, T1 = fi 0

letting T fit -j 4p

2 o  Define the function for the first ', "%

X(T) = o T half of symmetry,

.To ' -'." X(t) =-pX O sin
4 9

:

for 0 s T S T,/2 0T

for the purpose of establishing for 05 t S

maxima, the function is uninter-

esting for T > To/2. and letting T i t - .

for 0 2 t 5 T 1  
R-(.=.H,

* X(t) - :j(t)dt for 0 s T S To/2 .

for 0 s t S T_

(8) X(t) -t) = (t)dt %j
..,. - ..

X(t) = fX(t)dt

(14) X(t) - COS t

(9) X(t) t - L- io Xt = Jx(t)dt_::--* -.,.-...

for 0 5 T T o/2;"'.

(15) X(t) t -sin t

(1)X(T) :X(T)dT 4 4p

2 for 0 s T 5 To/2.,.To 4] %-'--::
X(T) IkX(T)dT %() '(Td
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(16) X(T) = XoT -X°- from equations 8 and 9,

. XT,

X(T) X(T)dT (20) X(t) - [ C

(17) X(T) = T2- oT-O - (21) X(t) - t - - sin t.-
2L 8p 8 L 8p To

Xmax occurs at t = T1 and for 0 <T 5 To -S

Xmax occurs at T = To/2. X(T) = JX(T)dT

".' (18) kmax t (22) X(T) L To 2 -

X0 TO2 1 + x-T3 ToT O2 "
(19) Xmax = + T o 0 r-

8La2p8 (23) X(T) ffiM O I 3

A.4 Conditioned Terminal Peak Sawtooth 
-max occurs at t = .and

2T 0
. Evaluating T1 , Xmax occurs at T 3

"" T T 1  (24) kax t 4
2- 2 p sin x 1tdt 4

0 ~ 2fT
1

.= (25) Xmax 2. [0.23457 + --... from which T1  8..

-.. .'-. 'I O0 t !9 TI ;  
"

"; DISCUSSION *

Voice: Did you consider anything besides a "

half sine pulse?

Mr. Frain: We are using a commercial system *.

which presupposes the half sine waves as
conditioning signatures for the pulses. We
have not looked at other systems.

ISS
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, 4. , . °,
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SEISMIC SHOCK WAVEFORM REPRODUCTION AND

SHOCK SPECTRA SYNTHESIS ON HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR

Robert S. Nichols
White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico -e

When using the Favour and LeBrun technique for digital computer
control of an acceleration transient waveform on an electrohydrau-
lic exciter, there are advantages in computing the required dis-
placement time history and applying the control algorithm to it, ..
rather than to the required acceleration time history. First, one
avoids the nonlinear gain estimation techniques such as that em- - .

ployed by Norman Hunter (Sandia Laboratories, 1974), as electro- .- '.

hydraulic exciters are quite linear in this mode, particularly in
the lower frequencies. Also, it is very easy to edit the Fourier
transform of this required displacement time history to reduce

the stroke requirements within available actuator capabilities.
If the time history can not be reduced within stroke capabilities,

then an iterative procedure for randomly juggling the phase por-
lion of the required acceleration time history Fourier spectrum- .-
will generate an infinitude of other time histories with the same

Fourier magnitude spectrum and shock spectrum. These time ,..
histories can be searched to locate one within available stroke
capabilities.

NO MENCLATURE A Acceleration

X Calibration time history K Coefficients of second-order gain
Vt Acceleration response time history eqaton

t equations

% V Voltage
%. S Fourier transform of X

t FFT Fast Fourier transform (forward)

S Fourier transform of Y .
t"FFT Inverse fast Fourier transform

I.( ) Fourier transform of argument
* •INTRODUCTION

F ( ) Inverse Fourier transform of .

argument White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) has ..-. .

for many years been involved in virtually all
H Frequency response function phases of shock and vibration testing and sim- %.,.-

ulation dealing with ground, rail, air, and %..

P t Required acceleration time history ship environments. Recently, WSMR was
tasked by Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories

S Fourier transform of R (LASL) with testing to seismic shock environ-
ments a large variety of items, some of which .'

S Frequency domain drive signal are quite massive. These requirements were
D%

placed in the form of time histories and shock *.. .:

) Time history drive signal spectra of an earthquake environment to be
reproduced. Analysis of the required time
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histories indicated that, with some minor mod- deriving a second time history with the same
ifications, the lower level time histories (and shock spectrum as the first and within a re-
shock spectra) could be acceptably reproduced quired displacement capability.
within the 10-inch displacement capability
available from the WSMR electrohydraulic REVIEW OF TRANSIENT WAVEFORM"
exciters. The high-level time histories, how- CONTROL 0
ever, were far beyond this displacement capa-
bility, and simulation of the shock spectrum Linear System Technique
only was agreed on. (Electrodynamic Exciter)

A brief investigation revealed that simula- A typical system for transient waveform
tion using a decaying sinusoidal technique for control is shown in Figure 1. As can be seen,
shock spectrum simulation (1) also required it is based on a linear system assumption. In S
excessive displacements. A new systematic tracing the flow path of action, a calibration
technique for synthesis within specified dis- transient time history X t is output by the com- ..

placement limits was required. puter to the power amplifier. The power am-
plifier drives the exciter, producing an accel- ".

It has long been recognized that electro- eration response transient time history Yt" " -

dynamic and electrohydraulic exciters (shak- This response is measured by an accelerom-
ers) could be used to reproduce or simulate eter and signal conditioner system and re- "•
the transients from actual field environments, turned to the computer. The FFT is computed
However, their use for this purpose has been for the two signals:
quite limited until recently because the avail- "1- _
able control techniques have been inadequate to S = F (X t ) (1)
assure a high-quality reproduction or accept- t ,, ,
able simulation. S F(Y (2)

In 1969, Favour and LeBrun of Boeing and the system frequency response function is % -

'-* Aircraft published several papers (2, 3) on formed: ' :-;
* transient waveform control which revolution- S

,. ized the thinking in the shock and vibration H- (3)
"* community concerning shock testing techniques. x

With their introduction of the use of the digital This system frequency response function is
computer and the fast Fourier transform (FFT) stored in the computer for later use. The
as a control method, the ability to perform sto the comuer frat ue e
high-quality reproduction of the time history FFT of the required transient acceleration", ~~~time history is now computed: ,....-.
(and thus the shock spectrum) of an actual field tiehsoyi.o optd
transient came of age, Though their tech-
niques were performed on an electrodynamic R t
exciter and were dependent on time-invariant B
linear system assumptions, they did show that vuse of the f e reque sponse function pre-linousl sysemasuptins thheydquecshowthatriv
if a test system frequency response function signal for the requency tomprodce the
could be defined accurately, then reproduction signal for the power amplifier to produce the
of an acceleration time history (within the ex- required time history can be computed:
citer's capability) could be accomplished ac- SR
curately. In 1974, Norman Hunter of Sandia SD R (5)
Laboratories published a paper (4) extending Hf
the technique to electrohydraulic exciters by
use of a nonlinear gain estimation scheme. The time history of the drive signal is then ob-

tained by computing the inverse fast Fourier

Minicomputer-based digital control sys- transform of SD:
tems are now readily available which canrapidly and accurately reproduce transient D = F (S(6

waveform time histories on linear systems by t D
the Favour and LeBrun technique. This paper This time history is then applied to the powerdescribes how, with some modification of the Ti iehsoyi hnapidt h oe o'...

amplifier, and the response of the test speci-
approach suggested by Hunter, the same con- men is measured. If the system is linear, the
trol system technique can be extended to tran- m e ured.etheyste s liear, the
sient waveform control on electrohydraulic

exciters. Also described is a technique for will match the required time history and shock
spectrum within the accuracy and dynamic1~134%
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range limits of the system, signal, which may then be inverse transformed
to provide a time domain drive signal for input

It is quite feasible to use a previously de- to the system.
termined frequency response function from an
identical test setup to avoid imposing even the DISPLACEMENT WAVEFORM CONTROL
calibration pulse on the test specimen. This0
method obviously provides less accurate re- With the realization that the electrohy-

*production. Another technique used to advan- draulic exciter system is a displacement con-

tage where multiple tests of the same spedi- trolled device which is quite linear with respect
men are conducted is to continuously update to displacement amplitude, and that Hunter's
the estimate of the frequency response function, nonlinear compensation equation (11) would be

linear if written in terms of displacement, it .

Nonlinear System Technique appeared feasible to compute the displacement
*(Electrohydraulic Exciter) of required acceleration time history and use it

as the input to the electrohydraulic exciter
The nonlinear technique published by control system.

*Hunter (4) required the gain characteristic at
each frequency to be determined before the The required vertical acceleration time
actual test from at least two calibration levels. history (Fig. 3) was integrated twice, with ap-

gain characteristic was then made, and this of end effects to allow for a smooth application
second-order equation was used to modify the of the transient without imposing a step function
drive signal spectrum. on the test specimen. It was also scaled into

engineering units (inches). The required dis-
As an example, at a single given frequen- placement was in excess of 40 inches becauset

cy, the gain characteristics for actual data, a of the size of the very low frequency compo-
linear assumption, and a second-order as- nents (Fig. 4). The acceleration time history
sumption are illustrated in Figure 2. A zero was then Fourier transformed, and some of the
acceleration has been assumed for a zero low-frequency components were removed and ~
drive voltage. Two (different level) calibra- then inverse Fourier transformed. The dis-
tion pulses have been applied to the system, placement time history was again computed and
The input and output time history for each level scaled as before. This removal of low-

l-frqunc componend continucy restons ftntio froma

Fourier transformed, the drive voltages V 1 frqeccopntsotiudnilhei-
and V2 , and acceleration responses A1 and A2  placement required was within the 10-inch- "
were determined. Based on the second-order stroke limit available at WSMR. The displace-

.. assumption: ment time history is shown in Figure 5. Only
the first five frequency lines, dc through

A I K IV 1+ K 2V 2(7) approximately 0. 025 Hz, had to be removed. .

2 This displacement drive signal was scaled
2 1 2 2 2 and used to drive the electrohydraulic exciter

system with a dummy load mounted. The dis-
Solving for the coefficients K and K gives: placement time history was derived from the..

"e r n 2e de e 2e taccelerometer return signal, and the Favour ,, %..-

K 2 2 1 (9) frequency response compensated displacement
K AVV (V V a drive signal. This compensated drive signal

varied little from the uncompensated. Addi-
t s e a V tional testing showed that in this low-frequency

K = 21 1 2 (10) range the compensation required varied little
2 V 1 V 2 (V2 eutiofor a wide range of loads, making a singleK|.e the required drive volnatageetrprcompepaet ispacemen t dasiv sialsor c nto

:Th.s a eahmfreqeny fr a given requren system feasible. This technique was used toaceleaifn Arterec for adive retae ompae nsio o the ri h druincy corol

VD is related by: different transients. Figures 6 through 9 show
Sthe system block diagram, computer control.

1 D 2 D draulic exciter, and actual test specimen. .1) ssehdalccnrlsseeetoy
Solio Data from an accelerometer mounted at the -- %

Solding foallteo VDwo frothedifferent fr- test specimen interface were recorded, and the
quencies will yield the frequency domain drive acceleration time history and shock spectrum r"
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were computed. Figures 10 through 15 show mean that the nonlinear gain estimation tech-
comparisons of reproduced acceleration tran- nique has been replaced; only that a simpler
sients and shock spectra with actual transients approach yields satisfactory results for at
and shock spectra. least some cases.

WAVEFORM SYNTHESIS The technique presented for derivation of
additional time histories with the same shock

In some cases, the transients to be repro- spectrum as a given time history is easy to
duced cannot be successfully modified by re- automate on any computer. The requirement to
moval of the low-frequency components to re- search for time histories below a given dis-
duce the stroke requirements within the avail- placement or velocity limit can be used to find
able displacement limits. The following pro- a pulse within equipment limitations.
cedure has been used successfully in deriving
another time history which has the same shock REFERENCES
spectrum but is within stroke capabilities.
First, the required acceleration time history 1. D. 0. Smallwood and A. R. Nord, "Match-
and a like-length, unity-magnitude, pseudo- ing Shock Spectra with Sums of Decaying
random signal are Fourier transformed and Sinusoids Compensated for Shaker Velocity
multiplied (rectangular coordinates). The re- and Displacement Limitations, " Shock and "
sulting spectrum is then inverse transformed, Vibration Bulletin No. 44, Part 3, pp. 43-
and the displacement time history is computed. 55, Aug. 1974 4
This time history is then windowed (the Hahning
window is ideal) to reduce the end effects to- 2. J. D. Favour, J. M. LeBrun, and J. P. "
ward zero. The resulting displacement time Young, "Transient Waveform Control of r

history is checked for the stroke requirement. Electromagnetic Test Equipment, " Shock
If the stroke is too large, the initial pseudo- and Vibration Bulletin No. 42, Part 2,
random time history is shifted one sample pp. 45-53, Jan. 1972
period in time, and the process is repeated.
This continues until a time history is found 3. J. D. Favour and J. M. LeBrun, "Feasi- .. -

that is within the available displacement capa- bility and Conceptual Design Study - Vibra-
bility. Figure 16 is a block diagram of the tion Generator Transient Waveform Con-
process, and Figures 17 through 21 show a trol System," Final Report prepared for
comparison of an original acceleration time NASA under Contract NAS5-is7 1,
history, displacement requirement, and shock Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
spectrum with the actual test results achieved Maryland, by Aerospace Group, The
by using a displacement drive signal derived Boeing Company, Kent, Washington,
by the above procedure and by using the Jun. 1969
described displacement waveform control. 4 . Ht "a e vf -

,". ~4. N. F. Hunter, "Transient Waveform Re- %.%_

The approach thus amounts to a random production on Hydraulic Actuators Using a 0
juggling of the phase components of the re- Non-Linear Gain Estimation Technique,"
quired acceleration time history's transform. Proceedings of Environmental Sciences,

4 The beauty of the approach is that it is sys- pp. 202-206, 1974
tematic and easily automated on existing mini-
computer control systems. While it is con-
ceivable that no acceptable time history could
be found by the approach, experience has

- shown that it usually produces an acceptable
transient within a very small number of trials.

CONCLUSIONS

It is apparent that transient waveform
control of electrohydraulic exciters can be O
accomplished readily in the displacement
compensation mode. Accurate reproduction of
acceleration waveform and shock spectrum has
been demonstrated for low-frequency seismic %,
shock requirements, and the technique is much
easier to implement in most cases than the non-
linear gain estimation scheme. This does not
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Discuss ion

Mr. Fisher (Lawrence Livermore Laboratory):

You had a slide showing non-linear gain. How *-

did you get that data and how do you appropriate
that into your computation? ,0

Mr. Nichols: I'll make no pretense that that

non-linear gain looks like the real thing. The
first and second order are computed, they are . a.

true. I drew the non-linear gain portion in.

Mr. Fisher: It was a single frequency test like

sinusoidal test, I don't understand why the
acceleration was not proportional to the
displacement and why one was linear and the
other was nonlinear.

Mr. Nichols: This is not a single frequency.

This gain estimation technique is taking the
gain and the drive signal, putting them in the
frequency domain and looking at each individual 0
frequency and the drive voltage that are
required to generate that acceleration. You -.

will not get a constant acceleration amplitude
out of an electro-hydraulic shaker. In an

electro-hydraulic system, which is a displace-" '-
ment controlled device, if you put in I volt
you will get 1 inch, regardless of the

frequency out to the limit where you begin to
get into the roll-off characteristics of the
system.

Mr. Gaberson (Naval Civil Engineering Lab.):

In this last technique where you multiplied 
%

the random cycle, was that your technique for
removing the low frequency? 0

Mr. Nichols: No, there were two parts to it. , .

One is the conversion to the frequency domain;
that is removing the low frequency components
until you can get the wave form within your
displacement capabilities. Sometimes you can't

remove enough of those components to the point .
that the customer is willing to tolerate the

pulse.
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ISOLATION AND DAMPING

EXPERIENCES ON SHOCK ISOLATION OF EQUIPMENT IN THE,.. .

SAFEGUARD SYSTEM

M. A. Boyd and C. C. Huang
U. S. Army Engineer Division, Huntsville

Huntsville, Alabama

Shock protection of equipment is a major consideration for facilities

that are hardened against nuclear weapons. In the SAFEGUARD Bal-

listic Missile Defense (BMD) System, large quantities of commercially

available industrial grade equipment were used for which no fragility

data were available. Shock isolation systems were provided to protect

equipment critical to the BMD mission. The shock isolation effort in-
- volved determining which equipment needed shock isolation, developing

shock isolation system criteria, design, fabrication, and installation
of isolation systems, and verifying the performance of installed systems.
An extensive shock test program was undertaken to qualify both hard-
mounted and shock isolated equipment and required improved test meth-

ods and hardware. This paper highlights the approaches used and experi-
ence gained during the project and presents conclusions that could be of
benefit to those who may be engaged in providing shock isolation pro- 

tection in future weapon systems. *. .

IsaeTRODmI' sON TSE was primarily commercially avail--. -.

able high-grade industrial equipment. The

Shock isolation systems for the SAFEGUARD decision to use commercial equipment in-

Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) System evolved stead of hardened equipment was based on

during the period from 1968 to 1975. Three ma- the considerations of scheduling and equip-

jor aspects of the shock isolation effort were: ment costs in the early SAFEGUARD (then
establishing the need for equipment protection called SENTINEL) program.

b~ased on environments; equipment criticality
and equipment fragility; development of criteria To decide which TSE required shock
for the design. fabrication, and installation of isolation and which could be hardmounted,

shock isolation systems: and verification that the TSE subsystems were first screened to

*the installed systems were in compliance identify those having functions critical to
'ith performance and survivability require- the accomplishment of SAFEGUARD missions.

.2 ments. The hardmount versus shock-isolate decision
for mission critical equipment was then made

Two categories of equipment in SAFE- based primarily on engineering judgment
G-ARD were: Weapon Systems Equipment since fragility data on commercial equipment

(\ASE) which consists of radars, data pro- were not available at the time. Further, the
cessors, and missiles and Tactical Support procurement of TSE was based on perfor-

Equipment (TSE) which furnishes electrical mance specifications and by competitive bid

power and environmental control for the there was no prior knowledge of the manu-

esSE and life support systems. Both the facturer, equipment model, and component

" * WSE and TSE are housed in hardened details that are essential to hardness esti-

% facilities. This paper addresses TSE mates. The shock-isolate or hardmount

exclusively, decision process was carried out with-~~ ~ ~~~~~... T.o. ateories.f....pme ...n.......se ..rimrilyo..enineeing jdgmet -. - "-
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" conservatism. i.e.. when in doubt, shock 3. Figure 4 shows maximum input spectra
" isolation protection was provided because (derived from building motions) to the 1SE

of the uncertainties involved. Ultimately, shock isolation systems and Figure 5 gives
107 shock isolation systems were specified, nominal platform environment.
designed, and installed at the SAFEGUARD
North Dakota Site for the protection of Extensive shock testing was under- -

critical TSE. taken to verify the survivability of critical
TSE, both hardmounted and shock isolated.

SAFEGUARD TSE shock isolation Hardmounted equipment was tested on the
systems are basically welded steel platforms basis of "go/no-go. " Shock isolated TSE
supported by either base-mounted or pendu- was tested in increasing levels to establish
lum-type shock isolators. The isolators an approximate fragility level. The shock
reflect the state-of-the-art technology exist- environment at the platforms under full
ing at that time. Helical mechanical springs threat was determined by combination of
with or without c, ulomb damping were used dynamic analysis [3] , mechanical impedance .'

for base-mount& systems. Both helical tests of isolation system components[4] and
mechanical springs and pneumatic springs [1] in situ tests of a number of TSE shock iso-
were used for pendulum systems. Consid- lation systems under operating conditions[5]. . ". -, --
erations for selecting the type of isolators
include the equipment type. size and weight.
static load of each isolator, maintenance. LESSONS LEARNED
and costs. The guidelines established were " -
that mechanical springs would be used when rhe findings of the hardness assessment ....
the static load of each isolator was under of the TSE installed at the Grand Forks site
3000 lbs. Pneumatic springs would be used conclude that 99 percent of the mission cri-
for static loads above 3000 lbs. A summary tical TSE would survive and the remainder
of the ranges of shock isolation system could survive with recommended retrofits [6].
parameters is given in Table I. Computer Accordingly. the rSE shock isolation project
codes were developed for the design of the for SAFEGUARD successfully met its objec- .' • ."
shock isolation system to account for three- tives. From the perspective of hindsight
dimensional large amplitude responses to the experience gained from this effort.
time-dependent motions of the building in whether satisfying or frustrating, could bene-
which the isolation systems were installed, fit those involved with shock isolating equip-
The design philosophy, performance re- ment in future weapons systems. While the
quirements, and computer code formulation overall results of the SAFEGUARD experi- . -.x
of the TSE shock isolation systems are ence were satisfying, some of the lessons - -.
found in Reference 2. Typical shock isola- learned are reflected in the following
tion systems are shown in Figures 1 through considerations. -,

Table 1. Shock Isolation System Parameters

Range
Parameter Minimum Maximum

Platform Length (fit) 4.5 77.0
Platform Width (ft) 3.0 50.0
Aspect Ratio (L/W) 1.0 15.4
Platform Area (sq/ft) 15 3,136
Total Weight (Ib) 1,400 284,000
Platform Weight (Ib) 400 132,000
Weight Ratio (total) wt/plat. wt) 1.5 11.8 ,.*.-
Density (total wt/area) (lb/ft 2 ) 59 647 .. '.
Moment of Inertia (in. 4 ) 40 20,095
Frequency (Modal, Hz) 0.6 91.7
Isolators (Numbers)* 4 60
Total Weight/Isolator 350 18,050 "
Isolator Static Loads (lb) 50 20,000
Isolator Stiffness (lb/in.) 5 1,675
Isolator Natural Freq (Hz) 0.6 2.0 % "" %
Isolator Stroke (in.) ±4 4-8
Isolator Damping (% of crit) 0 20 -

*For isolator mounted platforms. A number of electrical panels were -4.
individually isolated by hanging from two isolators.
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.NOTE:

-- . 4-" .

! FOR HIGH VOLTAGE SWITCHGEAR "
USING PNEUMATIC PENDULUM

ISOLATORS. PLATFORM SIZE -
APPROXIMATELY 15 FT BY 70 FT, 0-_-- .. WEIGHT APPROXIMATELY Z40,000 . .

LB. CABLES ARE FOR IN SITU

f |. SHOCK TEST INSTRUMENTATION.

Figure 1. Typical Pendulum Mounted TSE Shock Isolation System

.4.
%G

. . .,.+ . .;

* NOTE: NOTE: -

WITH UNDAMPED HELICAL SPRING WITH COULOMB DAMPED MECHANICAL
- ISOLATORS (DURING TSE SPRING ISOLATORS. PLATFORMOS

INSTALLATION). SIZE APPROXIMATELY 50 FT BY 40 FT, . -"

WEIGHT APPROXIMATELY 200,000 LB. " "
.

1/ Figure 2. Typical Base Mounted TSE Shock Figure 3. Close-up of Underfloor Shock Isolators
Isolation System for Power Plant Control Room Floor
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Criteria Development: Equipment Procurement:

The active participation of facility de- The approach to equipment procurement
signers should begin at the start, i.e. . with sh-)uld be made as flexible as possible. For
the development of the basic nuclear weapon SAFEGUARD, TSE was procured by compet-
effects environmental criteria for weapons itive bid and on performance specifications 'O
systems. This not only insures that the de- with no shock tolerance requirements. This
signer has a thorough understanding of the decision was fully justified in the environment .-
criteria, its assumptions, limitations and at that time. If a hardness requirement had
development, but helps provide for more been included in the equipment procurement - -
reasonable and consistent criteria. Where specifications, it would have forced the sup- I

- possible criteria should avoid unique worst pliers to perform extensive testing to deter-
case conditions but should include a family mine hardness tolerance of their product

* of conditions consistent with the system's because such data were not available in most -

..- °. survivability requirements so that statisti- cases. Also, testing equipment was not . -

cal approaches can be used for hardness readily available and refined testing techniques "-
verification, to simulate SAFEGUARD shock environments

were yet to be developed. The added cost
Shock Isolate vs Hardmount Decision: and time delay that would result from includ- -

ing hardness requirements in TSE procure-
* The decision to shock isolate or hard- ment specifications would have been prohibi-

mount equipment involves a tradeoff among tive. However, under the approach selected, Z7771
survivability, cost and schedule. SAFE- the procurement procedures denied designers %... ,
GUARD experience has demonstrated that any knowledge of the make, model and -

industrial grade equipment is a cost effective details of equipment eventually to be acquired 0' "' "

approach to TSE. However, there are a and the opportunity to pretest several candi- .'.
number of areas for improvement, dates to establish the most desirable ones
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from a hardness viewpoint. rhe designers,
therefore, were forced to rely on their judg-
ment in deciding whether or not shock pro-
tection was needed for a particular piece of .-_

critical equipment. In contrast to the late
1960s, the current demand for earthquake- "
proof equipment for nuclear power plants has

*' stimulated manufacturers to become much
more knowledgeable in the subjects of fragil-

". ity and production of rugged equipment at a
competitive price. Most of the minor failures
encountered in SAFEGUARD shock testing
such as broken welds, failure of secondary .
structural elementF. or damage due to in-
adequate tie downs ciiuld be avoided by care-
ful attention to design details, materials

- selection and quality control. No major equip-
ment development is necessary to correct
these types of weaknesses. An example of
poor materials selection (cast aluminum) for
mounting flanges of a wall-mounted transform- %
er is shown in Figure 6. In a similar case,
extensive retrofit was necessary for storage
battery cases in a critical electrical back-up Figure 7. Failure of Fluorescent Light

* system. This retrofit could have been avoided Fixtures During Shock Test

if a more expensive impact resistant case
material such as polycarbonate had been that use of positive fasteners, e.g., sheet
specified. The fluorescent light fixtures metal or machine screws, to reinforce the .
shown in Figure 7 illustrates another example usual snap-together type of fixture construc- . .
of how minor changes can significantly im- tion plus use of lamp locking sockets would
prove shock resistance. Tests of typical prevent the fixtures from becoming a debris .

* fixtures from several manufacturers were hazard in shock and vibration environments.
performed early in the program prior to the Unfortunately, the simple ruggedization re-
facility design. These tests demonstrated quirements were not included in the subse-

quent procurement specifications and the as- 
installed fixtures, which complied with the *'.-

performance requirement, failed under
shock tests and extensive retrofits were re- .
quired to ruggedize the fixtures. Figure 8
shows an example of one type of fluorescent
fixture "fix" being shock tested.

Preselection Shock Tests:

In the absence of fragility information
and/or knowledge of manufacturer, model, .

,I etc., of installed TSE, shock tests of "typi-
cal" equipment items should be conducted
for preselection of a number of candidate t.'
products. Such a test program should be
coordinated with the equipment procurement - °,
schedule and facility design schedule, to the ,V .'
extent possible, to ensure that appropriate
specimens am selected and simple rugged-
ization techniques, e.g., positive fasteners
to reinforce or replace snap-in or other
quick assembly connectors, are included in
the procurement specifications to avoid
costly retrofit. This approach is cost effec-

Figure 6. Example of TSE Failure During tive where large quantities of equipment are
Shock Test involved.
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NOTE:
'MOO A' IS A SHEET METAL STIFFENER AND 'MOO B' IS A MACHINE SCREW FASTENER.

Figure 8. Example of "Fixes" to Ruggedize Fluorescent Fixtures Being Shock Tested

Shock Isolation Limitations: cation of critical components in equipment
subsystems. In SAFEGUARD, because of . ,"'

• Facility designers should be aware of the the large quantity of components involved,
- state-of-the-art of shock isolation systems time did not permit a thorough failure mode

" and recognize that shock isolation is not al- and effects analysis for each subsystem. As
"-. ways a panacea. If shock isolation is applied a result, it was discovered that some non- ".
" improperly, it could make matters worse. criticalitems were treated as critical. A more

For example, some critical protective relays thorough identification process for subsystems -
- in several SAFEGUARD switchgear cabinets to realistically assess the criticality of corn-

exhibited very low fragility at the frequencies ponents should have been undertaken. Time
near the rigid body frequencies of the shock and resources for this process should be
isolation systems on which they were mounted. allotted during the program planning. The
EC t fcost and time saved in not treating non-
Equipment Criticality Identification: critical items as critical should more than

An important element in the shock -isolate offset the cost and time invested in a thorough ."-
versus hardmount decision is the identifi- identification process. '--A .
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Shock Isolation System Design: to a new load without changing the natural fre -
quency of the system. Whenever shock iso-

Equipment Physical Data: lation systems must be designed without
reliable equipment physical data the use of

The lack of definitive equipment physi- pneumatic isolators with their inherent load
cal data, due to procurement lead-time, adjustability should be seriously considered.
proved a major difficulty in the design of In SAFEGUARD, the pneumatic isolators
shock isolation systems. In many instances use rolling sleeves to eliminate the need for
delivered equipment significantly deviated seals around the shafts and pistons, which
from estimated weights, thus improperly reduces isolator maintenance. -

loading isolators as shown in Figure 9. Re-
trofit was accomplished exchanging under- O
loaded and overloaded isolators. On the -,
other hand, improperly loaded pneumatic Rotating Machinery:
isolators could be adjusted by air pressure SAFEGUARD rotating machinery, partic-

ularly pumps and motor-generator sets, was. -
found through analysis and testing to be inher-
ently rugged. In the future such equipment
should be carefully investigated before de-

t .ciding to shock isolate it. Several critical
SAFEGUARD motor-generator sets and con-
trol cabinets were shock isolated as shown
in Figure 10. Two significant problems were

000 encountered. First, the vibration induced
7. -by the rotating machines on the shock plat-

form aggravated the shock sensitivity of some 7
of the contacts, relays, etc. , inside the con-
trol cabinets with resulting operational prob-
lems and premature failures. Second. when .*** o
more than one rotating machine was mounted
on a platform as in the case of the two motor-
generator sets on the shock isolation platform
shown in Figure 10, complex motions were
created and caused operational problems and
bearing failures. If shock isolation of rota- , ,
ting machines is necessary, vibration sensi- -
tive equipment such as control cabinets
should be mounted on separate platforms from
rotating machines. Redundant or multiple
rotating machines, if shock isolated, should
also be mounted on separate platforms. If
group mounting on the same platform is neces-

4 sary, careful attention to platform design is
required to minimize the vibration cross-

-j talk among machines that can degrade long
, term performance, reliability and survivability.

It was also learned that the isolators
support platforms with rotating machines
undergo low-level vibration continuously
while the machines are operating. The con-
stant working of isolators caused premature
failures. A locking device should be con-
sidered to protect the isolators. The device
would require fail safe features for quick . .'

release for periodic exercise or for switch-
Figure 9. Example of Overloaded Mechanical ing the system from surveillance to alert " 4.

Spring Pendulum Shock Isolators mode.

,":
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the vertical and one horizontal direction was first CONCLUSIONS
built and successfully used at the Wyle Lab-
oratories, Norco, California. Later, a (1) Shock and vibration engineers should
12,000-pound capacity biaxial shock table be called upon to participate in and contri-
was built at the Corps of Engineers Con- bute toward realistic design criteria. They
struction Engineering Research Laboratory should be delegated responsibility for over-

- (CERL), Champaign, IL. This shock table seeing proper design and construction from
is actuated by hydraulic cylinders and con- shock protection and rattlespace enforcement " "" "" .
trolled by a dedicated minicomputer. Con- viewpoints.
siderable effort was made during the test
program to improve test methods and hard- (2) Experience with SAFEGUARD TSE
ware. Digitally controlled hydraulic shock indicates that standard industrial grade
test machines proved cost effective through equipment can in many cases withstand the
reduced calibration effort, improved accuracy in shock/vibration environment at the level
shaping test spectra and operational flexi- predicted for SAFEGUARD or can be in-
bility[7]. Now, machines of this type are expensively ruggedized to withstand the
available at other commercial and govern- environment.

- ment test laboratories for both nuclear and
seismic qualification. (3) Since the early SAFEGUARD days

"" Shock Isolation System Verification: in the late 1960s, equipment manufacturers ,have become much more knowledgeable in

Verification of shock isolation system equipment ruggedization. They should be

performance is a major element of an over- consulted as early as possible in a program
all hardness verification program as experi- to assess equipment fragility and to aid in

enced with SAFEGUARD. While analytical the decision of shock isolation vs hardmounting.

* methods can approximate platform environ- 0
" ments, the reliable answer is found in test (4) A flexible approach to TSE procure-
" data. The SAFEGUARD shock isolation sys- ment should be taken to reduce avoidable

tem in-place test program has demonstrated retrofit costs. Certain readily attainable
. the technology and feasibility of in situ dyna- hardness requirements should be specified

mic testing of shock isolation systems by in the procurement specifications even
impedence measurement and pulse excitation, though the basic requirements pertain to
[51 [8], [9], and[11]. The major advantage of in situ equipment performance.
tests over laboratory tests lies in the ability

. to test entire operating systems and subsys- (5) Equipment/component criticality
tems with automatic inclusion of ill-defined should be determined using failure mode and 'phenomena such as effects of cable and pp- effects analysis procedures and the limita-
ing connectors, isolator high frequency gen- tions of current shock isolation technology
eration and transmission characteristics,
friction, damping, etc. This increases the recognized.

* ~confidence in the hardness verification. In ()'mr qimn hscldt r
addition, in-situ tests can reduce the amount uncertain or unavailable, pneumatic shock'.- ofidenceaton testn ofhar ny dveiuanln()Weeeupen hscldtr.

.of laboratory testing of many individual isolators should be considered in preference
Spieces of equipment. to mechanical isolators because of the pneu-

Hardness Maintenance: matic isolator's inherent load adjustability.

Requirements for maintenance of shock (7) A variety of improved test methods
isolation system performance throughout the and hardware are av " able both commercially, .operational life of the facility should be rec- and at Government facilities for qualification
ognized early in the development of hardened of equipment for nuclear or seismic environ-
facilities and made a part of the overall hard- ments and should be investigated early in

ness program. The vibration signature tech- the planning for hardness verification
nique used during SAFEGUARD was found programs.
useful for the prognosis of incipient anoma-
liesinrotatingmachinery[10], and mechanical (8) Techniques such as impedance meas-
impedance techniques useful for checkinf the urements and pulse tests of entire shock iso-" ~performance of shock isolation systems[5], lation systems are now available for accurate "' .,"""'
These techniques should be utilized in hard- assessment of shock isolation system per-

ness surveillance activities throughout the formance and should be planned early in the
service life of a system. overall hardness verification programs.
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ON THE DETERMINATION AND CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE CENTER OF ELASTICITY

Gary L. Fox

BARRY DIVISION t-.1%

Barry Wright Corporation
Watertown, Massachusetts

By using the transformation properties of the flexibility matrix, the
general solution to the problem of the elastic center is given for a L .
rigid body mounted on a multiplicity of linear springs. It is shown
that it is not possible, in general, to find a point that reduces all
coupling terms in a flexibility matrix to zero, but that at least six
of the nine terms may be guaranteed to vanish. It is proved that such .
a coordinate system always exists. A transformation is also derived
which reduces the coupling terms to an RMS minimum. By proving a
theory concerning the positive-definite characteristics of the flexi- ,
bility matrix, it is shown that the RMS value of the coupling terms '.'

is invariant under a rotational transformation. A computer program is
included.

,r' ,.

NOMENCLATURE [1] = identity matrix

= 3 x 1 or 6 x 1 column vector [0) = null matrix, all elements zero

[ ] 3 x 3 or 6 x 6 matrix = diagonal matrix

+] 6 x 6 matrix partitioned into 3 x 3 [K],[A] system stiffness, flexibility matrixsubmatrices""-""

Tf},{F} = force in local, global system
ST, { }T = transpose of matrix, column vector

fxl,{X} = displacement in local, global system,.,
inverse of matrix

TR[A] - trace of [A], the sum of the diagonal -

[Q] = 6 x 6 coordinate transformation matrix components

[T] = 6 x 6 translation matrix
IDENTITIES

[R] = 6 x 6 rotation matrix [Q] = T][R] "','=

[r] = 3 x 3 rotation matrix

[t] 3 x 3 translation matrix i [T] t r O
[ki],[K]i 6 x 6 spring stiffness matrix irlocal, global [R.I .r I

[Ai = 6 x 6 spring flexibility matrix in [K] = [K i.
global system i

[hli, [H]i = 6 x 6 inertia matrix in local, [AT : K]' - WT1 *e
global system K VJ4' %

JAI = The determinant of [A] [HI : [ N T]

[ili , [Ili = 3 x 3 moment of inertia matrix in L-,.-
local, global system
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4: INTRODUCTION TRANSFORMATION PROPERTIES OF THE STIFFNESS .. '. =
AND FLEXIBILITY MATRICES . '

Small vibrations of a rigid body supported
by a multiplicity of linear springs are com- It has been shown [Ref. 5] that if a . ,

pletely defined by the total stiffness, [K], stiffness matrix, referenced to some global
and inertia matrices [H]. A number of authors coordinate system, is known, then it can be •
[Refs. 1, 2, 3, 4] have used the properties of referenced to a new coordinate system by a con-
the stiffness matrix to calculate the spring gruent transformation.
stiffness and orientation so that the isola- T
tion system translational modes are completely [K] = [Q][K'I[QIT (5) ..
decoupled from the rotational modes. The
common technique used is: (a) to write the Now, since [K'] is symmetric [Ref. 6], then it
stiffness matrix relative to a coordinate sys- is easily shown that [K] is symmetric. Taking
tem with the origin at the C.G. of the mass; the transpose of Eq. (5)
and (b) to cause the coupling terms in the T
stiffness matrix, [K], to vanish. [K] = [Q][K]T[QT"

In many applications, however, constraints since [KI] is symmetric -.
on the isolation system will destroy the sym- -
metry assumed in previously solved cases. In [K] = [K]T
these cases it may be practical for the Design
Engineer to calculate the center of elasticity If the coordinates of the transformation are O
(C.E.) for an assumed case. By changing the measured in the new system and the rotation is "
mount characteristics an iterative procedure performed first (see Figure la) ..

*" may be used to change the location of the C.E.
The mass C.G. location may also be changed [Q] = [T][R] (6)
until the C.E. and C.G. coincide.

where .
The following investigation will assume r"1

that only the flexibility matrix, [A], is known r O 0
% in some reference coordinate system. The indi- [R] r

vidual spring characteristics are not con- .-

• .sidered; indeed, [A] may even represent a
structure flexibility at the mounting points.

[r] = the direction cosine or
Writing the flexibility matrix as Euler angle 3 x 3 matrix

IT [ w~1and

then the off-diagonal submatrices (ODSM) [W]
and [W]T contain the coupling terms. In this where
representation a force, {F), applied at the
origin of the reference coordinate system r
causes a deflection, {X}, given by 0 -P3  P2

{XI : [A]{F} (2) It] P, 0 -P1

Recall that a force not applied at the origin [P 2  P1  0
* must be transformed by the rule %....

.Fj = [ }(3) and
Pi Location of old system S

Equations (1) and (2) assume that the measured in the new system
force and deflection vectors are written as

" If the translation is performed first (Fiq. Ib)
then,

TRANSLATIONAL [K] = [Q'][K'[QT (7)'F
{FI COMPONENTS = {X}-
{F} ROTATIONAL ~ and [Q] = [R'I[T'I (8)

COMPONENTS 
r

(4) The relationships between Eqs. (6) and (8) are {', .

[R'] = [R] (9a)

where the right hand rule is assumed, and IT'] = [R][TI[RiT (9b)
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RTTO (a) X (b) X

ROTATION PERFORMED FIRST TRANSLATION PERFORMED FIRST

FIGURE I
." .°.

It will be advantageous to do the translation 262 0 0 -495 0 0 .
* . t. P

transformation first. By inverting Eq. (7) 0 262 0 0 -671 0 .

(the primes are no longer necessary) the trans- 0 0 195 0 0 1,166
formation of the flexibility matrix is obtained [K0] 0 195.01,166

" [A] -[RT)- [01T -495 0 0 1740 0 0 .? .. f.[A] = OR T]T ([ [A-][T]- [R]-  (10) 0 -671 0 0 3210 0 '....; "" '.

Note that since [R] is orthogonal [R] -' = [R]T  0 0 1,166 0 0 11,800 -

but [T] "  # [T)T. It has been shown [Ref. 5] " -
that -1_

. and .[T]T

DEFINITION OF THE CENTER OF ELASTICITY

_ If a transformation [] can be found that 2. )x x - ... ..
reduces [W] to zero, then the rotational and

If translational components are completely de- .u

coupled. This is illustrated as follows; by 5 74

setting [W] to zero, Eq. (2) becomes

(Fr PLAN VIEW SIDE VIEW

Inspection of Eq. (11) shows that in the absence Ax3

of torques, F there is no rotation regard-
less of IFtj , and vise versa. This is a func-

"O tion of the coordinate system picked since {Ft

is applied at the origin of the coordinate sys- .-. ,ft

tem. But, alas, [W] cannot always be made to .
vanish! A simple examp--ewill convince the-"
reader. Consider the isolation system shown x5
in Figure II. xf f. .i

Clearly the elastic center must, by sym-
metry, lie in a plane formed by the elastic x1 x2

centers of the mounts and midway between them. SIGN CONVENTION (RIGHT HANDED)
The stiffness and flexibility matrices calcu-
lated at this point are FIGURE II

- . ALL ISOLATORS ARE IDENTICAL AND .

INCLINED 600 TO THE VERTICAL

*Jft 165 "
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All the mounts are identical, their stiffness and [TICE is the transformation that reduces
matrix is [A) to this form. Written in terms of the

submatrices Eq. (10) is
15 0 0 14

[k ijj 0 15 0 0 U 1 t0'Vt

[0 0]=[utVt Ttv
[AICE [W VTr V (2

":" ~and [A, J - .-

an A] Setting the ODSM's enual and noting that [t] is

.818 0 0 +.232 0 0 anti-symmetric

0 .818 0 0 +.171 0 [VJ[t] + [t][VI = [W] - [W]T (13)
0 0 1.25 0 C -. 123,_-- .-
0 0X 10. Equation (13) is actually nine simultaneous

+.232 0 0 .123 0 0 equations, since each component of the 3 x 3.3 0matrices must be equal. An interesting thing
0 +.171 0 0 .0668 0 ha pens here. Equation (13) must be solved for

[tJ, but [t] is anti-symmetric so there are only 0
0 0 -.123 0 .0206 three independent elements, say P1, P2, and p3,

to solve for. The p's are the x1 , X2, and x3  .....
coordinates of the elastic center. Inspection
of Eq. (13) reveals that both sides are actually

Inspection of [A] shows that the diagonal terms 3 x 3 anti-symetric matrices, reducing the --

in [W] produce a rotation about the axis of the number of independent equations to three. These
impressed force. Suppose a unit force is ap-
plied at the origin in the x3 direction. are

Using Eq. (2)
V13 p + V2 P2- (VI + V2)p 3  As,- A 2  ' -:-

0 0 -V12 PI 
+ (VII+ V33)p2 - V23p3 = A61 - A43  (14a)

{X} [A] 1 025-2

-(VII+ V22)pI + V12 P2 + V13 P3 = A62 - A 53
.123 0

or in matrix notation

it is seen that the translational force causes [E.{P} = {B. (14b)
not only an x3 displacement, but also an x6
displacement, a rotation about the x3 axis. The above equations when solved for
There is no place on earth - or in the x,-x2 {p, p2 p3} give the unique location of the

plane anyway - that the force can be applied elsi cente t i s o ion d tha
that prevents the x6 displacement! elastic center. It is shown in Appendix I that, '.,.."

a unique solution to these equations always

exists.

FINDING THE TRANSLATIONAL TRANSFORMATION TO

THE ELASTIC CENTER THE ROTATION TRANSFORMATION AT THE ELASTIC

The preceding discussion leads one to CENTER
believe that, although [W] cannot be made to As was mentioned earlier, transformation

*vanish, it can be made diagonal. There are to the C.E. does not necessarily diagonalize •
six constraints, three translations and three the ODSM's. A rotation transformation, [R], may
rotation coordinates, to reduce the nine terms also be required. The necessity of [R] implies
to zero. Now a diagonal matrix is just a spe- that the C.E. has tensor properties, there is
cial case of a symmetric matrix. If [W] can not only a preferred point, but also a preferred . 1
be made symmetric, then a rotation transforma- set of axes. The physical interpretation of the
tion can make it diagonal [Ref. 6, Chapt. 5]. C.E. and the principal elastic axes is very simi-
If [WI is symmetric so is [WIT, so that the lar to the C.G. and principal axes of the inertia

4 ODSM's will be equal when [A] is specified in tensor. Recall that if a torque is applied about S
that particular coordinate system, the origin a principal axis of a body, then only rotation
being in fact the elastic center. about that axis is induced. Similarly, a force'.

acting along the principal axis of the C.E. will
This leads to the definition of the Center cause only translation and at most a rotation

,.," of Elasticity (C.E.) and [TIcE. The C.E. is about the axis of the applied force. The case
.: that point at which the ODSM's are symmetric where the ODSM's vanish completely is similar to
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the principal axes of a sphere; the axes may those six to be the off-diagonal elements be-
have an arbitrary orientation in space. cause a completely arbitrary system can be ...r

analyzed, the simplicity of the solution, and
the physical interpretation of the results.

OTHER TYPES OF ELASTIC CENTERS %
treiwfuA "directional" elastic center may be

It is useful, at this point, to review found by requiring an entire row or column to
the process of finding the center of elasti- vanish. A preferenced direction may exist in
city. Writing out in detail the lower left the environment such as the spin axis of a
ODSM in Eq. (12) gyroscope or the thrust axis of a missile.

[W - Vt]= Consider the isolation system in Figure
III. The flexibility matrix written in a co-
ordinate system centered in the plant of mounts 0

11- V12 P3  !j 1- V~ 3P 1  13  V V11 0 2 is
+.V13 P +V 11 P3  +V 12 P 1  2.50 0 0 0 0 0

0 1.56 0 .938 0 0
W-1 - V22 P3  W2 - V23 p 1  W - V12 P2  0 0 1.00 0 0 0
+ V23 P2 + V12 P3  + V22p 1  [A2] = *10- 2

O .938 0 1.56 0 0

W..- Vm p, W:- V p1  Wn- V1 p 2  0 0 0 0 1.00 0 %
"+ V3 p2  + V1 p3  + Vp 0 0 0 0 0 .714

By inspection of [A2] it is clear that forces -
(at the origin!) in the x, and x3  directionIn general, any three components may be made to cau3_ no rotations. To find what point, if any, 0

vanish by setting them to zero and solving for that decouples the x2 axis, the second column
-~*pl, P2, P3}. If a "complete elastic center in Eq. (15) is set to zero.

exists, one that completely decouples the modes,
. then the ODSM's vanish and the equations have a .938 - O.pj + 1.56 p3 = 0
-*-: unique solution; the actual elastic center. .5.

If thc- angular orientation of the coordinate 0. - O.pI + 0. p3 = 0
* system is also varied, then three more condi- 0. - .714 p, + O.p3 = 0

tions can be imposed. These six conditions 0
may be used to eliminate six of the nine ele- Solution of the above implies p1 = 0 and
ments. The procedure established above chose p3 = -.60. .-

Each mount stiffness matrix is

x 10 0 0

0 1.

1Y OTYP
0

TOP VIEW

x 3 3. 65854 ""E"w"'"'

x.2 SIDE VIEW

FRONT VIEW
S.' FIGURE III .,""

(DASHED LINES SHOW THE CENTER OF ELASTICITY AND ELASTIC PRINCIPAL AXES)
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Substitution of this result into Eq. (10) MINIMIZING THE RMS VALUE OF THE NINE COUPLING
gives the flexibility matrix at the new loca- TERMS
tion (0.6 in the + x3 direction from the old
origin). Although the maximum number of coupling .. -

components have been reduced to zero by this
procedure, there is another useful approach to

2.86 0 0 0 .60 0 minimize' the coupling terms. The method uses
01.O0 0 O 0 0 a procedure to reduce them to an RMS minimum.

It will also be shown that the sum of the
0 0 1.00 0 0 0 squares of the terms in the ODSM is invariant

[A] = *10-2 under a rotation transformation; for this type
O 0 0 1.56 0 0 of solution there is no preferred axes.

.6 0 0 0 1.00 0 Let the point in qustion be called {PI.
0 0 0 0 0 .714 The nine terms in Eq. (15) can be written in

matrix form.

0 V13  -V12  Pi i
Inspection of the new matrix shows that indeed
the X2  forces will not cause rotation, but -V13 0 V11  P2 = W12
now x, forces will. Note that this proce- V12  -V1 0 P3 W13
dure, if applied to the first example, would
not result in a point that decouples a force in 0 V23  -V22  W21
any direction because one is not guaranteed a -V23  0 V21  W22 (16a)
soution to the equations since only two vri-
ables exist in any one column. To find the V22  -V21  W3

C.E., Eq. (14) is solved for {p2 = f0, 0, 0 V33  -V32  W31
- .365854}. The flexibility matrix at the C.E. V 0 V31is-V O V"-" "

V32  -V31  0 W33
[A ]E

Defining the matrix terms in Eq. (16a) as
2.634 0 0 0 .366 0 [E1{P} = [Bi (16h)

0 1.00 0 .366 0 0

0 0 1.00 0 0 0 The value of {Pl that results in the RMS

0 0*1.O0_0-02O minimum of [B] is given [Ref. 8] by
0 .366 0 1.562 0 0 - -

A =(AT[A] A ]TIA.366 0 0 0 1.000 0 EP i[E) E {B (17)
0 0 0 0 0 .714

In order to show that the coupling terms RMS
value is not changed by a rotation transforma-tion note that {B} is a vector consisting of

A rotation of 450 about the x axis diagonal- the coupling terms. Now the sum of the squares

izes the ODSM. The final flexibility matrix at of (RI can be written as
the center of elasticity in the elastic princi- A 2

pal axes is B =TR [W][W]T  (18)

[Af]CE = The value of Eq. (18) after the flexibility

O(Principal Axes) matrix has undergone a rotation transformation S

1.86 -.774 0 .366 0 0 ( TR([W][W] T) (1")
-.774 1.86 0 0 -.366 0 i

0 0 1.00 0 0 0 but the rotation results in [Ref. 5]
%~ *i0-  

T
.366 0 0 1.28 .281 0 [W'i = [rK[W1[r]T

0 -.366 0 .281 1.28 0 so that Eq. (19) becomes

0 0 0 0 0 .714
Z (B=)= TR ([r]W][W]T[r]T) (20)-.'..-. -

This final coordinate system is shown in
Figure Il.

% %%
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Now the matrix in Eq. (20) is a similarity Because the mass is a scaler, the ODSM's in
transformation of the matrix in Eq. (19). Eq. (22) or (23) are guaranteed to be anti-
Since the trace of a matrix is invariant under symmetric. From the form of [H) it is clear
this operation [Ref. 9] that if the C.G. is located at fP'}, then

i ( B (21) [LC.G. = m [ j ]

10 -P; P- (24)

Equation (21) shows that the ODSM terms are P 0 --

minimized independently of the angular orien- p
tation of the coordinate system. This situa- P; P; 0

tion would be desirable, for instance, if the S
environment was characterized by an isotropic
random vibration.

where m is the total mass (a scalar) and [J]

The solution of Eq. (17) for the case is defined by

shown in Figure III, gives {P21 = {0, 0,
- .425653). The flexibility matrix at this T]
point is [H) - (25)

-'. [A ] 21RM S  =---.-.'

The transformed inertia matrix

* 2.68 0 0 0 .462 0

0 1.05 0 .272 0 0 [H [ CH [ [ T  (26)

0 0 1.00 0 0 0 L .G 0T.

0 .272 0 1.56 0 0
.426 0 0 0 1.00 0 will cause the ODSM's to vanish. The rotation

transformation that diagonalizes [I'] when
0 0 0 0 0 .714 applied according to Eq. (23), will give a

diagonal inertia matrix.

The RMS value of the ODSM terms for this point DYNAMIC COUPLING

is 5.05 *10 as compared to those for the C.E. A coordinate system that simultaneously
of 5.17 *10 ' coincides with the C.G. and C.E. will exhibit

the minimum coupling terms between the trans-
H lational and rotational coordinates. This is
THE INERTIA MATRIX true because a torque generated by an inertial

translational force will be applied only about
A similar technique may be used to find a principal axis of mass. Since the torque is

the center of gravity and principal axes of a applied only about a principal axis, then the
composite system of masses. Since the inertia induced rotation will be only about that axis.
matrix transforms like the stiffness matrix,
[Ref. 5) at the total mass is the sum of the
individual masses, it is clear that the resul- COMPUTER PROGRAM
tant composite inertia matrix is given by an
equation similar to Eq. (5) or (7) for i A computer program is listed in Appendix
masses. II that will calculate the C.E. or the RMS *-'""

location from a system of springs, the stiff-
ness matrix, or the flexibility matrix. The

H][][ i T TT inertia matrix may also be calculated from aH T''Ri Fhl rRI  rTl (22) system of masses, as well as the C.G. loca-
UiLi Li tion of the composite mass and the principal

o axes.

*, [H ] {,,}[[],[T;] [hi].[T.]T[]T

'-a, .,
%0 %
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APPENDIX I Now, since tV'j is diagonal and each of the
elements must have positive values (nagative

PROOF OF THE EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF THE or zero stiffness is not allowed)
CENTER OF ELASTICITY

V = Iv - V,* V; *V;> 0 (1-6)

Writing the flexibility matrix in partitioned 
.i.fl.-VV 0.6

form Since [V] is symmetric, writing out the

determinant

U-WT ] V, V 1 V22 V" V V 21  V2V - V3V2

(A]= [+-1
+ 2 V12V 13 V2 >0 (I-6a)

One more thing must be proved before proceeding;

then [V] is a 3 x 3 symmetric matrix whose that is

determinant is greater than zero. This is . .V.>,(7
proved as follows: [VI is related to a diago- V.. V. V > 0 (1-7)
nal matrix by an orthogonal rotation transfor-..-".
mation, [R]

Equation (1-7) is a stronger condition than
[V'j = [R'I[V][R ]T ; [V] is diagonal (1-2) that [V] be positive definite. Writing the

terms out in detail, by solving Eq. (1-2) for
From the product rule of determinants [V] and defining [R] S [R] T

V'I = IR'l IVI JR Ti (1-3)' -[ v ] [ R ] [ V ' ] [ R ] 
T " - - , "

but Ri IR I li '.

T Ri IR"I = 1 (1-4) In the derivation, [R] is not assumed to besymmetric, although it may be. [V] is written

so that in detail on the following page. 0

Iv -- IVI (1-5)
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V11 ri I + V22 r12 + V33 r13 %%

*Vil ril r21 + V;2 r, 2 r2- + V;3 r13 r23

V11 ril r 3l + V;2 r 12 r 32 + V;3 r13 r 33

V11l r21 ri1 + V2 r22 r12 + V3 r23 r13
2 2

IV] V', r2 I + V;,2 r222 + V33 r2.3 (-

V1j r;.1 r3l + V22 r22. r32.+V r23 r 33

V~j r31 ril + V;2 r32. r12 + V33 r33 r 13

Vil r 31 r;.1 + V;2 r32. r22 + V;3 r33 r2.3
- 2 - 2 - 2Vi1 r 3l + V22; r32 + V33 r33

Now for i I and j =2, or i =2 and Substituting Eq. (1-6a) for the last terms in
j=1, since V is symmetric Eq. (1-7) becomes Eq. (I-11)

2 
2v71 V (r~i r 12 - r1l r22 JEl + lvi + V11 V2;v 33+ v11 v23

2 2
+ V1 V;2 Cr21 r13 - r23 ri ) 2 (0-9) + v;2 v13 + V33 V23

+ v;2v33 (r22 r13 - r23 r12)2 >0 = ~~+v 2( 2-v1;.)(-)
+ (V 11 + V 33 (V 13 V 11 V 33)

*If the terms in parentheses do not simulta-2
neously vanish, then Eq. (1-9) is clearly + (V22+ V 33 (V23- V22 V33)
greater than zero. Now the determinant of [R] Now the terms on the right are all negative
cannot vanish since it is orthogonal. Expan-frmE.(7)adlltmsoth le,
sion of JRI about the third row gives excep E (17)ad re l psterm son tht lft

RI r 33 (r 21 r 12 - ril r 22) JEl + Positive Terms <0 (1-12a)

+ r 32 (r 2 l r 13 - ril r 23) 0_110) therefore

El <0 (1-13)
r r32 Cr22 r 13 - r23 r12)

Since JEl is not equal to zero, the inverse
=l~O exists.

1% ,

%Comparison of the terms in parentheses of Eq. APPENDIX 11
C1-9) and (I-10) shows that Eq. (1-7) is indeed

*true for i = 1, j = 2. A similar argument LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM "CENTER"
holds for the other terms by a cyclic permuta-

*tions of i, j, k. (This is equivalent to A computer program that finds the center
renaming the coordinate system while preserving of elasticity and principal axes, the RMS mini- -.

its right-handedness.) mum point, or the center of gravity and princi-
pal axes. input may be of the system stiffness .

With the above characteristics of [V] or flexibility matrix, the individual mount
determined, the proof that [EY 1' in Eq. (14b) properties, or the individual mass properties.*;. -

* exists can be given. If IE Iis not zero,
then the inverse exists. Writing the determi- The case shown in Figure III is used as .

nant an example of the program input and output. .

El (CV11~ +V22) (V 11+ V 33)V 22 + V 33
+1v2 (VII V22) + 1~3 (VU1 + V33) (1-11)

+ V'23(v22+ V33) + 2 V23 V12 V13  ~~

171%
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£yE Uk INFJIL
1=INDIVIDUAL SPH I N Ub

4=INUIVIDUAL MAS br-b

IL,4euf LNdu. Uk l N1S,\IziLUCA1LkJ.UltLJAIL4ij'J VALUEb: -

vALub Akt. VJ)AULAL CUt,, .L.'J5A Uk .I.-.

: 0,-40 00,-4,30 0,4!p0, 0,4.t 0

ti0U10.40,0 0.0. 10,100, 40.0.00. 1010.,40p0.0.0 10.10,40.0.0,0 I'"#"D"p *

-SY-Z -,,,.". ,

0.400E.+02 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.. ..

0: 0.100E+03 0. -0.6001!,+02 0. 0.
0. 0. U.1006+03 0. 0. 0.
0. -0.600r,+02 0. 0.1006+03 0. 0.

0. 0. 0. 0. 0.100 E+03 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 140E+03

,. .'LEX I B IL II'Y M Al H I X . . .

0 .20E-01 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

0. 0. 56E- 0 1 0. 0- 936L-02 0. 0.
0. 0. 006-01 0. 0. 0. d
0. 0.93f-02- 0. O.b6E-0 1 0. 0.

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 10OE-01 0.

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. "14E-0 - .-.

IW hfUPE Uk )ULULIU.Y~
1kLLNJ~tt U? ELASTICI rY
2E=iMS MIN IMUM PUIl,,1"

S,- .,- a

xc I)
0. 0. -0.38!34E+00

1" , . -. '.."

0.10 OE+01 0. 0. 0. 0.366E+00 0.
0. 0. 100+01 0. -0. 36bE+00 0. 0.

0. 0. 0. 00 E+01 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.1006'+01 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0., 1O .+01 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 10 E+01

0 o.263h.- 0 o0. 0. 0. 0. 366E- 02 0.

0. 0.109E-01 0. 0.3-66E- 0. 0. %

0. 0. 10 o oE- 0 0. 0. 0.
0. 0.366E-02 0. 0. Ib6h,- 0 0 0. 0.

0 .366k-02 0. 0. 0. 0.100 .- 01 0.

0. 0. 0. 0. U. 0 714E- 02
JUAfArIuN A LtIX 0

- 0.I'IOk+O0 -0. 0 10000,++01

0.7/07E+I00 -0./+00 0 .0

0.1i0"+00 0. 0/)0.+00 0. 0. 0. 0.
I' . I0I1. 00 0.'10"IL 00 0. 0. 0. 0. _ , "" ' "

0. 0. 0.I00E+01 0. 0. 0.
0 •. 0. 0. /o 'i.+ 0 0 -0 Y 0 0 0 0. 0
0. 0. 0. 0. '/t+ 00 0. 70"1;+-00 0.

o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.. 1

riUIAI'kD MA"tIXi0.1"6L,-01 -0. 174 L-O 0 O.0 0 . 3 bbt-0 -0.,873E-10 0. -

0. o. 0.o100o-01 0. 0. 0. %
0.366L--02 0. 1/C&- 10 0 . 0 . .2-6r0, - 0. - O.,-02 0.

-0.1466.-10 -0. 366E-02 0. -0.28 6-02 0. 128h-01 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 714k.- 0 2
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CE'NEF.k{ 10/10/ '6

* 100 hElAL K(6,6),KL(6, 6),KINV 6,6),LA31LC3)
110 1 kOt1l*iIX6E11.3)
120 DIMENSION XPC3*2 ),PS( 3,4),,& 3).-C 3.4)%
12b &,SKC6,6), Ih(6,6),11C6,6),bSk(C6.42
130 &,Pl C3*3)*P2C3*3)j.'3C3.3)a12( 6, 6)o 13C 6&6)oF1C 3)p,t J), A(9)ACAC 9s3)
140 101 1OXi'UATC1X"LIPE- 01 INPUT"/IX" = LAW ~VIDUAL behN66"/1A
150 &"2=6TIFME.Sbi MA lhIX"l X"3 LE.AI BILL J' iA1dA4"/1X"4IqDIV1DuAL
160 & &XASE6/1X)

160 O lO'Uc102jo3p1o3.l02)&IPT
190 102 CUNTI'JDI
200 PINI&'1NPUL ANO. OF EL1M .rSPLUu;Afl W UhlENrATI UNAND VALUE.S:-
210 PkCiiJf "VALUES AhE DIAUUNAL CLAPUk~hi'JTS Uk MrAFltIA"
215 PRtINT. -

230 & CS(,) =.)J1Ni
240 DO 10 L=1,iV,
250 DO lb I=1,6
260 lb SK(IPIS=iSKCIPL)
270 Jul11l =l.3; 1C,)=SIL
280 11 XPCI,2)=-CI,L)
290 CALL 'IHPA&V(XPTh)
300 CALL 1PC,.K,166,,)
310 CALL MTMPYc0.r1,TkIIKL,6,-6,6*,6)
320 DO 12 1=1.(3; DO 12 J=1,e
330 12 j{C1J)=KCIJ)+KLCI,J)
33D 10 CULJL1Iu

340 GO TO 104
34b 103 COIV111VDE
3:)0 kPhIN . " INPUT bflkMESS OR~ kL1XIBILIlY m~AhIX BDx nO~ U*h CuLuf~j
360 I'JUTP K
310 104 CONTINUE
380 II. CIPT.EQ.3) GU 10 105
390 P-hNTP"SYSTEM~ iiArIX*". Ph1N)Ji I.i
400 105 COUJrILJuE .~

980 DO TU(48p4d,106,204),1&11
990 48 CONEINt\JwE

*1000 CALL 'j1Ii\vCK,6,6,6j,?6)
1010 106 CUNfINLJE
1020 Ph1Nr&" LEXIBILX1Y VjAI'ttx";PHINf 4, C(K(1,J), 1=1.6)&J1. 6)
1030 PHINk 107; INPUTPIST; IkCIST .lX.2) DO Lo 50
1040 107 FOhivATC1X'IW2uA TYI-E 01 SOLuIION"/IAIl=CENfr% 01. tLA61ICII1-
105t)0 &/1X"20.S MINIoluv. PkILNf'/1X)
1060 PlC 1,3)=KC4*b) .-

1010 P1(1*2)=KC5,6) ~%
1080 PlC 1.1)=-K(4,4)-KCS,5))
1090 PI(12*3)=-KC4,b)
11001 1I2*2)=KC4,4)+K(6,p6)
1110 P IC 2. 1)-K C5, 0)
1120 P1C3p3)=-KC6pb)-KC5,5)

1140 PIC3*1)-KC4p6)
1150 CALL Mf1N9CP1,J33&LABLL)
1160 LAEJEL I )=KC4p2J-KC5. 1)0
11/0 LABL.L(2)=KC4,3)-K(6, 1)
1180 LABEL(3)=K(5,3)-KC 6,2)
1190 DOU 14b I=1&3
1195D 14b X(1)w0.
1200 DO 4b 11sP3
1210 DO 45 J=1*3
1220 4b X(4-I)=X(4-I)+PlCIJ)*LAB3ELCJ)
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% 1230 b2 CU3NINU

1250 DU) 46 1=1,3; DL) 46 J=1.3
1260 I'1C 1,J)=0.

1300 46 CULJT1L'JL
1310 fl(2,'4)=Xc3)
1320 fC3,4)=-XC2)

1330 IL CIZ) -A(C3)

I135D0 11 C1 6 =X (2) ~'
1360 11(2,6)=-4C1)IL
1370 CL) IL) 47
2000 47 Gui'f1IJUE

.4 2010 CALL h~TFY0T1KE2o6o6p6.6s6)
-'2020 CALL MaMPYc0.1'2sr1,c3,6i-b,66b)

230 PItlJT"I"; PRIN'T '4PC(TI(IPJ)PJ=1.6),1=1,6) i
2040 PhI1Nr P"THNSkLhML.D VIArnlIA"; PhINI' '4*13
20b0 DU) bi 1=1,3 DU) 57 J=1,3

2060 to/ tWAS=hfvlS+3c,J+3)**2.
2010 IkCISI.EQ.2) PHINF, ik'IS VALUE="PbUllfcruS)
2060 UkCI6T .E(62) LL)1L) 106
2090 '4 kjfLvkC-ACX,6EI1.3)
2100 3 FLhIAClX3E1'4.6)
2110 DU '42 I=1,33 DU) 42 J~l,3
2120 13 1-. .4 P3CIAJ)=13(1+3,J+3)
2130 lkCIPI..Q.'4 ) E) 'U42
21'40 h1-,J)=13CI+3sJj '42 CL) 15'UzE
21 0 CALL 14C1 CP3,?2.3, 1. 0&-12,P'4,i-,3,3)

21 /0 D) '43 1=1.3 WL '43 J=1j3
P160 f213J=. 2c1,J+3)=0.

2190 12CIPJ)i=Ji '43 f2C+3J+3) C1J iI
&10 CALL ~Iu'0f,31,6bb66
2220 CALL % 0,k12K446,,6,66

22J0 Pih1i'JE"h~fL)AkD MArHIA"; klzi9'1 4PCKI,\JVC1J)J=1,6)#I-l6)
2 240 uL) ru 10o ,7

2250 204 CL)NTINUE
2260 XP( I )oKC6,2 )/KC 1,1)
22/0 X12)KCbpl)/KC1,1)
22460 XPC31) K'4,3)/X(1,1l)
2290 XPCI,2)=0.
2300 XP(2,2)0. *S

*2310 XPC3021=0.
2320 CALL fliANCX1IPE1)

-- 2330 L) EL) '47
*3000 t50 GLk'J11iJuh

3010 C;XC1,2)=KC'4#6)
3020 CXC2.1)=-CACI,2)
3030 LCC 13)=-KC'4,5)

3040 CAC3,1)=-CxcI,3)[I 305 CX(23)mKC4'4)
3060 CXC3,2)--CAC2p3)
304d0 CX(42)-K(!s,6
3080 CX(t5,1)-CX'4p2)
3090 CA C 4 p3 ~K (5, t) ~ *
3100 CAC6#1)--C(4#3) .

3120 CX(6,2)=-CXC5,3)
3110 CXCI2)-K(5,'4)
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j1 60 CX(9,1)=-CXC'l,3)

3170 CXCS.3)=K(6J)
3150 cXC9,2)=-CXCS, 3)

3190 ACI)=-K(
4
.1)

3200 AC2)=-KC4*2)

3 21 0 A(31=-KC4,31
3220 A(4)=-K(5*1)

323U AC5))=-KCS,2)

3240 A(6)=-K(5,
3
)

325 0 AC'1)=-K(
6
pl)

.3260 A C -K C 
6
, 
2

3270 AC9)=-K(
6
2
3
)

3280 DL) 53 1=1,3; l) 53 L1,*3

.3290 DU b3 J=1*
9  ;%

3300 n3 k-ClL)lC1,L)+CXCJ,D*CX(J,L)
33 10 CALL Ln~V(.,ppA3L
3320 O DL) Is =,.3J DU b5)J=1,9
j33 n!3 Ip4 )=p 4(j)+CXJ,I)*A(J)

*3340 DU) b4 1=1.3; D) !34 L=1,3

3350 t)4 Xcj)zXCI)-FC,L)*P4CL)
3360 UU CU b2

3370 108 STU?

3380 E W 1

4000 buBhuUTINJE TiA.'JCj(,It)

6 01

4020 DU) 14 1=1*6; DU) 14 J=1*61 LC1.PJ)=O.

4030 14 IICI,j)0O.
4040 DU) 10 1=1o6
4050O 10 1C1,1)=1.
4060 r(4#2)--XC3,I)
4070 1 (!),1)=A(3, 1)
4080 'f(/4,3)=X( 2, 1
4090 r(6*1)=-XC2,1)

410U0 TCb,3)=-X(1,1)
4110 C62)(1)
4120 DU) 11 11.P3
4130 CCI )=CUSC3. 141!59/180.*A(1,2))

4140 sI)s~J3 45/5.X~2

4150 11 CUNIWN'UE
4160 kC11)C U3+CI)S253
4170 hic1,2)=c~c2)*6(3)

4190 It(2. 1 )=-bC 3)*C( 1) +6C I *C)C3

4200 kC2p2)=GC2)*'CC3) '

4210 i(,)S1S3+~)U C3

4220 It J, I ) = 6C I )CC2 (d 2'
4&230 jC 3,2 ) =- S C 2
42,40 kH3,3)=C( I)*C(2)

*4250O DL) 12 1=1,3; DU) 12 J=j,3
4260 12 H(1+3,J+3)=itC1,J)

428 0 UkdL)H

4210~~~~~ .AL r*'I0,. . .6. 6. 6.6 .
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DESIGN OF ELASTOMERIC COMPONENTS

BY USING THE FINITE ELEMENT TECHNIQUE

Robert H. Finney, and Dr. Bhagwati P. Gupta
Lord Kinematics

.. ° "-.,

High Capacity Laminated (HCL) elastomeric components,
present analysis problems which can only be solved using
a finite element computer program having the capability

nearly incompressible materials such as rubber. An
equally important required feature is accuracy in the

of. an l z n t u t r s c n i ti g o n o p e s b e r. 
4 .1 ,

solution. This paper describes the general features andcapability of SARLAS (S.tress Analysis of Rubber LAminated
Structures), a finite element-program useT by Loi Kinematics6
to design elastomeric components. The validity of the
analysis is supported by a comparison of the analytical
results to test results. The elastomeric components
selected for this analysis and test verification, include
an HCL Spherical Thrust Bearing, an HCL Conventional Thrust

Bearing used on a helicopter main rotor, a Marine RiserFlexjoint used in undersea drilling operations, plus other
examples of how the technique can be utilized to solve
other elastomeric design problems.

INTRODUCTION three dimensional loading system. A
fatigue analysis is also required to

Any system, that is subjected to substantiate a life of 2000 or more
shock loading, that undergoes vibra- hours at frequencies of 2.5 to 20 Hz.
tions, and that has a potential fret- A typical helicopter main rotor spher-..
ting problem, will need a device such ical bearing is an example of the com-
is an elastomeric component for con- plex loading system which is normally
crolling the energy and vibrations so required to accommodate the following
produced. If an elastomeric component loads and motions at 3 Hz for 2000
f relatively simple and regular geom- hours.

etry is used under simple loading con- I
litions, the simple closed form Loads
solutions available in MIL-HDBK-149A
(Military Standardization Handbook Axial compression (centrifugal force)
Rubber and Rubber-Like Materials) or - 266,893 + 22,241 Newtons .
any elastomeric design textbook are (60,000 + •,ooo pounds)
usually sufficient. As long as thetrdi al lane ofste
low stress/strain limits specified in Robtaia er - t e of hes

these publications are observed, there (90 + 250 po phnds)
is normally no fatigue performance
problem. Radial shear - perpendicular to the

rotor - 3,559 + 11,121 Newtons
Recent product specifications for (800 + 2500 pomunds)

'Ce If elastomeric components specify, oraf ,.--
imlcomplex shapes such as cones, Motions:

spheres and thrust bearings with shims
of irregular cross section. These Torsional sh-ar - due to pitch motion
components are usually to be designed - 2.00 + 4.50

highly-complex static and dynamic Cocking shear - due to flap motion .
stress/strain patterns induced by a 1. 00 + 3.50
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Cocking shear - due to lead-lag For example, an error in Poisson's
motion - 0.50 + 1.50 ratio in the fifth significant figure I

will change the shear modulus which %
Loads and motions are applied at will significantly affect the final %
various phases relative to each other, results. Therefore, this program can

handle correctly precise values of
Coupled with the highly complex analy- Poisson's Ratio. The program is
sis problem to determine the stress/ essentially a two dimensional program ..- "3 strain levels is the need for valid capable of solving axisymmetric, modal
fatigue data on the elastomer, since and plane problems. The structure may
the number of fatigue cycles commonly be subjected to axisymmetric, torsion- ,-.*.
applied is between 18 and 150 million. al, thermal and asymmetric loadings
Elastomer fatigue data is generally including those due to spinning and
unpublished, or unavailable, due to accelerations.
each individual elastomeric component .

C- manufacturer using a data base devel- SARLAS simultaneously solves the
o-* oped for proprietary elastomer blends equations for the elastomer/shim

; which produce unique S-N curves and interactions using unique and very
environmental properties. Therefore, accurate elements. The analysis by
an engineer could be faced with the this program yields the information
problem of designing an elastomeric shown in Table I for each and every
component using simple closed form text- element. The interpretation of the

" book solutions to establish question- symbols is provided in Figure 1. In
able stress/strain levels which will be addition to the detail information ,..
used to enter incomplete S-N curves provided for each element, an

* (or unavailable S-N curves) to deter- additional valuable output is shown
mine if requirements such as a 2000 in Table II. This is called a Max-Min

- hour life will be satisfied. Sheet and locates, by numbers of the
material and elements, the maximum and

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS minimum stress/strain values within
the elastomeric component. This. -

The first part of the problem, eliminates the requirement of manually
therefore, to do the correct stress- searching through each and every
deflection analysis of structures of number to determine the points within
complex shapes and under complex load- the design that are the most likely to
ings, can be accomplished using proper cause failure.
finite element techniques and is the
subject of this paper. By using a Therefore, this finite element
finite element computer program such program represents a quantum jump in
as Lord Kinematics' "SARLAS" instead of the analytical capability of the -
the "cut and try" method, which is all elastomeric component designer to -. -.,
too common in the industry, the costly satisfy the requirements of today's ,-'
redesign and retest required after a high performance specification re-
component does not meet the specifica- quirements. However, the vast amount
tion can be eliminated. When this pre- of numbers generated by this technique
cise analytical technique is coupled and the significant amount of engi-
with a valid data base in elastomer neering plus computer time required to
fatigue, the result will be an optimized set up, analyze, and interpret the --.
elastomeric component in terms of life, data is only justified if the numbers ,-- -.
strength, and design integrity for use and their interpretation are correct.
in highly critical applications. This technique has been applied at

Lord Kinematics to numerous applica-
This finite element program called tions with good correlation and excel- -

"SARLAS" is a derivative of a finite lent test results which provide proof
element program called "TEXGAP" which that the SARLAS program, when properly
was developed at the University of applied will produce valid analytical ., "-
Texas by Professors E. B. Becker and data.
R. S. Dunham. SARLAS is capable of -.
analyzing a complex structure made of ANALYTICAL/TEST RESULTS - EXAMPLES '---
metal, composite and rubber-like . -, "materials without the simplifying rhe application of finite element •]

assumptions of the metals being rigid analysis techniques, using the SARLASor the loading patterns and shapes being program, on currently active elasto- " "-

simple and regular. The unique char- meric parts at Lord Kinematics illus- '.':

acteristic of this program is its trates the accuracy and versatility of-
ability of handling incompressible this excellent design tool. It has
materials (Poisson's Ratio equal to been successfully applied to a hell- ,..
0.5), or nearly incompressible materials copter main rotor elastomeric spherical .'
(Poisson's Ratio equal to say 0.49995). thrust bearing to determine the shim

:,, W U W Uw .n-.' ,0•,. .

* _._q_ q 'R C" .. . • a- . .. •
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F ig. 1I Coordinate system for SARLAS and stresses

DISPLACEMENTS FOR QUAD8 NO 16 MATERIAL NO 1

I J RADIAL AXIAL HOOP COMB STRESS STR ENERrY DENS
I12 -2.180IE-03 4.216 1E-04 0. 8.3880E-03 6 .291 OE+OO

31 A -. 23-03 -7.2841E-04 0. 5.555)E+04 2.7285E+02
3 9 -2.5 1N7E 03 -6.128OE-04 0. 4.9139E+04 2.0415E+02
2 9 -1 .6633E 03 -1 .0430E-04 0. 1. 3791E+04 1 .1224E+01

-2 -. 4986E 03 -1 .7271E-04 0.
-2.7 104E -03 -6.7778E-04 0.
-2.0818E-03 -4. 1845[-04 0.
-1.8 O0E -03 1. 508E -04 0.

NODAL POINT STRESSES AND STRAINS FOR QUAD8 NO 16 MATERIAL NO 1

II' R 2 TRR 122 TOO TRZ TRO TZO MAO MYIN TAUMAX
ERR EZZ EDO ERZ ERA E?0
TN TTT TOO TIN TOT TON

*I .7?2 2.175 8.921E+03 8.868E+03 5.870E+03 -4.51,E+03 0. 0. 1.34]E+04 4.377E-03 4.51?E.03
4.057E-04 3.987E-04 -2.198E-13 -1.202E -03 0. 0. 1 .003E-03 -1 .986E-04 1.202E-03 '

NODE(1) 4.969E+03 1 .282E+04 5 .870E +03 2 .236E +03 0. 0.
NODE (2) 8. 8 21 E 04 2. 829E +04 3. 844E +04 1. 4 19E +02 0. 0.

-2 .921 2.060 4 .31 4E +04 7. 336E +04 3. 844E -04 2. 588E +04 0. 0. 8 .821 E 04 2 .829E +04 2 .996E+04
6.251E-04 4 .64 3E -03 -2.923E.13 6. 884E -03 0. 0. 6 .61 9E 03 -1 .351E-03 7.971[-03

NODE(2) 3 .23 E 04 8.413E.04 3 .844E.4 -1.511E-04 0. 1
NODE ( 3) 2.?25YE +04 7 . 86E.T4 3 .248E +04 1 .254E :() 0. 0.

3 .965 2. 104 5.047E+04 4 .796E +04 3.248E.04 2.665E 04 0. 7. 7.58 9 E+0 4 2 .254E-04 2 .668E#04.
2. 392E-03 2 .059E-03 -2. 519E-13 7. 08SE -03 0. 0. 5 .773E -03 -1.322[.03 7. 096E -03

NODE(3) 7.292E+04 2.55]E+04 3.248E.04 1.224E-04 0. n. * *
NODE (4 ) 3. 380E+03 1 .331E+04 5.508E-03 6 .006E -03 0. 0. 1.160 .260 .9E0

4 .850 2. 303 6. 61 3E+02 I1.603E.04 5 .5086.-03 -I. 297E+03 0. 0. 1.64-4 52702.79E3
-6.446E -04 1.-399E-03 I .663E '13 -3.449E-04 0. 0. 1.414E-03 -6 .590E6-04 2.073E-03

N ODE (4) 9.64]E+03 7 .048E6.03 ,.SOAE.0 3 -7.683E+03 0. 0.
"ODE(1) I.34 1E +04 4. 3 77E'+03 5.8AOE.03 2 .6 38E -01 0. 0.

* TABLE I
Typical SARLAS Output for Each Element

stresses, identify the load paths and along with the analysis of a marine 1
the mode of the bearing failure. A riser flexjoint for an underwater ""

*second application to a helicopter main oil drilling pipe subjected to tre-0
* rotor elastomeric conventional thrust mendous. loads and pressures while

b earing todetermine the optim,.um, shim acomdtn motion about a spherical .*

shape illustrates another valuable center. %%aspect of this versatile analytical
* tool . A third application to a sub- 

":% %marine deck link to evaluate the design -

for an impact load is also discussed
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MATERIAL NO. I QUANTITY R Z ILEM MAX IMUM R Z ELEM MINIMUM "

RADIAL STRESS .965 2.104 16 5.0466479E+04 .905 .500 2 -3.2671205E+04

AXIAL STRESS .500 .500 1 8.0721257E+04 .905 .500 2 -6.6332446E+04

HOOP STRESS .500 .500 1 3.9758231E+04 .905 .500 2 -3.2671205E+04

SHEAR STRESS .965 2.104 16 2.6645767E+04 .631 2.915 19 -5.0180661E+03

TAURO STRESS 2.739 2.968 27 0. 2.739 2.968 27 0.

1AUZO STRESS 2.739 2.968 27 0. 2.739 2.968 27 0. "

MAX STRESS .921 2.060 16 8.8214852E+04 .905 .500 2 -3.0157096E+04 . .

MIN SIRESS .500 .500 1 3.6020908E+04 .905 .500 2 -6.8846555E+04 - .' .

MAX SHEAR STRESS .905 2.000 14 3.1840718E+04 1.109 2.662 19 7.5651465E+02

NORMAL STRESS .722 2.175 16 8.8214516E+04 .675 .500 2 -6.6332447E+04

SURF SHEAR STRESS .905 2.000 14 1.3086240E+04 .965 2.104 18 -1.8457691E 04 t*.

RADIAL STRAIN 1.025 2 .20 18 2.8081130E-03 .500 .750 3 -2.5444367E-03

AXIAL STRAIN .905 2.000 14 5.9727426E-03 .905 .500 2 -4.4769451E-03 . o' .

HOOP STRAIN .894 3.370 24 4.0682338E-14 .500 .500 1 -2.OOOOOOOE-12

p. SHEAR STRAIN .965 2.104 16 7.0877741E-03 .631 2.915 19 -1.3348056E-03
GAMRO STRAIN 2.739 2.968 27 0. 2.739 2.968 27 0.
GAMZO STRAIN 2.739 2.968 27 0. 2.739 2.968 27 0.

MAX STRAIN .921 2.060 16 6.6193942E-03 .894 3.370 24 1 .3598839E-04 T .

MIN STRAIN 1.109 2.662 19 9.4458312E-05 .905 .500 2 -4.8113215E-03

MAX SHEAR STRAIN .905 2.000 14 8.4696309E-03 1.109 2.662 19 2.0123290E-04

COMBINED STRESS .905 2.000 14 5.7540632E*04 1.109 2.662 19 1.9667824E+03

STRAIN ENERGY .921 2.060 16 2.7285409E+02 .894 3.370 22 2.2736023E-01

TABLE II

Largest and Smallest Stresses and Strains by Material Type

SPHERICAL THRUST BEARING of major metal attachment on the shim
loading patterns. The hoop stress

Figure 2 is a undeformed computer patterns show a "warping" effect in
drawn x-y plot of the ross-section the shims that is caused by the offset
drawing of a Lastoflex Spherical load path and marginal support of the

Thrust Bearing. This spherical thrust shims due to insufficient cone angle.
bearing was designed to support a This information indicates either a

* 266,893 Newton (60,000 pound) com- redesign is required to provide
pression load in the axial direction adequate support or the shim strength
(F ) while accommodating torsional should be sufficient to accommodate .

shoar motions (0) and cocking shear the adverse loading condition.
motions (f) about its spherical center.
To attempt to analyze the shim stress This spherical thrust bearing was
in each shim using simple closed form built and strain gaged on five selectec
solutions is an impossible task owing shims with axial gages to measure the
to the complex loading patterns, the hoop strain due to axial loading and "%
different elastic foundations to which cocking shear (f) motion. The results

- the shims are attached and the inter- for two of these shims are presented
*action from layer to layer that is in Figure 4 along with the finite

present. By applying finite element element analysis results for the same
analysis, the designer can determine axial (FA) load. The excellent cor-

. the compression loading patterns and relation is evident.
the hoop stress patterns, the elastomer
edge compression strain profile and the Figure 5 presents the finite

'.. elastomer edge compression induced element derived normal compression -.

shear strain profile. strain and the compression induced
shear strain at the elastomer edge as

Figure 3 presents the compression a result of the axial (F ) load being

stress and hoop stress patterns, applied. A test specimei was subjected ..

m obtained from the finite element out- to an axial load of 155,688 + 155,688
- put, for selected shims within the Newton (35,000 + 35,000 pounds) and

bearing. Of significance in these two the results shown in the test (Figures %
plots is the load path from the spheri- 6 and 7) correlated with the analysis
cal center to the attachment point in- results with the outside two layers ,
dicating a direct effect of the method (large end) showing signs of
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deterioration due to compression
strain and the inside second layer from ... ,V
the large end extruding elastomer due
to the peak compression induced shear

3 strain indicated in the analysis.
/ Therefore, this design would be marginal -

8 due to compression strain and compres-
sion induced edge shear strain without

SHIM adding the prime source of fatigue,
NUMPER shear strain due to and 0 motion.

18 IThus, a redesign would be indicated
before any costly qualification testing

( 23 3was started. With this known correla-
tion, future designs can be corrected

-- aand optimized even before the manu-
facturing stage is started.

.IIIMI IUMBER CONVENTIONAL THRUST BEARING
18V

."2, The conventional thrust bearing
Sy IL jshown in the computer drawn x-y deformed

plot (Figure 8a) under a 266,893 Newton
9 (PITCH) (60,000 pound) axial (FA) load was

designed to accommodate torsional shear
FA (0) while reacting an axial load (FA). '

... (OCKIG) The bulge pattern shown in the
deformed plot was consistent with the
pattern observed during testing and

FOAL PO1;T the areas of failure during dynamic
torsional testing were consistent with

Fig. 2 Computer plot of spherical the areas of highest bulge. An
thrust bearing analysis using SARLAS revealed the

compression loading pattern on the
upper end to be skewed to the outside
and on the lower end to be skewed to
the inside. A plot of compression
induced shear strain (Figure 9) at the

-. OUTER MEMBER

OUTER MEMBEROR
3RD 3RD-

SHIM NUMBER E- TH- , SHIM NUMBER-. 8TH-

13TH 13T
18THH

FAH rOAPTH F

i ""1 HD

M 
INNER MEMBER

SYM"-"S INNER MEMBER. ;,

/7 SUPPORT SUPPORT NOTE:
CONE CONE NOTE:

BELOW SHIM CONTOUR LINE COMPRESSION.AOVE TENSION

FOCAL POINT FOCAL POINT AOETNI

SHIM COMPRESSION STRESS PATTERN SHIM HOOP STRESS PATTERN .-

Fig. 3 - Spherical thrust bearing shim finite element results
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_ _--_ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _" "-
-1000 -1000%

F. E. PREDICTED ..

-12 -8 -4 0 4 8 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 0
COCKING ANGLE (DEG,) COCKING ANGLE (DEG,)

STRAIN VS COCKING ANGLE REF. STRAIN VS COCKING ANGLEF
CURVE SRIVSCCIGNGECURVESHIM NO. 8 C-54011 SHIM NO, 13 C-54010

Fig. 4 - Spherical thrust bearing strain gage test results
versus finite element analytical results

edge of the elastomer versus elasto- to dynamic torsional testing failed,
mer layer number revealed a very high and the specimen buckled. At 60,000 ..-

peak shear strain at the upper end on cycles, the redesigned specimen was
the outer diameter and at the low end exhibiting minor elastomer "fretting"
on the inner diameter, in the first layer on the inside due to

compression strain. The remainder of
A redesign of the shim profile was the specimen showed no signs of ever-' undertaken to eliminate the skewed being tested. These two specimens -- "'

compression loading pattern and to are shown in Figures 10 and 11. It is
reduce the compression induced shear significant to note that this quantum

S strain values to more acceptable increase in performance was accomplished S
limits. Figure 8b presents the re- without increasing the size of the com-
designed bearing with the new shim ponent or changing the spring rate
profile as modeled in the finite outside the original tolerances.
element analysis under a 266,893
Newton (60,000 pound) axial (F ) load.
The more normalized compressioA stress
loading pattern for this design re-
sulted in a more uniform compression
induced shear strain pattern as can be
seen in Figure 9. Both designs were
tested with an axial load of 155,688
+ 155,688 Newtons (35,000 + 35,000
pounds). At 19,000 cycles, the origi-
nal design was failing in the same
regions that the specimens subjected
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12 FOUTSIDE EDGE 600

* . 11r
!0 I5w0

9INSIDE -

.,9 EDGE
6i400 .4

r4 OUTSIDE
6-jX300 EDGE

INSIDE EDGE

2.. rj100

SMALL END LARGE END SMALL END LARGE END *
COMPRESSION EDGE STRAIN COMPRESSION INDUCED EDGE SHEAR STRAIN 1

Fig. 5 -Spherical thrust bearing elastomer finite element results

.e., vb- %

Fig. 6 Outside layer (large Fig. 7 -Inside layer (next to last)
diameter) failing due to failing due to compression
edge compression fatigue induced edge shear fatigue
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FAILED.1. -
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BASE j BASE
ORIGINAL SHIM DESIGN FINAL SHIM DESIGN

(A) (A)

Fig. 8 - Thrust bearing deformed plots a-'
a-

700 MARINE RISER FLEXJOINT

A marine riser flexjoint, for use V
-. 600 beneath the sea in drilling operations,
-',\LOUSIDE 0/GI cr-nsists of two end terminations

500 '. OUTS I DE OR11 NAL wnich include joint flanges and a
500 SHIM central housing (see Figure 12). Each

end termination has an interior bell
end which accepts a laminated spherical '" .'

4o thrust bearing between it and the a-
. housing. Between the interior sur-

faces of the bell, laminated elasto- "''
* 3 / \meric (HCL) seals are located.%00 

-INSIDE REDESIGNED SHIMIS SDSThe elastomeric (HCL) bearing is •

200 the primary load carrying member since
f 7 OUTSIDE REDESIGNED SHIM forces from one end termination are

carried through the bearing to the
a1D housing, and then through the other. bearing to the other end termination.
',a- The bearing carries the following

_SE G1 0 30 , TOP loads, which are additive:
- . t ~~ELASTOMER SHIM 4UMBER . . . ,%

Fig. g - Thrust bearing compression
.2 induced edge shear strain
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.4. *END TERMINATION

1k 6i CL BONDED SEARING69

HCL BONWED SEAL

914MM HCL BONDED SEARING e

S414

- END TERMINATION

S276 4

Fig. 12 -Flexjoint cross-section

138 -

4, 0
%0 1780 3560 53'40 7120 8900

AXIAL LOAD IN KILONEWTWIS ~ *

Fig. 14 -Strain gage test - third
635 shim~ - Lord flexjoint

bearing .. 4~

1. Precompresslon - 756,198 Newtons

50(170,000 pounds) "4

e-49.2 2. Tension - 2,668,933 Newtonsr
(600,000 pounds normal max.)

ccome
494.07 Me 3. Piston Effect (due to internal

diameter differences , -.

5,604,760 Newtons (1,260,000 lbs.) %
%4

4. Seal Reaction - 1,027,539 Newtons
3.175 MR(231,000 pounds)

_ _ _ _ _ T i
In addition to carrying the above

loads, angular cocking and torsional
279.4.........................motion capability is also required. *

254 58The required reliability of this ,L .

%MILLIMETER (DIAMETER) type of HCL joint is obvious due to
DEFORMEDGRID the hostile sea environment and depths

in which it must function. This also____
0Fig. 13 -Flexjolnt bearing with is not a component where the "cut and

3.175 mm axial deflection try" method is applicable because of
imposed (6.614,506 Newtons) the high tooling costs associated with

obtaining the first test article and %4.
the consequences if failure occurs
during drilling operations. Finite -

element analysis was performed on both
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- the bearing and the seal prior to for- Repeating the analysis using an

mal commitment to manufacture the com- increased wall thickness of 38%
ponent with data obtained from the (Figure 15b), the maximum octahedral -
previous spherical thrust bearing stress showed a reduction of approxi-
analysis and testing utilized during mately 50%. Testing to date supports
the design stage. Figure 13 is a the validity of the analysis and the
computer drawn x-y plot of the cross- wisdom of a redesign while the design
section of the resulting marine riser is still on the drawing board. %
flexjoint spherical bearing with
3.175 mm (0.125 inch) axial deflection. Combination Bearing System - Fiqure 16
This deflection is equivalent to illustrates an ideal application of
6,614,506 Newtons (1,487,000 pounds) SARLAS; the simulation of a system to
of axial force and results in the hoop determine its characteristics under 0
stress (maximum) of 497.22 MPa load. In this system, the question is
(72,116 psi) on the outer edge of the "Where should the elastomeric (HCL)
third shim as noted. The bearing was conical bearing be located relative
built, equipped with axial strain gages to the elastomeric (HCL) spherical
on the outside edge of the third shim bearing such that when pure radial
and the shim hoop strain analysis shear is applied to the conical outer
verified. The four gages, located 90 member, the inner member translates
from each other read between 427.47 MPa axially without cocking?". To design "
(62,000 psi) and 524 MPa (76,000 psi) and build the test fixtures and test

- with an average of 472.29 MPa (68,500 components required to determine the
psi) (or an average 5% error between answer to this question would be
calculated and actual). This is shown extremely expensive and time consuming...r.
in Figure 14. By using SARLAS, the designer can

determine the relative location and
Analytical data obtained by using investigate the sensitivity of the

SARLAS for the smaller elastomeric solution with a high degree of con-
bearings in regards to elastomer stress fidence that when the system is built

" and strain which has shown excellent it will work the first time.
correlation with test results can and
is being used to evaluate the larger CONCLUSIONS V
marine riser flexjoint elastomeric
components. Due to the nature of the "SARLAS", a Lord Kinematics'
analytical technique, there is no size modified version of the finite element
effect to account for in the appli- program TEXGAP, can reduce the time
cation of data from one component to and cost from design conception to
another. production hardware of elastomeric

components due to its capability to
ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS analyze structures consisting of

incompressible or nearly incompressible
Numerous additional applications materials such as rubber. The accuracy

for SARLAS have been found to minimize of this analytical technique has been
risks to the customer and maximize the demonstrated by experimental test data
chances for success the first time in obtained by using strain gages and by
lieu of the "cut and try" method, actual endurance testing. The versa-
Among these applications are: tility of the analysis is only limited

by the designers ingenuity since the
Deck Link for the Trident Submarine - cost in terms of time and money while
The analysis of a rod end designed to significant, is less than the cost of
accommodate an impact load equivalent tooling, test fixtures and the time
to 342,068 Newtons (76,900 pounds) required to iterate the "cut and try" 0
radial load would normally require a method. ..
series of assumptions based on past
experience. This is risky in terms
of both cost and time when a deck link .... ,.

of the size required for the TRIDENT
submarine is considered. Therefore,
due to the known accuracy of SARLAS,
the TRIDENT Submarine Elastomeric
Deck Link was analyzed with SARLAS
using a sinusoidally distributed load
of 13,467 Newtons per millimeter
(76,900 pounds per inch) of the axial -. '...
length. The maximum stress, based on Q..

-" the octahedral shear stress theory
indicated a redesign (Figure 15a).
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CHARACTERIZATION OF BULK CUSHION MATERIALS ,

UNDER IMPACT LOADS USING VISCOELASTIC THEORY .-. '-

- ,

Thomas L. Cost and James D. Dagen
The University of Alabama

Tuscaloosa, Alabama

and , %

John E. Jackson
Tennessee Valley Authority ,
Knoxville, Tennessee

The movement and storage of shock sensitive equipment requires the use
of appropriately designed cushioning systems. Bulk cushion materials, .
such as foamed polyurethane and polyethylene, are used quite commonly
in these systems to mitigate shock effects. Dynamic cushioning curves
which illustrate peak deceleration values obtained for specific size
bodies impacting specific cushioning systems are used extensively in
the engineering design of such cushioning systems. Although the useI0
of dynamic cushioning curves has proven beneficial, the large number . .
of curves required to describe cushion data makes their use cumbersome.
Also, the amount of testing required to develop the curves Is large.

* To reduce the amount of testing required and condense the data to be
utilized in the cushion design process, a nonlinear viscoelastic stress- -
strain law was incorporated within a mathematical model of cushion
systems under impact. After certain material parameters are determined
from experimental data, the mathematical model can be used to predict ,
the cushion response to impact loads associated with various drop
heights, cushion thicknesses, and temperatures.

INTRODUCTION ".

* Contemporary engineering package design pro- T=2" 3" 4" " '"
cedures for impact loads rely on the use of 70 ----

cushion data presented in the form of curves JI *displaying peak deceleration versus static 60
stress, as illustrated in Figure 1. Values on
the curves correspond to peak decelerations ex- V %

0perienced by objects falling from a particular o 50 - --- ;-height onto a cushion of a given material and 
,

-" thickness and at a specific temperature. The
static stress parameter corresponds to the " 40
ratio of body weight to body surface area in
contact with the cushion. Separate curves are J --- - -
required for each unique combination of system ' 30 0parameters, i.e., drop height, cushion thick-

• . ness, temperature, and, of course, material. 20 - - ,'. -_._ - .
The use of these dynamic cushioning curves has
oroven to be a useful design procedure. How- 1%7 '
ever, one limitation of the procedure has been 10
the tremendous amount of testing required to 0.1 1.0 10.0 -
generate the dynamic cushioning curves.

Static Stress, S(psi)

Figure 1. Typical Dynamic Cushioning Curve

0
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Consider, for example, the number of tests from rest from a particular height (drop
required to develop the cushion data curves height).
necessary to cover even a limited range of de-
sign conditions. Suppose cushions of three Material Response - Bulk cushions are typically
different thicknesses are to be tested at four manufactured om materials which in their
different drop heights and at three different solid polymer state are described by visco-
temperatures. To describe these parameters, a elastic constitutive relations. It seems
total of thirty six cushion data curves would fruitful to extend the constitutive relations -.
be required for each material. To construct which apply to the solid polymers to their
each deceleration versus static stress curve, foamed states. This idea is not new. Meinecke
assume testing must be conducted at seven and Clark 15) have presented a summary of '..,
different static stress levels. Finally, to several ideas related to the description of
obtain statistically meaningful data, at least foamed materials with viscoelastic constitutive0
ten tests would be required at each static relations. Rusch [6) and Meinecke and Schwaber _.

stress level. This requires a grand total of [71 have suggested two separate ideas related
2,520 individual tests (36 X 70 - 2,520) to to the modification of classical viscoelasticr
characterize each material. Admittedly, this relations to apply to foams.
is a conservative estimate.

For a one-dimensional stress state, classi-
McDaniel [1,2] has developed a mathematical cal linear theories of viscoelasticity allow

model which summarizes cushion data in the the relation between stress and strain to be O
form of a polynomial equation. The data used expressed as [8]
to generate the equation would normally be
presented in the form of dynamic cushioning ':""
curves. An optimization program has been de- G(t) = £(O)E(t) + f E(t-T)3- dr (1)
veloped [3) to search values of the equation
and select the lightest cushion which meets

4 the design specifications. Although this where a(t) is the normal stress and e(t) the
system represents a significant improvement in normal strain in the material at any time t. .
the design process, it still relies on the The quantity E(t) is referred to as a stress
same large number of tests to construct the relaxation modulus whose value depends upon the
dynamic cushioning curves, particular material of interest. The linear ...

relation (1) is limited to applications where
To alleviate the need for the numerous tests the deformations are small and the stresses de-

required to characterize a material, it appears pend linearly on the magnitude of the loads and
desirable to attempt to describe the cushion loading rates.
material and test conditions in such a way S
that a limited numer of test results would be Bulk cushion materials under impact loads

. sufficient to characterize a mathematical cannot be described by linear constitutive laws
. model which could then be used to predict the since the deformations are sufficiently large

cushion system response under conditions other to permit the stiffness of the material (stress '' "N
than those tested. This, of course, is the relaxation modulus) to increase as the deforma- 0, l
procedure followed in many other fields of tion increases. This stiffening effect occurs
engineering design. This basic technique was when the voids within the foamed material are
used by Cost [4] to generate the form of the compressed to the stage of partial and, finally,
McDaniel model [1]. total collapse. This effect is nonlinear in

character. To account for this nonlinear be-
An exploratory study was undertaken to in- havior, it is assumed here that the linear re-

vestigate the feasibility of such an approach. lation (1) is modified by permitting the stress
The motion of the body has been described relaxation modulus E(t) to depend not only on
through the use of a one-dimensional equation time but on magnitude of strain e(t). Thus,
of motion. The stress in the cushion which the constitutive assumption employed in this
restricts motion of the body is described by work is 0
a nonlinear viscoelastic constitutive relation.
Details of the model and results of a prelimi-
nary study of the model are described in the o(C,t) C(O)E(et) +ftE(C,t-T)- (
following sections. o

DESCRIPTION OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL The simplest form of stress relaxation
modulus which represents actual material be-

* A mathematical model used to predice cushion havior is that of a "standard linear solid" [8].
response to impact loads involves two components: For a linear material this relation is of the
a description of the material response to im- form

* .posed loads, independent of the material geome-
try, and a description of the motion of the .-
falling object of a specific weight and size E(t) = (cl/dl)e-tlPl + co(l-e'tlPl) (3) % ,
(statir stress) as it impacts a cushion with a
specific geometry (thickness) after falling as!
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where the parameters c , d1, and p, are The constitutive assumption utilized in
material constants. TRe p~ramaters of Eqn. this study is derived from consideration of
(3) can be related to the parameters of the the relation of the mathematical relation (3)
spring-dashpot phenomenological model illus- to the spring-dashpot model in Figure 2. To
trated in Figure 2 as follows: account for the nonlinear stiffening effect of

the cushion material as it becomes compressed %
upon impact, it is assumed that the parameters

C= k2 C 2 d  = n (4) model become strain dependent. This implies
12 12 12 that the spring constants increase with in-

creasing deformation. The parameter k1 inEqn. (4) is assumed to be of the form
The parareters k ,k,, and n have the physical qd
significance of Jprihig constants and a vis- ,11-...-
cosity parameter, respectively. = o+ + kl2 £ (5) '

where k1 , kll, k 12' 1  2 are parameters
to be determined by matching the mathematical
model to actual experimental data.

ki The parameters klg, kll, k12 , all, and a12
in equation (5) can'Be determined rom test
data. It is important to realize that the
characterization tests do not necessarily have
to be drop tests. To achieve the loading
rates of interest, practical considerations do
suggest that the tests should be impact in

k" n character. The loading rates associated with
2 conventional uniaxial stress-strain tests are

I "not adequate to characterize the material re-
.,I% sponse. Also, the tests must be compressive .--
.I in nature to include the nonlinear stiffening -- '

effect.

Cushion Impact Model - Consider the body illus-
trated in Figure 3a as it impacts a cushion

-,,a. supported on a rigid substrate. A free-body- ..-.
diagram of the body on the cushion is illus- -.

Figure 2. Standard Linear Solid Viscoelastic trated in Figure 3b. Application of Newton's
Model. second law to the body results in the equation

- m -- W - a(E,t)A (6)

T --- t-I --

-,1.
:--a

actual stress, O(t)

*,, a) Cushion System b) Free-Body Diagram - ...-.'

* Figure 3. Schematic Diagram of Cushion Impact System
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where m, W, and A are the mass, weight, and can be developed for computing the displace-
bottom surface area of the falling body, ment at any time t in terms of quantities
respectively, a(c,t) is the normal stress be- at time t nand tn1l This ies a ofaiquantities
tween the cushion and the body, and x is the techniquenemploypa in solving transient dynamic

position of the body relative to the body. problems (9]. The recursion relation can be
position at the time of initial contact. A expressed as
dot over a variable denotes differentiation
with respect to time. Equation (6) can be m
used tL determine the position, velocity, and + E(O)L - [E(O) - E(AT)]] x
acceleration of the falling body at any time t. .2T -n+

The model assumes that the cushion is massless
and that the strain, defined as c = x/T, where W + { 2m A[E(O) - E(At)]}x n
T is the thickness of the cushion, is uniform n T- Xn-l +

throughout the cushion. n-lWT+"'" Z, (x i+l +Xi) [E (tn+l-ti+l )-E(.t n+l- ti) ](8)...-"'

To describe the solution procedure for Eqn. i= x"tt+ n t)
(6), substitute the expression for the stress,
Eqn. (2), into Eqn. (6) and use a second-order where the right hand side of this equation
finite difference relation for the acceleration only involves known quantities at time tn+ . -term R to obtain 1] n+)2 V-.

tm 2 tTo start the step-by-step integration pro-
M/x(i+ l - 2xi + xi_ W-A[I(O)E(E,t) + cedure for Eqn. (8), the velocity of the fall-

ing object at time zero is x(O) = ,/2iT, where
+.'ft.'.H is the drop height and G the gravitational
+ ftE(c,t-T).- dT] (7) constant. The position of the object at time

u zero is x(O) = 0. Repeated application of Eqn.
(8) allows successive values of x,x, and R to

In Eqn. (7), x. = x(t.), where the time vari- be calculated. Figure 4 contains a plot of
able has been decompoled into a series of dis- typical displacement and acceleration histories
crete time steps tI , t , t ...... t , and obtained by repeated application of Eqn. (8).
At = t. - t. By nuteriallyintegrating 2
the iniegra-In' Eqn. (7), a recursion relation

-. 126.0
"'. ---

100 5.0

% "

/ "7 .7777.77

k• % %

. -%''"60 3.0 , 2 I..-. - . .,

,.--a -- '- *i
U

• 40 2.0

'' - displacement

acceleration

"."'. 20 1.0 "-.''

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.)

-', Time, t(msec)

% Figure 4. Displacement and Acceleration Histnrlea of Tmhpcting Body
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If the total acceleration history of the object in a drop test would provide a better
, falling object can be computed as in Figure data base with which to characterize the

4, obviously the peak acceleration material. However, such data was not available.
.' (deceleration) can be determined for par-

ticular values of the drop height H, cushion The dynamic cushioning curve data presented 0
thickness T, static stress a = (W/A), and by Humbert and Hanlon [10] was selected as a

. for a particular material. the strategy is commonly available set of data with which to -
-, to determine the cushion material parameters work. It was decided to attempt to determine

as described in Eqns. (3), (4), and (5) from the desired material properties from the test
material characterization studies and then results on the Humbert and Hanlon low-density . .

to use Eqn. (8) to determine the peak de- polyethylene foamed material from a drop
* celeration value corresponding to a specific height of 24 inches and a cushion thickness of -

set of test parameters. 4 inches. Based upon results of a parameter "S
study, an initial guess for the desired ma- .

CHARACTERIZATION OF CUSHION MATERIALS terial parameters was made and then a pattern- "
search optimization procedure employed to de- .'.,

Before the mathematical model described in termine the parameter values which "best"
Section 2 can be used to predict response correlated with the data.
under a variety of conditions, the cushion
material itself must be characterized by de- The flexible tolerance optimization pro-
termining the material parameters in Eqn. (4). cedure developed by Himmelblau [11] was used

Although a drop test is not necessarily the to select the "best" set of parameters. In-'. best experiment to perform to characterize the this case, "best" was defined as the para-" -" """-"

cushion material, data from this type test was meters which resulted in the smallest variance
all that was available at the present time. between the predicted values and the actual
Also, only drop test data in the form of dy- data. The flexible tolerance optimization -

*'' namic cushioning curves was available, algorithm chooses various values of the de- .
Detailed acceleration histories of the falling sired parameters in a specific way and then

""~.T .. T ------.--. .-
1 .4.
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a.-' permits the dynamic cushion curve correspond- The parameters above were determined after
ing to these parameters to be produced. These searching 160 sets of values in the manner
predicted values are then compared with the indicated. i.e., the optimization procedure
actual data and the variance of two sets com- went through 160 cycles.
puted. If the variance is less than some

% arbitrarily defined acceptable value, the RESULTS
search procedure teminates. If the variance
is greater than the acceptable value, the Using the material properties determined in
optimization procedure adjusts the parameters Section 3, the mathematical model described in
in an appropriate way and repeats the process. Section 2 was used to predict dynamic cushion-
The optimization procedure attempts to mini- ing curves for other conditions. Correlation
mize the variance between the predicted and for different thicknesses was attempted by
actual data sets. using the model to predict dynamic cushioning re

curves at 3 inch and 5 inch thicknesses. The
Figure 5 contains a graphical illustration predicted and actual curves are presented in

of the "goodness of fit" obtained by determin- Figure 6 for these conditions. The agreement
ing the material parameters in the manner indi- seems fair for static stress values near the
cated. The curve again corresponds to the 24 "optimum" or minimum value of the 3 inch
inch drop height and 4 inch cushion thickness thickness curve. However, agreement is not so
data. Values of the material p.rameters in good for extreme values of the static stress.
Eqs. (4) and (5) corresponding to the results Also, the predicted values for the 5 inch
in Figure 5 are thickness cushion agree only in form with the

= 1  actual data. The trends of the data are
kl '12 correct. However, the discrepancy in magni- ,

+1 tudes would be unallowable in design. The
= +2.94372xlO 6  k2 = -365840x0 ability to model drop height effects was

k"+4 attempted and the results are presented in
1l+k2 Figure 7. Comparisons for the 18 inch and 30

+1 inch drop heights agree only in form. The-O
- - a11 = +I.22488xl0+I shapes of the curves are correct and the curves

are in the proper relation to one another. . .-.
However, agreement in magnitude between the

"--"predicted and actual values is poor.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS Perhaps the greatest need at this stage of .
model development is for appropriate charac-

Based upon the limited results obtained to terization tests. Detailed information re-
date it appears that the mathematical model, lated to the time-dependent stress and strain
including the nonlinear viscoelastic consti- hitre4i h uhinudrimatcn
tutive equation, does represent the physics of ditions is needed to determine the material
the dynamic cushioning problem. It is obviouspretis
that if such a technique could be perfected, apretis
large saving could be made in the amount of REFERENCES
testing required to describe the behavior of
cushions under impact loads. A relatively 1) Donald M. McDaniel, "Modelling The Impact
small number of tests could be used to charac- Response of Bulk Cushioning Materials",
terize the material and the resulting charac- U. S. Army Missile Command, Redstone
terization incorporated into the mathematical Arsenal, Alabama, Report No. RD-75-16,1975.
model and used to predict dynamic cushion re-

2spoose under a variety of conditions different 2) Donald M. McDaniel, Richard M. Wyskida, and
*than those tested. Mickey R. Wilhelm, "A Statistically Based

Procedure for Temperature Sensitive Dynamic
The model at the present time may not have Cushioning Curve Development and Validation".

enough generality in the nonlinear behavior. The Shock and Vibration Bulletin, pp. 69-79,
Additional generality could be obtained by in- June 1975.

*cluding more terms in Eqn. (5). Also, the mass
of the cushion may need to be accounted for in 3) Donald M. McDaniel, and Bruce W. Fowler,

the mathematical model. Initial attempts to "Impact Response Prediction Using the
include this effect through the use of the HP9830 System", U. S. Army Missile Command,
finite element method appear promising. Also, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama, Report No.
temperature effects can be modeled easily by RE-76-7, June 1976.
utilizing the thermorheologically simple con-
stitutive assumption used successfully on solid 4) Thomas L. Cost, "Dynamic Response of Con-.
polymers (8] and on foamed materials (1]. taier and Container Cushion Structures", ,.

Athena Engineering Co., Northport, AL,.
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IMPACT RESPONSE MODELING OF BULK CUSHIONING

SYSTEMS ON A PROGRAMMABLE DESK-TOP CALCULATOR

Richard M. Wyskida
Industrial and Systems Engineering Department

The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, Alabama 35807 "%--'.'-

Don M. McDaniel
Research, Development, Engineering and Missile Systems Laboratory

U. S. Army Missile Command .'
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama 35809

and

James D. Johannes
Computer Science Program

The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, Alabama 35807

This paper reports the results of the modeling efforts on four bulk cushioning
materials. The model validation procedure, together with the available desk- .
top programmable calculator optimization programs, are described. Complete
mathematical models are presented for those interested in viewing the basic
coefficient/variable structure of the validated models. Specific cushioning
application examples are also included. 0

INTRODUCTION thickness as a function of the temperature, drop height, ... .
fragility level, and static stress, in terms of an n-

During the post four years, the Army Missile variable equation. The result was a 25 term Minicel
Command, in conjunction with the University of Ala- model which was validated with statistical tests [5].
bama in Huntsville, has sponsored a bulk cushioning
research program which has concentrated on the effect This paper reports the results of the modeling
of temperature variation upon bulk cushioning mate- efforts upon the four additional bulk cushioning mate-
ials. An extensive drop test program was initiated in rials referenced above. The validation procedure is "
1973, based upon a rigorous experimental design, with described, together with the available desk-top pro- .

initial drop testing conducted upon the Minicel bulk grammable calculator optimization programs.
cushioning material [1,21. Statistical analysis resulted 7 "K

* in the development of design curves for each set of MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION,0
experimental conditions. These curves exhibited a

. statistically significant parabolic-logrithmic shape. The data base for the superimposed dynamic
cushioning curves originally reported upon in [11 was

Based upon the encouraging results with the utilized by McDaniel [6 in the development of a
Minicel material, the research program was expanded generalized model for the Minicel material. In a
to include tvp densities of polyethylene Ethafoam (32 similar fashion, the data base for the Ethafoams [4],
and 64 kg/m ), and two types of polyurethane foam and the polyester and polyether type urethane 131 bulk _

(64 kg/m 3 polyester and 48 kg/m polyether). Statis- cushioning materials, were utilized to develop an 4-
tically significant parabalic-logrithmic dynamic cush- n-variable model for each new material. The complete
ioning curves were developed for each material [3,41. model for Ethafoam-2, Ethafoam-4, Urether-3, and

Urester-4 are shown in Tables 1 through 4, respectively.
p-. In 1974, initial modeling efforts began, with an .' _'.

ultimate objective of expressing the required cushion
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TABLE I

Ethafoom 2 Model

Variable Coefficient e e2 e3 '  h 11 2  T- 11 2  T- 3/ 2  (Ina S) (InaS)2

"" 0 22.056000
1 0.000000 X X
2 0.000000 x X X
3 0.000000 x X x w'
4 -30.284966 x x x
5 0.000000 X X X X
6 0.283549 X X X X
7 9.951394 X x x

% 8 - 1.509574 X X X X
9 0.048203 X X X X

10 0.000000 x x
11 0.000000 x x x
12 0.000000 X X X
13 0.073399 X X X
14 0.000000 X X X x
15 0.000000 x x x x
16 - 0.037576 X X X
17 0.003939 X X X X
18 0.000000 X X X x
19 0.000000 X X
20 0.000000 x x x
21 -0.000001 X X X
22 0.000000 X X X
23 0.000000 X X X X
24 -0.000001 X X X X
25 0.000031 x x X
26 0.000000 X X X X _O
27 - 0.000003 X X X X
28 - 2983.204900 X X %

. 29 490.060589 x x x, :30 - 17.245423 X X X
31 18.028014 X x
32 - 2.473188 X X X
33 0.04514 x x x
34 -0.026779 X X
35 0.003078 x x x
36 0.000000 X x x

"". NOTE: An X entry at any row and column intersection indicates that the variable identified by that
- .column heading is included in that row variable term.
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TABLE 2 .

Ethafoam 4 Model

Variable Coefficient a 2 6 3 h1/ 2  T-1/2 T-3/ 2  (An a no) .

0 33.845712
1 - 23.858291 X X
2 0.000000 X x X
3 o.oooooo x x x
4 0.000000 X X X
5 -22.434815 X x X Xe-
6 1.916798 x x x x
7 7.613808 X X X
8 -0.639810 X X X X
9 0.000000 x x x x--,

10 0.000000 xX
11 0.018726 x X X
12 0.000000 x X X
13 0.000000 x x x
14 0.091455 X X X X '"..

,, 15 - 0.006268 X X X X
16 - 0.026303 x X X
17 0.000403 x x x x
18 0.000124 x x x x
19 0.000000 x X
20 0.000000 X X X
21 -0.000004 X X X

- 22 -0.000169 x x x
23 - 0.000036 X X X X
24 0.000000 X X X X
25 0.000029 x x x
26 0.000000 X X X X
27 -0.000001 X X X X "
28 341.920818 x x
29 133.964130 X X X
30 - 10.040600 X X X
31 0.568838 X X 1
32 - 0.639287 X X X
33 0.000000 X X x
34 -0.001811 X X
35 0.000000 X x X
36 0.000129 x x x

NOTE: An X entry at any row and column intersection indicates that the variable identified by that column
heading is included in that row variable term. S
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TABLE 3

Urether 3 Model

Variable Coefficients 0 2 03 h 11 2  T 1/ T-3/2  (in as) (nas)2

0 13.555651
1 0.000000 x x

2 0.000000 x x x ."p
3 0.319806 X X X.-
4 -8.900003 X X X
5 0.000000 x x x x •
6 0.000000 X X X X -"

7 3.123866 X X X
8 -0.327289 X X X X '
9 -0.019270 x x x x

10 0.000000 x x
11 0.008781 x x x
12 - 0.003297 x x x -
13 0.007665 X X x
14 0.010179 x x X x
15 0.000000 x x x x
16 -0.013446 x x x
17 0.000000 X X X X
18 0.000287 X X X X
19 - 0.000078 X X 0
20 0.000000 X X x
21 0.000005 X X X
22 0.000000 X X
23 -0.000017 X X X X
24 -0.000005 X X X X
25 0.000022 X X X
26 0.000000 X X X X
27 -0.000005 x x x x
28 54.828077 x x
29 - 17.505666 x x x'. 
30 0.000000 X X X
31 0.000000 X X
32 0.000000 X X X
33 0.002734 X X X - -
34 0.000000 x x
35 0.000000 X X X
36 0.000000 X X X"

NOTE: An X entry at any row and column intersection indicates that the variable identified by that column
heading is included in that row variable term.
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TABLE 4

Urester 4 Model

Variable Coefficient e 82 e3  h1/2 T-1/2  T 3/2  (na) (In a)2

0 -60.879992
1 0.000000 x x
2 0.000000 X X X
3 0.000000 X X X
4 -148.276080 x x x
5 18.565089 x x x x
6 - 1.034744 x X X x
7 10.752943 X X X
8 - 0.982694 X X X X
9 -0.039790 x x x x
10 0.000000 x x
11 0.000000 X X X
12 0.000000 X X X O
13 0.487166 X X X
14 0.000000 X X X X

, 15 0.000000 X X X X
16 -0.053289 X X X
17 0.002101 X X X X -
18 0.000529 X X X X
19 0.000000 X x
20 0.000000 X X x
21 0.000000 X X X
22 0.000000 X X X
23 -0.000207 X X X X ,N
24 0.000013 X X X X
25 0.000072 x X X
26 0.000000 x x x x 0
27 -0.000001 X X X X
28 0.000000 x x
29 0.000000 x x x
30 14.520064 X X X
31 6.557318 X X
32 - 1.681827 X X X
33 0.000000 x x x

- 34 - 0.022919 X X
35 0.006071 x x x %
36 - 0.000215 X X X
37 -2.185574 X
38 0.000000 X X 4"
39 0.065562 X x '
40 0.000000 x "
41 0.004620 X X

.P 42 - 0.000735 X X
43 0.000015 X
44 - 0.000012 X X
45 0.000001 X X

NOTE: An X entry at any row and column intersection indicates that the variable identified by that column
heading is included in that row variable term.
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it was hypothesized that the general model PROGRAMMABLE DESK-TOP CALCULATOR
procedure developed by McDaniel 161, which provides CUSHIONING MODELS

If dynamic cushioning curves for individual combinations
of drop height, temperature, static stress, and cush- The validated models were programmed on the
ion thickness, together with the prediction limit equa- HP-9810A, based upon a search procedure which
tion from [71, provides the bulk cushioning designer with an optimal

cushion design that considers the effect of temperature
y + t s \ +a T(xx)-a variations.

T" The HP-9810A version of the developed con- .,
where

whereb b 2x tainer cushioning models can be utilized in one of two
b 0 + bI xnx + input modes: 1) magnetic card, or 2) cassette tape .

191. When using the magnetic cards, each model must
could be combined to provide prediction limits for the be input separately and operated upon in an autono- -
developed models at selected static stress levels, drop mous fashion. Consequently, if a particular material

* heights, temperatures, and cushion thicknesses. Drop does not satisfy the specified fragility level, another
heights range from 304.8 to 762.0 mm, temperatures model must be selected and input for consideration. ..-

from 219 to 344 K, cushion thickness of 25.4 to 101.6 The operator must select the model to be considered
mm, and a static stress range of 345 to 35853 Pa. The based upon his working knowledge of the bulk cush- 0
individual dynamic cushioning curves [IDCC] deve- ioning materials available. The cassette tape input - -
loped in I1 would be compared with the developed mode requires the designer to select the model desired

"." prediction limits to ascertain whether the generalized and merely acquire the desired program from the
model was predicting the IDCC in a consistent statis- .".m.cassette tape.

*'." tical fashion. In essence, the test of the generalized cassette tape.
* model is to determine if it can provide G-level values AllI five models are based upon extensive drop ~ %which include the significant static stress level portion test data which has been determined to be statistically

of the IDCC and remain within the prediction limitsfor
the particular conditions under consideration. For the signfian at an alha lev el s05 the Minice..Ethafoam 2, and Ethafoam 4 models span the 219 to
purposes of the model validation, the significant por- 344 K temperature range. Consequently, these three -. ,

tion of the IDCC are identified as the minimum IDCC models are capable of determining cushion requirements .,....

G-level value bounded by + 6895 Pa. This signifi- for these three materials over the above temperature .
cant portion may be truncated at the lower or upper % T%
static stress level if the bounds fall outside the stand- range. The Urether 3 and Urester 4 models have been

ard static stress range of 345 Pa to 35853 P. For developed within a narrower temperature sprectrum. 0
Drop test experience indicated that both materials C-.. j

example, from Table 5, it is apparent that the mini- Droptes exeraice ie dK g that both material
mum G-level for the IDCC is 34.38 G's at a static behaved eratically below 244 K suggesting that the

stres of827 Pa.Placng 689 Pa ouns onthematerials were inconsistent at the extreme cold tem- '
"" ~stress of 8274 Pa. Placing + 6895 Pa bounds on the "", -"

"-" ~perature, Therefore, these two models are valid only 'r-,' ,

identified static stress level gives a static stress range perature these to dl ar valid-only *within the temperature range 244 to 344 K. a
of 1379 Pa to 15169 Pa. This valid range is identified r

9.as a double asterisk (**) to the left of the MODEL Two versions of the computerized models are
column. Over this static stress range, it is seen that available to the designer. The first, entitled
all model values are contained within the developed "CUSHOP,"isa tailored cushion design program,
prediction limits for this case. while the other, "ENCAP," is an optimal encapsula-

In Table 6, considering the Urester-4 model, tion program. %..-

immediately to the right of the values in the column The "CUSHOP" program accepts from the desig- , "
entitled MODEL are seen several asterisks. These

asterisks indicate the static stress levels at which the ner the following inputs: the fragility level of the 0
model values ore outside of the IDCC predictiorilimits. item to be protected (GLMAX); the temperature range
For the IDCC, the minimum G's are 54.61 at a static to which the package will be exposed in its logistics \.,
stres of 1034 Pa. The lower static stress level of 345 environment ranging from the coldest, through ambient, ".,." tres;of 134 Pa Thelowerstatc strss lvel o 345 to the hottest; the drop height requirement; and the .,.,,

Pa is utilized as the lower bound since it is the small- t ete t; te dro heighrr ement; an the
est static stress level on which drop test data is avail- meal tye frm tes lry. Trogr then a '
able. The upper bound becomes 8274 Pa. The com- searches the static stress region from 345 to 34470 Pb

* parison between the identified static stress range at each thickness to determine compliance with the

(indicated with double asterisk) and the model pre- GLA.r-uiemnt
dicted values outside of the prediction limit (single T "N.pgmsue ilt'-" The "ENCAP" program is quire similar to

asterisk), indicates the Urester-4 model is able to CS-hr yi ec te grpredict the IDCC value with the specified statistical "CUSHOP". The primary difference is the designer's .,...
pacuric the DcC leith thumenspecidtatital intent to encapsulate the protected item in the cush-
accuracy. A complete documentation of the valida-".' ~ion. Encapsulation consequently dictates that the•"."""-
tion procedure for all five materials may be found in[.S i
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TABLE 5-'

Sample of Minicel Val idation

304.8 mm D.H. 25.4 mm THICK 219 K TEMPERATURE

STATIC STRESS IDECELERATION (G)Pa OE E- O i
• 'tPo IDCC LOWER-P MODEL UPPER-P -•

345 186.72 156.91 193.03 216.52
689 128.03 98.70 128.64 157.37
1034 100.29 71.42 98.36 129.17
1379 83.55 55.12 ** 80.19 111.98
1724 72.26 44.26 ** 67.99 100.25
2068 64.12 36.55 ** 59.24 91.69
2413 58.00 30.85 ** 52.71 85.16
2758 53.28 26.52 ** 47.69 80.03
3103 49.54 23.18 ** 43.76 75.91
3447 46.55 20.56 ** 40.63 72.53
3792 44.12 18.51 ** 38.11 69.74
4137 42.15 16.89 36.08 67.41
4482 40.52 15.61 34.43 65.44 .. ,
4826 39.19 14.61 33.10 63.77

. 5171 38.09 13.84 ** 32.02 62.35
5516 37.20 13.25 ** 31.15 61.14
5861 36.47 12.82 ** 30.46 60.11
6205 35.88 12.52 * 29.93 59.23
6550 35.41 12.33 ** 29.52 58.49
6895 35.04 12.23 ** 29.22 57.86

8274 34.38 12.52 ** 28.87 56.23
9653 34.58 13.52 ** 29.44 55.63
11032 35.32 14.91 ** 30.56 55.74
12411 36.41 16.50 * 32.05 56.33
13790 37.74 18.20 ** 33.77 57.28
15168 39.22 19.95 ** 35.64 58.49

' 16547 40.81 21.71 37.61 59.90
17926 42.46 23.48 39.65 61.45
19305 44.17 25.24 41.73 63.09
20684 45.90 27.00 43.82 64.80
22063 47.65 28.75 45.93 66.54
23442 49.40 30.50 48.03 68.30

S' 24821 51.15 32.24 50.12 70.06
26200 52.90 33.99 52.20 71.81
27579 54.63 35.74 54.27 73.53

" 28958 56.36 37.49 56.31 75.23
30337 58.07 39.25 58.33 76.89

[ 31716 59.76 40.99 60.33 78.53 0
33095 61.44 42.74 62.31 80.14
34474 63.10 44.46 64.26 81.73
35853 64.74 46.16 66.19 83.31

. Z03.
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TABLE 6

Sample of Urester-4 Validation

457.2 mm D.H. 25.4 mm THICK 317 K TEMPERATURE
STATIC STRESS DECELERATION (G)

"~.'.- 9-.*

Pa IDCC LOWER-P MODEL UPPER-P

9 345 71.75 20.58 ** 62.63 122.02 ..,-
689 56.58 6.23 ** 47.19 106.93
1034 54.61 5.05 ** 46.98 104.17 ,

1379 56.30 7.50 ** 50.79 105.10
1724 59.38 11.31 ** 56.01 107.44
2068 63.04 15.68 ** 61.73 110.40
2413 66.93 20.25 ** 67.60 113.62
2758 70.91 24.87 ** 73.45 116.94
3103 74.87 29.46 ** 79.19 120.28
3447 78.78 33.96 ** 84.80 123.59 "
3792 82.61 38.36 ** 90.24 126.86
4137 86.35 42.64 ** 95.53 130.07 .
4482 90.01 46.81 ** 100.66 133.20
4826 93.56 50.85 ** 105.64 136.28 -

5171 97.03 54.78 ** 110.47 139.28
5516 100.40 58.59 ** 115.15 142.22
5861 103.69 62.28 119.71 145.10
6205 106.90 65.87 ** 124.13 147.93 '.
6550 110.02 69.35 ** 128.44 150.69
6895 113.07 72.74 ** 132.63 153.40
8274 124.56 85.34 ** 148.38 163.78
9653 135.08 96.65 162.72 173.51
11032 144.79 106.88 175.91 182.71
12411 153.82 116.19 188.13 191.44
13790 162.25 124.75 199.52 199.76
15168 170.18 132.68 210.21 * 207.68

* 16547 177.66 140.09 220.28 * 215.23
17926 184.75 147.07 229.81 * 222.43
19305 191.49 153.70 238.86 * 229.29
20684 197.92 160.04 247.48 * 235.81
22063 204.07 166.13 254.71 * 242.01
23442 209.96 172.02 263.60 * 247.91 -
24821 215.62 177.73 271.17 * 253.52
26200 221.07 183.28 278.45 * 258.86
27579 226.32 188.68 285.46 * 263.97 .-.

28958 231.39 193.92 292.22 * 268.87
30337 236.30 199.00 298.76 * 273.59
31716 241.05 203.91 305.09 * 278.19
33095 245.65 208.61 311.23 * 282.69 777
34474 250.12 213.07 317.18 * 287.16
35853 254.46 217.26 322.96 * 291.66
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static stress cannot be tailored to the values pre- by the designer, and is output under the heading on
scribed by "CUSHOP" using comer pads on other each hard copy.
tailored designs. The stress levels are thus predeter-
mined based on the surface area configuration and The first plotting activity in the procedure draws
weight of the protected item. Consequently the a horizontal line at 40 G's to identify the specified
"ENCAP" search technique accepts the static stress fragility level for this example. The procedure then
values for encapsulation in addition to the other searches through the material cushion thickness, start-
parameters input in "CUSHOP". "ENCAP" then ing at 25.4 mm, until it acquires a material cushion
increments on thickness until the material response is thickness which provides a 1379 Pa static stress range
below GLMAX at the static stress levels specified. at or below the 40 G fragility level. The variation

which occurs as a function of temperature within the
If the particular material model for "CUSHOP" considered material is shown by the three parabolic

or "ENCAP" is unable to satisfy the stipulated condi- shaped curves in Figure 1. The left upper most curve
tions, the hardcopy will be void of any superimposed represents the cold temperature effect, the middle
dynamic cushioning curves. Consequently, the curve represents the ambient temperature effect, while "-"
designer should select another material type for the left lower most curve represents the hot temperature
consideration, effect. The static stress range, indicated on the frog-

ility level line by the intersection of the cold and hot
The material cushion thickness range associated superimposed dynamic cushioning curves, and identi-

with the "CUSHOP" models begins at 25.4 mm and fied in the heading as SSL = 4482 and SSU = 8617,
terminates at 114.3 mm. An indication of program represents the safe design limits for 50.8 mm of
termination occurs at 114.3 mm. Superimposed Ethafoam-2 cushion with a 558.8 mm drop height.
dynamic cushioning curves are not plotted since the TOPT represents the thickness of cushior required in .. -X :
upper limitation, 101.6 mm, on the basic drop test millimeters.

. data, has been attained. In a similar fashion, the
"ENCAP" models begin at a 25.4 mm cushion thick- It should be noted that any cushion thickness

.. ness, and have an upper limit of 317.5 mm. Any above 50.4 mm will result in excessive cushioning
decisions associated with the "ENCAP" models which ability together with the attendant material cost and ".p
involve thicknesses greater than 101.6 mm, should be space requirements. Consequently, it is in the desig-
exercised with great prudence, since the range of the ners' best interest to utilize only the necessary amount IV
basic drop test data has been exceeded, of cushion in any container design.

ae The materials currently available in the library "ENCAP" OUTPUT INTERPRETATION
o~re:

A typical output of the HP-9810A version of the
Material No. Material Name "ENCAP" model is shown in Figure 2. This output is

similar to the "CUSHOP" output. However, two
I Minicel additional inputs are required, namely the upper static

(Cross-linked polyethylene stress level and the lower static stress level. All other
32 kg/m 3) inputs remain the same.

2 Ethafomplyethylene32a The "ENCAP" model operates on the premise .- ,
(Linear polyrnl %S

that the item to be packaged will be entirely sur-
3 Ethafoam 4 3 rounded by the proposed cushioning material. The

(Linear polyethylene 64 kg/m) amount of cushion required is a function of the ter-.'. 5' 5

4 • perature range, the drop height, the fragility level, ,. 5"
3ether u 3 and the static stress range. It should become immedi-

( e eately evident that the wider the static stress range,

%- 5 Urester 4 the greater the cushion thickness requirement.
(Polyester urethane 64 kg/m3)

The two vertical lines identified on Figure 2
"CUSHOP" OUTPUT INTERPRETATION represent the extremes of the selected static stress "

range. TOPT represents the thickness of cushion N
A typical output of the HP-9810A version of the required in millimeters. It should be noted that the

"CUSHOP" model is shown in Figure 1. This output results are the same for both 'CUSHOP" (Figure 1) and
is associated with the Ethafoam-2 cushioning material "ENCAP" (Figure 2), since the conditions are the same .-

encompassing the entire temperature sprectrum con- for both situations. Figure 3 illustrates completely
* sidered essential to military packaging, namely 219 to different input conditions for the "ENCAP" model with

344 K. The drop height selected was 558.8 mm with a the attendant output. %
-a. fragility level of 40 G's. All this information is input
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CONCLUSIONS Additional models should be developed as new
versions of commonly utilized bulk cushioning mate-

The material contained in this article describes rials become available. Particular attention should
the use of the Minicel, Ethafoam-2, Ethafoam-4, be focused on the development of composite models
Urether-3, and Urester-4 bulk cushioning models utilizing thicknesses of material from the five mate-

" which have been developed as part of the MICOM rials already modeled.
on-going research effort into bulk cushioning
materials. These models may be utilized on program- The modeling effort is but one example of the
mable desk-top calculators in the "CUSHOP" or improvement in utility and responsiveness derived
"ENCAP" modes. The "CUSHOP" model output from desk-top programmable calculator utilization.
identifies the cushion thickness, together with an The nominal expense and relatively unsophisticated
appropriate static stress range, for given inputs of 1) techniques should enhance the availability of this
hot, ambient, and cold temperature, 2) drop height, methodology to smaller enterprises engaged in pack-
and 3) fragility level. The "ENCAP" mode output age design. Larger enterprises should find that the
identifies only a cushion thickness, for given inputs background technology is sufficiently reliable to .
of I) hot, ambient, and cold temperature, 2) drop establish excellent confidence in the results dervied.
height, 3) fragility level, and 4) upper and lower With the advent of Military Standard 648, in addition
static stress level. The "CUSHOP" model output to other government and nongovemment specifications -

results in a feasible cushion thickness requirement if that require impact testing at temperature extremes,
- superimposed dynamic cushioning curves are plotted, the necessity for the type of program that incorporates

. The "ENCAP" model results are valid only through temperature effects becomes abundantly clear. Con-
101 .6 mm cushion thicknesses, although results may siderable cost savings can be projected in the avoid- ".
be plotted through 317.5 mm cushions. once of infeasible design, development and testing,

T l h m abetter utilization of packaging and logistical
The complete mathematical models are pre- resources, and a reduction in the failure of protected

sented for those interested in viewing the basic items.
coefficient/variable structure of the four validated
models. In addition, a sample problem is provided,
together with output interpretation, for the Ethafoam-
2 model.
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